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I Executive Summary 

1 FKZ_02WT1129: WATERQUALITY, WATER USE 

(IWW) 

 Water Sampling 

The water sampling campaigns in the area of the TGR showed that 48 substances out of 213 

analyzed organic substances have been found, however, often with low frequency    (< 11%).  

 Concentrations compared to Western Countries 

Concentrations are, in general, in the same range or even lower compared to surface waters 

in western industrialized countries.  

 Contaminant Loads 

Contaminant loads, however, can still be high due to a high discharge, as shown by Müller et 

al (Müller et al. 2008; Müller et al. 2012).  

 Compound Patterns 

In the different water sources typical compound patterns have been found, such as  

 (i)  pesticides in surface water reflecting the surface runoff from agricultural areas,  

 (ii)  disinfection by-products (trihalomethanes) in tap water due to an intense 
 chlorination/disinfection in drinking water treatment, and  

 (iii)  pharmaceuticals in waste water treatment plant effluents, which are not 
 eliminated in the waste water treatment due to their high persistency.  

 Tap Water Pesticides 

The two pesticides clopyralid and picloram, further, were detected in tap water in 

comparable concentrations as in adjacent surface water indicating a scarce elimination of 

these compounds in drinking water treatment.  

 Chinese Standards 

Due to the results of this study, the supply of drinking water from TGR surface water 

is legal with respect to the Chinese Environmental Quality Standards for Surface 

Water (GB 3838-2002) (SAEP 2002). The compounds relevant for drinking water 

production (this means either they exceed Chinese or European limit values in 

drinking water or they are of ecotoxicological risk) were investigated to be mainly  

 (i)  the herbicides clopyralid, picloram, and atrazine,  

 (ii)  the antibiotic sulfamethoxazole in Wushan bay, and  

 (iii)  chloroform in Wushan tap water.  
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 Oxidation and Ozonation 

The tested drinking water treatment steps, oxidation due to ozonation and powdered 

activated carbon adsorption, are both feasible for an application in the TGR area since the 

observed pollutants are removed satisfactorily and the formation of toxic by-products is 

within the legal limits. 

2 FKZ_02WT1130: MICROBIOLOGICAL DEGRADATION, 

TRANSMIC (TZW)  

 Detection of dechlorinating bacteria in Yangtze River samples: 

The dechlorinating microorganisms Dehalococcoides spp., Dehalobacter spp., 

Desulfomonile spp., Desulfuromonas spp. and Desulfitobacterium spp. were detected 

by PCR analysis in water or sediment samples taken within the TGR. In 85 % of the 

samples at least one of dechlorinating microorganisms was detected 

 Tetrachloroethene degradation in Yangtze River sediments: 

In all batch tests incubated with sediments from the TGR catchment area, anaerobic 

biological dechlorination of Tetrachloroethene was demonstrated.  Dehalococcoides spp. 

Dehalobacter spp., Desulfomonile spp., and Desulfitobacterium spp. were detected, with 

increasing numbers, in most of the batch dechlorination tests.  However, differences in the 

biochemical pathways and end-products of reductive dechlorination were observed, most 

probably due to different halorespiring bacteria community compositions.  

 Degradation of Hexachlorocyclohexanes, Pentachlorophenol, 

Polychlorinated Biphenyl 180 and Hexachlorobenzene: 

The indigenous microbial community was capable to dechlorinate all four 

Hexachlorocyclohexanes, Pentachlorophenol, Polychlorinate Biphenyl 180 and 

Hexachlorobenzene to lower chlorinated products. These pollutants and their dechlorination 

products are relevant environmental pollutants in the Yangtze River. 

 Activity after oxygen exposure: 

For the three dechlorinating bacteria Desulfitobacterium spp., Desulfomonile spp. and 

Desulfuromonas spp. in none of the experiments influence of the oxygen contact on the 

inactive microorganisms was detected. After oxygen exposure, increasing numbers of 

Dehalococcoides spp. were detected during the anaerobic dechlorination of cDCE to ethene. 

The results indicate that reductive dechlorination is possible in anaerobic areas even after 

temporary transfer of the bacteria into aerobic zones. 

 Demonstration of gene expression (mRNA detection): 
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The extraction of high quality mRNA was demonstrated. The new molecular method enables 

a direct monitoring of microbial activity by mRNA detection. Therefore, the relevance of 

different bacteria and reductive dehalogenase genes can be studied. Furthermore, a 

monitoring of microbial activity in the field might be possible in the future. 

 Indigenous Microorganisms contribute substantially to Pollutant 

Elimination: 

The potential of indigenous microorganisms within the Yangtze River for reduction of 

chlorinated pollutants was demonstrated. The results indicate that these processes are active 

in the field and contribute substantially to pollutant elimination in the Yangtze River and the 

TGR. 

3 FKZ_02WT1131: MONITORING AND MODELLING, 

MINIBAT (KIT)  

 Enhancement and commissioning of the MINIBAT: 

A new underwater multi-sensor probe MINIBAT was developed and adapted to the 

conditions in the Three Gorges Reservoir. It was successfully applied for in situ and online 

monitoring from boats during eight fieldtrips. The MINIBAT carries sensors for pressure, 

temperature, pH, turbidity, electrical conductivity, H2S, O2, coloured dissolved organic matter, 

photosynthetic active radiation and chlorophyll a. 

 Water sampling system integrated into the MINIBAT: 

For the first time, a remote-controlled water sampling system was designed and 

implemented successfully into the MINIBAT. Now, five 50 mL water samples can be taken 

selectively according to the specific ambient water quality conditions. 

 Impact factors of algal bloom formation: 

The stratification and nutrition conditions during algal bloom formation were analysed with 

extraordinary resolution. Particularly, the impacts of nutrient sources such as sewage plant 

discharges could be identified. 

 Identification of water mass interaction processes: 

The water quality conditions in tributary backwaters of the TGR are largely dependent on 

interactions with the Yangtze River main stream. These are to a large extent driven by water 

level fluctuations and considerably amplified by density current circulation cells. 

 Urban impacts on water quality conditions in the TGR: 

Significant pollutant plumes including heavy metals, nutrients, and CDOM were identified to 

originate from cities at the TGR. These plumes were most pronounced during high water level 

conditions in winter. 
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 Spatio-temporal geostatistical model for water quality data: 

The MINIBAT data were used to develop a GIS based spatio-temporal geostatistical model for 

water quality conditions along a TGR tributary backwater. This model revealed pollutant 

transport processes and dynamics affecting the water quality distribution in the TGR. 

 Establishment of the numerical hydrodynamic model TELEMAC2D: 

Pollutant transport and distribution processes for several sections of the TGR were modelled 

successfully. The results were integrated with the collected monitoring data to elucidate 

underlying hydrodynamic processes and their impacts on water quality. 

 Implications for water quality management in the TGR: 

It was demonstrated that the adapted methods can be used to identify water pollution 

problems and to propose infrastructural improvements such as modified sewage plant 

discharges. Exemplarily, an alternative sewage plant discharge location was simulated for 

Wushan city. The modified discharge location could considerably reduce the nutrient input 

into the Wushan Lake and the Daning River backwater, which are both highly susceptible to 

algal blooms. 

4 FKZ_02WT1132: BIOMONITORING VIRTUAL 

ORGANISMS, BIOVIRTOUS (TUM)  

 Losses of pollution: 

TGR exhibits substantial losses of pollution (up to 80 % from Chongqing to the dam) 

after being contaminated at Chongqing. These losses can be attributed to ecological 

services based on degradative processes and volatilization of chemicals from the 

water phase. 

 Pollution tributaries: 

The contribution to the pollution of the reservoir for the most important tributaries 

during low water regime could be evaluated as a basis of environmental 

management. 

 Total mass transport: 

Homogeneity investigations of the pollution in the cross-sectiona area in front of the 

dam allowed the verification of total mass transport calculations of pollutants. 

 Homogeneity Investigation: 

The homogeneity investigation in front of the dam was extended to some polar 

contaminants among pharmaceuticals and pesticides. Atrazine was found in similar 
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ranges of about 4500 pg/L followed by Carbamazepine (~ 100 pg/L) and Simazine 

(~25 pg/L) at 11, 31, and 50 meter water depth. 

 Sediment Cores: 

The investigation of sediment cores from the reservoir and selected tributaries 

witness their homogeneity and young age. Their low contamination status with 

respect to pollutants (Dioxins, Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons) and their young age 

with respect to sedimentation pinpoint to their recent formation which is mainly 

based on low contaminated eroded material. 

 Persistent Bioaccumulative Toxins (PBT): 

All in all the BIOVIRTUOUS generated first data about the status of persistent 

bioaccumulative toxins (PBT) and estrogenicity of the whole reservoir as a basis for 

further follow-up investigations and risk assessments. 

 Potential Contamination Status: 

Virtual organisms (VO) were very effective to estimate the potential contamination 

status due to their high reproducibility and allowed seasonal cost-effective 

investigation of PBT in TGR in a short time along the whole stretch of the huge 

reservoir. 

5 FKZ_02WT1141: ORG MICROPOLLUTANTS, 

MICROTOX (RWTH Aachen)  

 Calibrated Ecosystem Model:  

 led to plausible results and proved useful to understand the basic principles of 

nutrient and population dynamics of a tributary system strongly influenced by the 

TGR water level fluctuations. 

 Relevance of Propanil: 

 This model substance was highly relevant as lastly being intensively used in the 

region. It turned out to be problematic regarding a lack of knowledge on degradation 

in soils and sediments. 

 Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons:   

Were identified as most relevant pollutants at TGR. 

 Identification of effects of sediments (in vitro and in vivo) and as indicated 

by biomarkers in aquatic organisms: 
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 Sediment samples from upstream tributary sites revealed in most cases a higher 

activity than from downstream tributary sites. The mostly moderate toxicity reached 

potential threat levels for fish at Chongqing and the Hanfeng Lake. 

 Characterisation of the environmental risks:  

 Propanil as widely used herbicide in rice cultures forms critical metabolites: besides 

the well-known DCA the follow-up product TCAB is present in the sediments for which 

only limited data on fate and ecotoxicity are available. In general, only moderate to 

low toxicity levels have been concluded, most likely due to strong dilution caused by 

high mass transport of water and sediment in the Yangtze River. 

 Impact of TGD on the environment in the region:  

 As shown by the modelling exercises, the stagnating conditions at the TGR turned out 

to affect the nutrient dynamics clearly. But it showed slight impact on the aquatic 

communities only, thus the risk of algal blooms at the Daning River was considered 

low. 

 Integrative monitoring strategy:  

 We propose a combination of an extended TRIAD approach complemented by 

ecosystem modelling exercises to better understand the mechanisms of transport and 

metabolism in an upscaled sense to identify a couple of priority pollutants of genuine 

relevance. 

 Outlook to future applications and utilization of the findings of the MICROTOX 

project:  

 To understand the complex environment of the Three Gorges Reservoir a long 

standing and sustainable cooperation and joint forces supported by bi- and 

multilateral, international research programs are needed. 

6 BEHAVIOUR OF ORGANIC MOLECULES (JÜLICH 

RESEARCH CENTRE, ZEA) 

 Behaviour of organic molecules 

A procedure for the evaluation of the behaviour of organic molecules in water has 

been developed to mimic the fate of these chemicals under oxidative or reductive 

conditions and their potential chemical reactions with soil organic matter and applied 

to typical water pollutants. 
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7 RESEARCH CAMPAIGNS AND EXCHANGE OF 

SCIENTISTS (JÜLICH RESEARCH CENTRE) 

 The extensive bilateral discussion 

of research campaigns and results linked with the comprehensive exchange of 

scientists has led to a very successful outcome in the project network. 
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II General Introduction 

1 The research area 

The 6,300 km long Yangtze, which rises on the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, China's longest river, is 

after the Nile and the Amazon the third longest river in the world. The river passes ten 

Chinese provinces, with about 400 million inhabitants, including the city of Shanghai. In 

Shanghai, the Yangtze flows into the East China Sea. The upper reaches of the Yangtze to 

Yichang City is 4,300 km long (with a catchment area of about 100 * 104 km²), the middle 

course of the river until Hukuo (outflow of the Poyang Lake) about 950 km (catchment area 

extends approximately 63 * 104 km²). The lower reaches of the Yangtze River to its mouth is 

about 930 km long (catchment area of some 12 * 104 km²). With a catchment area of 1.8 

million km² the Yangtze covers 19% of the land area of China and this captures 37% of the 

total runoff of the country. Its great hydropower potential and use as a major east / west 

transport line gives it an essential role in the development and industrial growth of China. 

The Yangtze also plays an essential role in developing strategic plans of the Chinese central 

government. This provides, among other things, the transfer of the generated hydropower in 

western areas of and coal power in eastern China as well as measures to address the water 

shortage in the north by recourse to the water resources in the catchment areas of major 

rivers. 

Over the past 100 years the annual runoff rates of the Upper Yangtze at Yichang varied 

between 3,000 m³ s-1 in January and 60,000 m³ s-1 in the rainy summer months. In the 

months of June to September, with the greatest amounts of precipitation, also an extensive 

suspended sediment transport is associated. The periods of low (and high) water 

management in recent decades, more and more extreme with the consequence that in the 

late 1970s, the penetration of saline water from the East China Sea in conjunction with very 

low water levels of the Yangtze, impaired the water supply of the city of Shanghai for several 

months. 

The completion of the entire project, including the commissioning of the hydropower plants 

and the two lock systems took place in 2009. The length of the dammed river section 

(reservoir) at a mean width of about 1,100 m is more than 600 km. 

Some other figures illustrate the technical dimensions and the magnitude of this structure 

(www.yangtze-project.de): 

 Tailback of the lock > 620 km, 

 Mean storage width about 1.6 km, 

 Storage volume about 39.1 billion m³, 

 High water storage volume 22.1 billion m³, 

 Height of the dam 185 m above sea level, 
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 Smaller floods of the Yangtze 40,000 m³ s-1, 

 Low water discharge (November to May) 3,000 m³ s-1, 

 Mean annual water freight 451 billion m³, 

 Mean bedload 526 million tonnes a-1, 

 Mean concentration of suspended solids 1.2 kg m-3 and 

 Catchment area of 1.8 million km², with 400 million inhabitants. 

The construction of this large dam is a strategic part of the approach to the development of 

the entire Yangtze basin. With tremendous technical projects, the Chinese leadership has 

the following objectives: 

 Avoiding floods or reducing peak discharge downstream of Three Gorges 

Dam, 

 Navigability of the Yangtze and its main tributaries and thus infrastructural 

expansion and connectivity, 

 Water security and simplified transfer of water to the north Chinas (North-

South water transfer project) 

 Hydroelectric development. 

In 2009, the water level of 175 m above sea level was reached at the dam. However, the 

main objectives of the project for energy, water security, canalization and flood control 

require in their implementation of a seasonal lowering of the water level by 30 meters at the 

dam and re-damming of the Yangtze to the maximum dam height (Figure 2). 

Until the beginning of the rainy season, from late May to early June, the water level is drawn 

down to 145 meters above sea level to gain during heavy rainfall the following months a 

sufficient compensation volume available. After passing the maximum amounts of water 

again in October, the water level should rise to a maximum of 175 meters above sea level. 

After that the peak energy generation starts. In the months of January to May, the water 

level is gradually down to 145 meters above sea level, so as to compensate the lack of 

rainfall during the dry winter and to stabilize the flow of water below the dam. This should in 

the months of June to September, when with the greatest amount of precipitation is also 

accompanied by a stronger solids transport, counteracted the suspensions deposition in the 

reservoir and at the same time the existing deposits are washed away partly. With the start 

 

Figure II-1   Yangtze in Chongqing, Yangtze upstream dam, Yangtze dam (Photos: RD Wilken) 
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of early summer, the water level has reached the required low level in order to 

accommodate the large amounts of precipitation during the following months back again. 

The Yangtze was known for its flood catastrophes, which cost the lives of three million 

people in the last 100 years. That was one reason that China decided to regulate the flow of 

the Yangtze by dams. The largest and most famous of these dams is the Three Gorges Dam 

near Yichang City. The dam, built in a relatively short section with solid bedrock (only about 

31 km) of the over 4,000 km long Yangtze river bed, has - next to flood control – severe 

impacts on the ecology, what is the main reason for research activities of the German 

research project network YANGTZE-PROJECT and here its sub-network Yangtze-HYDRO. 

No other major project in the People's Republic of China was as controversially discussed as 

this dam in the last years. Proponents justify its necessity mainly with the improvement of 

flood protection. The protection of human life was also an important argument for the 

construction followed by the flooding damage impact. Additional reasons for the 

construction were winning energy by a hydroelectric power plant and the improvement of 

navigation. Opponents feared disadvantages because of the ecological consequences, the 

geological potential hazards and the sociocultural consequences of the project. 

Thus, the construction of the largest dam in China, the Three Gorges Dam, since the 

beginning of the planning phase until today was highly controversial. The long-term 

ecological impacts of dam construction and the associated damming of the Yangtze River 

and its main tributaries are difficult to predict in their dimension and dynamism until now. 

The former untamed river was changed to a 600 km long lake with a behaviour that differs 

significantly from a stream. In the resulting lake other interactions prevail between 

contaminants and the water, suspended matter and sediment phase than in the river. It is 

noted an eutrophication by entry of nutrients that lead in the dam area to troublesome 

 

Figure II-2  Seasonal progression of the natural, unregulated runoff of the Yangtze River before impoundment (red line, water level does 

not scale) and the course of the regulated discharge of the Yangtze River after the impoundment by the Three Gorges Dam to prevent 

flooding (Water Level does not scale!). 

http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=de&prev=_t&sl=de&tl=en&u=http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volksrepublik_China
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=de&prev=_t&sl=de&tl=en&u=http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hochwasserschutz
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=de&prev=_t&sl=de&tl=en&u=http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energiewandlung
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=de&prev=_t&sl=de&tl=en&u=http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wasserkraftwerk
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=de&prev=_t&sl=de&tl=en&u=http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schifffahrt
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=de&prev=_t&sl=de&tl=en&u=http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geologie
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=de&prev=_t&sl=de&tl=en&u=http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soziokultur
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algae blooms and water hyacinth growth. The nutrients and pesticides from agriculture are 

difficult to reduce because the agricultural land is divided into a lot of small plots with many 

users and is used intensively. 

With these changes, the projects employ the Yangtze-HYDRO group. The already in 2008 

launched Yangtze GEO-Research Group focuses on the topics: Land Use Change - Erosion - 

Landslides - Material inputs, in which the part-project "land use change" in the Yangtze 

catchment both projects have a common interface. 

2 The project and its priorities 

In addition to the focused search for substances, their concentrations, and behaviour, the 

mechanism of action of pollutants, is increasingly studied in today's environment research. 

The group of researchers from universities and research institutions in the Yangtze-HYDRO 

project has come together to share their current knowledge with the Chinese groups on the 

Yangtze River. On the German side the universities of Aachen, Karlsruhe, Stuttgart and 

Munich (TU) are involved. As research institutions are IWW Water Research at Muelheim 

(Ruhr) and Biebesheim, and the Water Technology Center (TZW) in Karlsruhe project 

partners. In addition, there is a very close collaboration with Research Centre Jülich (FZJ), 

which maintains contacts with the Chinese groups for a very long time and intense 

cooperation. 

Priorities of the Yangtze hydro project are the chemical trace analysis and contaminant 

behaviour (IWW, TZW, RWTH Aachen, Jülich) and novel sampling devices which are 

BIOVIRTUOS used in the project with "virtual organisms" where pollutants are concentrated 

in adsorber tubes (TUM). As a novel sampling system applies the MiniBAT that can take 

under water behind a boat, controlled samples (KIT); included in the sub-project is a 

modelling group from University of Stuttgart. 

After the start of the project funding in summer 2010 a first consultation of research 

activities with Chinese partners was held at the facilities in Beijing (State Council Three 

 

Figure II-3  Course of the Yangtze in China. Source: Wikimedia Commons 
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Gorges Project Construction Committee, Chinese Research Academy of Environmental 

Sciences), Chongqing (University), Wuhan (Changjiang Water Resources Protection Institute 

and the Institute of Hydro Ecology) and Shanghai (Tongji University, attended together with 

representatives of the Universities of Nanjing and Zhejiang) and have been agreed. 

The narrow research contact is maintained through regular meetings in China and Germany, 

which meet groups from the two countries or the entire research network. 

2.1  Cooperation with the YANGTZE GEO Project 
Before the Yangtze HYDRO project could start, the Yangtze GEO project started already on 

April 1st 2008. Since that time, there was an intense exchange between the two groups, 

particularly in the project meetings at Jülich. In the first workshop on August 1st 2010 the 

just approved HYDRO-project the groups of the GEO project were present to foster an 

intense exchange in Karlsruhe, as well as at the following workshop in Aachen. The 

experience allowed the newly approved HYDRO project an easier start of the project. This 

exchange was intensified and refreshed in the project events of both projects. In particular, 

the project got starting advice by the head of the Yangtze GEO project, Prof. Dr. Thomas 

Scholten, which is gratefully acknowledged. 

Another aspect of cooperation refers to the creation of a common database. All spatial data 

sets (climate, topography, geology, soil, hydrology) from YANGTZE GEO were already at the 

beginning of the work in YANGTZE HYDRO available. 

2.1.1 Project meetings and workshops 

 ‚Yangtzientists‘ PhD Meetings 

– Interconnection within Yangtze Hydro & Geo Network between PhD candidates 

2012 January 26-27 - TZW Karlsruhe  (Hydro) 

2012 September 5-6 -IWW Biebesheim (Hydro) 

2013 June 13-14 - University Kiel (Hydro & Geo) 

2013 October 21-22 - RWTH Aachen (Hydro & Geo) 

 Yangtze Hydro Network Meetings 

- Interconnection within Yangtze Hydro Network 

2010 September 100 - IWW Mülheim a.d. Ruhr 

2010 November 30 - KIT Karlsruhe 

2011 March 10 - TZW Karlsruhe 

2011 May 9-10 - University Gießen 

2011 August 02 - IWW Mülheim a.d. Ruhr (WATERUSE & MICROTOX) 

2013 November 12 - RWTH Aachen 

 Sino-German Workshops 

– Interconnection between German and Chinese scientific institutions 

2011 March 27 – April 2 – Tongji University, Shanghai, China ‘Workshop on 

Interactions in the Water System – in the Frame of the Sino German Yangtze Project’ 
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2011 November 28-29 – RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, Germany ‘Processes 

in the Yangtze River System-Experiences and Perspectives’ 

2012 September 21-23 – Tongji University, Shanghai, China ‘Processes in the 

Yangtze River System - 10th Anniversary of Sino-German Cooperation’ 

2.2 Development of Yangtze Hydro  
The cooperation with the Yangtze Geo project has been described already. 

The first written ideas of the project, with its final annual report now in 2014, dates from the 

year 2005. 

It is particularly Prof. Dr. Günter Subklew and Forschungszentrum Jülich, whom we have to 

thank that the proposals eventually led in 2010 to the approved grant applications. 

However, the long temporal gap led to a promotion of the Chinese partner: the Ministry of 

Sience and Technology (MOST) has already being phased out; the parallelism of work and 

financial support unfortunately existed only in the short term. The Chinese partners had 

consistently no longer the resources available, which would have been necessary for a 

balanced cooperation, such as joint field trials. It must be especially commended the power 

of cooperation and support by the previously well-maintained contacts from the Chinese 

side. 

The cooperation with the Institute of the Helmholtz Association and the working groups are 

now showing here exemplary results; it must be stressed that this project without the 

stamina and the good contacts of Prof. Dr. Günter Subklew would not have been 

established. 
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Figure II-4: Air and Water Pollution Chongqing   

Photo: Bergmann, IWW 
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Figure III-1: Water Discharge Channel, unused Photo: Bergmann, 

IWW 

 

Figure III-2: Waste Water Treatment Photo: Bergmann, IWW 
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1 Introduction & Problem 

1.1 Our Study Area  
The Yangtze River and its catchment are home to 420 million people (CIESIN 2000), 500 

terrestrial vertebrates, 3418 insects, and 350 fish (Wu et al. 2004) of which 112 are endemic 

(Park et al. 2003). They also account for 6388 terrestrial and 1085 aquatic plant species (Wu 

et al. 2004). About one third of the national gross output for agriculture and industry is 

produced in the Yangtze River catchment (Zhang et al. 1999; Xing and Zhu 2002; WWF 2007). 

This includes more than 70% of the national fishery and 40% of crop productions and is 

commonly divided in three major parts, referred to as the upper, middle, and lower reaches 

(Figure III-4). 

As the Yangtze Three Gorges are located in the upper reaches at the borderline to the middle 

reaches the upper reaches have great influence on its water quality and ecosystem. The 

upper reaches cover an area of about 980000 km2 and are mainly formed by remote natural 

areas of the Himalayas with steep slopes and population density of 160 people km-2 (CIESIN 

2000) (Figure III-4). The typical geology is clastic rocks and limestones overlying Mesozoic 

granitoids and Triassic low-grade metamorphic rocks (Chen et al. 2002; Li et al. 2011). 

 

Figure III-3: Overview of the Yangtze River, Yangtze River catchment, and location of the study area at the Three Gorges. 
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Figure III-4: Overview of topography, population density, geology, and climate in China and the Yangtze River catchment. Data 

base sources: Topographical map (NASA 2000), population map (CIESIN 2000), geological map (USGS 1997), climate data (WorldClim 

1950-2000).  
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Evaporitic rocks and Jurassic red sandstones are also widely distributed throughout the basin 

(Figure III-4). The climate varies from cool mountain to subtropical conditions with 

precipitation totals of 300 and 1400 mm a-1 and mean annual temperatures of about 4 and 

18 °C, respectively (WorldClim 1950-2000; NOAA 2011-2013) (Figure III-4). Summer 

precipitation accounts for around 45% of the annual precipitation, often generating high 

discharges and following floods. This is connected to summer monsoon activities that deliver 

a huge amount of atmospheric moisture from the East and South China Sea (Jiang et al. 

2007). The winters, in contrast, are dry with low precipitation. Agglomeration centers and 

industries are rare in comparison to the huge cities and industrial areas in the middle and 

lower reaches of the Yangtze River and limited to the Sichuan basin and Chongqing (Figure 

III-4). 

1.2 The Three Gorges Dam and Reservoir 
In October 2008 the 185 m high Three Gorges Dam (TGD) was finished, impounding the 

Yangtze River for the world’s largest comprehensive project for hydroelectric power 

generation, housing two power stations with 26 turbine generators. Its installed capacity of 

18.2 GW approximately equals that of 15 nuclear power stations. The construction period of 

the 2335 m long structure lasted 15 years and consumed 26 billion US $ (Figure III-5). The 

impounded Three Gorges Reservoir (TGR) reached its full capacity of 39.3 km3 in 2011 at a 

maximum target water level of 175 m. It is 660 km long and about 1.1 km wide, twice as wide 

as the river was before dam construction.  

The installation of the hydroelectric power station of the TGD and other hydropower plants 

in the Yangtze River catchment was decided as a consequence of the Chinese economic 

development since the 1970´s because the electricity supply has lagged far behind the 

exponent-tially expanding demand (Jackson and Sleigh 1998). Being by far the largest of 

these projects the TGD has increased China´s total electricity supply by 10% (Jackson and 

Sleigh 1998). Besides energy production, the TGD project provides additional benefits such as 

(i) the prevention and control of frequent floods with a reduced flood probability of once in 

50 to 100 years by a reservoir system with keystone TGR (YWRPB 1999; Zhang et al. 1999), (ii) 

water supply assurance for people living in its catchment area and for the South-North Water 

Transfer Projects (SNWTP) (Bergkoff 2003), and (iii) enhanced navigability and expansion of 

Chongqing harbor, supporting the development of the western part of the country.  

The TGD project, however, was controversial from the very beginning and resulted in a huge 

amount of attention from journalists and scientists worldwide. The impounded reservoir 

inundated an area of 34200 ha in 20 districts including 24600 ha of farmland and orchards, 

about 5500 ha of forest, 3500 ha of residential districts, and 824 km of roadway (Zhu and 

Zhao 1996; Asarin and Lapin 2001). Two large cities, 11 district centers, 116 villages, and 

numerous ancient cultural relics had to be displaced (Asarin and Lapin 2001) such as at least 

1.2 million local people (Heggelund 2006). Additionally, there is an ongoing controversy 

about the environmental impacts of the dam since large amounts of organic and inorganic 

pollutants were released into the reservoir (Wang et al. 2009; Ma et al. 2010). Further, lots of 
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scientific discussions have focused on changes in the hydraulic regime and ecology up- and 

downstream of the TGD (Chai et al. 2009; Xu and Milliman 2009; Xu et al. 2011). Hence, the 

TGR is still in the center of public awareness and data are therefore highly sensitive and often 

not shared. 

Several studies report water quality data from the Yangtze River, mostly focusing on 

inorganic parameters (Yang et al. 2004; Müller et al. 2008; Shen and Liu 2009; Ran et al. 

2010; Müller et al. 2012). Data on organic compounds in Yangtze River surface water are 

comparatively rare. In a recent review, Bao et al. (2012) report concentrations of persistent 

organic pollutants at the high end of the global range of various drinking and coastal waters 

in China, with few data and lower concentrations in the western part that includes the TGR. 

Most studies on organic compounds address the middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze 

River downstream of the TGD (Feng et al. 2007; Müller et al. 2008; Tang et al. 2008; He et al. 

2011; Yan et al. 2013). Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), polybrominated diphenyl 

ethers (PBDE), and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) were detected in analyses of sediments 

from the Yangtze River estuary and Wuhan reach and found to originate mainly from heavy 

rains and surface runoff (Yang et al. 2009; Ou et al. 2010; Gao et al. 2013), waste (Chen et al. 

2006) and sewage discharge points (Liu et al. 2001; Hui et al. 2009a; Hui et al. 2009b; Yang et 

al. 2009; Ou et al. 2010), and combustion (Liu et al. 2001; Ou et al. 2010; Li et al. 2012). 

Generally, the concentrations of organic pollutants were found to increase from the remote 

west to the industrialized east (Liu et al. 2011). Only a few studies document organic 

pollutants in the TGR and focus mainly on PAH, PCB, organochlorine pesticides (OCP), 

phthalate acid esters (PAE), and polychlorinated dibenzodioxins and dibenzofurans (PCDD/F) 

(Gao et al. 2007; So et al. 2007; Chen et al. 2008; Cui et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2009; Luo et al. 

2011; Liu et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2013). 

2 Water resources and water treatment in 

China 

Statistics show an increasing water shortage in China since the 1970s due to rapid socio-

economic growth. In the past 10 years, for example, the demand of fresh water increased 

from 553 to 611 billion m3 (NBoS 2011). Thus, water resources that account for 1,913 and 

413 billion m3 for surface water and groundwater, respectively, became increasingly short 

 

Figure III-5:  The Three Gorges Dam (TGD) on June 15, 2012. Photo: A. Wolf 
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(NBoS 2011). Especially in the catchments of the Hai River, Yellow (in Chinese: Huang) River, 

and Huai River in the drier northern part of China suffer from water scarcity as acute as in 

any major world region (Bergkoff 2003). The Yangtze River catchment, however, is rich in 

water. It accounts for 33.7% (784 of 2326 billion m3) of China’s freshwater resources and, 

therefore, is considered for the provision of fresh water to the northern part of China within 

the frame of the South-North Water Transfer Project (SNWTP) (Bergkoff 2003; Chang et al. 

2011; NBoS 2011). The middle route of this project diverts water from the Red River Mouth 

(in Chinese: Danjiangkou) Reservoir on the Chinese (in Chinese: Han) River to the North, and 

plans an additional water supply from the Three Gorges Reservoir. Concurrently, TGR surface 

water is the major source for public water supply in the TGR area (95.6% of treated raw 

water) since bank filtration as a first purification step is often not feasible (U.S. Department 

of Commerce 2005; NBoS 2011).  

Generally can be stated that the quality of the TGR surface water is of major concern and 

there is an increasing consciousness for water protection in China. However, there are 

various kinds of pollution sources in the catchment such as agricultural and residential areas, 

industries, hospitals, and wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs). Wastewater discharge of 

industries and households increased in the past 10 years by 19% and 94%, respectively (NBoS 

2011). By balancing China´s water demand of 611 billion tons and wastewater discharge of 66 

billion tons, a calculated difference of 545 billion tons of water does not reach WWTPs. 

Taking into account that 386 billion tons are applied to agricultural areas and the ecological 

environment (NBoS 2011), it can be assumed that up to 159 billion tons of wastewater per 

year, that is 26% of the total water supply, are not treated and flow directly into the rivers. 

This is due to a deficit in the connection of households to WWTPs, especially in the TGR´s 

smaller cities and remote areas. It may also occur that, in summer, heavy rainfalls 

additionally provide huge amounts of wastewater that often result in an overflow of existing 

wastewater treatment plants and subsequent incomplete treatment of incoming wastewater 

and input into connected rivers. A study at four municipal WWTPs in Chongqing detected 21 

pharmaceutically active compounds in individual treatment unit effluents and sludge (Yan et 

al. 2014) and found especially antibiotic concentrations comparable to or even higher than 

those reported in developed countries. Further, Yan et al. (2014) figured out that pollutants 

were not completely eliminated in the treatment steps and state that further regulatory 

control is needed to prevent the input of pharmaceutically active compounds into the 

environment.  

In China, the use of surface water for drinking water production is regulated by the 

Environmental Quality Standards for Surface Water GB 3838 (SAEP 2002), which classifies 

surface water in five categories according to different environmental functions and 

protection targets wherein surface waters of the classes I-III are feasible for drinking water 

production. The compounds of relevance for classification are mostly inorganic (Table III-1).  

However, 80 organic compounds were included in the standard in a separate table of so-

called “specific items” but without relevance for classification. The application of the 

standards for “specific items” is up to local governments at or above the county level, such as 
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the government of province, autonomous region, or municipality. Furthermore, if the 

requirement of the Standards for Drinking Water Quality GB 5749 (MoPH 2006) are achieved 

after treatment, the standard allows the use of surface water as a drinking water source even 

if the surface water exceeds the limits.  

The National Bureau of Statistics of China states that the Yangtze River surface water is 

mostly of class II and III and therefore usable for drinking water production (NBoS 2008, 

2011) (Table III-2). Further, Yangtze River surface water quality is slightly better than the 

national mean. The Yangtze River insofar is viewed favorably due to its high discharge and 

sediment load that dilutes and adsorbs the input pollutants, respectively. Generally, water 

quality increased from 2008 to 2011. This increase might be related to a new law that forced 

industries to install WWTPs. Nowadays over 95% of the observed industrial wastewater 

meets the discharge standards. In 2000 it was just 77%. 

New Chinese Drinking Water Standards (GB 5749) were enacted in 2006 to reflect worldwide 

drinking water standards. The standards are mainly based on international and national 

standards, guidelines, and directives for drinking water quality. Within the enactment the 

number of regulated compounds was increased substantially from 35 (MoPH 1985) to 101, of 

Table III-1:  Standard limits of basic items of the Chinese Environmental Quality Standards for Surface Water GB 3838 (SAEP 2002).  

No Standard value 

Categories Items 
class I class II class III class IV class V 

1 Temperature (°C) Anthropogenic change of water temperature should be limited: Mean maximum rising value (each week) ≤ 

1; Mean maximum falling value (each week) ≤ 2 

2 pH value (-) 6 - 9 6 - 9 6 - 9 6 - 9 6 - 9 
3 DO ≥ (mg L-1) Saturated rate 90% (or 7.5) 6 5 3 2 
4 Potassium perman-

ganate index ≤ (mg L-1) 

2 4 6 10 15 

5 COD ≤ (mg L-1) 15 15 20 30 40 
6 BOD5 ≤ (mg L-1) 3 3 4 6 10 
7 NH3-N ≤ (mg L-1) 0.15 0.5 1 1.5 2 
8 TP ( Calculated with P) ≤ 

(mg L-1) 

0.02 (0.01 in lakes and 

reservoirs) 

0.1 (0.025 in lakes 

and reservoirs) 

0.2 (0.05 in lakes 

and reservoirs) 

0.3 (0.1 in lakes 

and reservoirs) 

0.4 (0.2 in lakes 

and reservoirs) 

9 TP (Calculated with N in 

lakes & reservoirs) ≤  

(mg L-1) 

0.2 0.5 1 1.5 2 

10 Cu ≤ (mg L-1) 0.01 1 1 1 1 
11 Zn ≤ (mg L-1) 0.05 1 1 2 2 
12 F- ≤ (mg L-1) 1 1 1 1.5 1.5 
13 Se ≤ (mg L-1) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 
14 As ≤ (mg L-1) 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.1 0.1 
15 Hg ≤ (mg L-1) 0.00005 0.00005 0.0001 0.001 0.001 
16 Cd ≤ (mg L-1) 0.001 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.01 

 

Table III-2:  Surface water quality classification of Yangtze River compared to the national mean. Quality assessment was 

performed after the Environmental Quality Standards for Surface Water GB 3838 (SAEP 2002). Source: NBoS (2008); (NBoS 2011). 

 Class I           

% 

Class II           

% 

Class III         

% 

Class IV         

% 

Class V          

% 

Inferior class V       

% 

China 2008 3.5 31.8 25.9 11.4 6.8 20.6 

China 2011 4.6 35.6 24.0 12.9 5.7 17.2 

Yangtze River 2008 3.7 36.2 29.2 9.0 7.5 14.4 

Yangtze River 2011 5.1 39.4 25.9 11.8 5.3 12.5 
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which 48 are organic. Due to water treatment plant observations the compliance with the 

new standard in actual practice, however, is not always given. In the Wanzhou district at the 

TGR, for example, water works still apply conventional treatment technologies, such as 

sedimentation, filtration, and subsequent disinfection (Gao et al. 2007; Luo et al. 2011), 

although 90% of the investigated water works were built after the implementation of the 

new standards by 2006 (Luo et al. 2011). The purified water of the plants was tested with 

respect to the new standards and only 7 (1.75%) out of 400 samples passed (Luo et al. 2011). 

Amongst others, Luo et al. (2011) attributed this to a contamination of the raw water sources 

by domestic waste and a lack of the awareness of water protection. In China, commonly it is 

distinguished between tap water in the house of an end-consumer and drinking water in 

bottles.  

3 Scope 

The overall aim of this study is the assessment of water quality of the Three Gorges Reservoir 

(TGR) with respect to its suitability for drinking water production. The main focus is 

industrial, pharmaceutical, and agricultural organic trace substances, which are released into 

the surface water by various sources and mechanisms.  

Hence, central questions are: 

 What contaminants are of relevance in the TGR surface water with respect to legal 

limits and ecotoxicity? 

 What are potential sources of contamination within the catchment area and how can 

they be located and quantified? 

 Which drinking water treatment steps are necessary to remove the relevant 

substances? 

In the first phase of the project, the TGR surface water and sediment are analyzed for 

dissolved ions and a variety of organic trace substances. Further, active and passive sampling 

methods are applied for the parallel determination of temporal changes and representative 

yearly average concentration, respectively. For this, four field campaigns were performed to 

collect water and sediment samples and to install and retrieve passive sampling devices. 

In completing surface water screening, IWW Water Centre normally follows an emission 

approach in which (i) the emission sources are located and identified, (ii) the surface water 

samples are taken at or downstream of potential emission sources, and (iii) the samples are 

analyzed for source-specific inorganic and organic pollutants. However, access to information 

about location of and requirements for potential pollution sources at the TGR, such as 

industrial complexes, wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs), and agricultural sites, was 

limited. Thus, within this project an immission approach is followed in which (i) grab samples 

are taken randomly in profiles along the TGR and selected tributaries, (ii) the samples are 

analyzed for typical inorganic and organic pollutants due to IWW´s experiences with surface 
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waters in Germany, and (iii) the distribution of the detected pollutant concentrations, then, is 

traced back to potential sources. The detected substances, finally, are used for an evaluation 

with regard to limit values given by Chinese standards and European directives, as well as to 

their ecotoxicological risk.  

In the second phase of the project water treatment options are evaluated that are tailored to 

reduce especially those substances that had been shown to be of relevance. Therefore, 

laboratory batch experiments on the adsorption and oxidation behavior of selected organic 

trace substances are performed using deionized water and TGR surface water. In the 

adsorption experiments sorption kinetics are analyzed and sorption isotherms established. In 

oxidation experiments, first, TGR surface water is tested for its reaction behavior with ozone 

and hydroxyl radicals. Second, the oxidation effect of ozone and hydroxyl radicals on selected 

contaminants is estimated. Based on the results, finally, suggestions for adequate drinking 

water treatment steps are given.  

4 Materials & Methods 

4.1 Analytical parameters and grab sampling 
Analytical parameters were mainly chosen based on the experience of IWW Water Centre on 

the occurrence of contaminants in German and European surface water. The main 

parameters in the assessment of surface water quality are the (i) on-site parameters, (ii) 

dissolved ions, dissolved organic carbon (DOC), and isotopes, (iii) pesticides, (iv) common 

pharmaceuticals and x-ray contrast media, (v) various groups of industrial organic 

compounds, and (vi) volatile organic compounds (VOC) (Figure III-6 left). The chosen organic 

substance groups cover 213 individual substances and a wide range of substance specific 

physico-chemical properties (Figure III-6 right and supplementary material in).  

All grab water samples were taken in a water depth of 0 to 1 m and mostly at the river bank. 

During the first sampling campaign in April 2011, however, samples (n = 19) were taken 

exclusively from a boat at three locations at the TGR close to the cities of Chongqing, Kaixian, 

and Wushan (Figure III-4). This campaign was conducted during conditions of a water level of 

about 161 m and mean low discharge of 7220 m3 s-1, after winter stagnation (personal 

communications Wei HU). Grab samples from tap water (n = 3), i.e. a water sample from the 

water tap of an end-consumer, were taken in Chongqing, Kaixian, and Wushan.  

The second campaign in September 2011 was intended to sample at the lowest water level, 

assuming high pollutant concentrations due to less dilution. The sampling, however, was 

affected by high precipitation of up to 144 mm per day on September 12th in a region of the 

160000 km2 wide catchment area of the tributary Jialing (Wanyuan station) (NOAA 2011-

2013). The following flood in Jialing River (Bebei station) caused a rise in water level of 30 m 

to a high of 199 m and a ten times elevated discharge of 35,600 m3 s-1 on September 19th 

(personal communications Wei HU). Entering the Yangtze River, the flood elevated the water 

level about 10 – 15 m (Cuntan station). Due to the incoming water volume and subsequent 
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erosion, the sediment load was high and the dilution was assumed to be intense. The 

sampling locations for surface water (n = 24) were chosen in a profile along the upper part of 

the TGR from Chongqing to Yunyang and in the tributaries Jialing and Pengjie mainly up- and 

downstream of major cities, i.e. Chongqing, Changshou, Fuling, Fengdu, Zhongxian, 

Wanzhou, Yunyang, and Kaixian. The cities were presumed to embody potential sources of 

pollution. Additionally, tap water samples (n = 2) were taken in the cities Fuling and 

Wanzhou.  

The third campaign was conducted during June 2012, just before the beginning of the rainy 

season. In this month the dilution was the lowest as indicated by a low water level of 145 to 

150 m and sparse monthly precipitation of < 60 mm in the previous months (NOAA 2011-

2013). The surface water samples (n = 16) were taken in a profile along the TGR, and in the 

tributaries Jialing, Shennong, and Xiangxi.  

In this campaign samples from WWTP effluents (n = 5) were obtained. In addition, sediment 

samples (n = 18) were taken. A tap water sample was taken in the city of Wushan. The last 

sampling campaign at the TGR was performed at a low water level in June 2013 with the 

main intention of choosing a location downstream of the industrial city of Chongqing for the 

sampling of 50 L of surface water that was transferred to Germany for water treatment 

experiments (Figure III-4). Additional surface water samples (n = 15) were taken for the 

analyses of dissolved organic carbon (DOC). 

 

Figure III-6: Programs Interface (EPI) Suite™ developed by the EPA’s Office of Pollution Prevention Toxics and Syracuse Research 

Corporation.  
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4.2 Time integrated sampling 
The above mentioned active water sampling method provides snapshots on the 

environmental state of the TGR at a certain time while concentration changes over time are 

not considered. An integrated water sampling with passive samplers, however, delivers 

average concentrations over defined time periods, hence, peak values are leveled and 

additional compounds may be captured that are not present in grab samples (Metcalfe et al. 

2014). Further, the small and light samplers may be easily transported even to remote areas 

and require no technical devices and maintenance.  

The applied passive samplers consist of a tube, acting as a membrane, filled with a sorbent of 

high capacity. A suitable membrane for the construction of the passive sampling devices 

should allow high diffusive fluxes to increase the mass of contaminants captured by the 

sampling device over time. This is especially important due to the expected very low 

concentrations of the compounds in the sampled water sources. In this study silicone 

samplers and ceramic dosimeters are used (Martin 1997; Piepenbrink 1998; Martin 2000; 

Grathwohl et al. 2001).  

 

Figure III-7: Map of the water sampling locations of four sampling campaigns at the TGR. 
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The ceramic tubes, that consist of chemical resistant ceramic membrane filter elements (Pall 
Corporation, Dreieich) made of pure α-Al2O3 with an embedded membrane film of TiO2 
(thickness x) as the inner layer, are limited in contaminant uptake fluxes by its small pores (5 
nm) while silicon tubes have significantly higher uptake rates as diffusion rates in silicone are 
orders of magnitude faster compared to the ceramic tubes (Figure III-8). The quick uptake of 
the silicone samplers, however, is supposed to result in a depletion of the pollutant 
concentration (c0) in the surrounding surface water while it will remain stable applying 
ceramic samplers (Figure III-8 (Piepenbrink 1998)). Due to these stable boundary conditions 
of ceramic samplers it is possible to calculate average concentrations in the surrounding 
surface water from the measured concentration in the adsorbent (c) whereas silicone 
samplers are useful to achieve low detection limits. The diffusion process and function of 
ceramic dosimeters are explained in more detailed in the following paragraph.  
 

Diffusion is a mass flux due to the Brownian motion (Einstein 1905) and always directed to 

the lower concentration. A diffusion process can be described mathematically with Fick´s 1st 

law (Fick 1855): 

 

Figure III-8 Schematic construction and cross section of the silicone samplers (left) and the ceramic dosimeters (right). The red line 

illustrates the concentration gradient (c) due to diffusion through a membrane of thickness (x). Modified after Piepenbrink (1998) 

Table III-3:  Schumasiv 1-channel filter element (Pall Corporation, Dreieich, Germany) technical Information. 

Matrix α-Al2O3  Length 5 cm 

Membrane TiO2  Membrane pore size 5 nm (ultrafiltration) 

Ø outside 10 mm  Sealing Polytetrafluoroethylene 

Ø inside 7 mm  Porosity (support)  Approximately 33% 
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Herein, the mass flux (F) of a compound is described as the product of the diffusion 

coefficient in water (Daq) and the concentration gradient (δc δx-1). Applying Fick´s 1st law to 

the ceramic dosimeters, the pore water in the membrane is handled as a stationary water 

film with thickness (x) of the membrane. The diffusion through a membrane, however, 

depends on its texture, i.e. primarily the pore size, tortuosity, and adsorption capacity. Thus, 

the Daq has to be adjusted and is substituted by an effective diffusion coefficient (De) that is 

valid for the diffusion through a membrane. This is done with Archie’s Law (Archie 1942):  

The Daq is multiplied by the effective pore number (ne) to the power of the Archie´s law 

constant (α), which is a medium-specific value that does not depend on the compound or the 

concentration. For data set consistency, the Daq for the observed compounds are not taken 

from literature but calculated after Worch (1993): 

The Daq depends on the temperature (T) and compound-specific physico-chemical properties 

such as the dynamic viscosity (η) and the molar mass (M). Hence, in the field the diffusion 

process is highly sensitive to periodically temperature fluctuations.  

Under the assumption that the concentration in the adsorbent material is orders of 

magnitude lower than in the surrounding water body as described above, δc in equation (1) 

can be described as the concentration in the surrounding water body (c) and can now be 

calculated as: 

 

F: Mass flux [ng·s-1·cm-2] 

Daq: Diffusion coefficient in water [cm2 s-1] 

δc δx
-1

: Concentration gradient [ng cm
-4

] 

(1) 

 

 

De: Effective diffusion coefficient [cm
2
 s

-1
] 

Daq: Diffusion coefficient in water [cm2 s-1] 

ne: Effective pore number (here: 30.5%, Piepenbrink (1998)) [-] 

α: Archies law constant (in porous media usually between 1.5 and 2.5,                                               

here: 1.8, Piepenbrink (1998)) [-] 

(2) 

 

 

Daq: Diffusion coefficient in water [cm2 s-1] 

T: Temperature [K]  

η: Dynamic viscosity of water [centiPoise] 

M: Molar mass [g·mol-1] 

(3) 

 

 

c: Concentration in surrounding water body [ng cm-3] 

F: Mass flux [ng·s
-1

·cm
-2

] 

x: Thickness of dosimeter wall [cm] 

De: Effective diffusion coefficient [cm
2
 s

-1
] 

Daq: Diffusion coefficient in water [cm2 s-1] 

ne: Effective pore number [-] 

α: Archies law constant 

    (in porous media usually between 1.5 and 2.5, here: 1.8, Piepenbrink (1998)) [-] 

(4) 
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The mass flux (F) is also described as the diffusing compound mass (m) per time (t) and 

surface area (A): 

Substituting F in equation (4) the integrated pollutant concentration in the surrounding water 

body (c) can finally be described as: 

Above it is assumed that the concentration gradient in the membrane is stable over time. 

This implies the use of an adequate adsorbent. Due to investigations of Piepenbrink (1998) 

and (Martin 2000) the chelating ion exchange resin (AMBERLITE™ IRA743, Rohm and Haas 

Industrial Processes, Frankfurt, Germany), shortly referred to as IRA, is chosen as adsorbent 

in both, the silicone samplers and ceramic dosimeters. The beige-colored beads (Ø 0.5 - 0.7 

mm) consist of macroporous polystyrene with a n-methylglucamine group and are 

specifically designed and used to remove boric acid and borate from water, magnesium 

brine, or other solutions (Table III-7). 

Three ceramic dosimeters and three 3 - 5 cm long silicone samplers (outer diameter 7 mm, 

inner diameter 5 mm) were installed side by side at each sampling point for a time period of 

12 months. The first generation passive samplers were installed in February 2012 at five 

locations in Chongqing and three locations around Yunyang on fixed swimming vessels. In 

June 2012, additional samplers of the second generation were installed at the February 

locations and five more locations were chosen close to the dam.  

 

 

m: Diffusing contaminant mass [ng]  

t: Time [s] 

A: Surface area [cm2] 

(5) 

 

 

c: Concentration in surrounding water body [µg cm-3] 

m: Adsorbed contaminant mass in dosimeter [µg]  

x: Thickness of dosimeter wall [cm] 

t: Exposure time [s] 

A: Membrane surface area [cm2] 

De: Effective diffusion coefficient [cm2 s-1] 

ne: Effective pore number [-] 

α: Archies law constant 

    (in porous media usually between 1.5 and 2.5, here: 1.8, Piepenbrink (1998)) [-] 

(6) 
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4.3 Water Analyses 

4.3.1 On-site sample pre-treatment 

The on-site parameters in water were measured with a multi parameter probe (Professional 

Plus, YSI). The sediment samples were filled in aluminum containers (100 mL) and sealed 

tightly for transport. At each sampling point two glass vials (20 mL, headspace, screw cap, 

SigmaAldrich) were filled airless for the analysis of VOC. For the analysis of inorganic 

parameters water was filtered with cellulose acetate filters (pore size 0.45 µm, Ø 28 mm, 

Sartorius) and filled in two polyethylene vials (50 mL, screw cap, Sarstedt). Then, one vial was 

acidified with nitric acid (HNO3) to pH < 2 for the analysis of cations. A Headspace and a 

Sarstedt vial were also taken for the analysis of isotopes and DOC, respectively. The DOC 

samples were stabilized with hydrochloric acid (HCl, pH < 2) after filtration with teflon filters 

(0.45 µm, ca. Ø 30 mm, non-sterile, Hydrophilic PTFE Membrane, Millipore). Additionally, 

four 1-L narrow-necked glass grinding bottles were filled with pre-filtered (glass fiber filters, 

Sartorius) water for the analysis of industrial organic compounds, pesticides, 

pharmaceuticals, and x-ray contrast media. The water, then, was extracted using solid-phase 

extraction (SPE) columns (Isolute ENV+, 200 mg, 3 mL, Biotage; preconditioned three times 

with 3 mL ethyl acetate and 5 mL distilled water) and a SPE vacuum device (Mallinkrodt 

Baker). The water flow rate during extraction was about 1 L h-1 and SPE columns were dried 

in the air stream thereafter. Since some acidic compounds (e.g. carbonic acids) require a low 

pH value for being extracted from water one 1-L sample was acidified to pH 2 ± 0.2 with 

hydrochloric acid prior to extraction.  

 

Figure III-9 Map of the passive sampler install locations and dates. 
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4.3.2 Inorganic substances 

The inorganic parameters in water were mainly determined at IWW inorganic laboratory 

according to European and/or German norms (EN, DIN) Table III-4). Cations were analyzed 

from the acidified Sarstedt vial after DIN EN ISO 11885 (DIN 2009b) vial by inductively 

coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES, Vista Pro, Agilent Technologies) 

equipped with an auto-sampler SPS3 (Agilent Technologies). An aliquot of the sample was 

additionally used for the analysis of arsenic by atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS, 

AAnalyst 600 with FIAS 400, Perkin Elmer) after DIN EN ISO 11969 (DIN 1996b) and 

gadolinium by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (Perkin Elmer ELAN DRC II ICP-

MS) equipped with an AS90 auto-sampler as described by Cyris (2013). The rare earth 

element gadolinium can be used as a pseudo-natural tracer for the anthropogenic influence 

on a water body (Moller et al. 2000). Therefore, the so-called gadolinium anomaly was 

determined that was defined as the ratio (Ra) of the detected (cdet) and the expected 

(geogenic) normalized molar concentration (cexp) (Bau and Dulski 1996):  

For normalization the Post Achaean Australian Shell (PAAS) was chosen as reference 

material. The expected concentration was derived from an interpolation of normalized 

concentrations of other rare earth elements as described in detail by Cyris (2013).  

The anions were analyzed from the neutral Sarstedt vial by ion chromatography (IC) after DIN 

EN ISO 10304-1 (DIN 2009a). Therefore, an ion chromatograph DX 500 (Dionex, separation 

column AS 14, front column AG 14) with GP 40 and conductivity detector CD 20 (Dionex), was 

used. The dissolved organic carbon (DOC) content in water was detected from CO2 formation 

after burning in a Vario TOC select (Elementar Analysensysteme) at Chongqing University. 

The laboratory of Chongqing University was chosen because of a shorter transport time; 

hence, the probability for DOC degradation after sampling was minimized. Two DOC analyses 

were performed at IWW after DIN EN 1484 (DIN 1997a) with a TOC V (Shimadzu) and auto-

sampler ASI V. Detection limits of all standard methods were carried out after DIN 32645 

(DIN 2008).  

 

Ra: Anomaly-ratio of Gd [-] 

cdet: Detected normalized molar Gd concentration [M] 

cexp: Expected normalized molar Gd concentration [M] 

(7) 
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4.3.3 Organic substances 

The methods for the analysis of organic compounds in water were carried out in IWW´s 

organic laboratory according to modified European and/or German norms (Table III-4). For 

the analysis of industrial organic compounds, pesticides, pharmaceuticals, and x-ray contrast 

media, the SPE columns (see chapter 4.3.1) were eluted three times with 3 mL of solvent. For 

each SPE column a different solvent was chosen: (i) acetone for the analysis of PAH, PCB, 

OCP, and PBDE (ii) ethyl acetate for the analysis of PFC, x-ray contrast media, and polar 

(acidic) pesticides and pharmaceuticals from the acidified SPE column (pH 2 ±2), (iii) 

acetonitrile for the analysis of non-polar pesticides, e.g. triazine and phenyl urea pesticides, 

and (iv) methanol for the analysis of non-polar pharmaceuticals. The extracts were then 

concentrated to a volume of 200 µL using a Turbo Vap LV Evaporation System from Caliper 

Life Sciences (T = 40 °C; Hopkinton) in a gentle stream of nitrogen.  

Volatile organic compounds were analyzed after DIN 38407-41 (DIN 2011b) directly from the 

headspace vial by gas chromatography and coupled mass spectrometry (7890A GC System, 

5975C Inert XL MSD, Agilent) after headspace solid phase micro-extraction (HS-SPME). The 

system was connected to a multi-purpose sampler (MPS 2, Gerstel). 

The acetone extract was analyzed with an Agilent gas chromatograph (6890 GC) and mass 

selective detector (5973 MSD, single quadrupole mass analyzer) (DIN 1996a, 2009c, 2011a). 

Additionally, a multi-purpose sampler (MPS 2, Gerstel) and cooled injection system (CIS 4, 

Gerstel) were connected to the system. The ethyl acetate extract was first divided in half and 

afterwards each part concentrated to 200 µL. Then, polar pesticides and pharmaceuticals in 

one extract were derivatized with diazomethane (DIN 2003). Diazomethane was produced in 

the reaction of diazald with sodium hydroxide (Figure III-10 (a)). Derivatization means, the 

molecules hydrophilic hydroxyl groups were substituted by a methyl group (methylization) 

that makes the compounds non-polar and, therefore, analyzable in the above mentioned 

Agilent GC-MS system (DIN 2003) (Figure III-10 (b)).  

Table III-4:  Procedures used for the analysis of inorganic compound groups. The analytical methods were performed mainly 

according to European and/or German norms (EN, DIN).  

Target group Corresponding EN and/or DIN regulation / applied analytical method 

Cations DIN EN ISO 11885 (DIN 2009b)  
Water quality - Determination of selected elements by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry 
(ICP-OES) 

Arsenic DIN EN ISO 11969 (DIN 1996b)  
Water quality - Determination of arsenic - Atomic absorption spectrometric method (hydride technique) 

Gadolinium Cyris (2013)  
Anions DIN EN ISO 10304-1 (DIN 2009a)  

Water quality - Determination of dissolved anions by liquid chromatography of ions - Part 1: Determination of 
bromide, chloride, fluoride, nitrate, nitrite, phosphate and sulfate  

DOC DIN EN 1484 (DIN 1997a)  
Water analysis - Guidelines for the determination of total organic carbon (TOC) and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) 
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Perfluorinated compounds were analyzed from the other extract half using ultra 

performance liquid chromatography and tandem-quadrupol-mass spectrometry (Acquity 

UPLC-TQD, Waters) coupled with an electrospray ionization tandem mass spectrometric 

system (Milford) (DIN 2011c). After analysis the extract was dried completely and the 

residues dissolved in 200 µl methanol. The resulting extract was used for the analysis of x-ray 

contrast agents using the above mentioned UPLC-TQD method (DIN draft). The same norm 

was modified for the detection of neutral pesticides with UPLC-TQD from the acetonitrile 

extract (DIN draft). Phenylurea pesticides, however, were analyzed with UPLC and a coupled 

photodiode array detector (Aquity PDA detector, Waters) (DIN 1997b). An additional GC-MS 

Table III-5 Procedures used for the analysis of organic compound groups. The analytical determinations were carried out according to 

modified European and/or German norms.  

Target group Corresponding DIN regulation / applied analytical method 

VOC DIN 38407-41 (DIN 2011b)  
Determination of selected easily volatile organic compounds in water - Method using gas chromatography (GC-
MS) after headspace solid-phase micro extraction (HS-SPME) 

PAH DIN 38407-39 (DIN 2011a)  
Determination of selected polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) - Method using gas chromatography with 
mass spectrometric detection (GC-MS) 

OCP and PCB DIN EN ISO 6468 (DIN 1996a)  
Determination of certain organochlorine insecticides, polychlorinated biphenyls and chlorobenzenes - Gas-
chromatographic method after liquid-liquid extraction 

PBDE DIN EN ISO 22032 (DIN 2009c)  
Determination of selected polybrominated diphenyl ethers in sediment and sewage sludge - Method using 
extraction and gas chromatography/mass spectrometry 

PFC DIN 38407-42 (DIN 2011c)  
Determination of selected polyfluorinated compounds (PFC) in water - Method using high performance liquid 
chromatography and mass spectrometric detection (HPLC/MS-MS) after solid-liquid extraction 

Polar (acidic) pharma-
ceuticals and pesticides 

DIN EN ISO 15913 (DIN 2003)  
Determination of selected phenoxyalkanoic herbicides, including bentazones and hydroxybenzonitriles by gas 
chromatography and mass spectrometry after solid phase extraction and derivatization 

Pharmaceuticals and 
triazine pesticides 

DIN EN ISO 10695 (DIN 2000)  
Determination of selected organic nitrogen and phosphorus compounds - Gas chromatographic methods 

Phenylurea pesticides DIN EN ISO 11369 (DIN 1997b)  
Determination of selected plant treatment agents - Method using high performance liquid chromatography with 
UV detection after solid-liquid extraction 

Other pesticides and      
x-ray contrast media 

E DIN 38407-36 (DIN draft)  
Determination of selected plant treatment agents and further organic compounds in water – Method using high 
performance liquid chromatography and mass spectrometric detection (HPLC-MS/MS) after direct injection 

 

 

Figure III-10 (a) Formation of diazomethane from Diazald (N-methyl-N-nitroso-p-toluenesulfonamide) in a basic solution. (b) 

Methylation of an organic acid by diazomethane. Source: Werres and Balsaa (2012) 
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(Agilent) method was used for the detection of triazine pesticides and neutral 

pharmaceuticals (DIN 2000). Data acquisition, processing, and evaluation were carried out 

using Agilent ChemStation software combined with Gerstel Maestro software package. The 

limit of detection (LOD) was defined after DIN 32645 by a signal to noise ratio of 3:1 for all 

applied methods (DIN 2008). For blanks deionized water was additionally treated in an 

ultrapure water purification system (Simplicity UV, Millipore). 

4.3.4 Sediment and IRA analyses 

Sediments and the ion exchange resin IRA were analyzed in the hydrochemical laboratory of 

the Institute of Applied Geosciences in Darmstadt, Germany (Table III-6). First, the sediment 

samples were dried with an Alpha 1-4 (Christ) freeze dryer and homogenized for 30 sec in a 

swing mill (Siebtechnik). Second, the mineral composition was determined in a wavelength 

dispersive x-ray fluorescence (WD-XRF) spectrometer (S8 Tiger, Bruker). The results were 

processed with the software Quant Express Best-Detection-34 mm Vac (Bruker). The total 

organic carbon content (Corg), total inorganic carbon (Cinorg), and elementary carbon (Cel) 

content were each calculated by observed CO2 emissions after burning in a three step 

method (Liqui TOC II 35112013, Elementar Analysensysteme). 

 

 

For the determination of organic pollutants the freeze-dried samples were extracted in the 

accelerated solvent extractor ASE 300 (Dionex, method: 100% acetone, 100 °C, 100 bar, 1 

cycle, 20 min static, 5 min purge) connected with a Dionex solvent controller. Afterwards the 

extracts were concentrated to 2 mL in a Dry Vap concentrator system (Horizon Technology). 

Then, the extracts were filled in vials and sent to IWW´s laboratory for the analysis of highly 

adsorbable organic compounds, such as PAH, PCB, PBDE, and OCP. Additionally, selected 

pesticides that had been found frequently in surface water were analyzed. All analyses for 

organic compounds were performed as described in chapter 4.3.3.  

4.4 Ozonation batch experiments 
For the ozonation batch experiments pre-filtered (glass fiber filters, Sartorius) TGR surface 

water, sampled downstream Chongqing in June 2013, was used. In the experiments 250 mL 

TGR surface water is first spiked with 0.125 µmol (19.57 µg) para-chlorobenzoic acid (pCBA) 

while the pH value is buffered with borate (10 mM boric acid) and controlled steadily (target 

value 7.5). Then, the solution is exposed successively to ozone concentrations of 1, 2, 3, 4, 

and 5 mg L-1. This is done with the aid of an ozone stock solution that was prepared passing a 

continuous and constant ozone gas stream through a flask containing Millipore water 

Table III-6 : Procedures used for the analysis of sediment and IRA.  

Target group Corresponding analytical method 

Mineral composition WD-XRF, Wavelength dispersive x-ray fluorescence spectrometer 

TOC, TIC and Cel LiquiTOC, Observed CO2 emission after burning in a three step method 

Extraction ASE, Accelerated solvent extraction 
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(Purelab Flex, Elga) cooled in an ice-water bath. The ozone is produced in advance in the 

ozone-generator COM-AD01 (Anseros). The ozone concentration in the stock solution was 

determined by wave length (λOz = 258 nm) in a two-beam UV/VIS spectrophotometer (UV 

1650 PC, Shimadzu). Then, samples of each 10 mL are taken in defined time-intervals (Hoigne 

and Bader 1975) in which the ozone reaction is stopped quickly due to ozone consumption by 

750 µL excessively added indigotrisulfonate (indigo) stock solution (1.25 mM) (Hoigne and 

Bader 1980) (Figure III-11). This Indigo method was invented by Bader and Hoigné (1981) and 

is principally based on the bleaching of indigo (absorption coefficient ~20000 M-1·cm-1 at λind 

= 600 nm, visible spectrum blue) due to its quick reaction with ozone (k = 9.4E07 M-1·s-1) 

(Munoz and von Sonntag 2000). The intensiveness of bleaching hereby depends on how 

much ozone is reacting. Thus, a monitoring of indigo in the spectrophotometer can be used 

to trace back to the residual ozone concentration in the sample. 

The OH˙ decomposition cannot be measured directly due to the extremely low 

concentrations below detection limit of formed OH radicals. It is measured by the 

degradation of pCBA in the sample as pCBA is not degraded by ozone but OH˙. Analytics for 

pCBA are performed by high pressure liquid chromatography (LC-20AT prominence, 

Shimadzu) and mass spectrometry in a UV/UVS detector (SPD-20A prominence, Shimadzu) 

(HPLC-UV/UVS). It is equipped with an auto sampler (SIL-20A prominence, Shimadzu), a 

degasser (DGU-20A5 prominence, Shimadzu), and a communications bus module (CBM-20A 

prominence, Shimadzu). A CTO-10AS VP (Shimadzu) column oven and a ProntoSil column 

120-5-C18H (5.0 µm, Dim NC-04 (250 x 4.0 mm), P/N: 2504 F185PS050, S/N: 01021G003, 

German Engineered Performance, Bischoff Chromatography) is used. The results are 

analyzed using LabSolutions analytical software (LCsolution Version 1.25 SP4, Shimadzu). 

Additionally, samples are analyzed for bromate by an ion chromatograph DX 500 (Dionex, 

separation column AS 14, front column AG 14) with GP 40 and conductivity detector CD 20 

(Dionex) after DIN EN ISO 10304-1 (DIN 2009a) in IWW laboratories in Mülheim. Finally, the 

whole experimental setup is repeated once with filtered (cellulose acetate filter, 0.45 µm, Ø 

28 mm, Sartorius) TGR surface water and once with filtered TGR surface water that was 

 

Figure III-11: Scheme of the oxidation batch experiments with ozone. Modified after Hoigne and Bader (1994) 
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spiked with hydrogen peroxide (peroxone, H2O2). The amount of added H2O2 is determined 

by the half-stoichiometric amount of added O3 in a batch experiment and taken from a H2O2 

stock solution of 50 mM.  

4.5 Adsorption batch experiments 
The mass distributions between an aqueous phase, here water, and a solid phase in 

equilibrium is generally described by the partitioning coefficient (Kd), that relates the 

concentration of a compound in the solid phase (cS) to the concentration of the compound in 

water (cW) (Figure III-12): 

An adsorption isotherm represents the amount of the sorbate as a function of the sorptive in 

equilibrium between these phases at a constant temperature. Equations (8) and (9) describe 

the adsorption as a linear relation of cS to cW (Figure III-14). Experimental studies, however, 

often show deviating results, especially for large concentration ranges. Therefore, Freundlich 

(1909) developed an empirical isotherm model that fits the data in form of an exponential 

function determining the Freundlich exponent nFr [-]: 

 

 

 

Kd: Partitioning coefficient [L³ M
-1

] 

cs: Concentration in the solid phase [M M
-1

] 

cw: Concentration in water [M L-³] 

(8) 

 

(9) 

 

 

  

KFr: Freundlich partitioning coefficient [L³ M
-1

] 

cs: Concentration in the solid phase [M M-1] 

cw: Concentration in water [M L-3] 

nFr: Freundlich exponent [-] 

(10) 

 

(11) 

 

 

Figure III-12 Partitioning of organic pollutants in gas-, liquid- and 

solid phases. Modified from Grathwohl (1989). 

 

Figure III-13 Freundlich-isotherm plot of logCW versus logCS with 

derivation of the Freundlich exponent (nFr) and the Freundlich 

correlation coefficient (KFr) 
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KFr [-] is the Freundlich constant and equals Kd if the exponent nF is 1 and the isotherm 

therefore linear. A graph of log cW versus log cS would give the Freundlich parameters nFr 

from the slope and KFr from the intercept (Figure III-13).  

Two types of batch experiments have been executed, those on adsorption isotherms for 

single compounds and those on adsorption kinetics. The latter are essential for the 

determination of correlation coefficients since they distinguish the time span, needed for the 

establishment of equilibrium of a contaminant in a 3-phase-system.  

 

For the experimental procedure, multiple samples of a known contaminant concentration are 

prepared in vials of a constant volume and exposed to different PAC and IRA masses (Figure 

III-14). Then the vials are shaken for a defined time span and afterwards analyzed. The load 

on the PAC and IRA can then be determined as shown in Figure III-14. The analytical 

procedure is different for THM and pesticides. As far as THM kinetic experiments are 

concerned, the concentration in the gas phase of a single sample is measured multiple times 

after different time intervals by gas chromatography (GC) combined with an electron-capture 

detector (ECD) (Agilent). Pesticides are analyzed in double experiments by an UltiMate 3000 

HPLC and coupled UV/VIS DAD detector (Thermo Fisher). An Acclaim (OA 5 µ, 4,0 x 250 mm) 

column and a solvent solution of methanol and water (60 : 40, isocratic) is used for analysis. 

The results are compiled with the Chromeleon 7.1 software.  

The three powdered activated carbons (PACs) investigated in this research were produced 

and provided by Jacobi Carbons GmbH, Frankfurt am Main, Germany and are all available in 

China. PACs of different basic raw materials (coal, wood, coconut shell) were selected. The 

material AMBERLITE™ IRA743 (Rohm and Haas) that here is shortly called IRA is an ion 

exchange resin specifically designed and used to remove boric acid and borate from water, 

 

Figure III-14 Scheme of the batch experiments for the determination of adsorption isotherms. 
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magnesium brine or other solutions under a variety of conditions. An overview of the 

physical and chemical properties of the PACs and IRA, taken from the manufacturer’s data, is 

given in Table III-7.  

 

5 Results & discussion 

5.1 Monitoring results 

5.1.1 Inorganic parameters 

The inorganic composition of the TGR surface water reflects its surrounding geology and the 

weathering of local bedrock (Figure III-15). High concentrations of sodium (4.6 - 68 mg L-1), 

calcium (30 - 59 mg L-1), chloride (4.6 - 85 mg L-1), and sulfate (23 - 91 mg L-1) refer to the 

mainly sedimentological background of the TGR area and its catchment. Silicium is found in 

lower concentrations and might be mainly related to aluminum, iron, and manganese ions 

forming silicates that are present in the region of the upper part of the reservoir. This water 

concentration pattern and ratio are carried through all water compartments indicating a 

drinking water supply from TGR surface water.  

Table III-7  Overview on the physical and chemical properties of the PAC and IRA. Source: Product data sheets. 

 AquaSorb BP2 AquaSorb CP1 ColorSorb G9 AMBERLITE™ IRA743 

Origin China Sri Lanka China - 

Basis Bituminous coal Coconut shell charcoal Selected grades of wood Macroporous 

polystyrene with n-

methylglucamine 

Physical form Powder Powder Powder Beige-colored beads 

Density 580 kg m-³ 510 kg m-³ - 700 kg m-³ 

pH-value 8 – 10 8 – 11 9 – 11 - 

Surface area - 1050 m² g-1 1050 m² g-1 - 

Pore volume - 0.62 cm³ g-1 - - 

Particle size - < 0.045 mm (65 – 80 wt%) < 0.045 mm (65 – 85 wt%) 0.5 – 0.7 mm 

Main 

application 

Medium and high molecular  

weight contaminants; Treatment  

of municipal drinking water as   

well as municipal and industrial 

wastewater 

Low molecular weight 

compounds;Treatment of 

municipal drinking and 

wastewater as well as 

dechlorination and deozonation 

Light organic molecules; 

Purification of organic 

acids and decolourising    

of chemicals 

Treatment of irrigation 

water, drinking water, 

ultra-pure water, and 

waste 
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Nitrate and total phosphorus are also present in surface water at concentrations of 3.4 to 11 

mg L-1 and 0.036 to 0.22 mg L-1, respectively. They might result from runoff from agricultural 

areas, untreated wastewater, and WWTP effluents. Additionally, some heavy metals can be 

found in surface water, tap water, and WWTP effluents in similar concentrations. This also 

supports the expectation that surface water is the main source for drinking water production 

in the TGR. Arsenic was also found in surface and tap water. 

 

Figure III-15 Results of the on-site measurements and inorganic analyses of (a) surface water, (b) tap water, and (c) WWTP 

effluent samples and comparison to the Chinese standards (squares) and European directives (triangles) for (a) surface water (Chinese 

class II plotted) (SAEP 2002; EU 2000, 2008) and (b) drinking water (EU 1998; MoPH 2006). 
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The composition of the TGR 

surface sediments shows a 

similar pattern of inorganic 

compounds to the TGR surface 

water (Figure III-16). Due to the 

relatively high percentages of 

silicium, calcium, aluminum, 

iron, and manganese, silicates 

are assumed to build the major 

part of the sediments. The other 

part is built by evaporates, such 

as carbonates, dolomites, 

gypsum, and halides. The 

fraction of organic carbon, which 

includes organic carbon (Corg) 

and elementary carbon (Cel), in 

the samples is low with < 1%.  

5.1.2 Pesticides 

Ten out of 103 analyzed 

pesticides were found in surface waters (Figure III-17 (a)). Most frequently, clopyralid and 

picloram were detected with 45 positives for each, in a total of 60 samples from different 

campaigns. The highest concentrations with 3.5 µg L-1 and 2.1 µg L-1 for clopyralid and 

picloram, respectively, were detected in samples from the tributary Jialing. The pesticides 

belong to the family of pyridine herbicides and are of similar structure (Abramovic et al. 

2007). They are commonly used in conjunction, explaining their concurrent appearance. The 

high detection frequency (DF = number of positive detections n-1) and concentrations might 

indicate that they are applied on a regular basis in the area of the TGR. Also, the pesticides 

atrazine (DF: 22%, 0.020 - 0.060 µg L-1), fluroxypyr (DF: 10%, 0.060 - 0.20 µg L-1), fenuron (DF: 

5.2%, 0.22 – 5.7 µg L-1), and triclopyr (DF: 3.5%, 0.25 - 0.29 µg L-1) were detected in surface 

water samples from the reservoir (Figure III-17 (a)).  

 

Figure III-16 Results of the inorganic analyses of the TGR river sediments. 
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In a comparable study downstream of the TGD, the pesticides picloram, triclopyr, and 

atrazine were below LOD, i.e. 1.0 µg L-1, 0.50 µg L-1, and 0.50 µg L-1, respectively (Müller et al. 

2008). In tap water, the two pesticides clopyralid and picloram were detected in five out of 

 

Figure III-17 Results of the organic analyses of (a) surface water, (b) tap water, and (c) WWTP effluent samples and comparison 

to the Chinese standards (squares) and European directives (triangles) for (a) surface water (SAEP 2002; EU 2000, 2008) and (b) drinking 

water (EU 1998; MoPH 2006). 
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seven samples with concentrations of 0.060 - 4.0 µg L-1 and 0.040 - 2.4 µg L-1, respectively 

(Figure III-17 (b)). Chongqing tap water concentrations are comparable to those found in 

surface water from the adjacent Jialing River, indicating its water supply for drinking water 

production for at least one part of the city. Further, the results show that local water 

treatment technologies are insufficient to remove the herbicides, i.e. compounds with high 

water solubilities (7,850 mg L-1 and 430 mg L-1 for clopyralid and picloram, respectively). 

Additionally, each of the pesticides 2,4-D (0.59 µg L-1), triclopyr (0.28 µg L-1), fluroxypyr (0.20 

µg L-1), and dicamba (0.045 µg L-1) were detected in one of six samples. Some residual 

pesticides (clopyralid, picloram, atrazine, beta-HCH, and pentachlorophenol) were also 

detected in effluents of WWTPs in concentrations with a range of 0.020 – 0.38 µg L-1. In 

sediments from the river bank and close to WWTP effluents, however, the analyzed 

pesticides were completely absent (Figure III-18 (a,b)). This might be due to their relatively 

low KOW values and high water solubilities (Figure III-6, right). 

5.1.3 VOC 

Eleven out of 30 analyzed VOC were detected in the three water sources (surface water, tap 

water, and WWTP effluent) in the TGR, amongst these demonstratively the trihalomethanes 

(chloroform, bromoform, dibromochloromethane, and bromodichloromethane) in tap water 

(Figure III-17 (b)). They are frequently found as disinfection by-products, mainly due to the 

reaction of the disinfection agent chlorine with natural organic matter in the raw water (Rook 

1977, 1974). The by-product with highest concentrations (0.50 µg L-1 - 79 µg L-1) was 

chloroform. Similar concentrations were detected, e.g. in tap water from three sites in the 

United States (< LOD - 85 µg L-1) (Rivera-Nunez et al. 2012) and from three Romanian cities 

(9.0 – 78 µg L-1) (Thach et al. 2012). In Germany, however, chloroform concentrations in 

drinking water, in general, are low due to a comparatively low application of chlorine. 

Samples from WWTP effluents in the TGR area contain bromodichloromethane, 

dibromochloromethane, and chloroform in low concentrations of 0.050 – 1.5 µg L-1 (Figure 

III-17 (c)). In surface water chloroform could be detected in ten out of 58 samples with a 

maximum concentration of 0.61 µg L-1 but no other chlorination by-products were found 

(Figure III-17 (a)). An explanation might be the intense chlorination in drinking and 

wastewater treatment and deductive presence in all water sources. Disinfection by-products, 

however, may appear, as well, due to atmospheric deposition, release by vegetation, or 

production directly in the soil (Laturnus et al. 2002). Downstream of the TGD chloroform was 

also found in the Yangtze River surface water with concentrations ranging between 0.60 and 

1.3 µg L-1 while other trihalomethanes were also below the LOD (Müller et al. 2008). Specific 

for the surface water, additionally, was the occurrence of methyl-tert-butyl-ether (MTBE), a 

gasoline additive (Figure III-17) ((a)). While some other VOC were detected in just one out of 

60 samples, MTBE was detected in 18 samples. Samples from the tributary Daning reached 

concentrations of up to 1.1 µg L-1. MTBE replaced lead as fuel oxygenate and consumption in 

China is still increasing (Global Industry Analysts 2011). However, due to concerns related to 

the detection of MTBE in groundwater, lakes, and reservoirs worldwide (Squillace et al. 1996; 

Reuter et al. 1998; van Wezel et al. 2009), other additives, such as ethanol or tert-amyl 
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methyl ether (TAME), are recently favored, especially in the USA. Other detected VOC in 

surface and tap water were tetrachloromethane, vinyl chloride, xylene, ethylbenzene and 

toluene. Due to their high Henry´s law constants and low KOW values VOC were not analyzed 

in sediments (Figure III-6, right).  

5.1.4 Pharmaceuticals and x-ray contrast media 

Eight out of 25 analyzed pharmaceuticals and contrast agents were detected (Figure III-17  

(a,b,c)). They dominate in samples from WWTP effluents. The antibiotic sulfamethoxazole 

(0.070 - 0.76 µg L-1) and the analgesic ibuprofen (0.020 – 0.37 µg L-1) were found in all five 

WWTP effluent samples. Other analgesics, diclofenac, indometacin, and naproxen, were less 

frequent ranging from 0.050 to 0.30 µg L-1. In four out of five effluent samples, amidotrizoic 

acid was detected in concentrations from 0.080 to 0.39 µg L-1. It is the only x-ray contrast 

medium found in the samples. The agonist metabolite clofibric acid and the beta blocker 

metoprolol were found in the sample from Fengdu. In a study for the German Federal 

Environment Agency, Bergmann et al. (2011) collocated European monitoring data on 

environmental concentrations of x-ray contrast media, pharmaceuticals, and their 

metabolites in various environmental matrices with a special focus on Germany. They report 

the appearance of 274 compounds, of which 156 could be detected in samples from 

Germany. Due to their results the median concentrations for sulfamethoxazole (0.12 µg L-1), 

indometacin (0.029 µg L-1), and naproxen (0.071 µg L-1) are lower in German WWTP effluents 

compared to the TGR while the concentrations for ibuprofen (0.094 µg L-1), diclofenac (1.5 µg 

L-1), and metoprolol (0.65 µg L-1) are higher (German Federal Committee for Chemical Safety 

BLAC (2003) cited in  Bergmann et al. (2011)).  

While tap water was free of pharmaceuticals two pharmaceutical compounds were found in 

surface water (Figure III-17  (a,b)). The analgesic ibuprofen was detected with a 

concentration of 0.040 µg L-1 in a sample taken from Jialing tributary close to Chongqing 

while sulfamethoxazole (0.19 – 0.28 µg L-1) was found in surface water samples from Wushan 

bay taken in April. A grab sample of a WWTP effluent in Wushan additionally contained 

ibuprofen, diclofenac, indometacin, amidotrizoic acid, and sulfamethoxazole (Figure III-17  

(c)). Holbach et al. (2012a) and Holbach et al. (2012b) published the results of a hydrological 

model of the TGR with special focus on Wushan bay. The model predicts circulating currents 

in the bay with inhibited access to the Yangtze main stream. Additionally, the effluent of the 

sampled WWTP in Wushan was modeled and found to enter Wushan bay, indicating this as a 

potential pathway for the occurrence of pharmaceuticals in Wushan surface water. In the 

samples randomly taken from the bay, however, only sulfamethoxazole was detected. This 

might be related to its lower adsorption onto suspended particulate matter, as it has a higher 

water solubility and a lower KOW value compared to the other pharmaceuticals found in the 

WWTP effluent (Bergmann et al. 2011). In German surface water, ibuprofen, diclofenac, 

indometacin, and sulfamethoxazole are found in mean concentrations ranging from 0.013 to 

0.38 µg L-1, which are concentrations comparable to TGR surface water but higher frequency 
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than in TGR surface water (German Federal Committee for Chemical Safety BLAC (2003) cited 

in Bergmann et al. (2011)). 

5.1.5 Industrial organic compounds 

The group of industrial organic compounds includes the substance groups of PAH (n = 16), 

PCB (n = 21), PBDE (n = 8), and PFC (n = 10). The PAH naphthalene, however, had to be 

excluded from the list due to a high background in blank samples. PAH were detected in 

several surface water samples (DF: 3.4 - 42%) with concentrations in general below 0.12 µg L-

1 (Figure III-17 (a)). Other studies at the TGR detected PAH in surface water in the same range 

or lower (Müller et al. 2008; Cui et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2009). PAH were also present in tap 

water and WWTP effluent samples ranging from 0.005 to 0.050 µg L-1 (Figure III-17  (b,c)). 

There are numerous potential sources for the occurrence of PAH as they are formed during 

any incomplete combustion process. PAH are one of the best studied organic substance 

groups and are found to be ubiquitously distributed all over the world (Hites et al. 1977; 

Richter and Howard 2000). In the TGR surface water, 3- and 4-ring PAH were both detected 

frequently, while the poorly-soluble 5- and 6-ring members were in general absent (Figure 

III-17 (a)). Due to their physico-chemical properties, the high molecular weight compounds 

have a high tendency for adsorption onto suspended particulate matter and sediments 

(Figure III-6, right). Although, the Yangtze River sediment contains very low organic (Corg) and 

elementary carbon (Cel) of less than 1% (Figure III-16 (a)), high molecular PAH can be 

detected in the sediment in mean concentrations of about 1.9 – 89 µg kg-1 (Figure III-18). 

Generally, no PFC, PCB, and PBDE were found in water samples of this study while Wang et 

al. (2009) were able to detect 

them in concentrations below 

the LOD of this study (i.e. 0.01 µg 

L-1). The TGR sediments were 

analyzed for PBC and PBDE while 

just 5 PCB (PCB: 28, 52, 101, 118, 

153, 180) could be detected. 

Those, however, were found 

frequently in mean 

concentrations of about 1.2 – 16 

µg kg-1.  

Comparing the PAH 

concentrations from surface 

water samples with the surface 

water concentrations calculated 

with the results from the ceramic 

passive samplers (one year 

exposure time), huge differences 

are found (see chapter 4.2 and 

 

Figure III-18 Results of the organic analyses of the TGR river sediments. 
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Figure III-19 (b)). The water samples show 5.7 – 26 times higher PAH concentrations than the 

passive samplers. This might be related to the extremely slow uptake of the ceramic 

dosimeters that probably requires exposure times of more than one year. The silicone 

samplers, however, show a much better uptake of PAH (2.1 – 9.9 times higher) Figure III-19 

((a)) 

Overall, in the three sampled water sources typical contaminant patterns were found, i.e. 

pesticides and PAH in surface water, disinfection by-products in tap water, and 

pharmaceuticals in WWTP effluents (Figure III-17). However, there are some exceptions. 

The occurrence of PAH and pesticides in tap water might be a relic from surface water 

contamination due to a scarce elimination in drinking water treatment (Gao et al. 2007; Luo 

et al. 2011). Residual concentrations of pesticides in WWTP effluents, in contrast, might be 

related to high precipitation during the sampling in June 2012, resulting in contaminated 

surface runoff and subsequent overflow of the WWTPs. PAH concentrations in WWTP 

effluents, however, may enter the WWTP effluents through various pathways, e.g. 

atmospheric or particle bonded deposition, precipitation, wastewater, and runoff, due to 

their ubiquitous distribution.  

5.1.6  Evaluation due to given standards and directives  

A comparison of the data with limit values in standards and directives is questionable since 

only random grab samples at four not necessarily representative sampling campaigns were 

taken. However, it still provides an indication on the water quality at the TGR.  

Surface water samples achieve insofar as existent all limit values given by the Chinese 

Environmental Quality Standard for Surface Water (black squares in Figure III-17 (a), SAEP 

 

Figure III-19 Comparison of the results of the organic analyses of (a) the silicone and ceramic passive samplers and (b) the 

ceramic passive samplers and the surface water samples.  
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(2002)) and the EU Directive on environmental quality standards in the field of water policy 

(black triangles in Figure III-17 (a), EU (2008)). Tap water samples, however, are different and 

exceed the limit values given by the Chinese Drinking Water Standard (black squares in Figure 

III-17 (b), MoPH (2006)) and the EU Drinking Water Directive (black triangles in Figure III-17 

(b), EU (1998)). The Chinese Drinking Water Standard for chloroform of 60 µg L-1 is exceeded 

in the tap water sample from Wanzhou. Here a concentration of 79 µg L-1 was detected. Due 

to the high chloroform concentration, the limit value for the sum of trihalomethanes (THM) 

of the EU Drinking Water Directive of 50 µg L-1 is also exceeded in one tap water sample. 

Detections of pesticides in tap water are even worse in exceeding the EU limit values. Here, 

the directive specifies a limit value for single pesticides (0.1 µg L-1) and one for the sum of 

pesticides (0.5 µg L-1) and both are exceeded. Especially the aforementioned herbicides 

clopyralid and picloram, which were detected in median concentrations of 0.37 and 0.32 µg 

L-1, can be blamed for this transgression. The limits for single compounds are exceeded 3 - 4 

times and the limit for the sum of pesticides for 30%.  

5.1.7 Ecotoxicological risk assessment 

In this chapter the risk potential of the aforementioned detected substances in water will be 

evaluated. Risk potential hereby means the risk that appears if organisms are exposed to 

toxic substances due to contact with contaminated water. In ecotoxicology the risk (R) is 

calculated by dividing the measured environmental concentration (MEC) by the predicted no 

effect concentration (PNEC): 

If R then is below 1 usually there is no risk while for values above 1 there is a potential risk. 

The needed MEC value can be easily taken from the maximum detected concentrations for 

each detected compound in surface water, tap water, and WWTP effluents, respectively, 

while the PNEC value is usually assessed from ecotoxicological studies due to the Technical 

Guidance Document (TGD) on Risk Assessment from the European Commission (EC 2003). It 

is defined as the maximum concentration of a compound with effect on organisms in an 

aquatic ecosystem. Thus, there is to find the lowest concentration of each substance that 

was investigated in existing ecotoxicological studies to have effect on aquatic organisms. In 

this study PNEC values were taken directly from the newly existing ecotoxicological Aquatic 

Impact Indicators Database (AiiDA) version 3.0 of Jerome Payet (AiiDA 2014). This global 

database groups together the 8 most important ecotoxicity databases (OPP, Fathead, Aquire, 

ECHA, CERC-USGS, EAT, OECD, IUCLID) and automatically calculates different ecotoxicological 

endpoints.  

 

𝑅 =
𝑀𝐸𝐶

𝑃𝑁𝐸𝐶
 

R: Ecotoxicological risk [-]                                                                                                                       

MEC: Measured environmental concentration [µg L-1]                                                                       

PNEC: Predicted no effect concentration [µg L
-1

] 

(12) 
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The results in Table III-8 show mainly ecotoxicological risk potentials in the TGR surface 

water, tap water, WWTP effluents below 1, i.e. no risk. However, there are some exceptions 

that often result from very low PNEC values. The first is the 3-ring PAH phenanthrene with 

maximum risk potentials of 4800, 2300, and 6500 for surface water, tap water, and WWTP 

effluents, respectively, while there is no risk of other PAH in the TGR area. Due to low PNEC 

values the pharmaceuticals ibuprofen and sulfamethoxazole also are supposed to pose a 

potential risk in surface water and WWTP effluents of up to 370 and 58, respectively. Within 

the pesticides, it is the triazine herbicide atrazine that shows a huge risk potential of 5500 

and 2700 in surface water and WWTP effluents, respectively. Clopyralid and picloram, 

however, have relatively high PNEC values of about 70 µg L-1 that are able to buffer the high 

detected concentrations with respect to risk assessment. They are measured in high 

concentrations but have just a low ecotoxicological risk of 0.0043 – 0.058 in all three water 

Table III-8  List of the PNEC values (EC 2003; AiiDA 2014) and calculated ecotoxicological risk (R) (EC 2003) for median and maximum 

concentrations in surface water (n = 60), tap water (n = 8), and WWTP effluents (n = 5).  

x  PNEC  Surface water  Tap water  WWTP effluents 

Substance Substance group µg L-1  Rmax / - 
 

Rmax / - 
 

Rmax / - 

Acenaphthylene PAH n.a.  n.a. 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 
Acenaphthene PAH 1  0.078 

 
0.05 

 
n.d. 

Fluorene PAH 1  0.073 
 

0.046 
 

0.074 
Phenanthrene PAH 0.00002  4800 

 
2300 

 
6500 

Anthracene PAH 0.2  0.6 
 

0.04 
 

n.d. 
Fluoranthene PAH 0.06  0.1 

 
n.d. 

 
0.18 

Pyrene PAH 0.12  0.32 
 

n.d. 
 

0.38 
Benzo[b]fluoranthene PAH 0.054  0.093 

 
n.d. 

 
n.d. 

PFOA PFC n.a.  n.a. 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 
Ibuprofen Analgesic 0.001  40 

 
n.d. 

 
370 

Naproxen Analgesic 0.32  n.d. 
 

n.d. 
 

0.44 
Diclofenac Analgesic 0.5  n.d. 

 
n.d. 

 
0.6 

Indometacin Analgesic 100  n.d. 
 

n.d. 
 

0.002 
Clofibric acid Agonist metabolite 2.5  n.d. 

 
n.d. 

 
0.016 

Metoprolol Betablocker n.a.  n.a. 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 
Sulfamethoxazole Sulfonamide antibiotic 0.013  21 

 
n.d. 

 
58 

Amidotrizoic acid X-ray contr. medium n.a.  n.a. 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 

Dicamba Aromatic acid herb. n.a.  n.a. 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 
2,4-D Phenoxy herbicide n.a.  n.a. 

 
n.a. 

 
n.a. 

Clopyralid Pyridine herbicide 69  0.051 
 

0.058 
 

0.0055 
Picloram Pyridine herbicide 70  0.03 

 
0.034 

 
0.0043 

Triclopyr Pyridine herbicide 0.91  0.32 
 

0.31 
 

n.d. 
Fluroxypyr Pyridine herbicide 18  0.011 

 
0.011 

 
n.d. 

Atrazine Triazine herbicide 0.000011  5500 
 

n.d. 
 

2700 
Fenuron Urea herbicide 7  0.81 

 
n.d. 

 
n.d. 

β-HCH Organochlorine 

insecticide 

0.32  n.d. 
 

n.d. 
 

0.31 
Pentachlorophenol Organochlorine 

insecticide 

0.4  n.d. 
 

n.d. 
 

0.1 

Chloroform Trihalomethane 15  0.04 
 

5.2 
 

0.099 
Bromodichloromethane Trihalomethane 24  n.d. 

 
0.46 

 
0.015 

Dibromochloromethane Trihalomethane 10  n.d. 
 

0.58 
 

0.0048 
Bromoform Trihalomethane 170  n.d. 

 
0.0032 

 
n.d. 

Tetrachloromethane Halogen. hydrocarbon 1.4  0.28 
 

0.54 
 

n.d. 
Vinyl chloride Halogen. hydrocarbon 240  0.00046 

 
n.d. 

 
n.d. 

Toluene Arom. hydrocarbon 680  n.d. 
 

0.00029 
 

n.d. 
o-Xylene Arom. hydrocarbon 250  0.00056 

 
0.0002 

 
n.d. 

p-Xylene Arom. hydrocarbon 250  0.0014 
 

n.d. 
 

n.d. 
Ethylbenzene Arom.hydrocarbon 100  n.d. 

 
0.0009 

 
n.d. 

MTBE Oxygenate gasoline add. 520  0.0021 
 

0.00038 
 

0.0013 
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sources. Chloroform in tap water that exceeds the Chinese and European drinking water limit 

values also shows a potential but low risk of maximum 5.2 in Wushan tap water.  

5.2 Ozonation batch experiments 
The reactions of ozone in water depend strongly on the type and composition of the water 

matrix and have to be determined experimentally. In that regard, ozone depletion and 

intrinsic formation of hydroxyl radicals (˙OH), which act as powerfull secondary oxidants, are 

the key factors to assess the efficiency of the ozonation process. With these data at hand, 

one can predict the degradation of pollutants if their reaction rates towards ozone and ˙OH  

are known (cf. compilation of rate constants in von Gunten (2003a), and von Sonntag and 

von Gunten (2012)).  

5.2.1 TGR surface water kinetics 

There are various methods for the determination of ozone depletion, ˙OH formation, and 

reaction rates in experimental studies. In this study, ozone was determined by a colorimetric 

method (Indigo Method, Bader and Hoigne (1981), see chapter 4.4). The formation of ˙OH, 

available for pollutant degradation, was determined by monitoring the degradation of the 

ozone refractory compound para-chlorobenzoic acid (pCBA). Its reaction with ˙OH, however, 

is quick with a reaction rate constant (k) of 5.0 109 M-1·s-1 (further details can be obtained 

from von Gunten (2003a)). Besides the oxidation efficiency, by-product  formation must also 

be carefully assessed. A major drawback in ozonation is the formation of bromate, a 

potential cancerogen, that is limited to an allowed maximum of 10 µg L-1 in drinking water by 

both the EU Drinking Water Directive (98/83/EC) and Chinese Drinking Water Standard (GB 

5749-2006) (EU 1998; MoPH 2006). One option to control the bromate formation is the 

addition of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, peroxone process). This also increases the rate of ˙OH 

formation allowing to minizie the hydraulic retention time of ozone reactors.  

Figure III-20 (left) gives the pCBA degradation versus the applied ozone dose for TGR surface 

water that was either unfiltered (◊), filtered (□), or filtered and exposed to peroxone (∆). It is 

shown, that an ozone dose of both 1 and 2 mg L-1 leads to an incomplete degradation of 

ozone refractory pollutants, such as pCBA. However, it should be noted, that the TGR surface 

water sample, used for all experiments, was pre-filtered in field with glass-fiber filters to 

enable a storage over several weeks. The overall degradation capacity by ˙OH of the 

peroxone process resembles the conventional ozonation, however, the rate of ˙OH is 

increased (accelerated pCBA degradation). 
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The plot in Figure III-20 (right) gives the formation of bromate due to the application of ozone 

on TGR surface water. Bromate formation depends on the composition of the water matrix, 

such as the pH-value, the concentration of bromide and bicarbonate/carbonate, and the kind 

and concentration of DOC. Due to the carcinogenicity and subsequent limitation to a 

maximum allowed concentration of 10 µg L-1 in drinking water (see above), bromate can be 

seen as a disqualifier for ozone use. This limit value is exceeded if an ozone dose of 5 mg L-1 is 

applied on filtered TGR surface water. The bromate formation, however, appears at lower 

concentrations in the peroxone process (Figure III-20, right). This is due to the fact, that H2O2 

reduces one of the intermediates in the reaction mechanism of bromate formation (von 

Gunten 2003b).  

Figure III-21 and Figure III-22 illustrate the ozone depletion and pCBA degradation, 

respectively, over time with applied ozone doses of 1, 3, and 5 mg L-1. The plots show that 

filtered and unfiltered TGR surface water show comparable depletion curves while the 

addition of H2O2 reduces highly the oxidation strength. 

The results indicate that the application of an ozone dose of 3 mg L-1 may lead to a 

degradation of > 90% of recalcitrant pollutants, while in case of a peroxone process no 

bromate is formed. The formation of bromate in conventional ozonation, however, is also 

still below the drinking water standards (see above) but little fluctuations in bromide 

concentration may lead to an exceedance of the bromate drinking water limit values.  

 

Figure III-20 Degradation of para-chlorobenzoic acid (pBCA) (left) and bromate formation (right) after applying 1 - 5 mg L-1 of 

ozone on either unfiltered (◊), filtered (□), or filtered and exposed to peroxone (O3+ H2O2, ∆) TGR surface water. The red line (right 

plot) gives the limit value of 10 µg L-1 for the concentration of carcinogenic bromate by the EU Drinking Water Directive (98/83/EC) and 

Chinese Drinking Water Quality Standard (GB 5749-2006) (EU 1998; MoPH 2006). The raw water basic parameters were determined as 

pH 7.9, hydrogen carbonate 2.3 mmol L-1, DOC 3.3 mg L-1, bromide 0.027 mg L-1.  

 

Figure III-21 Ozone depletion over time after applying 1, 3, and 5 mg L-1 of ozone in (a), (b), and (c), respectively, on either 

unfiltered (◊), filtered (□), or filtered and exposed to peroxone (O3+ H2O2, ∆) TGR surface water.  
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5.2.2 Pollutant degradation kinetics 

In this chapter the degradation of selected organic substances by oxidation due to ozone and 

OH˙ will be estimated. The selection of pollutants was based on the results of the monitoring. 

Thus, the herbicides clopyralid, picloram, and atrazine were selected, as well as the antibiotic 

sulfamethoxazole, which was detected with high frequency in Wushan bay. In contrast to the 

other substances, by now, relatively little is known about clopyralid and kinetic constants for 

its reaction with O3 and ˙OH have not yet been determined. Hence, its degradation cannot be 

estimated and experimental studies are needed to develop the oxidation of clopyralid in an 

ozonation process (currently under study within the frame of this project).  

Table III-9 shows a different reactivity of the compounds under study towards ozone. 

Thereby, atrazine represents an ozone refractory compound, picloram is a compound with 

low reactivity, and sulfamethoxazole reacts fast with ozone. However, the ˙OH reaction rates 

of the three compounds are similar. Hence, sulfamethoxazole is degraded efficiently by direct 

ozone reactions, whereas picloram and atrazine are increasingly degraded by ˙OH. Further, it 

has to be noted that the concentration of ˙OH is typically in the pico-molar range. Hence, 

ozone refractory compounds are much less efficiently degraded than compounds with a 

moderate to high reaction rate towards ozone.  

 

In Figure III-23 (a-i) it is shown that sulfamethoxazole is degraded within the first seconds 

after ozone application, even for low applied doses, while atrazine cannot be completely 

removed even if applying a high ozone dose of 5 mg L-1 for up to 50 min. Figure III-24 

summarizes the degradation of sulfamethoxazole, picloram, and atrazine. With an ozone 

dose of 3 mg L-1 these compounds can be degraded to > 84%. This dose requires the addition 

of H2O2 to minimize the formation of bromate. Furthermore, the oxidation capacity can be 

achieved in a shorter reaction time, since the complete depletion of ozone was achieved in 

 

Figure III-22 Degradation of pCBA over time after applying 1, 3, and 5 mg L-1 of ozone in (a), (b), and (c), respectively, on either 

unfiltered (◊), filtered (□), or filtered and exposed to peroxone (O3+ H2O2, ∆) TGR surface water. 

Table III-9 Reaction rate constants [M-1s-1] for atrazine, picloram, and sulfamethoxazole with O3 and OH˙. 

Oxidant Atrazin Picloram Sulfamethoxazole 

k (O3) 6 (Yao & Haag 1990) 140 (Yao & Haag 1990) 2.5 · 106 (Yao & Haag 1990) 

k (OH˙) 2.6 · 109 (Haag & Yao 1992) 3.4· 109 (Haag & Yao 1992) 5.5 · 109 (Haag & Yao 1992) 
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the peroxone process within 5 min, whereas > 30 min are required in conventional 

ozonation. 

 

Additionally, it has to be mentioned that the short life time of ozone can limit the disinfection 

capacity of the ozone based processes, as ozone is a stronger disinfectant than ˙OH in most 

cases (von Gunten 2003b). 

 

Figure III-23 Estimated degradation of atrazine (a-c), picloram (d-f), and sulfamethoxazole (g-i) in the TGR surface water by their 

reaction rate constants (Table III-9) applying 1 (a, d, g), 3 (b, e, h), and 5 mg L-1 (c, f, i) of ozone.  

 

Figure III-24 Percentile degradation endpoints (after 50 min) of the estimated reactions of atrazine, picloram, and 

sulfamethoxazole with 1 – 5 mg L-1 of ozone (left) and peroxone (right).  
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5.3 Adsorption batch experiments 
In addition to oxidation experiments, selected pollutants were tested for their adsorption 

behavior on the surface areas of three PAC and the ion exchange resin IRA. Therefore, two 

THM, chloroform and bromoform, and two pesticides, clopyralid and picloram, were chosen. 

The selection of pollutants was based on their demonstrative occurrence in the samples of all 

three water sources at the TGR. The substances represent two organic substance groups, 

trihalomethanes (THM) and polar pesticides, with relatively high volatility and water 

solubility, respectively (Figure III-6, right). This comes along with low KOW values, which 

indicate a poor adsorption to organic solvents and organic matter. For the THM and picloram 

various studies on the adsorption behavior on different adsorbers can be found in literature 

but not for clopyralid. The adsorption strength, however, depends highly on the water type, 

especially on the DOC content in water. Studies on the adsorption of the above mentioned 

organic compounds on PAC and IRA have not been performed yet for the TGR or Yangtze 

surface water and will be presented in this chapter.  

5.3.1 Kinetics 

Kinetic experiments give the reaction velocity of an adsorption process that is due to van der 

Waals forces and a concurrent increase of the entropy of a system, if a nonpolar hydrophobic 

substance migrates from the water phase to the solid phase because a hydrophobic 

substance in water usually accumulates a hydration shell of polar water molecules (“iceberg 

formation”) that decreases the entropy (Frank and Evans 1945). The reaction rate of an 

adsorption process can be slowed by the mass transport and the physical process of bonding 

 

Figure III-25 Kinetic plots (adsorbed concentration on the solid phase cs vs. time) of chloroform (a), bromoform (b), clopyralid 

(c), and picloram (d) on three different PAC and IRA. The initial concentration in the water solution (C0) for experiments with powdered 

activated carbons (PAC) was 0.5 mg L-1 for bromoform and chloroform, 3 mg L-1 for clopyralid, and 4 mg L-1 for picloram. In experiments 

with IRA lower C0 of 2 mg L-1 were used.  
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while the bonding can be neglected as the needed amount of adsorption activation energy is 

very small (Pignatello 1989). Hence, the molecular size and weight both play an important 

role in the adsorption process.  

The plots in Figure III-25 give the adsorbed concentration on the solid phase (cs) of 

chloroform (a), bromoform (b), clopyralid (c), and picloram (d) over time. The results show a 

very quick adsorption (within a few minutes) of the relatively small molecular substances 

chloroform and bromoform while the higher molecular pesticides need about one week to 

achieve equilibrium between the concentration in the water and solid phases. Also the used 

PAC and IRA react differently with different compounds due to their specific surfaces and 

properties. For the THM, the reaction velocity for the PAC cannot be compared due to the 

extremely quick adsorption but one can separate the adsorption strength of the PAC. For the 

tested THM the wood-based PAC ColorSorb G9 sorbs best and the coal-based PAC AquaSorb 

BP2 worst. The results of the herbicides, however, indicate that AquaSorb BP2 sorbs best and 

more quickly than the other two PAC. The ion exchange resin IRA was just tested for the 

hydrophilic herbicides because it is known to be well suited for the adsorption of polar 

organic compounds. The results, however, show a comparatively slow adsorption kinetic of 

the herbicides on the IRA pellets that might be explained by an assumed lower surface area 

due to the larger grain size. The adsorption capacity and velocity of the coconut shell based 

PACs AquaSorb CP1 and ColorSorb G9 are comparable and plot in between BP2 and IRA.  

5.3.2 Isotherms 

For the illustration of the adsorption capacity of the PAC for the selected compounds the 

Freundlich isotherm model was used (Freundlich 1909). In this chapter the adsorption 

isotherms for THM are given while those for the pesticides are still in progress within the 

 

Figure III-26 Logarithmized isotherm plots after the Freundlich model (Freundlich 1909) of chloroform (a, b) and bromoform (c, 

d) on three different PAC in deionized water (a, c) and TGR surface water (b, d).  
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frame of this study. The double logarithmic plots in Figure III-26 (a-d) show the adsorbed 

concentration on the PAC (cs) versus the concentration in the water phase (cw) after 

equilibrium is set.  

The Freundlich model assumes a potential function that explains the distribution of the 

compounds between the two phases. Hence, the double logarithmic plots should show linear 

relations in which the slope gives the Freundlich exponent (nFr) and the intercept the 

Freundlich coefficient (KFr). Exponents and KFr of the plots in Figure III-26 are listed in Table 

III-10. Additionally,Table III-10 lists the coefficients (R2) of the correlation and the probability 

(p) that the hypothesis of the correlation is wrong.  

The results generally showed (R2 > 86% and p < 0.1%) linear correlations for all PAC and both 

substances in deionized (DW) and TGR surface water (TGRW). Freundlich correlation 

constants for bromoform are generally about one order of magnitude higher than those for 

chloroform indicating a better adsorption of the brominated THM. This can also be proven by 

bromoform´s higher KOC value of 126 L kg-1 (chloroform 53 L kg-1). ColorSorb G9, with one 

exception, is the best adsorbing amongst the tested PAC and AquaSorb BP2 the worst. 

Generally, however, all three PAC adsorb in the same order of magnitude and are all feasible 

for the extraction of THM from water. Hereby, however, the water composition is of 

importance as THM in deionized water are sorbed 50 - 76% better than in the TGR surface 

water on the PAC CP1 and BP2. For the PAC G9, the results show 10% less adsorption for 

deionized water compared to the TGRW. This, however, might be due to experimental 

inaccuracies while a worse adsorption in the TGRW can reasonably be explained by the 

competition of THM with other water ingredients, such as highly adsorbable DOC, on 

adsorption spaces.  

 

Table III-10 Parameters and corresponding correlation coefficients (R2)and probabilities that the correlation does not exist 

(puncorr) of the Freundlich isotherm model (Freundlich 1909) on the in Figure III-26 illustrated isotherm plots for chloroform and 

bromoform in deionized water (DW) and TGR surface water (TGRW).  

   Freundlich model  Correlation 

  

 
KFr / L kg-1 log KFr / L kg-1 nFr / - 

 
R² / - puncorr / - 

C
h

lo
ro

fo
rm

 

D
W

 CP1 6870 3.84 0.661 
 

0.979 < 0.001 

BP2 4691 3.67 0.754 
 

0.975 < 0.001 

G9 8055 3.91 0.609 
 

0.979 < 0.001 

TG
R

W
 CP1 4318 3.64 0.441 

 
0.916 < 0.001 

BP2 3114 3.49 0.602 
 

0.964 < 0.001 

G9 8982 3.95 0.684 
 

0.961 < 0.001 

B
ro

m
o

fo
rm

 

D
W

 CP1 37120 4.57 0.771 
 

0.942 < 0.001 

BP2 23754 4.38 0.777 
 

0.868 < 0.001 

G9 25821 4.41 0.620 
 

0.998 < 0.001 

TG
R

W
 CP1 20951 4.32 0.644 

 
0.994 < 0.001 

BP2 16022 4.20 0.741 
 

0.941 < 0.001 

G9 28518 4.46 0.664 
 

0.987 < 0.001 
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6 Summary & conclusions 

The water sampling campaigns in the area of the TGR showed that organic compounds can 

be found in surface water, tap water, and WWTP effluents. Altogether, 48 substances out of 

213 analyzed organic substances were detected. The occurrence, however, is low and 

substances are often detected in < 5 samples out of 73. Tap water and WWTP effluents are 

characterized by typical compound patterns, such as disinfection by-products in tap water 

and pharmaceuticals in WWTP effluents. Furthermore, pesticide concentrations in surface 

water seem to reflect the surface runoff from agricultural areas or flooding of agricultural 

sites in the TGR water fluctuation zone. In particular, clopyralid and picloram were found in 

surface water in significant concentrations that are comparable to those found in tap water 

samples, indicating a scarce elimination of these compounds in drinking water treatment. 

Analyzed tap water samples, therefore, exceed the limit values for pesticides given by the EU 

Drinking Water Directive (EU 1998). The Chinese Drinking Water Standard (MoPH 2006), 

however, is not exceeded since no limit values are specified, either for clopyralid and 

picloram or for pesticides. Although the pesticides were found in relatively high 

concentrations, their ecotoxicological risk is estimated to be low. The results show that the 

compounds with a greater potential risk, despite their lower concentrations, are the PAH 

phenanthrene, the pharmaceutical sulfamethoxazole in Wuhan bay, the toxic herbicide 

atrazine, and chloroform in Wushan drinking water. It should be noted that metabolites have 

not been analyzed in this study but may play a decisive role in the quality assessment of the 

surface water.  

With the exception of the two pesticides clopyralid and picloram, concentrations of the 

investigated organic pollutants in the TGR are, in general, in the same range or even lower 

compared to surface waters in western industrialized countries. This might be related to a 

high discharge and sediment load of the Yangtze River and concurrent dilution, adsorption, 

and desorption effects. Contaminant loads, however, can still be high due to the high 

discharge, as it was shown by others, and the detrimental effects on down gradient 

ecosystems is of major concern (Müller et al. 2008; Müller et al. 2012).  

Since the detected surface water concentrations meet the Chinese surface water standard, 

the suggested use of surface water from the TGR for drinking water purposes is a valid 

option. However, the observed spatial variations in contaminant concentrations, the limited 

number of grab samples taken during this study, and the limited number of regulated 

compounds in Chinese standards should be taken into account. In addition, the currently 

applied methods for the purification of drinking water as well as for wastewater treatment 

seem to be inadequate for some compounds. For drinking water treatment, chlorination 

seems to lead to the occurrence of significant concentrations of disinfection by-products, and 

pharmaceuticals are not effectively removed in wastewater treatment. Moreover, the two 

pesticides clopyralid and picloram can be found in the reservoir, drinking water, and treated 
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wastewater, indicating that no effective removal is achieved, either naturally or during the 

treatments. 

The tested drinking water treatment steps (i) ozonation and (ii) powdered activated carbon 

adsorption are both feasible for an application in the TGR area since the observed pollutants 

are removed satisfactorily and the formation of the toxic by-product bromate is below the 

limits. Ozonation, however, cannot be used unescorted for disinfection purposes since water 

distribution networks are long and ozone decomposes quickly. Further, the subtropical 

Chinese climate, additionally, enhances the reproduction and expansion of water organisms 

and bacteria. Hence, chlorination is still necessary for disinfection but by-product formation 

can be avoided by first installing activated carbon filtration, for the removal of dissolved 

organic matter. 
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8 Supplementary material 

Table III-11  Supplementary material: List of analyzed organic trace substances. 1 Chemical Astract Services Registration Number 

(CAS-RN), 2 Pesticide classification after Wood (1995-2014), 3 Substance structures taken from Chemspider (2014) 

Sub. 
No 

CAS RN
1
 

Substance 
English name 

Substance group
2
 Formula 

Molar 
mass Structure

3
 

g mol
-1

 

1 91-20-3 Naphthalene PAH C10H8 128.18 

 

2 208-96-8 Acenaphthylene PAH C12H8 152.20 

 

3 83-32-9 Acenaphthene PAH C12H10 154.21 

 

4 86-73-7 Fluorene PAH C13H10 166.22 

 

5 85-01-8 Phenanthrene PAH C14H10 178.24 

 

6 120-12-7 Anthracene PAH C14H10 178.24 

 

7 206-44-0 Fluoranthene PAH C16H10 202.26 

 

8 129-00-0 Pyrene PAH C16H10 202.26 

 

9 218-01-9 Chrysene PAH C18H12 228.29 

 

10 56-55-3 Benzo[a]anthracene PAH C18H12 228.29 

 

11 205-99-2 Benzo[b]fluoranthene PAH C20H12 252.32 

 

12 207-08-9 Benzo[k]fluoranthene PAH C20H12 252.32 

 

13 50-32-8 Benzo[a]pyrene PAH C20H12 252.32 

 

14 191-24-2 Benzo[g,h,i]perylene PAH C22H12 276.34 

 

15 193-39-5 Indeno[1,2,3-c,d]-
pyrene 

PAH C22H12 276.34 

 

16 53-70-3 Dibenz[a,h]anthracene PAH C22H14 278.36 

 

17 33146-45-1 PCB 10  PCB C12H8Cl2 223.10 

 

18 38444-78-9 PCB 16  PCB C12H7Cl3 257.54 

 

19 55702-45-9 PCB 24  PCB C12H7Cl3 257.54 

 

20 7012-37-5 PCB 28  PCB C12H7Cl3 257.54 

 

21 35693-92-6 PCB 30  PCB C12H7Cl3 257.54 

 

22 38444-93-8 PCB 40  PCB C12H6Cl4 291.99 
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Sub. 
No 

CAS RN
1
 

Substance 
English name 

Substance group
2
 Formula 

Molar 
mass Structure

3
 

g mol
-1

 

23 41464-39-5 PCB 44  PCB C12H6Cl4 291.99 

 

24 2437-79-8 PCB 47  PCB C12H6Cl4 291.99 

 

25 35693-99-3 PCB 52  PCB C12H6Cl4 291.99 

 

26 32598-13-3 PCB 77  PCB C12H6Cl4 291.99 

 

27 41464-51-1 PCB 97  PCB C12H5Cl5 326.44 

 

28 37680-73-2 PCB 101  PCB C12H5Cl5 326.44 

 

29 74472-38-1 PCB 115  PCB C12H5Cl5 326.44 
 

30 31508-00-6 PCB 118  PCB C12H5Cl5 326.44 

 

31 35694-06-5 PCB 137  PCB C12H4Cl6 360.88 

 

32 35065-28-2 PCB 138  PCB C12H4Cl6 360.88 

 

33 35065-27-1 PCB 153  PCB C12H4Cl6 360.88 

 

34 35065-30-6 PCB 170  PCB C12H3Cl7 395.32 

 

35 35065-29-3 PCB 180  PCB C12H3Cl7 395.32 

 

36 35694-08-7 PCB 194  PCB C12H2Cl8 429.77 

 

37 68194-17-2 PCB 198  PCB C12H2Cl8 429.77 
 

38 41318-75-6 PBDE 28 PBDE C12H7Br3O 406.90 

 

39 5436-43-1 PBDE 47 PBDE C12H6Br4O 485.79 

 

40 93703-48-1 PBDE 77 PBDE C12H6Br4O 485.79 

 

41 60348-60-9 PBDE 99 PBDE C12H5Br5O 564.69 

 

42 189084-64-8 PBDE 100 PBDE C12H5Br5O 564.69 

 

43 68631-49-2 PBDE 153 PBDE C12H4Br6O 643.58 

 

44 207122-15-4 PBDE 154 PBDE C12H4Br6O 643.58 

 

45 207122-16-5 PBDE 183 PBDE C12H3Br7O 722.48 

 

46 375-22-4 PFBA PFC C4HF7O2 214.04 

 

47 375-73-5 PFBS PFC C4HF9O3S 300.10 
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No 

CAS RN
1
 

Substance 
English name 

Substance group
2
 Formula 

Molar 
mass Structure

3
 

g mol
-1

 

48 2706-90-3 PFPA PFC C5HF9O2 264.05 

 

49 307-24-4 PFHxA PFC C6HF11O2 314.05 

 

50 355-46-4 PFHxS PFC C6HF13O3S 400.11 

 

51 375-85-9 PFHpA PFC C7HF13O2 364.06 

 

52 335-67-1 PFOA PFC C8HF15O2 414.07 

 

53 1763-23-1 PFOS PFC C8HF17O3S 500.13 

 

54 375-95-1 PFNA PFC C9HF17O2 464.08 

 

55 335-76-2 PFDA PFC C10HF19O3 514.08 

 

56 50-78-2 Acetyl salicylic acid Analgesic C9H8O4 180.16 

 

57 15687-27-1 Ibuprofen Analgesic C13H18O2 206.29 

 

58 22204-53-1 Naproxen Analgesic C14H14O3 230.27 

 

59 15307-86-5 Diclofenac Analgesic C14H11Cl2NO2 296.15 

 

60 31879-05-7 Fenoprofen Analgesic C15H14O3 242.28 

 

61 22071-15-4 Ketoprofen Analgesic C16H14O3 254.29 

 

62 53-86-1 Indometacin Analgesic C19H16ClNO4 357.80 

 

63 882-09-7 Clofibric acid Agonist metabolite C10H11ClO3 214.65 

 

64 25812-30-0 Gemfibrozil Agonist C15H22O3 250.34 

 

65 41859-67-0 Bezafibrate Agonist C19H20ClNO4 361.83 

 

66 3930-20-9 Sotalol Betablocker C12H20N2O3S 272.36 

 

67 37350-58-6 Metoprolol Betablocker C15H25NO3 267.36 

 

68 50-28-2 Estradiol  Hormone C18H24O2 272.39 

 

69 57-63-6 17a-Ethinylestradiol  Hormone C20H24O2 296.40 

 

70 723-46-6 Sulfamethoxazole Sulfonamide antibiotic C10H11N3O3S 253.28 

 

71 298-46-4 Carbamazepine Anticonvulsant C15H12N2O 236.28 

 

72 117-96-4 Amidotrizoic acid X-ray contrast medium C11H9I3N2O4 613.91 
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No 

CAS RN
1
 

Substance 
English name 

Substance group
2
 Formula 

Molar 
mass Structure

3
 

g mol
-1

 

73 2276-90-6 Iothalamic acid X-ray contrast medium C11H9I3N2O4 613.91 

 

74 28179-44-4 Ioxithalamic acid X-ray contrast medium C12H11I3N2O5 643.78 

 

75 78649-41-9 Iomeprol X-ray contrast medium C17H22I3N3O8 777.09 

 

76 60166-93-0 Iopamidol X-ray contrast medium C17H22I3N3O8 777.09 

 

77 73334-07-3 Iopromide X-ray contrast medium C18H24I3N3O8 791.11 
 

78 66108-95-0 Iohexol X-ray contrast medium C19H26I3N3O9 821.14 

 

79 606-17-7 Iodipamide X-ray contrast medium C20H14I6N2O6 1139.76 
 

80 59017-64-0 Ioxaglic acid X-ray contrast medium C24H21I6N5O8 1268.88 

 

81 608-93-5 Pentachlorobenzene Aromatic fungicide  C6HCl5 250.34 

 

82 118-74-1 Hexachlorobenzene Aromatic fungicide  C6Cl6 284.76 

 

83 101-05-3 Anilazine Triazine fungicide  C9H5Cl3N4 275.52 

 

84 10605-21-7 Carbendazim Carbamate fungicide  C9H9N3O2 191.19 

 

85 36734-19-7 Iprodione Imidazole fungicide  C13H13Cl2N3O3 330.17 

 

86 43121-43-3 Triadimefon Conazole and triazole 
fungicide  

C14H16ClN3O2 293.75 

 

87 57837-19-1 Metalaxyl Amide fungicide  C15H21NO4 279.33 

 

88 66063-05-6 Pencycuron Urea fungicide  C19H21ClN2O 328.84 

 

89 87-68-3 Hexachlorobutadiene Unclassified fungicide  C4Cl6 260.76 

 

90 709-98-8 Propanil Amide herbicide  C9H9Cl2NO 218.18 

 

91 23950-58-5 Propyzamide Amide herbicide  C12H11Cl2NO 256.13 

 

92 87-61-6 1,2,3-Trichlorobenzene Aromatic herbicide  C6H3Cl3 181.45 

 

93 120-82-1 1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene Aromatic herbicide  C6H3Cl3 181.45 

 

94 108-70-3 1,3,5-Trichlorobenzene Aromatic herbicide  C6H3Cl3 181.45 

 

95 1918-00-9 Dicamba Aromatic acid herbicide  C8H6Cl2O3 221.04 

 

96 90717-03-6 Quinmerac Aromatic acid herbicide  C11H8ClNO2 221.64 

 

97 26225-79-6 Ethofumesate Benzofuranyl alkylsulfonate 
herbicide  

C13H18O5S 286.34 
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No 

CAS RN
1
 

Substance 
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2
 Formula 

Molar 
mass Structure

3
 

g mol
-1

 

98 1918-18-9 Swep Carbamate herbicide  C8H7Cl2NO2 220.05 

 

99 101-21-3 Chlorpropham Carbamate herbicide  C10H12ClNO2 213.66 

 

100 1967-16-4 Chlorbufam Carbamate herbicide  C11H10ClNO2 223.66 

 

101 101-27-9 Barban Carbamate herbicide  C11H9Cl2NO2 258.10 
 

102 16118-49-3 Carbetamide Carbamate herbicide  C12H16N2O3 236.27 

 

103 4849-32-5 Karbutilate Carbamate herbicide  C14H21N3O3 279.33 

 

104 1918-16-7 Propachlor Chloroacetanilide herbicide  C11H14ClNO 211.69 

 

105 15972-60-8 Alachlor Chloroacetanilide herbicide  C14H20ClNO2 269.77 

 

106 1582-09-8 Trifluralin Dinitroaniline herbicide  C13H16F3N3O4 335.28 

 

107 88-85-7 Dinoseb Dinitrophenol herbicide  C10H12N2O5 240.22 

 

108 1836-75-5 Nitrofen Diphenyl ether herbicide  C12H7Cl2NO3 284.09 

 

109 75-99-0 Dalapon Halogenated aliphatic 
herbicide  

C3H4Cl2O2 142.97 

 

110 1689-84-5 Bromoxynil Nitrile herbicide  C7H3Br2NO 276.91 

 

111 1689-83-4 Ioxynil Nitrile herbicide  C7H3I2NO 370.92 

 

112 94-75-7 2,4-D Phenoxy herbicide  C8H6Cl2O3 221.04 

 

113 93-76-5 2,4,5-T Phenoxy herbicide  C8H5Cl3O3 255.48 

 

114 94-82-6 2,4-DB Phenoxy herbicide  C10H10Cl2O3 249.09 

 

115 94-74-6 MCPA Phenoxy herbicide  C9H9ClO3 200.62 

 

116 94-81-5 MCPB Phenoxy herbicide  C11H13ClO3 228.68 

 

117 120-36-5 Dichlorprop Phenoxy herbicide  C9H8Cl2O3 235.07 

 

118 93-72-1  Fenoprop Phenoxy herbicide  C9H7Cl3O3 269.51 

 

119 93-65-2 Mecoprop Phenoxy herbicide  C10H11ClO3 214.65 

 

120 95617-09-7 Fenoxaprop Phenoxy herbicide  C16H12ClNO5 333.72 

 

121 76578-14-8 Quizalofop-ethyl Phenoxy herbicide  C19H17ClN2O4 372.80 

 

122 87237-48-7 Haloxyfop-ethoxyethyl 
ester 

Phenoxy herbicide  C19H19ClF3NO5 433.70 
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g mol
-1

 

123 1698-60-8 Chloridazon Pyridazinone herbicide  C10H8ClN3O 221.66 

 

124 1702-17-6 Clopyralid Pyridine herbicide  C6H3Cl2NO2 192.00 

 

125 1918-02-1 Picloram Pyridine herbicide  C6H3Cl3N2O2 241.46 

 

126 55335-06-3 Triclopyr Pyridine herbicide  C7H4Cl3NO3 256.47 

 

127 69377-81-7 Fluroxypyr Pyridine herbicide  C7H5Cl2FN2O3 255.03 

 

128 81406-37-3 Fluroxypyr-1-
methylheptyl ester 

Pyridine herbicide  C15H21Cl2FN2O3 367.24 

 

129 122-34-9 Simazine Triazine herbicide  C7H12ClN5 201.66 

 

130 1912-24-9 Atrazine Triazine herbicide  C8H14ClN5 215.69 

 

131 139-40-2 Propazine Triazine herbicide  C9H16ClN5 229.71 

 

132 41394-05-2 Metamitron Triazinone herbicide  C10H10N4O 202.21 

 

133 51235-04-2 Hexazinone Triazinone herbicide  C12H20N4O2 252.31 

 

134 128621-72-7 Carfentrazone-ethyl 
metabolite 

Triazolone herbicide  C13H10Cl2F3N3O3 384.14 

 

135 5902-51-2 Terbacil Uracil herbicide  C9H13ClN2O2 216.66 

 

136 314-40-9 Bromacil Uracil herbicide  C9H13BrN2O2 261.12 

 

137 2164-08-1 Lenacil Uracil herbicide  C13H18N2O2 234.30 

 

138 25366-23-8 Thiazafluron Urea herbicide  C6H7F3N4OS 240.21 

 

139 30043-49-3 Ethidimuron Urea herbicide  C7H12N4O3S2 264.33 

 

140 101-42-8 Fenuron Urea herbicide  C9H12N2O 164.21 

 

141 150-68-5 Monuron Urea herbicide  C9H11ClN2O 198.65 

 

142 1746-81-2 Monolinuron Urea herbicide  C9H11ClN2O2 214.65 

 

143 3060-89-7 Metobromuron Urea herbicide  C9H11BrN2O2 259.10 

 

144 330-54-1 Diuron Urea herbicide  C9H10Cl2N2O 233.09 

 

145 330-55-2 Linuron Urea herbicide  C9H10Cl2N2O2 249.10 

 

146 13360-45-7 Chlorbromuron Urea herbicide  C9H10BrClN2O2 293.96 

 

147 1929-88-0 Benzthiazuron Urea herbicide  C9H9N3OS 207.25 
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148 34014-18-1 Tebuthiuron Urea herbicide  C9H16N4OS 228.31 

 

149 15545-48-9 Chlortoluron Urea herbicide  C10H13ClN2O 212.68 

 

150 19937-59-8 Metoxuron Urea herbicide  C10H13ClN2O2 228.68 

 

151 2164-17-2 Fluometuron Urea herbicide  C10H11F3N2O 232.20 

 

152 18691-97-9 Methabenzthiazuron Urea herbicide  C10H11N3OS 221.28 

 

153 34123-59-6 Isoproturon Urea herbicide  C12H18N2O 206.28 

 

154 3766-60-7 Buturon Urea herbicide  C12H13ClN2O 236.70 

 

155 555-37-3 Neburon Urea herbicide  C12H16Cl2N2O 275.17 

 

156 1982-49-6 Siduron Urea herbicide  C14H20N2O 232.32 

 

157 1982-47-4 Chloroxuron Urea herbicide  C15H15ClN2O2 290.75 

 

158 34205-21-5 Dimefuron Urea herbicide  C15H19ClN4O3 338.79 

 

159 14214-32-5 Difenoxuron Urea herbicide  C16H18N2O3 286.33 

 

160 25057-89-0 Bentazon Unclassified herbicide  C10H12N2O3S 240.28 

 

161 61213-25-0 Flurochloridone Unclassified herbicide  C12H10Cl2F3NO 312.12 

 

162 16752-77-5 Methomyl Carbamate insecticide  C5H10N2O2S 162.21 

 

163 1563-66-2 Carbofuran Carbamate insecticide  C12H15NO3 221.23 

 

164 319-84-6 α-HCH Organochlorine insecticide  C6H6Cl6 290.83 

 

165 319-85-7 β-HCH Organochlorine insecticide  C6H6Cl6 290.83 

 

166 58-89-9 γ-HCH 
(Lindane) 

Organochlorine insecticide  C6H6Cl6 290.83 

 

167 319-86-8 δ-HCH Organochlorine insecticide  C6H6Cl6 290.83 

 

168 87-86-5 Pentachlorophenol Organochlorine insecticide  C6HCl5O 266.34 

 

169 959-98-8 α-Endosulfan Organochlorine insecticide  C9H6Cl6O3S 406.93 

 

170 115-29-7 β-Endosulfan Organochlorine insecticide  C9H6Cl6O3S 406.93 

 

171 309-00-2 Aldrin Organochlorine insecticide  C12H8Cl6 364.91 

 

172 465-73-6 Isodrin Organochlorine insecticide  C12H8Cl6 364.91 
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173 60-57-1 Dieldrin Organochlorine insecticide  C12H8Cl6O 380.91 

 

174 72-20-8 Endrin Organochlorine insecticide  C12H8Cl6O 380.91 

 

175 72-54-8 pp´-TDE Organochlorine insecticide  C14H10Cl4 320.04 

 

176 72-55-9 pp´-DDE Organochlorine insecticide  C14H8Cl4 318.03 

 

177 789-02-6 op´-DDT Organochlorine insecticide  C14H9Cl5 354.49 

 

178 50-29-3 pp´-DDT Organochlorine insecticide  C14H9Cl5 354.49 

 

179 121-75-5 Malathion Organophosphorus 
insecticide  

C10H19O6PS2 330.36 

 

180 470-90-6 Chlorfenvinphos Organophosphorus 
insecticide  

C12H14Cl3O4P 359.57 

 

181 2921-88-2 Chlorpyrifos-ethyl Organophosphorus 
insecticide  

C9H11Cl3NO3PS 350.58 

 

182 83121-18-0 Teflubenzuron Insect growth regulators C14H6Cl2F4N2O2 381.11 

 

183 35367-38-5 Diflubenzuron Insect growth regulators C14H9ClF2N2O2 310.69 

 

184 75-09-2 Dichloromethane VOC Halogenated 
hydrocarbon 

CH2Cl2 84.93 

 

185 67-66-3 Chloroform VOC               
Trihalomethane 

CHCl3 119.38 

 

186 75-27-4 Bromodichloromethane VOC  
Trihalomethane 

CHBr1Cl2 163.83 

 

187 124-48-1 Dibromochloromethane VOC               
Trihalomethane 

CHBr2Cl1 208.28 

 

188 75-25-2 Bromoform VOC                
Trihalomethane 

CHBr3 252.73 

 

189 107-06-2 1,2-Dichloroethane VOC Halogenated 
hydrocarbon 

C2H4Cl2 98.96 

 

190 71-55-6  1,1,1-Trichloroethane VOC Halogenated 
hydrocarbon 

C2H3Cl3 133.40 

 

191 79-00-5 1,1,2-Trichloroethane VOC Halogenated 
hydrocarbon 

C2H3Cl3 133.40 

 

192 56-23-5 Tetrachloromethane VOC Halogenated 
hydrocarbon 

CCl4 153.82 

 

193 75-01-4 Vinyl chloride 
(chloroethene) 

VOC Halogenated 
hydrocarbon 

C2H3Cl 62.50 

 

194 75-35-4 1,1-Dichloroethene VOC Halogenated 
hydrocarbon 

C2H2Cl2 96.94 

 

195 156-59-2 cis-1,2-Dichloroethene VOC Halogenated 
hydrocarbon 

C2H2Cl2 96.94 

 

196 156-60-5 trans-1,2-
Dichloroethene 

VOC Halogenated 
hydrocarbon 

C2H2Cl2 96.94 

 

197 540-49-8 1,2-Dibromoethene VOC Halogenated 
hydrocarbon 

C2H2Br2 185.85 
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198 79-01-6 Trichloroethene VOC Halogenated 
hydrocarbon 

C2HCl3 131.39 

 

199 127-18-4 Tetrachloroethene VOC Halogenated 
hydrocarbon 

C2Cl4 165.83 

 

200 78-87-5 1,2-Dichloropropane VOC Halogenated 
hydrocarbon 

C3H6Cl2 112.99 

 

201 96-12-8 1,2-Dibromo-3-
chloropropane 

VOC Halogenated 
hydrocarbon 

C3H5Br2Cl 236.33 

 

202 10061-01-5 Z-1,3-Dichloropropene VOC Halogenated 
hydrocarbon 

C3H4Cl2 110.97 

 

203 10061-02-6 E-1,3-Dichloropropene VOC Halogenated 
hydrocarbon 

C3H4Cl2 110.97 

 

204 71-43-2 Benzene VOC Aromatic hydrocarbon C6H6 78.11 

 

205 108-88-3 Toluene VOC Aromatic hydrocarbon C7H8 92.14 

 

206 95-47-6 o-Xylene VOC Aromatic hydrocarbon C8H10 106.17 

 

207 106-42-3 p-Xylene VOC Aromatic hydrocarbon C8H10 106.17 

 

208 100-41-4 Ethylbenzene VOC Aromatic hydrocarbon C8H10 106.17 

 

209 2371-42-8 2-Methylbornanol VOC Odorous organic 
chemical 

C11H200 168.28 

 

210 19700-21-1 Geosmin VOC Odorous organic 
chemical 

C12H22O 182.30 

 

211 1634-04-4 MTBE VOC Oxygenate gasoline 
additive 

C5H12O 88.15 

 

212 637-92-3 ETBE VOC Oxygenate gasoline 
additive 

C6H14O 102.17 

 

213 994-05-8 TAME VOC Oxygenate gasoline 
additive 

C6H14O 102.17 
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Figure IV-1: View from the dam upstream  Photo: RD Wilken 
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1 Introduction 

The main objective of the project was to extend the knowledge of interactions between the 

water body, sediment and the microbiological degradation of chlorinated pollutants within 

this system. One intention was to investigate the microbiological transformation processes 

of model substances during different reductive-oxidative-conditions. With this study the 

understanding of anaerobic microbiological conversion processes was improved and a risk 

assessment and prediction of pollutant behaviour within the water body and sediment is 

possible. The enhancement and application of up-to-date molecular biological techniques 

provided extended insight into the involved microorganisms and provides new methods for 

fast and precise detection of the degradation processes. The developed methods extend the 

existing toolbox and result in an improved process understanding. The project was settled 

within the frame of the Sino-German Yangtze Project and in the research field of water 

technologies. In this study the microbiological conversion processes of chlorinated pollutants 

and the detection of microorganisms and their catabolic enzymes in the Three Gorges 

Reservoir (TGR) were examined. The acquired results and developed methods are useful for 

environmental applications in both countries China as well as Germany.  

2 Results and Discussion 

2.1 Yangtze River and Three Gorges Reservoir 
The Yangtze River is with a length of 6,300 km, a mean annual water discharge of 

29,400 m³/s and a sediment load of 500 million tons/year one of the largest rivers world 

wide (Zhang 1995). In the last decades, pollutant discharge into Chinese rivers has increased 

because of growing industrial development and the widespread application of fertilizers, 

pesticides and herbicides in agriculture (Müller et al. 2008). Additionally, changes in water 

quantity, quality, and the aquatic ecosystems have to be expected from large dam 

constructions, such as the Three Gorges Dam (TGD) at the Yangtze. With the impoundment 

of the 630 km long TGR, upstream the TGD huge industrial, residential and agricultural areas 

were flooded. In consequence notable amounts of organic and inorganic pollutants were 

released to the reservoir (Wolf et al. 2013). Within the joint Sino-German-research project 

the objective was to obtain more insight into environmental processes under these highly 

dynamic conditions (Bergmann et al. 2012). To achieve this aim the experiments were 

composed of following topics: 

 Analysis of TGR sediment and water samples 

 Anaerobic degradation of chlorinated ethenes with Yangtze River sediment and 
Yangtze River enrichment cultures  

 Evaluation of the substrate spectrum of the TGR cultures 

 Oxygen tolerance of the TGR cultures 

 mRNA expression analysis with the TGR cultures 
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2.2 Analysis of TGR sediment and water samples 
There are several groups of bacteria which are able to degrade chlorinated aliphatic and 

aromatic hydrocarbons under anaerobic conditions. Microorganisms which are known to be 

able to reductively dechlorinate pollutants are Desulfomonile spp., Desulfitobacterium spp., 

Dehalobacter spp., Desulfuromonas spp. and Dehalococcoides spp. But only bacteria of the 

genus Dehalococcoides spp. are capable for the complete degradation of tetrachloroethene 

(PCE) to ethene (Holliger et al. 1993; Schmidt et al. 2006; Aktaş et al. 2011). 57 samples were 

taken within a two years period and screened for the five dechlorinating microorganisms 

Desulfomonile spp., Desulfitobacterium spp., Dehalobacter spp., Desulfuromonas spp. and 

Dehalococcoides spp. An overview of the reservoir and the sampling locations from the first 

sampling campaign in March 2011 is given in Figure IV-2. 

 

In March 2011, 18 sediment samples were taken. In August and December 2011, it was 

possible to obtain bacterial DNA from 17 water samples from different sampling locations 

within the TGR. Further in June 2012 it was possible to take sediment and water samples 

from different depths of the water body from the Yangtze River, the Daning He River and the 

Xiangxi River. 

 

Figure IV-2:  Sampling locations in the TGR (Sampling campaign 2011) 
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Overall 57 sediment or water samples were taken within the TGR region. In most of the 

samples at least one of the five dechlorinating bacteria could be found. In two sediment and 

seven water samples none of the analysed bacteria were detected. Within the 48 samples, 

where at least one of the dechlorinators was found, the distribution was as follows: 3 

detections of Dehalococcoides spp., 34 detections of Desulfitobacterium spp., 20 detections 

of Desulfuromonas spp., two detections of Dehalobacter spp. and 19 detections of 

Table IV-1: Results of the screening for dechlorinating microorganisms 

Sampling time Sample name Sample location Sample type 
Dechlorinating microorganism 

Dhc Dsb DeSu Deha DeTi 

March 2011 

MP1 

Maoping 
Dam Region 

Sediment 

    + +   

MP2     +     

MP3     +   + 

MP4     +     

MP5     +   + 

MP6           

MP7   + +   + 

PYK 

Xiangxi River 

          

WJW     +   + 

XX01   + +     

XX02   +     + 

XX04         + 

XX07   + +   + 

DH2 Daninghe River     +   + 

YCQ1 Chongqing 
Yangtze River 

    +   + 

YCQ4     +   + 

JL1 Chongqing Jialing River     +     

YEnd Yangtze Reservoir End     +     

August 2011 

MB07 40m 

Daninghe River Water 

+ +       

MB08 20m +         

MB09 0m +         

MB13 20m           

MB14 10m           

MB15 0m           

December 2011 

WSA1 50m 

Wushan Lake and  
Daninghe River 

Water 

          

WSA2 25m   +       

WSH3 45m   +       

WSH4 20m   +       

WSH5 0m   +       

WSH6 50m   +       

WSH7 25m           

WSH8 0m           

DaL1 40m   +       

DaL2 15m   +       

DaL3 0m   +       

June 2012 

WL1 0m 

Wushan Lake and 
Daninghe River 

Water 

  +       

WL1 18m   +     + 

WL2 0m           

WL2 10m   +       

WL2 25m   +   +   

WL3 0m   +     + 

WL3 15m   +       

WL3 30m   +     + 

DaH1 0m   +       

DaH1 10m   +       

DaH1 15m   +     + 

PYK 5m 

Xiangxi River 

  +       

XX01 0m   +       

XX01 65m   +     + 

XX03 0m   +       

XX03 10m   +       

WL2 
Wushan Lake and 

Daninghe River 

Sediment 

  + +     

WL3   + +   + 

DaH1   + +     

PYK 

Xiangxi River 

  + +   + 

XX01   + +   + 

XX03   + +   + 

Sum of detections: 57    3 34 20 2 19 
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Desulfomonile spp. In this part of the study, the presence of dechlorinating bacteria in 

Yangtze sediment and water samples was demonstrated, thus indicating their relevance for 

pollutant turnover in the catchment area. The applied PCR methods proved to be suitable 

for the detection of the different dechlorinating bacteria. The next step was to test if the 

detected dechlorinating bacteria are viable and have the capability to degrade chlorinated 

pollutants. 

2.3 Dechlorination tests with chlorinated Ethenes 
Nine of the 18 sediment samples taken in March 2011 were used to prepare batch 

degradation tests with PCE. Further, one sediment from June 2012 was used to proof the 

ability of the indigenous microorganisms from the sediment to dechlorinate PCE without any 

additions of auxiliary substrates.  

For the dechlorination experiments with PCE and auxiliary substrates sediments were 

chosen in which at least one of the dechlorinating bacteria groups was detected. In none of 

the nine sediments Dehalococcoides spp. was detected so a complete dechlorination to the 

end product ethene was not expected at this point of the study. The following 

dechlorinators were detected in the sediments used for the dechlorination experiments with 

PCE:  

MP1 Desulfuromonas spp. and Dehalobacter spp.;  

MP3 Desulfuromonas spp. and Desulfomonile spp.;  

MP7 Desulfitobacterium spp., Desulfuromonas spp. and Desulfomonile spp.;  

 

Figure IV-3: PCE degradation pathway 
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XX01 Desulfitobacterium spp. and Desulfuromonas spp.;  

XX04 Desulfitobacterium spp., Desulfuromonas spp. and Desulfomonile spp.;  

XX07 Desulfitobacterium spp., Desulfuromonas spp. and Desulfomonile spp.;  

DH2 Desulfuromonas spp. and Desulfomonile spp.;  

YCQ1 Desulfuromonas spp. and Desulfomonile spp.;  

YCQ4 Desulfuromonas spp. and Desulfomonile spp.; 

and 

XX01 from year 2012 Desulfitobacterium spp., Desulfuromonas spp. and Desulfomonile spp. 

 

In all batch experiments PCE was dechlorinated to less chlorinated Ethenes. The PCE 

dechlorination occurs via TCE and DCE to VC and the nonchlorinated endproduct Ethene 

(Figure IV-3). In the case of DCE there are three different isomers cDCE, tDCE and 1,1-DCE. 

cDCE is mainly found as an intermediate, or an end product, during the dechlorination of 

PCE.  

The culture MP1 dechlorinated PCE to only cDCE as an end product, MP3 to VC and all other 

cultures were able to completely dechlorinate PCE to the end product Ethene. Interestingly 

the cultures XX04, XX07 and DH2 did not form cDCE as a major intermediate but tDCE. 

Despite  Dehalococcoides spp. were below the detection limit in the initial sediment 

screening (Table IV-1) seven of the nine batch cultures were able to completely dechlorinate 

PCE to the end product ethene.  

In the next step, the cultures were followed by molecular biological analysis of the genes of 

Desulfomonile spp., Desulfitobacterium spp., Dehalobacter spp., Desulfuromonas spp. and 

 

Figure IV-4: Dehalogenase genes of Dehalococcoides spp. 
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Dehalococcoides spp. Further for the group Dehalococcoides spp. the genes of the 

dehalogenase enzymes pceA, tceA, vcrA and bvcA were analysed with qPCR to follow their 

growth. An overview of the current knowledge with respect to the involved genes is shown 

in Figure IV-4. 

In the cultures MP7, XX01, XX04, XX07, DH2, YCQ1 and YCQ4 an increase in 

Dehalococcoides spp. genes was found during the dechlorination of DCE via VC to Ethene. In 

the sediments and at the beginning of the experiments Dehalococcoides spp. was below the 

detection limit of the method, but in the degradation experiments the gene copies increased 

beyond the detection limit. In the culture MP1 Dehalococcoides spp. was not found within 

the culture. Consistent with the PCR analysis, PCE dechlorination stopped at the level of 

cDCE. In Figure IV-4 exemplarily a degradation experiment with complete dechlorination to 

ethene is shown.  

Desulfomonile spp. and Desulfitobacterium spp. showed an increase of about one order of magnitude 

during the dechlorination of PCE over TCE to DCE. Whereupon Desulfitobacterium spp. was mainly 

growing during the dechlorination of PCE to TCE and Desulfomonile spp. showed a more shallow 

slope but was increasing until all TCE was depleted. Further Dehalococcoides spp. showed an 

increase during the dechlorination step of TCE to DCE of about four orders of magnitude from below 

the quantification limit to about 106 copies/mL. The Dehalococcoides spp. genes were increasing until 

the end of the experiment after 28 weeks and reached a maximum value of nearly 108 copies/mL. 

Also Dehalobacter spp. was detected within the experiments, but it first showed a decrease of about 

one order of magnitude and then stayed at a constant level of about 10³ copies/mL. Further the 

genes for pceA, tceA, vcrA and bvcA, which are encoding for the reductive dehalogenases of 

Dehalococcoides spp. were analysed with qPCR during the experimental time. The reductive 

dehalogenase genes showed specific patterns: the pceA gene copies/mL were mainly increasing 

during the dechlorination of TCE to DCEs and the tceA and vcrA gene copies/mL during the 

dechlorination of DCEs to VC and Ethene. Different Dehalococcoides spp. contain different of the 

dehalogenase genes, e.g. Dehalococcoides spp. strain BAV-1 carries the gene for the bvcA reductive 

dehalogenase and can catalyze the dechlorination step from VC to Ethene. It was clearly shown that 

all nine sediments contained active dechlorinating microorganisms, which were able to dechlorinate 

PCE at least to cDCE.  

In most of the experiments auxiliary substrates (Yeast extract, NaAcetate, NaPyruvate and Hydrogen) 

were added to provide the electron donors necessary for reductive dechlorination (see Figure IV-5). 

Therefore, additional tests were set up to simulate field conditions. In these experiments, Yangtze 

River sediment was used without any addition of external auxiliary substrates. The results of the 

dechlorination experiments with sediments only amended with PCE and mineral medium or water 

are shown in Figure IV-6. 
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Figure IV-5: Dechlorination of PCE (top), dechlorinating microorganisms (middle), reductive dehalogenase genes (bottom) of the culture 

XX07 
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The sediment XX01 (2012) was able to completely dechlorinate PCE within 28 weeks. Only 

small differences were found between the experiments with water and mineral medium. 

Further a high methane production was detected in the cultures. With these experiments it 

was clearly shown, that the TGR sediments contain viable active dechlorinating 

microorganisms, which show the ability to dechlorinate PCE without any external addition of 

mineral salts or auxiliary substrates. Obviously, the organic compounds associated with the 

sediment (TOC: 1,3%) are used as natural electron donors. Therefore, it is likely that 

reductive dechlorination occurs also under field conditions.  

 

Figure IV-6: PCE dechlorination through batch samples with sediments from sampling location XX01 in year 2012 
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2.4 Substrate spectrum of the TGR cultures 
PCE has been reported as a pollutant in Chinese surface water (Li et al. 2006, Han et al. 2011, 

Wolf et al. 2013). In particular in river sediments, several other hydrophobic chlorinated 

pollutants are relevant in China and worldwide, including Hexachlorocyclohexanes (HCHs) 

(Wang et. al. 2009), Chlorobenzenes (CBs), Chlorophenols (CPs) (Tang et. al. 2007), and 

Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) (Jiang et. al 2000, Wang et. al 2009).  

Hexachlorocyclohexanes (HCHs) 

1,2,3,4,5,6-HCH is a monocyclic chlorinated hydrocarbon. It exists in 8 different isomers, but 

only the four isomers (α, β, γ, δ) were used in commercial pesticides (Willet et. al. 1998). γ-

HCH also known as Lindan has the highest pesticidal activity of the four isomers and it was 

mainly used as an insecticide. The use of the insecticide (Lindan) caused diffuse 

contaminations. α-, β- and δ-HCH remained as by-products during the Lindan production and 

were stored at open-air waste sites. Due to the open storage the by-products (α-, β- and δ-

HCH) caused point source contaminations (Lal et al. 2010). The application of HCHs is 

generally banned nowadays, because of their toxicities, environmental persistence and 

accumulation in food chains (Quintero et. al. 2005). Dehalobacter spp. is one of the 

microorganisms known to anaerobicaly dechlorinate HCHs. α- and γ-HCH are faster 

degraded than β- and δ-HCH (Lal et al.. 2010). 

 

For the two Yangze River cultures and the abiotic control, which were amended with the 

mixture of α-, β-, γ- and δ-HCH, the pattern of the HCHs was followed for 56 weeks (Figure 

 

Figure IV-7: Degradation of HCH 
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IV-7). The active cultures (Figure IV-7 a) and b)) showed in the first four weeks a fast 

decrease in γ-HCH. Further a fast decrease in concentration was found for α-HCH. The 

concentration of α-HCH in the active cultures was at the beginning 0.47 µmol/L and after 10 

weeks 0.03 µmol/L. After 15 weeks both substances were below the detection limit. For the 

abiotic control no significant decline for α-HCH and γ-HCH was observed. β- and δ-HCH 

showed a decrease in the active cultures to a value of 0.2 and 0.15 µmol/L. The decrease in 

the active cultures was more pronounced than in the sterile control.  

Pentachlorophenol (PCP) 

Chlorophenols consist of a Benzene-ring with an OH-group, which is substituted with one to 

five chlorine atoms. Depending on the position of the chlorine atoms 19 different CPs are 

existing: Pentachlorophenol (PCP), 3 Tetrachlorophenols (TeCPs), 6 Trichlorophenols (TCPs), 

6 Dichlorophenols (DCPs) and 3 (Mono-)Chlorophenols (CPs) (Adrian et al. 2007, Gao et al.. 

2008). There are several sources of CP contamination in the environment. CPs were used as 

pesticides, herbicides, fungicides, mould inhibitors and as wood preservatives. Other sources 

of contamination are accidental spills, hazardous waste disposal sites, storage tanks or 

municipal landfills (Olanarian & Igbinosa 2011). PCP is known to be anaerobically 

dechlorinated by the strains Dehalococcoides spp. and Desulfomonile spp. (Mohn & Kennedy 

1992, Adrian et al. 2007). For lower chlorinated phenols also Desulfitobacterium spp. has 

shown dechlorinating activity (Gerritse 1996).  

In Figure IV-8 the degradation pattern of the cultures amended with PCP are shown. In the 

active cultures Figure IV-8 a) and b) a fast dechlorination of the 3 µmol/L PCP to mainly 3 to 

5 µmol/L TeCP and small amounts of 0.4 µmol/L TCP could be observed in the first four 

 

Figure IV-8: Dechlorination of PCP and its dechlorination products 
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weeks. For culture a) the dechlorination pathway was as follows; PCP, 2,3,4,5-TeCP, 

3,4,5-TCP mainly to 3,4-DCP and minor to 3,5-DCP. In culture b) the dechlorination pathway 

was PCP, 2,3,4,5-TeCP to mainly 3,4,5-TCP and small amounts of 2,4,5-TCP. In the sterile 

control no TeCPs and TCPs were formed within 56 weeks. 

Hexachlorobenzene (HCB) 

Chlorinated benzenes consist of a benzene ring, which is substituted with one to six chlorine 

atoms. Depending on the position of the chlorine atom 12 different CBs are existing: 

Hexachlorobenzene (HCB), Pentachlorobenzene (PeCB), 3 Tetrachlorobenzenes (TeCBs), 

3 Trichlorobenzenes (TCBs), 3 Dichlorobenzenes (DCBs) and Chlorobenzene (CB) (Field & 

Sierra-Alvarez 2008a). CBs have various uses in industry, such as additives in oil, lubricants, 

dye-carriers, dielectric insulation-reagents and as solvents. They are also intermediates in 

the industrial production of drugs, scents, dye stuff, herbicides, and insecticides (Adrian & 

Görisch 2002). Due to its use as a solvent and fungicide HCB has been released to the 

environment (Wu et al. 2002). Anaerobic dechlorination of higher chlorinated benzenes was 

proofed for Dehaloccoides spp. (Field & Sierra-Alvarez 2008a) and for lower chlorinated 

benzenes for Dehalobacter spp. (Nelson 2011). 

For the Yangtze River cultures spiked with HCB, the dechlorination can be seen in Figure 

IV-9. The found dechlorination pathway was in both active cultures HCB, PeCB, 1,2,4,5- or 

1,2,3,5-TeCB to mainly 1,3,5-TCB and small amounts of 1,2,4-TCB. Following 1,3,5- and 1,2,4-

TCB to 1,3- and 1,4-DCB. 1,3,5-TCB showed higher concentrations (0.14µmol/L) compared to 

the spiked HCB (0.02µmol/L). The reason for the higher concentration of the dechlorination 

 

Figure IV-9: Dechlorination of HCB and its dechlorination products 
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product is the better water solubility of 1,3,5-TCB of 6mg/L, which is 1000 times higher than 

the water solubility of HCB.  

Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCB) 

Polychlorinated Biphenyls are composed of a Biphenyl-core with one to ten chlorine atoms. 

The different positions and combinations of the chlorine atoms lead to a group of 209 

different PCB congeners. PCBs have been extensively used in industry from the 1920s to the 

1970s, as heat transfer fluids, hydraulic fluids, solvent extenders, plasticizers, flame 

retardants, organic diluents and dielectric fluids (Abramowicz 1995). Reductive 

dehalogenation is very important, because with the reduction of chlorine atoms also the 

carcinogenic potential of the substances is reduced (Abramowicz 1995). Only few bacterial 

species have been proofed to have the ability of dechlorinating PCBs. These species are 

Dehalococcoides spp. (Bedard et al. 2007), Bacterium o-17 and DF1, which are both closely 

related to Dehalococcoides spp. and belong to the Chloroflexi phylum (Field et al. 2008 b). 

The concentration of PCB180 was increasing over the complete experimental time, from 

starting values of about 5x10-3 µmol/L to the highest value of about 1x10-1 µmol/L after 45 

weeks (see Figure IV-10 a) and b)). In the sterile control (Figure IV-10c) the concentration of 

PCB180 was also varying during experiment, from values of 4x10-3 µmol/L to about 3x10-1 

µmol/L. In the active cultures a) and b) PCB146, PCB153 and 138, could be detected after 4, 

15 and 25 weeks. In the sterile control none of the lower chlorinated PCBs could be 

detected. 

 

Figure IV-10: Dechlorination of PCB180 and its dechlorination products 
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With our findings we were able to demonstrate the capability of the indigenous microbial 

community of Yangtze River sediments to dechlorinate a wide spectrum of relevant 

chlorinated pollutants. The results indicate that the degradation processes are likely to occur 

also under field conditions and contribute to a continuous transformation in Yangtze River 

sediments.  

2.5 Oxygen tolerance of the Yangtze River cultures 
Contaminated aquifers or river sediments often are anaerobic but can be exposed to oxygen 

for short periods due to varying hydrological conditions. Especially in the Yangtze River a 

shift of sediment associated microorganisms from anaerobic to aerobic regions is feasible 

due to turbulent water flow. Some microorganisms (e.g. Dehalococcoides spp.) are thought 

to be strictly anaerobic and contact with oxygen is harmful to them. Therefore the Yangtze-

culture was tested for its oxygen tolerance. The culture was held for 72h under aerobic 

conditions, and afterwards the anaerobic dechlorination of PCE was examined. The PCE 

dechlorination was followed for 13 weeks (see Figure IV-11). 

 

Figure IV-11: Comparison of the echlorination potential of cultures after 72h contact with oxygen and control cultures  
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Within 11 weeks PCE was dechlorinated to Ethene. All active cultures showed similar 

dechlorination behaviour, especially no differences between the oxygen amended and the 

control cultures were found. 

The cultures were further analysed with molecular biological techniques. A nested PCR was 

prepared for Dehalobacter spp., Desulfuromonas spp. and Desulfomonile spp. Quantification 

of bacterial genes was possible for Desulfitobacterium spp. and Dehalococcoides spp. and 

the reductive dehalogenase genes pceA, tceA and vcrA of Dehalococcoides spp. (Figure IV-12 

and Figure IV-13). 

For Dehalobacter spp. an influence of 72h contact with oxygen was detected, because in the 

control cultures an increase in bacterial genes (positive bands in gelelectrophoresis) could be 

detected. But in the oxygen amended cultures over the whole experimental time no bands 

of Dehalobacter spp. were within the culture. For all other analysed bacterial genes 

(Dehalococcoides spp., Desulfitobacterium spp., Desulfuromonas spp. and Desulfomonile 

spp.) no differences between the oxygen amended and the control cultures were found. For 

Desulfuromonas spp. a first detection was after two weeks. Desulfomonile spp. bands were 

detected sometimes during the experiment, but no pattern could be seen. Dehalococcoides 

spp. and Desulfitobacterium spp. could be followed by qPCR. The increase in 

Desulfitobacterium spp. copies was within the first week between three and four orders of 

magnitude and coincided with the dechlorination of PCE to TCE. Dehalococcoides spp. gene 

copies increased after four weeks and correlated with the conversion of cDCE to Ethene. 

 

Figure IV-12: Comparison of the dechlorinating microbial community. Similar results were obtained with and without oxygen exposure 

before conditions were changed to anaerobic. Only Dehalobcter spp. was different and showed oxygen sensitivity. 
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The cultures were not only tested for the bacterial genes, but also for the reductive 

dehalogenase genes of Dehalococcoides spp. The aim was to test if the oxygen contact had 

any influence on the different strains of Dehalococcoides spp. The course of the pceA and 

tceA gene copies/mL was similar to the course of the Dehalococcoides spp. copies. Within 

the first two weeks a decrease of the pceA and tceA gene copies of about one order of 

magnitude was detected. The exponential increase started in week four. All cultures showed 

an increase of about three orders of magnitude to a maximum value of 107 copies/mL. 

The results clearly showed that the reductively dechlorinating Yangtze community tolerated 

periods of oxygen contact. After removal of the oxygen and addition of auxiliary substrates, 

the dechlorinating activity started demonstrating the presence of viable bacteria. 

2.6 mRNA expression analysis with the Yangtze cultures 
The analysis of reductively dechlorinating microorganisms or of their reductive dehalogenase 

genes is already a suitable indicator for the potential of reductive dechlorination at a 

contaminated site. However the detection of  genes based on DNA analysis is no proof, that 

the microorganisms are active. Gene expression, e.g. of the reductive dehalogenase genes, 

gives evidence for active biodegradation processes. Therefore not DNA extraction is 

performed, but extraction of messenger RNA (mRNA). mRNA is only formed in viable and 

active organisms, whereas dead or inactive organisms can still carry intact DNA. Therefore a 

method was established to detect the activity of the reductive dehalogenase genes pceA, 

tceA, vcrA and bvcA of Dehalococcoides spp. To evaluate the expression of the reductive 

dehalogenase genes six batch cultures were prepared. For the primary substances PCE and 

cDCE duplicates with active inoculum and single sterile controls were set up for each 

substance. For all cultures analysis of Dehalococcoides spp. and its reductive dehalogenases 

 

Figure IV-13: Comparison of the reductive dehalogenase genes of Dehalococcoides spp. within the cultures 
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pceA, tceA, vcrA and bvcA was performed with PCR and qPCR. Further the gene expression 

was evaluated with mRNA extraction and subsequent RT-qPCR. In Figure IV-14 the time 

course of the PCE or cDCE dechlorination of the active cultures and the sterile controls is 

depicted, respectively. 

All four active cultures were able to completely dechlorinate the primary substance (PCE or 

cDCE) to the terminal product Ethene. In all active cultures the dechlorination was finished 

after seven weeks. Also in the sterile controls a decrease of PCE or cDCE was detected, but 

no increase of Chloride and no dechlorination products were measured.  

In all active cultures an increase of the reductive dehalogenase gene copies of pceA, tceA 

and vcrA of Dehalococcoides spp. was observed. No bvcA genes were detected. The 

 

Figure IV-14: Dechlorination pattern of four active cultures in duplicates (top) and two sterile controls amended with PCE or cDCE 

 

Figure IV-15: DNA analysis of active cultures in duplicates amended with PCE or cDCE 
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Dehalococcoides spp. gene copies/mL increased in all active cultures in mean about three 

orders of magnitude from 4x104 to 4x107 copies/mL. The course of the increase in tceA gene 

copies was similar to the Dehalococcoides spp. genes, but in total numbers the tceA gene 

copies were half an order of magnitude lower, than the Dehalococcoides spp. gene copies. 

The course of the pceA and vcrA genes was similar, sometimes even identical. After a fast 

increase from 8x103 to 1x105 copies/mL of both genes during the first two weeks, the gene 

copy numbers stayed stable until week three. During the next three weeks a continuous 

increase of the pceA and vcrA gene copies was detected, but overall the increase was slower 

compared to the tceA gene. The final concentrations of all three reductive dehalogenase 

genes were in a similar range of 9x106 copies/mL. 

During the experiment period of eleven weeks an activity of the tceA and vcrA gene was 

demonstrated by mRNA detection. The copy numbers for the pceA gene transcripts stayed 

during the whole experiment below the quantification limit of 1.4x103 transcript/mL. 

Between week two and six tceA transcripts beyond the quantification limit could be 

measured, which fluctuated around a value of 1x105 transcripts/mL until week five and were 

afterwards decreasing again.  

3 3 Summary and Conclusions 

This study focussed on microbial degradation of chlorinated pollutants. All experiments were 

done with indigenous microorganisms of the Yangtze River. Already in the initial project 

period, a conceptual model was developed (Figure IV-17). Based on the results obtained in 

the anaerobic laboratory batch studies with Yangtze River sediments and Yangtze River 

enrichment cultures the conceptual model was up-dated. The aerobic processes were 

beyond the scope of this study but are likely to occur considering the available literature 

(Tiehm & Schmidt, 2011). 

 

Figure IV-16: mRNA expression results of active cultures in duplicates amended with PCE or cDCE 
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The main results of the study are summarized as follows: 

Detection of dechlorinating bacteria in Yangtze River samples: 

The dechlorinating microorganisms Dehalococcoides spp., Dehalobacter spp., 

Desulfomonile spp., Desulfuromonas spp. and Desulfitobacterium spp were detected by PCR 

analysis in  water or sediment samples taken within the TGR. In 85% of the samples at least 

one of dechlorinating microorganisms was detected, indicating their relevance for pollutant 

turnover in the Yangtze River. To test the ability of the detected bacteria to degrade 

chlorinated pollutants batch studies were conducted. 

Pollutant degradation in Yangtze River sediments: 

In all batch tests incubated with sediments from the TGR catchment area, anaerobic 

biological dechlorination was demonstrated.  Dehalococcoides spp. was detected in most of 

the batch dechlorination tests.  However, differences in the biochemical pathways and end-

products of reductive dechlorination were observed, most probably due to different 

halorespiring bacteria community compositions. The culture MP1 repeatedly dechlorinated 

PCE via TCE to cis-DCE. In this culture, Dehalococcoides spp. was below the quantification 

limit during the whole incubation time. In contrast, Dehalococcoides spp. was detected with 

increasing numbers over investigation time in the cultures YCQ1 and XX07. These cultures 

showed complete dechlorination thus confirming previous reports that bacteria of the 

Dehalococcoides group are the only known microorganism to completely dehalogenate PCE 

to ethane. Also the culture XX07 showed complete dechlorination to ethene, but the 

temporarily detected metabolite was trans-DCE. For the first time the dechlorination 

 

Figure IV-17: Conceptual model of mass transfer and degradation processes, during the filling- and the mixingphases of the Three Gorges 

Reservoir 
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potential of the indigenous microbial community in Yangtze river sediments was 

demonstrated without any external addition of auxiliary substrates thus simulating field 

conditions .    

Degradation of HCH, PCP, PCB, and chlorinated benzenes: 

This part of the study focussed on the degradation of pollutants known to be present in 

Yangtze River sediments. The culture XX01, which was derived from sediment from the 

tributary Xiang Xi River at a point close to the Yangtze River, showed with all  five highly 

chlorinated compounds (HCHs, HCB, PCP PCB180 and PCE) dechlorinating activity. In case of 

all the chlorinated pollutants except PCB, the formation of lesser chlorinated transformation 

products was demonstrated. In conclusion, the indigenous microbial community was 

capable to dechlorinate a number of relevant environmental pollutants in the Yangtze River. 

Activity after oxygen exposure: 

A periodical exposure of sediment associated bacteria to oxygen is likely to occur in the 

Yangtze TGR, taking into consideration the periodical water level fluctuations and expected 

spatio-temporal dynamics of the hydrochemical parameters. Therefore, the oxygen 

sensitivity of the five reductively dechlorinating bacteria Dehalococcoides spp., 

Desulfuromonas spp., Dehalobacter spp., Desulfomonile spp. and Desulfitobacterium spp. 

was tested. For the three dechlorinating bacteria Desulfitobacterium spp., Desulfomonile 

spp. and Desulfuromonas spp. in none of the experiments influence of the oxygen contact 

was detected. After oxygen exposure, increasing numbers of Dehalococcoides spp. were 

detected during the anaerobic dechlorination of cDCE to ethene. The results indicate that 

reductive dechlorination is possible in anaerobic areas even after temporary transfer of the 

bacteria into aerobic zones.  

Demonstration of gene expression (mRNA detection): 

In this study, the extraction of high quality mRNA was demonstrated. The gene transcripts 

(mRNA) found with the RT-qPCR corresponded to the dechlorination of cDCE and VC. As long 

as cDCE was present in the cultures, gene transcripts of the reductive dehalogenase tceA 

were found. With increasing concentration of VC, also vcrA gene transcripts were found in 

the cultures. After cDCE and VC were depleted, the tceA and vcrA gene transcripts started to 

decrease. Thus, the new molecular method enables a direct monitoring of microbial activity 

by mRNA detection. Therefore, the relevance of different bacteria and genes can be studied. 

Furthermore, a monitoring of microbial activity in the field might be possible in the future.    

With this study, the potential of indigenous microorganisms within the Yangtze River for 

reduction of chlorinated pollutants was demonstrated. The results indicate that these 

processes are active in the field and contribute substantially to pollutant elimination in the 

Yangtze River and the TGR.   
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1 Introduction 

Freshwater is an essential resource for human life. More than 45,000 large dams impound 

the world’s Rivers to sustain drinking and irrigation water, energy supply, flood control, 

infrastructure, and economic benefits (1). With around 22,000 large dams, China hosts 

almost half of them (1). The Yangtze River, which is shown in Figure V-1, serves as the main 

drinking water source for its adjacent regions (2). Impacts of dams on ecosystems are widely 

known, but reliable predictions for new reservoirs remain difficult (3). 

There are 28 large reservoirs (storage capacity: ≥20.0 km3; dam height: ≥100 m) in a same 

order of magnitude as the TGR (e.g., Volta, Kariba, and Manicouagan) (4). But, the only one 

that can also compete with the TGR (dam height: 181 m; storage capacity: 39.3 km3; mean 

residence time R = 29.6 days) in terms of mean water residence time 𝑅 is the Itaipù 

Reservoir (dam height: 196 m; storage capacity: 29.0 km3; R = 33 days) located on the border 

between Brazil and Paraguay (5). Furthermore, the specific water level management of the 

TGR is designed to compensate the seasonal inflow changes between less than 5,000 m3/s in 

winter and greater than 70,000 m3/s in summer (2010-2013) (6). Its seasonal 30 m water 

level fluctuation between 145 and 175 m above sea level (m.a.s.l.) results in monthly 𝑅 

values within 8 < R ≤ 81 days for the whole TGR. As for hydrodynamic criteria, reservoirs can 

be classified into three classes: (A) fully mixed, (B) seasonally mixed, and (C) well stratified. 

 

Figure V-1. The Three Gorges Reservoir area within China and our major MINIBAT monitoring sections in the Daning River and Xiangxi 

River backwaters. 
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The TGR contains all classes of water bodies ranging from almost fully mixed to seasonally 

stratified water bodies occurring in backwater section of tributaries during winter (7). Thus 

the TGR is a dynamic River-reservoir system with extraordinary interaction calling for 

challenging studies on hydrodynamic driven processes.  

1.1 Environmental challenges in the TGR 

Since 2003, the impoundment of the Three Gorges Reservoir (TGR) on the Yangtze River in 

China burdened its tributary backwaters with severe environmental threats (8). Geohazards, 

for example, earth quakes, soil erosion, and landslides, as consequences of the 

establishment of TGR, have considerably intensified and remain a recent research field 

(9)(10). Drastic ecological changes of both, terrestrial and aquatic habitats took place in the 

same instant and may have caused irreversible losses of biodiversity (11). This is particularly 

critical because the TGR region is a biodiversity hotspot and characterized by many endemic 

species (11). The water bodies of the TGR are seriously threatened by eutrophication. 

Frequent algal blooms, especially in the TGR tributary backwaters, put the main drinking 

water source and a major food source at stake while their formation processes still remain 

unsatisfyingly understood (8)(12)(13). Furthermore, some studies reported increasing heavy 

metal contents in soils and sediments of the TGR area, particularly within the water level 

fluctuation zone (14)(15). However, a TGR-wide synoptic heavy metal balance is still missing. 

On a global scale, eutrophication of freshwater resources and heavy metal accumulation in 

reservoir sediments are major environmental problems and are closely related to 

anthropogenic impacts in the corresponding watersheds (16). New reservoirs are extremely 

susceptible to these threats because their hydrodynamics are artificially and rapidly changed 

by the impoundment. Eutrophication and heavy metal accumulation in the TGR are thus 

representative environmental threats of large reservoirs worldwide. 

Confluence zones of reservoir tributaries with the Yangtze River main channel are main 

drivers of pollutant dynamics in the TGR and are thus keys to develop mitigation measures 

(12). Dealing with large and dynamic reservoir water bodies, like the TGR, mixing of different 

water bodies is of peculiar importance. Similar to the role of biogeochemistry in estuaries 

where freshwater and salt water meet (17) the confluence zones where mixing processes 

are driven by hydrodynamics play a key role for site specific chemical and processes which 

are responsible for the fate and pathways of dissolved and particulate pollutants and their 

distribution in the whole water body (18). 

Nutrient loads in the main stream of Yangtze River are considerably higher compared to its 

tributaries and are effectively transported into the tributary by the backwater effect (19). 

Thus, threats on humans and the ecosystem caused by pollution, changed hydrodynamics, 

higher nutrient content , and increasing eutrophication and algal bloom events (20)(21) are 

widely discussed. 
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1.2 Objectives of this Project 

In the frame of the environmental challenges described above and China’s discernment to 

aspire to a sustainable management of the TGR region, the Sino-German environmental 

research program “Yangtze-Hydro Project” was established and funded from BMBF and 

MOST since 2010 (23). It aimed to conduct interdisciplinary research on the sustainable 

utilization and development of the newly created ecosystem in the TGR. The following joint 

projects are designed to analyze the impact of the impoundment of the Yangtze River on the 

flow regime and the associated transport and mixing processes of toxic and eutrophic 

substances relevant to water quality and River ecosystem. 

(i) The MINIBAT sub-project aimed to develop and implement effective techniques and 

strategies to monitor water quality distribution dynamics in 3D-space and time in 

critical areas throughout the regions affected by the TGR. This methodical approach 

is meant to contribute to the following relevant aspects of water quality in the TGR: 

-  Physical and chemical water quality properties under typical hydrological 

scenarios , extreme events, landslides, and accidents 

-  Eutrophication and algal blooms 

-  Sources, transport, degradation, sedimentation and resuspension of 

pollutants in the TGR water bodies 

-  Mapping and contamination risk assessment of areas suitable for drinking 

water production 

-  Pollution from point sources, flooded industry areas, and flooded cities 

-  Stratification in the TGR water bodies and effects on water quality and 

pollutants 

-  Effects of the Three Gorges Dam on water quality in the middle and lower 

reaches of the Yangtze River 

-  Effective monitoring strategies for large-scale reservoirs 

(ii) The Three Gorges Dam has drastically changed the hydrodynamics of the Yangtze 

River and its tributaries and hence, the transport and mixing of dissolved and 

particulate substances must be simulated by numerical model as to interpret and 

confirm the data and results of the MINIBAT measurements. The focus of the 

numerical modeling is on 

-  Spatial impact of the water level change at the Three Gorges Dam on major 

tributaries, i.e. Daning River and Xiangxi River  

-  Mixing of water and pollutants between the Yangtze River and its tributaries  

-  Distribution and concentration of contaminants, eutrophic substances, in 

particular algae in the Wushan Lake at significant hydrological scenarios  

-  Trajectories, residence time and exposition of dissolved and particulate 

pollutants in different zones of the Wushan Lake 
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-  Backwater effect in the Daning River and penetration of Yangtze water 

upstream into the Daning River at high Yangtze water level 

-  Water exchange at: (i) steady state water and discharge conditions, (ii) rising 

and (iii) falling water level conditions including limits without water exchange 

-  Optimum location of disposal of a sewage station of water treatment plant to 

minimize eutrophic impact on Wushan Lake 

2 Technical developments and methods 

A major part of this project focused on the construction of a new and advanced version of 

the original MINIBAT in situ and online multisensor probe (22). This new MINIBAT was meant 

to be applicable under field conditions in the Yangtze River in China, particularly in the TGR. 

Furthermore, it additionally should be equipped with a new sensor for ‘colored dissolved 

organic matter’ (CDOM), as well as with a remote controlled water sampling system. This 

sampling system needed to be newly designed and integrated into the mechanics and 

electronics of the MINIBAT. 

2.1 Fieldwork and application of the MINIBAT system in 

the TGR 

In the frame of this project, we conducted nine fieldtrips in China; a corresponding timeline 

is shown in Figure V-2. To get a first overview of the study area’s dimensions, conditions and 

the actual water quality situation we visited three sites along the TGR for water and 

sediment sampling during our first fieldtrip in April 2011: (1.) the Daning River, a major 

tributary entering the Yangtze River approximately 120 km upstream of the TGD, (2.) the 

 

Figure V-2. Timeline of the fieldwork conducted within this sub-project. Note: in April 2011 the fieldwork was done without the 

MINIBAT. In August and December 2011 we could apply an old MINIBAT system. The newly developed MINIBAT system could be 

applied from June 2012 on. 
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Xiaojiang River another major tributary entering the Yangtze River around 450 km upstream 

of the TGD, and (3.) the confluence zone of the Jialing River with the Yangtze River around 

the megacity Chongqing, approximately 600 km upstream of the TGD. 

During a one week fieldtrip in August 2011 we successfully applied a MINIBAT system in the 

TGR for the first time. We decided to focus our investigations on the approximately 40 km 

long Daning River backwater and its confluence zone with the Yangtze River around Wushan 

City. In December 2011 we carried out a field trip to the same area again for one week to 

conduct further MINIBAT measurements, now under different hydrological and climatic 

conditions. All TGR fieldwork in 2011 was jointly organized with our partners of the ‘Chinese 

Research Academy of Environmental Sciences’ (CRAES) in Beijing. Simultaneously, the new 

and advanced MINIBAT system was constructed and could be successfully tested on Lake 

Constance in March 2012. This was done in collaboration with the ‘Institute of Lake 

Research’ of the ‘Landesanstalt für Umwelt, Messungen und Naturschutz Baden-

Württemberg’ (LUBW-ISF) and their research vessel ‘Kormoran’. We could perform the first 

TGR fieldtrip with this new MINIBAT in June 2012. The initial commissioning could be 

successfully done in the Daning River together with the 

MINIBAT manufacturer ‘ADM-Elektronik’ (ADM) and CRAES. 

Afterwards we moved to the Xiangxi River backwater, another 

major tributary of the TGR entering the Yangtze River 

approximately 40 km upstream of the TGD. This second part 

of the fieldwork was supported by the ‘Institute of 

Hydrobiology’ of the ‘Chinese Academy of Sciences’ (CAS-IHB). 

Further fieldwork took place in the Xiangxi River backwater in 

September 2012, and the Daning River in January 2013. Due to 

custom related issues we needed to export en re-import the 

MINIBAT from and to China, afterwards. However, we were 

able to continue our fieldwork in July 2013, where we applied 

the MINIBAT in the Yangtze River sections around Wuhan and 

Yidu, both located downstream of the TGD. In 

November/December 2013 we investigated the water bodies 

 

Figure V-3. Different types of boats and the corresponding MINIBAT installations throughout the conducted fieldwork. The MINIBAT can 

be installed and applied very flexibly. 

 

Figure V-4. MINIBAT long-term 

monitoring application in the shallow 

water Lake Taihu. 
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of the Xiangxi River and the Daning River, once more. Our last fieldtrip took place in March 

2014, where we started again in the Xiangxi River backwater. During the runtime of the 

project we could establish a new collaboration with colleagues from the ‘China Three Gorges 

University’ (CTGU) in Yichang, who were willing to support our MINIBAT fieldwork. Thus, we 

were also able to visit another major TGR tributary, the Shennongxi River backwater, located 

approximately 75 km upstream of the TGD in March 2014. Furthermore, together with 

CRAES we arranged MINIBAT fieldwork in the Taihu, a huge and shallow Lake, which is also 

connected to the Yangtze River and located close to its mouth near Shanghai city. 

During all this fieldwork we had to manage 

different hydrological conditions and arrange 

available infrastructures. Some impressions 

of varying MINIBAT installations on the 

different types of boats are compiled in 

Figure V-3. Different types of boats and the 

corresponding MINIBAT installations 

throughout the conducted fieldwork. The 

MINIBAT can be installed and applied very 

flexibly.. Here we have to highlight, that we 

successfully applied the MINIBAT under all 

conditions that we found. It is, however, 

sometimes necessary to adapt the fixation of the winch and the specific monitoring 

application modes. 

The MINIBAT body is meant to be dragged behind a boat (Figure V-5). Two remote 

controlled wings in the front can make the MINIBAT dive down and up to various depths. 

Due to the safety of the MINIBAT the cable length could not be extended arbitrarily during 

our continuous measurements. We had to take into account water depth, boat traffic, and 

fishnets as factors limiting the cable length to a maximum of approximately 60 m. Under 

these conditions in the TGR we could reach dive depths of approximately 30 m during 

continuous measurements. However, the MINIBAT can also simply be used as a depth 

profiling probe when the carrying boat does not move (Figure V-5). Like this, we are 

theoretically able to utilize the total cable length of 160 m on the winch. Practically, we 

performed measurements and took samples from more than 120 m depth in the TGR. In 

Lake Taihu with very shallow water depths mainly below 2 m we were also able to drag the 

MINIBAT through the water. To perform depth profiling at one site in this Lake we had to 

implement minor modifications. The length of almost 1 m of the whole MINIBAT body itself 

prevents from reasonable depth profiling in this shallow water when the MINIBAT is in its 

typical vertical position. Thus, we adapted the position of the MINIBAT drawbar. We fixed 

the drawbar in backward direction to keep the MINIBAT in a horizontal position while 

hanging at the winch (Figure V-4). Like this it was possible to perform long-term MINIBAT 

depth profiling measurements with high vertical resolution. 

 

Figure V-5. MINIBAT application modes. Left: MINIBAT depth 

profiling when the boat does not move. Right: continuous MINIBAT 

measurements when it is dragged behind the boat. 
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2.2 Development and implementation of a sampling 

system for the MINIBAT 

The company ADM designed a rack of five 

water samplers with approximately 50 mL 

sample volume each, to be placed in the 

back of the MINIBAT (Figure V-6). The parts 

were produced from POM by the geo-

workshop of KIT; ADM assembled the parts, 

developed the electronics, and added the 

mounting position on the MINIBAT corpus. 

The pistons of the samplers can now suck 

water into a tube which is sealed by O-rings 

on both ends in closed position. This 

mechanism is simply driven by strained 

rubber bands. Together with the LUBW-ISF, 

we tested the first prototype of this 

sampling system on Lake Constance in 

March 2012. The release mechanism worked with an electromagnet. However, we detected 

that the emitted electromagnetic fields during the release process caused strong signal 

deflections of the electrochemical sensors for O2-sat, pH, and H2S. Consequently, it was 

necessary to rework the release mechanism and the electromagnets were replaced by a 

small electric motor to trigger the release of the samplers. This adaptation eliminated those 

disturbing signal deflections. 

In July 2013, we faced another challenge with the high sediment loads of the Yangtze River 

in the sections downstream of the TGD. The suspended particles here contained 

considerable fractions of sand, thus, significantly differing from the mainly silty and clayey 

suspended particles in the TGR water bodies. The pistons of the water samplers got stuck in 

the tube. Thus, ADM increased the mechanical backlash between the pistons and the tubes 

of the samplers to facilitate their applicability in waters with sandy suspended sediment 

loads. 

2.3 Adaptations on the MINIBAT 

The strong motor that moves the wings in the front of the MINIBAT caused similar problems 

as the electromagnet sampler release mechanism described above. Anytime the motor was 

started the electrochemical sensors for O2-sat, pH, and H2S exhibited strong signal 

deflections. Hence, ADM modified the steering electronics of the motor. The abrupt motor 

start-up with full voltage was modified accordingly; the start-up of the motor was set to 

happen smoothly by an increasing voltage function. Herewith, the intensities of emitted 

changes of electromagnetic fields could be considerably reduced and we detected less 

 

Figure V-6. The newly designed sampling system installed in the 

back of the MINIBAT. Five samplers can collect 50 mL of water 

each. The release mechanism is triggered by remote control from 

the boat. 
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impact on the affected sensors. However, signal deflections can still be observed and further 

adaptations, like electromagnetic shielding of the motor, should be considered for further 

technical improvements of the MINIBAT. 

In case of strong turbulences in the monitored water bodies, the MINIBAT sometimes rolls 

over when it is dragged behind a boat. This is problematic and especially dangerous in 

shallow waters, as the steering of the wings suddenly works the other way round. We could 

improve and stabilize the diving behavior of the MINIBAT by increasing the angle of the 

drawbar in the front. This deepened the mass center of the dragged MINIBAT and 

considerably reduced the rollover frequency of the MINIBAT. 

2.4 Geostatistical evaluation of water quality data 

2.4.1 3D Kriging estimation of water quality distributions 

This method is was reprinted with kind permission from Springer Science+Business Media 

(12), copyright 2012 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg. 

2D and 3D geostatistical kriging estimation of water quality data was already used for 

various studies.(24)(25)(26) However, several studies carried out with a MINIBAT or similar 

instruments lack a detailed description about which method was used for spatial 

interpolation of the data.(27)(28) Others apply inverse distance weighted (IDW) approaches 

without considering the unique properties and spatial dependency of each dataset and 

variable.(29) Standard 3D kriging methods as also used by Haas 2008(29) do not significantly 

improve interpolated data obtained from MINIBAT measurements compared to IDW 

technique. The special spatial distribution structure of MINIBAT measurement points needs 

to be taken into account for the directional variogram calculation to improve the quality of 

kriging results and to benefit from the uncertainty estimation received from the kriging 

procedure. Therefore we developed effective methods. The 3D geostatistical software 

package isatis (Geovariances) was used to evaluate and interpolate the measured data. For 

each parameter, directional variogram models were fit to experimental anisotropic 

variograms in both horizontal and vertical directions. To calculate the vertical experimental 

variogram, a migration procedure of the horizontally widely distributed data points into the 

nearest node in a regular gridfile (500×500×0.25 m) was performed in isatis. The resulting 

gridfile reduces the distance between two sampling points to only its vertical component. 

The raw data points in their sinusoidal spatial structure would otherwise lead to variograms 

mainly derived from horizontal distances absolutely not representing variances related to 

the vertical distance component. Cross-validation was performed to test the applicability of 

the defined variogram models. These were then used for a 3D kriging procedure with a 

search neighborhood (500×500×5 m) into grid files (30×30×0.5 m) representing the volumes 

of the water bodies. Kriging estimation was only performed in between the data points. No 

extrapolation was intended. Referring to Journel and Rossi (1989)(30) in this case, the 

ordinary kriging approach can be used to achieve reasonable kriging results, even in the 
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presence of a global trend component. Only the experimental variogram tends to predict too 

high estimation errors in presence of a global trend.(31) This effect was minimized by 

manually excluding data points from high gradient areas from the experimental variogram 

calculation. 

2.4.2 Spatiotemporal kriging estimation of water quality 

distributions 

Water bodies are dynamical systems changing in time. A challenge for water quality 

investigations is to include the factor time into spatially resolved analyses. Therefore, we 

adapted a geostatistical method for spatiotemporal kriging estimation of water quality 

distributions. 

This method is reprinted with permission from ACS Publication (32), copyright 2014 of 

American Chemical Society. 

Time can be mathematically considered as an additional dimension in a spatiotemporal 

coordinate system.(33) The specific distribution of an environmental variable in space and 

time can then be treated as one realization of a spatiotemporal random function 𝑍(𝑢, 𝑡) 

with 𝑢 ∈ space and 𝑡 ∈ time. In our study, we consider the recorded MINIBAT values of 

each water quality parameter 𝑖 as realizations of a spatiotemporal random variable 𝑧𝑖(𝑢, 𝑡) 

as a subset of 𝑍𝑖(𝑢, 𝑡) with individual probability distributions.(33) Kriging is a tool to 

optimally estimate the realization of the corresponding spatiotemporal random function 

𝑍𝑖(𝑢, 𝑡) based on a (semi)variogram model that is derived from experimental 

(semi)variograms of the measured data 𝑧𝑖(𝑢, 𝑡). Even in the presence of global trends in the 

environment (e.g., thermal stratification in Lakes), ordinary kriging with a local 

neighborhood delivers reasonable estimation results with similar quality compared to the 

application of a trend model in the universal kriging approach, as long as no extrapolation 

beyond the sampling domain is intended.(34) We only used kriging to estimate data points 

within a convex hull around the acquired data points. Consequently, we could neglect 

probable trend components within our data. Again, we used the software isatis 

(Geovariances) to perform geostatistical data evaluation. Our recorded data points are 

characterized by three spatial coordinates: We projected the recorded GPS coordinates 

(WGS-84) to UTM zone 49 Easting and Northing values during import to isatis; Elevation 

above sea level 𝑒𝑠 was calculated for each data point as 𝑒𝑠 = 𝑙𝑤 − 𝑑𝑏𝑤 (𝑙𝑤 is the daily TGR 

water level(6); 𝑑𝑏𝑤 is the depth of each data point below 𝑙𝑤). The time of each data record 

td is thus a fourth component characterizing the data set in its spatiotemporal domain. 

Consequently, we could only perform spatiotemporal kriging after reasonably reducing the 

three-dimensional (3D) spatial coordinate system into a two-dimensional system. Because of 

the narrow and long channel-like shape of the Xiangxi River backwater, we could replace the 

Easting and Northing values by a linear horizontal distance component 𝑑ℎ. Therefore, we 

cumulated horizontal distance increments along the center of the water body starting at its 

confluence with the Yangtze River main channel. The resulting 𝑑ℎ values were projected 
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onto our recorded MINIBAT data points. The final 3D spatiotemporal coordinate system 

consists of (𝑑ℎ|𝑒𝑠|𝑡𝑑) as its three principle directions. From our recorded data sets, we drew 

experimental (semi)variograms along these three main directions and manually fit regional 

anisotropic variogram models. A moving local neighborhood was used for the subsequent 

cross-validation and ordinary kriging calculations performed in isatis. We also checked the 

calculated kriging standard deviations against the absolute ranges of estimated water quality 

parameter values. 

2.5 Numerical modelling of hydrodynamics and water 

quality 

2.5.1 1D model HEC-RAS 

To get an overview over the change of water level and discharge and its direction a 1D 

model was used as an approach to confine the domain influenced by the backwater effect 

depending on the boundary conditions at the Yangtze, i.e. discharge and water level 

elevation and the discharge of the Daning River as upstream inflow. Satellite data as well as 

data of the MINIBAT measuring campaigns were used, analyzed and compiled to a unified 

digital elevation data set. This dataset was used as input data for the 1D HEC-RAS model to 

describe the flow velocity in the water body between two neighbouring cross sections which 

afterwards have been used for the AQUATOX model (35) and the WASP model as reported 

here. 

The backwater influence on the Daning River due to the impoundment of the Three Gorges 

Reservoir is up to 50 km from the confluence of the Daning River to the upstream of the 

Dachang Lake. The modelling domain of the lower Daning River is from the Dachang Lake to 

the Wushan Lake with the confluence to the Yangtze River (Figure V-22). The length of the 

River channel is about 43 km. For the upstream boundary of the model domain the 

discharge data from the Wuxi hydrological station is used. The upstream and downstream 

boundaries for the Yangtze River are set as the discharge and water level at the Wushan 

hydrological station accordingly. Figure 1 shows the modelling domain of the Daning River 

on top of the satellite image with high water level close to 175 m.a.s.l.. 

It is important to mention that the 1D modelling clearly shows the fluctuation of the water 

level, the flow direction and the excursion of the water bodies over the seasons whereas the 

2D model provides the information about the pathways of pollutants, their spatial 

concentration and residence time. 

2.5.2 2D model TELEMAC 

In the 2D modelling a complete mixing over the water depth is assumed and hence, density 

driven stratification caused by seasonal temperature difference of the Yangtze and its 

tributaries are neglected. Although this assumption does not describe the flow velocities and 

the concentration field in a quantitative manner it allows to show the dominating large scale 
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flow pattern with recirculating zones and dead water bodies and hence, the pathway and 

relative residence time of substances in different water zones in order to underline and 

interpret the field measurements of the MINIBAT.  

As for the modelling of the Wushan Lake and the Dachang Lake the computational domain of 

the 2D Model TELEMAC covers the 3 km long section from the upstream inflow of the 

Daning River to the downstream area of confluence with the Yangtze River and the adjacent 

5.4 km section of the Yangtze River itself. The bathymetry data are obtained from the SRTM 

satellite digital elevation model (DEM) and MINIBAT water depth echo recorder. The 

computing mesh generated for the model domain is shown in Figure V-25 in 3D view.  

Since the interaction of the Yangtze and its tributaries is highly dynamic and important for 

temporal water quality assessment the water exchange mechanisms must be identified and 

quantified by 2-D tracer transport modelling resulting in a ranking as follows: 

(i)  Turbulent water exchange rate at interface, steady flow conditions QTU = εUA in m³/s 

with a global exchange parameter ε between 10-3 and 10-4 QTu is about 50-150 m³/s 

(ii) Advective in-/outflow due to water level change, QYa, Wu = UA m3/s with mean in-

/outflow velocity U over the interface area A or Daning River inflow QDa  

(iii)  Exchange due to density flow currents controlled by densimetric Froude Number Frd 

defined as Frd = U /(Δρ/ρ *g *h)1/2 with flow velocity U, relative density difference 

Δρ/ρ and thickness h of denser/or lighter water layer 

The model shows that the Yangtze River is most of time of a year dominant, the higher the 

flow velocity and water level of the Yangtze the higher the mixing intensity and spatial 

extension of the recirculating zone. At the same time the residence time in the Wushan Lake 

is decreasing, and further reduced by some inflow of Yangtze +QYa and/or Daning River QDa. 

The density current effect is considered as small compared to the other effects. However, 

the Wushan Lake water quality is influenced by the Daning River discharges up to about 500 

m³/s. 

2.5.3 Water Quality Analysis Simulation Program (WASP) 

The Model WASP (Water Quality Analysis Simulation Program) from EPA (US Environmental 

Protection Agency) is an open-source software and contains different model types, here the 

eutrophication option was chosen to start the investigation on algae. The equations solved 

by WASP are based on the key principle of the conservation of mass. WASP traces each 

water quality constituent from the point of spatial and temporal input to its final point of 

export, conserving mass in space and time. The input data consists of model segmentation, 

advective and dispersive transport, boundary concentrations, point and diffuse source waste 

loads, kinetic parameters, constants, time functions, and initial concentrations. The user 

defines the time steps of model processing, which is here defined as an interval of 14 

minutes. WASP saves the values of all display variables for subsequent retrieval by the 

postprocessor program to produce the result graphs and tables of variables (54). 
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The area of the Wushan Lake is divided into segments, whose sizes are determined by the 

2D mesh on the surface, where the width and length are geometrically designed. One simple 

mesh with 15 segments and a mesh with higher resolved mesh of 76 segments were 

created. The depth of the segments is defined to 20 m, because keeping the algae in 

perspective, it is sufficient to have at least the euphotic depth within the segment, which 

means the depth from the surface down to the level of 1 % photosynthetically active solar 

radiation (wavelength 400-700 nm) left.  

As a first step, the time period of a field trip from 25.11.2013 to 07.12.2013 was chosen as 

temporal period. For the Yangtze estuary, it was shown that highest algal cell concentration 

peak appears in June to September (56). Hence, for the second model time period, MINIBAT 

measurement data of water quality parameters from former summer field trips are used as 

input. 

The water quality data, which were measured by the MINIBAT at fieldtrips in winter 2013 

and the summers of 2011-2013 were used in the model. For each segment, a mean value of 

the different parameters like nutrient concentrations, temperature, pH and oxygen was 

calculated in the geographic information system ArcGIS 10.0. Also the hydrological data from 

the TELEMAC model served to determine the flow direction and velocity in all segments. 

Other input values were cited out of literature or calculated, e. g. the solar energy input of 

solar irradiation 

3 Scientific results 

3.1 Water mass interaction and algal bloom formation 

in the Wushan Lake 

3.1.1 Mixing processes in the Daning River backwater observed 

in April 2011 

From the first field investigation, where we only took water samples, we could already get 

insights into mixing processes and their impacts on pollutant transport. In Figure V-7 we 

displayed the depth resolved dissolved phosphorus (Pdiss.) fraction of water samples from the 

Daning River and its confluence zone with the Yangtze River across the Wushan Lake. The 

Pdiss. distribution is clearly divided into 2 major groups of water masses with 2 transition 

samples (*,**). The water masses originating from the Daning River exhibit a clear depth 

stratification of Pdiss. abundance with increasing trend towards higher water depths. On the 

other hand the water masses originating from the Yangtze River exhibit a homogeneous 

distribution of Pdiss. across the whole water column. Most interesting is, however, that we 

can find samples, geographically taken from the Daning River, that obviously belong to the 

Yangtze River group. This is highlighted in Figure V-7 by the grey line that connects samples 

of the depth profile right behind the entrance of the Daning River. All but one (* in Figure 
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V-7) of the Wushan Lake samples belong into the Yangtze River group. This surface 

transition sample likely represents the mixing process of both water masses. The second 

transition sample (** in Figure V-7) in the middle layer was taken upstream of the 

confluence zone. It is thus unlikely that mixing with Daning River water was responsible 

here. However, there are several small creeks entering the Yangtze River main channel 

there. Most likely one of these caused the dilution of Pdiss. in this specific sample. 

This mixing effect is also present for other 

anthropogenic pollutant elements. In Figure 

V-8 we displayed the dissolved 

concentrations of several pollutant elements 

against the corresponding Pdiss 

concentrations and can see a clear positive 

relationship.  

This example shows that the water quality 

and chemistry of the Wushan Lake and parts 

of the Daning River backwater are 

dominated by the Yangtze River main 

channel. Generally, pollutant loads in the 

Yangtze River are considerably higher in the 

Yangtze River main channel. These pollutant 

loads can then be transported upstream into 

the tributary backwaters with ecological 

consequences of unknown extent. 

3.1.2  Algal bloom formation and water mass mixing in August 

2011 

The contents of this section are reprinted 

with kind permission from Springer 

Science+Business Media (12), copyright 

2012 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg. 

Increasing eutrophication and algal bloom 

events in the Yangtze River Three Gorges 

Reservoir, China, are widely discussed 

with regard to changed hydrodynamics 

and nutrient transport and distribution 

processes. A profound understanding of 

the processes leading to the formation of 

algal blooms, especially harmful algal 

blooms, is necessary but is neither 

 

Figure V-7. Dissolved Phosphorus in water samples from April 2011. 

Samples derived from the Daning River, Yangtze River, and from 

the Wushan Lake and are plotted against sampling depth. Marked 

samples are explicitly mentioned in the text. 

 

Figure V-8. Dissolved Phosphorus against dissolved Al, Cu, As, Sb, Ni, 

and Cu in water samples from April 2011. Samples derived from the 

Daning River, Yangtze River, and from the Wushan Lake. 
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achieved internationally (36) nor for the TGR (37). Vertical Mixing dynamics (8), density 

current-driven nutrient inputs into tributary backwaters (38)(19), temperature and thermal 

stratification (37), as well as light attenuation by suspended particles (39) are all considered 

being regulatory factors for the formation of algal blooms in TGR. Insights into water 

exchange and interaction processes between water masses related to large-scale water level 

fluctuations in the reservoir are crucial to understand water quality and eutrophication 

dynamics. The importance of “Effects of inflow on harmful algal blooms” (36) was 

highlighted by a same-titled special issue in the Journal of Plankton Research. Therefore, 

confluence zones of tributaries with the Yangtze River main stream are dedicated key 

interfaces. Each algal bloom formation is an individual event, and its driving forces depend 

on the prevailing specific ecological conditions. It is, thus, important and necessary to study 

the processes leading to algal blooms in a very high spatial and temporal resolution to figure 

out the driving forces and ecological interactions leading to single algal bloom events. The 

synthesis of such datasets will then significantly contribute to a better generalized 

understanding of algal bloom formation. 

The dataset described in this study was recorded in situ and online with a MINIBAT from 23 

to 29 August 2011 after heavy precipitation and a subsequent discharge peak and water 

level increase in TGR. Geostatistical evaluation of the water quality data was performed 

(chapter 2.4.1), and results were compared to phosphorus contents of selected water 

samples. The precipitation event triggered the inflow of huge water masses from the 

Yangtze River into the lower section of the Daning River, the so-called Wushan Lake. The 

observed results reveal very detailed insights into the related water mass interactions and 

water quality dynamics in the confluence zone of the Daning River and the Yangtze River. 

The corresponding developments and distributions of several water quality parameters were 

directly related to the development of an algal bloom within the Wushan Lake water body 

(Figure V-9). The strongly rising water level throughout the measurement period caused 

Yangtze River water masses to flow upstream into the tributary and to supply their higher 

nutrient and particulate loads into the tributary water body. Rapid algal growth and 

sedimentation occurred immediately when hydrodynamic conditions in the confluence zone 

became more serene again. Consequently, water from the Yangtze River main stream can 

play a key role in providing nutrients to the algal bloom stricken water bodies of its 

tributaries. 
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3.2 Urban pollutant plumes in the Three Gorges 

Reservoir 

Contents of this section are reprinted with kind permission from Springer Science+Business 

Media (40), copyright 2013 Springer Science+Business Media Dordrecht.  

 

Figure V-9. Kriging estimations for: (a) Chlorophyll α (Chl α) concentration from 23 to 29 August 2011 at the water surface. (b) Chl α, 

Turb., and Temp. at 4.5 m water depth on 29 August 2011. Kriging standard deviations are shown as isolines. Chl α legend does not have 

a linear scale to emphasize differences in lower concentration ranges. Reprinted with kind permission from Springer Science+Business 

Media (12), copyright 2012 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg. 
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The Three Gorges Reservoir (TGR) in the Yangtze River was among other reasons meant to 

improve and strengthen socio-economic development of the involved regions. Considerable 

economic growth and urbanization now pose additional threats to the water quality of the 

TGR due to urban pollutant inflows. The changed hydrological conditions in the TGR 

considerably have altered pollutant transport dynamics now causing higher susceptibility of 

the backwater areas to eutrophication and algal blooms. The Yangtze River is also widely 

used as a source for drinking water production. The assessment of the urban impact on the 

water quality in the TGR is, thus, crucial for sustainable future development planning. 

Therefore, we performed MINIBAT 

measurements around the cities of Wushan 

(Figure V-10) and Dachang (Figure V-12) on 

the Daning River in the backwater reaches of 

the TGR in December 2012. Hydrological 

conditions were stable at constant water 

level between 174 – 175 m.a.s.l. and low 

discharge conditions in the TGR during the 

sampling period. 3D distribution patterns of 

the parameters temperature, conductivity, 

and turbidity in the water bodies were 

modelled using geostatistics. Selected water 

 

Figure V-10. Distribution of Temp, Turb, Cond (normalized to 25°C), and Chl α at 5 m depth in the water bodies around Wushan City on 

4 December 2012. White lines mark MINIBAT measurement cruises. Waste Water Treatment Plant (WWTP) and sampled discharge loca-

tions (WSS) are marked in red. Reprinted with kind permission from Springer Science+Business Media (40), copyright 2013 Springer 

Science+Business Media Dordrecht. 

 

Figure V-11. Left: Depth profiles of Temp, Cond (normalized to 

25°C), and Turbidity in front of Wushan measured with the 

MINIBAT on 04 December 2011. Right: Pollutant distribution across 

the water column around Wushan, based on ICP-MS analyses of 

water samples from 4 December, 2011. 
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samples from different depths were analyzed for dissolved and particulate constituents 

using ICP-MS.  

Water quality distribution patterns were geostatistically estimated (chapter 2.4.1) from the 

in situ and online MINIBAT measurements on 4th and 6th December 2011. Both datasets 

revealed plumes of higher temperature, conductivity, and turbidity around the urban areas 

of Wushan City and Dachang City (Figure V-11, Figure V-12, Figure V-13). The plumes were 

only present in the epilimnion of both water bodies. Around Wushan City the epilimnion 

included the upper 70 m water column (Figure V-11) around Dachang City only 20 m. 

Pollutant concentrations (Ptot, Cddiss, Cudiss) in the water bodies revealed a similar pattern 

with higher concentrations in the epilimnion around both urban areas (Figure V-11). 

We performed three measurement cruises passing Dachang City in the morning, around 

noontime, and in the afternoon (Figure V-13). Initially, the highest Turbidity was found 

north-west of Dachang City in similar areas as the highest Chl α-concentrations. 

Subsequently, increasing Turbidity was found all along the urban area shoreline. However, in 

contrast to the results from the Wushan Lake, electrical conductivity and temperature in the 

Dachang Lake are disconnected to Chl α-concentrations indicating that optimal growth 

conditions for algae can be disconnected to pollution sources. 

Urban pollutant impacts on the water quality in TGR are definitely present and we could 

successfully monitor them with the applied MINIBAT techniques. Pollutants in the selected 

water samples were obviously related to water quality parameter distributions. 

Consequently, the detection of urban point source pollution is also possible. 
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Figure V-12. Distribution of Temp, Cond (normalized to 25°C), and Chl α at 5 m depth in the water bodies around Dachang City on 6 

December, 2011. White lines mark MINIBAT measurement cruises. Reprinted with kind permission from Springer Science+Business 

Media (40), copyright 2013 Springer Science+Business Media Dordrecht. Turbidity values showed a very significant increase around 

Dachang City during the course of the day (Figure V-13). 

 

Figure V-13. Distribution of Turb at 5 m depth in the water bodies around Dachang City during 3 MINIBAT measurement cruises on 6 

December, 2012. White lines mark MINIBAT measurement cruises. Reprinted with kind permission from Springer Science+Business 

Media (40), copyright 2013 Springer Science+Business Media Dordrecht. 
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3.3 Density current amplification of pollutant transport 

into TGR tributaries 

The contents of this section are reprinted with permission from ACS Publications (32), 

Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. 

The impoundment of the Three Gorges Reservoir (TGR) on the Yangtze River in China 

burdened its tributary backwaters with severe environmental problems (chapter 1.1). 

Confluence zones of reservoir tributaries with the Yangtze River main channel are main 

drivers of pollutant dynamics in the TGR and are thus keys to develop mitigation measures. 

Such a confluence zone was formed within the former Xiangxi River valley (Figure V-1) one of 

around 40 major tributaries of the TGR entering the Yangtze River main channel 

approximately 40 km upstream of the Three Gorges Dam (TGD). At its maximum water level 

of 175 m a.s.l., the TGR backwater reaches more than 35 km upstream into this narrow and 

channel-like valley (Figure V-1). Similar to most TGR tributaries, the Xiangxi River backwater 

is seriously affected by algal blooms as well as land use and land cover changes. 

 

Figure V-14. Dynamic water quality distribution along a longitudinal section of the Xiangxi River backwater. Four extracted time steps of 

the spatio-temporal interpolated water quality distribution for four out of seven analyzed water quality parameters. Selected isolines of 

Temp, CDOM, and Turb are added to EC25 after 2.5 days. Vertical lines in the CDOM and Turb columns indicate downstream moving 

water masses at the surface of the midstream Xiangxi River backwater. Reprinted with permission from ACS Publications (32), copyright 

2014 American Chemical Society. 
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In this study, we aimed to capture the effects of hydrodynamic interactions between the 

Xiangxi River backwater and the Yangtze River main channel on the corresponding water 

quality distribution patterns. Therefore, we developed a method to integrate (1.) in situ and 

online measurements with a MINIBAT multisensor probe with (2.) a spatiotemporal 

geostatistical data evaluation (chapter 2.4.2) and (3.) element content analysis in the 

dissolved and particulate phases of selected water samples. This method can be utilized for 

analyses of complex water body interactions even in very remote areas with reasonable 

amount of staff and material. 

Our results show the movements of density currents throughout the Xiangxi River backwater 

of the TGR (Figure V-14). Turbidity was linearly and significantly correlated with 

concentrations of suspended particulate matter (SPM) in the selected water samples. A huge 

interflow density current from the Yangtze River main channel transported its SPM to the 

upstream reaches of the tributary backwater. The SPM was considerably polluted with heavy 

metals (Figure V-15). Water from the upstream backwater moved in opposite direction and 

carried less but pollutant-enriched suspended sediments. When compiling all the 

information from our data, we could derive a simplified density pump and pollutant 

transport flow model for the hydrological situation in the Xiangxi River backwater in 

September 2012 (Figure V-15).  

Generally, the Yangtze River main channel in TGR carries much higher concentrations of 

nutrients and/or heavy metals than its tributaries (12), (19). On the long term and on the 

reservoir scale, such a density pump effect could thus supply nutrients and polluted SPM to 

the upstream tributary backwaters. There, they could further aggravate eutrophication 

 

Figure V-15. Heavy metal concentration ranges in SPM of the Xiangxi River backwater in September 2012 in comparison with *local 

background concentrations (41) and **pollution grade thresholds of SPM in Germany (42). Note: heavy metal concentrations of all 

analyzed samples exceed local background values. Pollution grade mainly ranges between moderate (2.0) and pronounced (3.0) 

pollution. Reprinted with permission from ACS Publications (32), copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. 
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problems and support pollutant accumulation in sediments, food webs, and in the 

agriculturally used flood plains of TGR water level fluctuation zone.  

 The seasonal and spatial representativeness and significance of the density pump effect on 

the absolute water mass/pollutant exchanges between the Yangtze River main channel and 

its tributaries in TGR need to be further evaluated in the future. Particularly, because the 

seasonal discharge pattern of the Yangtze River and TGD water level management cause 

completely different but seasonally typical hydrodynamic conditions in TGR. For the Xiangxi 

River backwater, it was already demonstrated that intruding density currents from the 

Yangtze River main channel occurred with a seasonal shift from underflows in winter and 

spring to interflows in summer and to overflows in autumn (43). Thus, an upstream 

transport into this tributary bay seems to be always present, but is so far not quantified for 

pollutants. It is also crucial to evaluate the further fates and pathways of these pollutants in 

waters and sediments of TGR, and the Yangtze River with adequate techniques; they will 

move or accumulate either upstream or downstream, but they will stay somewhere and this 

we should know. Not least because throughout its catchment the Yangtze River and its 

floodplains serve as a major source of water, food and agricultural cropland for whole China 

(44), as well as habitat for an invaluable biodiversity (11). 

 

Figure V-16. Simplified density pump and pollutant transport scheme of the Xiangxi River backwater in September 2012. Model flow 

pattern derived from a compilation of the dynamic distribution of all seven analyzed MINIBAT water quality parameters. Note: turb 

plume has high total heavy metal concentrations; CDOM plume carries higher concentrations of dissolved Cd; enrichment of PAl, CaAl, 

NiAl, CuAl, CdAl, and PbAl in SPM is related to algae and photosynthesis and distributed accordingly along the surface and the bottom of 

the upstream tributary backwater. Reprinted with permission from ACS Publications (32), copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. 
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3.4 Water quality in the Yangtze River downstream of  

the Three Gorges Dam 

The water quality in the middle 

reaches and its dependency on 

effects of the TGD were 

investigated during the field trip 

in summer 2013. Numerous 

water samples were taken and 

analyzed for anions and cations 

with IC, and ICP-MS. Alkalinity as well as contents of NH4
+ were tested directly in the field 

with Merck chemical tests. Stable oxygen and hydrogen isotopes were measured by the 

company Hydroisotop and the suspended sediment contents were measured from weighed 

filters. Water quality parameters were measured in situ and on-line with the MINIBAT. 

Depth and cross profiles as well as comparisons with results from other studies were used to 

assess the present day condition and the changes over time. The Yangtze River water is 

strongly influenced by its geogenic background. A stable high content of HCO3
-, Mg2+, and 

Ca2+ over the last 50 years is proven and besides provides a good buffer system - 146 -(47). 

In contrast, an increase of anthropogenic elements (Na+, SO4
2-, Cl-) is recorded during this 

period (47). Besides waste water inlets, major sources of pollutants are the entries of urban 

pollutants into the stream water especially during heavy rain events. Therefore, the mixing 

process which takes place intensely and fast is very important for the water quality. Apart 

from the mixing process, the water volume ensures a dilution of pollutants and causes a 

drop of their concentration under a critical limit, leading to low heavy metal concentrations 

according to drinking water standards (Table V-1). According to Chinese standards all water 

samples taken in Yidu and 

Yichang (downstream of TGD) 

top the limit value of 10 mg/L of 

nitrate slightly and in one case, 

meaning a waste water sample, 

heavily. It was not possible to 

measure the phosphate 

concentration, because the 

detection limit at the analysis 

instruments were not 

surpassed. The dam building in 

the upper reaches disturbed and 

changed the sediment balance. 

Downstream the TGD the 

sediment concentration (Table 

V-2) has decreased to a great 

Table V-1: Pollutant content of the East Lake in contrast to the main stream and 

drinking water standards (51), (52), (53). 

 

 

Figure V-17: Stable isotope composition of water samples from the Yangtze River 

downstream of TGD in July 2013, clustered according to their origin. 
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extend which leads to erosion of the Riverbed and also to erosion of the connected Lake-

River systems (47)(48) that actually should act as sinks (49)(50). 

On the contrary, Lakes around Wuhan city do not act as a sink for sediments but as a sink for 

pollutants since they are the destination for urban inlets. The isotopic illustrates the 

differences of water types caused through their different origin. Here, the water bodies from 

the regions of Wuhan show higher  values as those from the more upstream Yangtze 

regions at Yichang or Xiangxi. Finally the  values of the Yangtze at Wuhan reflect the specific 

mixing processes and the evaporation influences on the water bodies of the East Lake in 

Wuhan with the heaviest  values indicating its sink properties. 

Comparing lake water quality with the quality of the Yangtze River and with respect to heavy 

metals and metalloids, it is shown that the Lake water is facing higher concentrations as the 

River water. This can probably be credited to the accumulation processes (47)(54) that lead 

to a constantly increasing content of anthropogenic elements. This suggestion is supported 

by the heaviest isotopic composition of the East Lake water body found in Wuhan due to 

evaporation processes. In contrast to the Lake water, the stream water quality is in a good 

condition, mainly due to dilution and mixing effects. In this case, the influence of the dam 

can be a problem, since the equilibrium is disturbed and regions, that used to act as sinks 

can change to erosional regions. This could cause the remobilization of pollutants from the 

sediments, and lead to higher concentrations of pollutants in the stream. Analyses of 

chemical sediment compositions from the sampled filters will follow until the end of the 

project and added to the picture. 

Interpretation of the isotopic composition on a spatial scale: 

The proportions of heavy 18O and 2H isotopes were kindly analysed by the company 

HYDROISOTOP in Schweitenkirchen, Germany. 18O and 2H of all samples become lower along 

the course of the River towards North-West (Figure V-18). This mirrors mainly the 

continentality, so the River greater the distance to the coast, the lighter is the isotopic 

composition. By investigating isotope ratios along the Yangtze River course without 

tributaries this process becomes clearer. In the Wushan Mountains the isotope composition 

has a lower portion on heavy 

isotopes than water further 

downstream.  

Especially interesting are 

confluence zones where waters 

from different origin mix. In 

Figure V-18 the confluence zone 

in Yidu is depicted. Obviously the 

isotopic composition of the 

tributary is characterized by a 

Table V-2: Comparison of mean sediment concentration and mean sediment load of 

water samples from the Yangtze River downstream of TGD in July 2013. 
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heavier composition than in the main stream. This implies that the drainage basin of this 

tributary features a lower level of continentality. 

When choosing a more fine-grained classification of the isotope values, more insights are 

possible. In Figure V-18 a tap water sample from the hotel is illustrated in contrast to stream 

water samples. The comparison clearly indicates that the tap water used in the hotel does 

not originate from the main stream of the Yangtze River in Yichang. Again, the tributary 

exhibits a heavier isotope composition than the main stream. 

In contrast to Yichang, the tap water in Wuhan seems to originate from the Yangtze River; at 

least it is possible seeing the isotope composition; providing a potential method to identify 

the sources of drinking waters, especially for cases of pollution incidences (see Figure V-19).  

As was the case in Yidu, also in 

Wuhan both tributaries, the Han 

River and the Dongjing River 

show heavier isotope 

composition than the main 

stream. Lowest isotopic 

compositions occur upstream of 

the Donjing River, downstream 

the Han River also the Yangtze 

water have higher δ18O values, 

indicating the mixing with the 

tributaries. Another interesting 

aspect of this plot is the isotopic 

composition of the Han River. 

There are five samples, some of 

them are heavier than the others. The values of the samples which were taken on the 4th of 

July with the boat and the δ18O values are 8.21 and 8.24. The values of samples from the 7th 

of July and feature δ18O values are 7.87, 7.81 and 7.68. Between the 4th and the 7th of July 

 

Figure V-18: d18O isotopic composition of water bodies in (left) Yidu and (right) Yichang. 

 

Figure V-19: d18O of various water bodies in Wuhan. 

1    2 3 4 5  
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there was a lot of rainfall in Wuhan. The rainfall in this period has a distinct heavier isotope 

composition than the main stream of the Yangtze River, which effects the isotopic 

composition since the samples, measured after the rainfall clearly are heavier. The differing 

oxygen values in the Han River indicate that rainfall (especially heavy rain) has an immediate 

impact on the isotope composition in Rivers. Furthermore, the heaviest signals were 

detected for the East Lake indicating evaporation processes. Thus, for further investigations 

of water resources in the Yangtze River system, isotopic considerations of O and H should be 

involved for the analyses of water body mixing processes, residence times and source 

identifications. 

3.5 Numerical modelling of water flow patterns in 

selected areas of the TGR 

3.5.1 Modelling and interpretation of physico-chemical processes  

a)  Daning River tributary 

As an initial survey, the 

correlation between the water 

level in the Yangtze River and the 

outflow of in the Daning River 

was ascertained with the 

intention to define scenarios that 

are relevant for sediment and 

water quality investigations. 

Unfortunately, official data of 

discharge and/or water level exist 

only of water level monitoring 

stations far away and consist just 

of daily mean values since 2010. 

Nevertheless, significant 

hydrological scenarios 

(predefined water level in the 

Yangtze and tributary Daning 

River) were set and numerical 

calculations were conducted to 

describe the large-scale transport processes in the Dachang Lake and Wushan Lake. The 

results contain basic information on transport pathways, concentration fields, areas of 

potential sedimentation, retention times and mass exchange of dissolved and particulate 

matter between both the water bodies of Yangtze and Wushan Lake. The calculation results 

are very important for the related projects (degradation and transformation processes) and 

 

Figure V-20. Layout of Wushan Lake and Yangtze River for numerical modelling: 

Hydraulic boundary conditions and bathymetric isolines of the Wushan Lake. 

Pollutant input in the cross section at the entrance of the Daning River to the 

Wushan Lake. 
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finally for the draft of a concept for a catchment-oriented management of sediments and 

water quality under the changed hydrological-hydraulic boundary conditions. 

b)  Dachang Lake 

The transport processes of the Daning River beginning at the Dachang Lake and ending at 

the confluence in the Yangtze are investigated with the focus on the catchment area of the 

Daning River. The Dachang Lake is much more shallow than the Wushan Lake, but also has a 

vertical thermal stratification (measurement data von MINIBAT 08-2011 and 12-2011). In 

August, a continuous decrease of temperature in the upper 10 m of the water column was 

identified, but no clear thermocline. In December by contrast, there was an obvious 

thermocline at a depth of 20 m (total depth of 40m). In this situation, it can be seen that the 

influence of the backflow of the Yangtze reaches far upstream (circa 40 km) and causes 

amplitudes of water level up to 30 m. As for the seasonal, effects on the dilution of disposed 

substances the impact is different depending on the location and strength of source, e.g. 

Daning River, urban drainage system, and industrial input.  

In particular, the influence of the areas within the intertidal zone and the released and 

mostly diluted substances on water quality have to be considered. Deposition of particulate 

matter is difficult to estimate, because of a lack of sediment-specific data. However, it can be 

assumed that resuspension of deposited sediments and particulate matter, respectively can 

be neglected because of a too low non-erosive shear flow velocities near the bottom Lake. 

The calculation results will be analysed and visually presented to show e.g. the mean 

retention time of a substance in a given water zone. Furthermore, it can be shown which 

percentage of the near bank areas are inundated on how many days in the year and hence, 

have no atmospheric interaction. Based on this, the materials cycle on aerobic conditions 

can be estimated and the concerning parameters can be integrated in the model. 

The uncertainties associated with the sediment properties (lack of fall velocities and 

sedimentation/erosion criteria) and the kinetic parameters for the transformation processes 

should be chosen in a realistic approximation also like the residual data gaps of the 

suspended matter in the Daning River. 

c)  River section between Dachang Lake and Wushan Lake    

Even this 30 km long section is strongly influenced by the Yangtze River due to backwater 

effect with corresponding water level fluctuations which in extreme situation are associated 

with transport of Yangtze water upstream towards the Dachang Lake. However, the water 

quality of the Dachang Lake will be hardly affected by the Yangtze River because of the lesser 

transport distance of mass as compared to the backwater length. Since the flow velocity in 

the gorge-like narrow River section is significantly higher sedimentation processes are not 

expected unlike the situation in the Wushan Lake. For similar reason the impact of the 

“intertidal areas” on water quality processes will not play a significant role.  
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d)  Wushan Lake 

Because of the great depth of the Wushan Lake between 60 and 90 m density-driven 

stratifications are to be expected and therefore, a realistic approach to numerical modelling 

has to account for density currents as one of the above mentioned exchange mechanisms. 

As a first approach dispersion and mixing processes are assumed to take place in the 

epilimnion of which the thickness is estimated between 50 m (08-2011) and 70m (12-2011) 

based on seasonal MINIBAT data. However, highly diagnostic results of transport paths and 

deposition zones can be prepared. There is a strong dynamic influence of the Yangtze on the 

Wushan Lake concerning the transport, mixing and residence time of substances originating 

from the Daning River and all sources along the western banks and shore line. After certain 

mixing with the Yangtze River, the disposed substances may circulate in a well confined zone 

of the Lake and – depending on Yangtze River water level and discharge and, inflow of 

Daning River – finally when reaching the Yangtze River get washed out of the Lake after 

weeks or months as illustrated in Figure V-21 and Figure V-23. 

The influence of the Yangtze River on the hydrodynamic processes in the Wushan Lake such 

as dilution, residence time, water exchange depends on the water level of the Yangtze River, 

whether it is rising or falling and, the flow velocity of the Yangtze River and, of course on the 

Daning River discharge as depending on the hydrological conditions of the catchment. The 

latter is a counteracting force preventing the Yangtze water to be pushed further upstream. 

e)  Yangtze 

The Yangtze controls the hydrodynamic interaction primarily due to the seasonal variation of 

the water level for flood management. Flow pattern and internal mixing are controlled by 

turbulent exchange and/or advective in and outflow at the huge contact area at the 

confluence zone. Obviously, the influence on the Wushan Lake is maximal at high Yangtze 

River water level and low Daning River flow. Model results indicate that after change of 

water level and discharge transient processes can take some days up to a month to reach 

steady state flow and pollutant concentration in the Wushan Lake. 

 

Figure V-21: Development of the concentration field in the Wushan Lake at 24 and 48 hours after a one and a half hours input through 

Daning River indicating the pathway, counter clockwise recirculation, mixing and transfer to the Yangtze River. 
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 General influence of the Yangtze River on hydrodynamics of 3.5.2

tributaries for the example of the Daning River 

Former investigations have 

shown, that the numerical 

simulations with the 2D-model is 

appropriate to analyse the 

dynamics of the large-scale 

spatial-temporal conditions of 

transport. The 1D model 

approach has been used as a 

pre-study to show the extension 

of the hydraulic backwater effect 

on Yangtzes tributaries and to 

prepare the model domain for 

the more complex 2D transport 

modelling. It could be shown by 

the 1-D model that the 

backwater effect into the Daning 

River tributary reaches beyond the Dachang Lake, but tracer transport modelling show that 

the Yangtze water will not reach the Dachang Lake. 

Due to the lack of bathymetric data, the depth measurements of the MINIBAT were used to 

get cross section data for Wushan Lake, Dachang Lake, and also for the narrow and 30 km 

long connecting River section between both Lakes (Figure V-22). The dataset that was 

synthetically created from River data and terrain data enables now the calculation of the 

whole interesting area from the Yangtze until far upstream in the Daning River. Some 

hydrological scenarios with typical discharge and water level conditions that are relevant for 

water quality were selected for the Yangtze and Daning River tributary. Transport, dispersion 

and mixing of dissolved or particulate suspended matter are illustrated as concentration 

fields changing with time. The model results indicate that the interaction between Yangtze 

and Wushan Lake is characterized by the strong entrainment of the Yangtze. Neglecting 

density currents and Daning River inflow and, assuming a constant water level of the Yangtze 

strong turbulent mixing at the interaction zone causes an exchange of water of about 50 

m³/sec, which can be considered as an estimated minimum rate of Yangtze water 

penetrating into the Wushan Lake. However, due to the varying Daning River inflow and 

Yangtze River conditions the water of the Wushan Lake is always mixture showing spatial 

and temporal concentration variation accordingly. The Daning River has a relatively small 

influence on the conditions in the Wushan Lake except at extreme flood events. In any case, 

pollutant concentration and residence time, in the Wushan Lake very much depend on the 

location, e.g. water exchange at the western bank is weak compared to the central part of 

the Lake 1D-calculations could show that the backflow into the Daning River tributary 

 

Figure V-22: Elaboration of the synthetical dataset of the bathymetric data and 

terrain data DEM of the Yangtze (below) until the Dachang Lake (above) for the 1D 

hydraulical modelling as an input for Aquatox and the 2D-transport modelling 

Telemac. 
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reaches beyond the Dachang Lake, but the 

water of the Yangtze River doesn’t arrive at 

Dachang Lake (Figure V-22).The calculation 

of dispersion of sewage outflow from 

Wushan city allows a helpful interpretation 

of the geostatistically analysed Chl α data of 

the MINIBAT and, thus confirms the high 

eutrophication burden of the nearshore 

water body with nearly all outflow 

conditions in the Yangtze. Another 

investigation area is the confluence zone of 

the Xiangxi River and the Yangtze. In this 

case, the measurement data of the Xiangxi 

River and the numerical calculations were 

constructed regarding the mixing processes 

with the tributaries in a reasonable and 

plausible way. 

3.5.3 Modeling the backwater influence on the Daning River and 
the Wushan Lake (2013) 

The backwater influence on the 

Daning River due to the 

impoundment of the Three 

Gorges Reservoir is up to 50 km 

from the confluence of the 

Daning River to the upstream of 

the Dachang Lake. The modeling 

domain of the lower Daning 

River is from the Dachang Lake 

to the Wushan Lake with the 

confluence to the Yangtze River 

(Figure V-24). The length of the 

River channel is about 43 

kilometers. For the upstream 

boundary of the model domain 

the discharge data from the Wuxi hydrological station is used. The upstream and 

downstream boundaries for the Yangtze River are set as discharge and water level at the 

Wushan hydrological station accordingly. Figure V-24 shows the modeling domain on top of 

the satellite image with high water level close to 175 m.a.s.l.. 

The two dimensional hydrodynamic model TELEMAC 2D was used to simulate the flow field 

and transport of dissolved substances in the 43 km lower Daning River section and adjacent 

 

Figure V-23: Short term (90 min) tracer (conservative pollutant) 

input from Daning River and pollutant concentration in time at 

different locations in the Wushan Lake. The tracer concentration 

time lines are plotted for selected nodes of the computing mesh as 

indicated in Figure V-20. 

 

Figure V-24: 2D modeling boundary (orange line) for the lower Daning River at high 

water level (Satellite image source: Tianditu 2013). 
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5.4 km Yangtze River. The bathymetry data are obtained from the SRTM satellite digital 

elevation model (DEM) and MINIBAT water depth echo-sounding recorder. 

Typical hydrological scenarios have been 

applied for the TELEMAC 2D model including 

high water level close to 175 m.a.s.l., low 

water level close to 150 m.a.s.l. and water 

level rising and falling periods. Figure V-27 

shows the influence of the Daning River 

discharge on the circulation pattern in the 

Wushan Lake for a constant discharge of 

12000 m3/s in the Yangtze. The annual 

mean discharge of the Daning River is 

136 m3/s. After the impoundment, most of 

the time there is a dominating counter-clockwise circulating flow field in the Wushan Lake 

due to strong turbulent entrainment force exerted by the Yangtze main stream. At lower 

water level, e.g. 150 m a.s.l., the extension of the circulation flow field in the Wushan Lake is 

reduced. The circulation flow pattern in the Wushan Lake become weaker when the Daning 

River discharge increases to 500 m3/s, and it disappears almost completely for discharge 

higher than about 1,000 m3/s (Figure V-27), meaning that there is no more mixing with the 

Yangtze water. 

The old Dachang Town in brown color is partially submerged at low water level period in left 

Figure V-26 and totally submerged at high water level in right Figure V-26. The Dachang Lake 

area was selected to establish one national wetland park from 2011. It is important to study 

the flow field, nutrient transport, and mixing in this area and their impact on algae bloom.  

 

Figure V-25: 2D modelling computing mesh for the lower Daning 

River in 3D view 

 

Figure V-26: Left: Partially inundated old Dachang Town (brown color) in the Dachang Lake at low water level. Right: 2D modelling 

boundary (orange dots) for the Dachang Lake at high water level (Satellite image source: Tianditu). 
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In the confluence area of the Daning River and the Yangtze River, a separate model domain, 

shown in Figure V-32, is set up to study the interaction of the Wushan Lake and Yangtze 

River in terms of water exchange, dissolved matter and algae concentration. There is a 

creek, a waste water treatment plant (WWTP) and two outlets releasing untreated waste 

water into this area. Water samples from these discharge locations were taken and 

analyzed. Based on these results, the concentrations of total phosphorus in Figure V-33 are 

selected to be used as boundary and initial conditions for the TELEMAC transport model. 

One specific case in August 2011 is selected to present the transport behavior of the 

substances. The boundary conditions are shown in the Figure V-28. There was a rising and 

falling phase of the discharge in the Yangtze whereas the water level was steadily rising. 

During this period, high Chl α concentrations were detected by the MINIBAT in the Wushan 

Lake. Upstream boundary condition for the Daning River is set as 50 m3/s. 

 

Figure V-27: Flow field in the Wushan Lake at low Yangtze water level of 150m.a.s.l. and varying discharge from the Daning River for 

constant discharge in the Yangtze of 12,000 m²/s 
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The flow field simulated after 8 days 

(3,283,200 sec) of the modelling period is 

shown in the Figure V-29. In the circulation 

zones, higher flow velocities of about 0.05 

m/s are found in the lower western area and 

lower velocities in the top right water zone. 

Since no stratification of the Lake is assumed 

the modelled flow velocities vary with water 

depth and show flow velocity of about 0.001 

m/s at the Western bank of the Wushan 

Lake. Size, shape and direction of the circulation flow field are reflecting the interaction of 

the Wushan Lake with the Yangtze River indicating dynamic exchange of water, sediment 

and other substances. The near bank water bodies show very low flow velocities and, 

therefore weak interacting and exchange processes. 

To further understand algae 

movement in the surface layer of 

the Wushan Lake, transport of 

very fine particles is simulated as 

shown in the Figure V-30. There 

are three locations where 

suspended particles, 

representing algae cells, of very 

small fall velocity close to 2*10-7 

m/s are released in the 

simulation. For each of the 

locations, 2000 particles are 

released and their trajectories 

are simulated over a 6 days 

period. All of these particles have the same physical properties. The red particles in the 

Yangtze River close to the WWTP are immediately transported downstream and only 12 are 

entrained at the interface and enter the circulation in the Wushan Lake. The black particles 

released in the Wushan Lake are slowly dispersed counterclockwise in the dominating 

circulation zone, after some time a few particles are entrained by the Yangtze River and 

transported downstream. The blue particles in the western near bank zone are moving 

slower. When entrained by the adjacent clockwise circulation zone (Figure V-30) of higher 

flow velocity they finally end up in the Yangtze due to both turbulent and advective water 

exchange at the interface. Reconsider the interpolated Chl α distribution in Figure V-9 both 

of the circulation zone and the Daning River inflow zone provide source of algae and ideal 

environment for algae bloom.  

 

Figure V-28: 2D modelling boundary condition for the Yangtze River 

during August 2011. 

 

Figure V-29: Typical water zones of the Wushan Lake characterized by different 

transport and mixing potential. 
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3.5.4  Summary 

Based on this study, circulation and mixing in the Wushan Lake will be reduced significantly 

with increase of the Daning River inflow and will disappear at a Daning River discharge 

beyond 1000 m3/s On the average the Wushan Lake can be subdivided into three zones, 

characterized by hydrodynamic transport and mixing: (i) the large circulation zone directly 

and permanently driven by the Yangtze, (ii) the Daning River inflow zone depending on peak 

and duration of its discharge, and (iii) the two near bank dead water zones mainly resulting 

from the contour of the shoreline. The results of the TELEMAC2D tracer modelling enable to 

interpret and underline the MINIBAT measurements. The modelled tracer field (TP) in the 

Wushan Lake shows strong correlation with the interpolated surface Chl α distribution of the 

MINIBAT measured data. Modelling of particles transport provides further insight of the 

algae movement in the Wushan Lake. 

3.6 Integration of MINIBAT monitoring data and water 

analyses with numerical modelling 

3.6.1 Algal growth in relation to hydrodynamics and pollutant 

transport in the Wushan Lake 

The contents of this section were originally published by Holbach et al. in the proceedings of 

the book ‘Integrated Water Resource Management’ (IWRM Karlsruhe 2012) (45). 

 

Figure V-30: Particle transport (Algae) in the Wushan Lake. The three colors represent particles released at different locations in the 

beginning of the model run: Red represent particles released in the Yangtze mainstream outside the mixing interface, black indicates 

particles in the large scale circulation zone , and blue are particles disposed to the western near bank recirculating water zone driven by 

the Daning River inflow . 
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Increasing eutrophication and algal bloom events in the Yangtze River Three Gorges 

Reservoir are widely discussed in relation to hydrodynamics and nutrient transport and 

distribution processes. Insights into water exchange and interaction dynamics between 

water masses related to large scale water level fluctuations in the reservoir are crucial to 

understand water quality and eutrophication dynamics. In this study, we therefore 

integrated water quality data recorded in situ and online with the MINIBAT towed 

underwater multi-sensor system with data obtained from simulations done with TELEMAC 

hydrodynamic 2D numerical modeling across the confluence zone of the Yangtze River and 

the Daning River in the Wushan Lake. Key scenario for the current study was a discharge 

peak and corresponding rising water level in the Yangtze River at its confluence zone with 

the Daning River following a heavy precipitation event in August 2011. 

Water quality data obtained from MINIBAT measurements during this specific period 

suggest that Yangtze River main stream water flowed upstream into the Daning River. 

Hydrodynamic 2D numerical modeling supports that hypothesis and enables to specify water 

and substance origins. Observed algal blooming can only be partly explained by the 2D 

modeling approach. 3D effects like the stabilization of thermal stratification at the water 

surface forming good conditions for algal blooming cannot be simulated but were measured 

with the MINIBAT. However, input of higher nutrient loads from Yangtze River water and 

from waste water discharges (WWTP in Figure V-31) into the Wushan Lake are supported by 

the model and the field measurements and may have played a key role for the observed 

algal bloom formation. 

 

Figure V-31. Chl α concentration distribution (left), modeled tracer release from the WWTP (right) on 27 August, 2011. 
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3.6.2 2D nutrient discharge model for the Wushan Lake 

From measured total phosphorus (TP) 

concentrations of several sewage water 

discharge locations along the Wushan 

shoreline (Figure V-32, Figure V-33) we 

estimated realistic TP inputs and established 

a reasonable nutrient pollution scenario 

around Wushan with estimated discharges 

(Table V-3). 

In the numerical model a tracer is used to 

represent transport and mixing of 

conservative substances. The initial 

conditions of tracer (TP) in the model 

domain were set as 40 µg/l, 120 µg/l for the Yangtze water and 40 µg/l for the inflowing 

Daning water. Due to strong mixing the higher concentration of tracer in the Yangtze River is 

quickly diluted as compared with the concentration field of the tracer released from the 

creek and the WWTP having lower initial 

concentration. 

The circulation flow field (Figure V-29) plays 

an important role for the distribution of 

dissolved substances in the Wushan Lake. 

Additionally, water quality in the lower part 

of the Daning River inflow zone is 

deteriorated significantly due to the 

nutrients from the untreated waste water of 

outlet 1. The impact of the waste water 

outlet 2 is relatively small and only has local 

effect in the vicinity of the outlet. Figure V-34 shows the comparison of tracer (TP) model 

results with MINIBAT measurement on 29 August, 2011.  We can see that the major algae 

growth is not directly related to the 2D modelled Ptot distribution. The highest algae density 

can be found along the western shoreline of the Wushan Lake. There, Ptot inputs from Outlet 

1 had a significant impact on algal growth in this slow flow area (Figure V-29). The much 

larger Ptot input from the Yangtze River and the WWTP only have minor direct impact. In this 

scenario, as seen before in chapter 0, there was a strong thermal stratification at the water 

 

Figure V-32: 2D modelling boundary (orange dots) for the Wushan 

Lake at high water level (Satellite image source: Tianditu) with 

analyzed discharge locations along the Wushan shoreline. 

Table V-3. Discharge boundary conditions for the nutrient pollution scenario. 

 WWTP Creek Outlet 1 Outlet 2 Yangtze Daning 

Estimated Discharge (m3/s) 0.2 0.2 0.02 0.02 >12000 50 

 

Figure V-33: Derivation of model Ptot discharge concentrations for 

several sewage water discharge locations along the Wushan 

shoreline from analyzed water samples. 
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surface on 29 August, 2011. Thus, 

the comparably small input of Ptot 

from Outlet 1 might have 

accumulated in the epilimnion, 

whereas the much larger Ptot 

inputs from the Yangtze River and 

the WWTP were mixed and 

diluted across the whole water 

column and might consequently 

have had less affected algal 

growth. Furthermore, the very 

slow flow conditions (Figure V-29) 

and long water residence times 

(Figure V-30) in these areas 

provide a fruitful basis for intense 

algal growth. 

3.6.3 Water quality modelling with input of MINIBAT data, water 

analyses and hydrodynamic numerical modelling 

The ‘MINIBAT’ project intended on one side to collect, evaluate and model multi-parametric 

water quality data in a spatial and/or temporal context on the basis of a multisensory system 

recording real data. On the other side the project intended to model spatial and temporal 

distribution of flow and transport characteristics of the TGR water bodies with numerical 

methods. The results of both 

approaches should mutually be 

integrated to improve the 

process understanding within the 

TGR ecosystems. This can work 

out very well when considering 

the transport and distribution 

dynamics of one pollutant (e.g. 

total phosphorus) and its 

possible effects on algae growth. 

 

 

Figure V-34: Comparison of tracer (TP in µg/L) modelling with interpolated MINIBAT 

measurements of Chl α concentrations illustrated as colored dots (µg/L) (29 August, 

2011) 

 

Figure V-35. Principles of the model WASP in a scheme. 
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To investigate the reasons of algae growth in 

more detail, data from measurements and 

geochemical analyses of water samples are 

imported into the water quality model. This 

model has the capacity to predict 

eutrophication and algae blooms in the 

future. It has been found that the calculation 

and modelling of algae growth with WASP 

can be done by the input of hydrological 

data and limnological data that provides the 

MINIBAT, plus results from geochemical 

analysis of water samples in the laboratory, 

to achieve the objective to get plausible 

results. The synthesis of all input data is drawn in the scheme of the principles of the WASP 

in Figure V-35: The nutrient data on the left directly influence a phytoplankton reaction, 

while temperature and light take effect on the whole system, thus lastly on the 

phytoplankton growth rate. Also the flows and flow velocities (Figure V-36) are of principle 

importance and were derived from the hydrodynamic TELEMAC model results of the 

‘Numerical Modelling’ sub-project. Two different scenarios were set up: Winter with a few 

segments, and summer with more segments for a higher spatial resolution (Figure V-37). 

Figure V-38 indicates August. Chl α can be 

understood as an indicator of the amount of 

algal biomass, because all algal species 

including cyanobacteria contain 

commensurate percentages of Chl α in their 

cell structure. The initial low values rise 

beginning from ca. 5 µg/L steadily up to 25 

µg/L, which is nearly the beginning of an 

algal bloom. 

The tendency of constantly positive algal 

growth in summer can change within weeks 

into a logarithmic trend, stagnancy, or slight 

decrease (Figure V-39), which can be caused 

by nutrient consumption and deficiency, self-

shading of dense algae cell populations, 

oxygen depletion, and temperature fall in 

autumn. These mentioned parameters are 

also calculated in every time step in the 

model, so in the results all is observable and 

the values can be drawn in concentration maps or curve diagrams like demonstrated with 

Chl α, which allows a holistic understanding of the effects among them. 

 

Figure V-36: Flows and flow paths simulated by the hydrodynamic 

TELEMAC model in the summer scenario. 

 

Figure V-37: Velocity and flow in different scenario setups of winter 

and summer. 
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As a main outcome of the use of 

WASP, the approach to combine 

measurement data (MINIBAT) 

with hydrodynamic model data 

(TELEMAC) enabled the creation 

of a model on algal growth 

development for a defined and 

limited time period. 

Furthermore, it has been found 

by comparison of several 

configurations that the main 

factors to influence the 

phytoplankton growth in the 

model are the phytoplankton 

maximum growth rate per day, 

the death rate per day and the 

water flows which transport the 

algae in the streaming direction. 

Starting from that point, 

additional values can furthermore 

be added and directly tested for 

their effects on algae growth. 

4 Summary 

This project on (i) spatio-temporal 

resolved in-situ and on-line 

monitoring of the dynamics of water body relevant parameters by means of a towed under 

water multi sensor system (MINIBAT) and (ii) numerical modeling of pollutant transport 

dynamics aimed to understand the influences of the changed hydrodynamics caused by the 

operation of the Three Gorges Reservoir on water quality of the Yangtze River and its 

tributaries. Conceptionally, a monitoring approach was combined with a modelling approach 

allowing to feed the models with necessary data and to validate the model results.  

The MINIBAT system was especially constructed for the requirements of this project and 

contains sensors for pressure, temperature, pH, electrical conductivity, oxygen saturation, 

turbidity, chlorophyll a, hydrogen sulphide, colored dissolved organic matter and 

photosynthetic active radiation. Furthermore, this system was equipped with a sampling 

system for five water samples developed within this project. The MINIBAT can be steered by 

its wings down to depths of 30 m when dragged behind a running vessel and can be used as 

profiling probe down to depths of above 200 m. The spatial position of the MINIBAT is 

recorded by the pressure sensor and a GPS on board of the dragging ship.  

 

Figure V-38: Modelled spatio-temporal distribution of chlorophyll α in a summer 

time period between 10 May and 30 August.  

 

Figure V-39: Concentration of chl α in summer time period in a segment on the 

western Wushan Lake littoral area. 
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The spatio-temporal recorded data were evaluated by the use of geostatistical methods. 

Adapted variogram models were used to interpolate the data by means of kriging 

estimation. For this attempt, the locations of the single data had to be processed and filters 

had to be specified to produce reliable results. The program ISATIS from the producer 

Geovariance allowed to carry out three dimensional geostatistical modeling of the data 

recorded by the MINIBAT.  

Numerical modeling of the hydrodynamic processes in the water bodies studied was carried 

out by HEC-RAS and TELEMAC2D. HEC-RAS was used for one dimensional modeling showing 

the fluctuation of the water level, the flow direction and the expansion of the water bodies 

over the seasons. The two dimensional models processed by use of TELEMAC2D provide 

information about the pathways of pollutants, their spatial concentration and residence 

time. The Water Quality Analysis Simulation Program (WASP) of the EPA (USA) was applied 

to model the development of algal blooms. 

Between 2011 and 2014 nine fieldtrips were conducted in China with the destinations of the 

Daning River, the Xiaojiang River, the confluence zone of the Jialing River with the Yangtze 

River at Chongqing, the Xiangxi River, the Shennongxi River, the Yangtze at Wuhan and Yidu 

and the Taihu Lake.  

It could be shown that the pollution from urban areas exists but that input of heavy metals 

can quickly be diluted by the large water masses of the Yangtze. Flooded cities occurred in 

the field investigation areas in the Wushan Lake and the Dachang Lake, but no respective hot 

spot of pollution was detected. The situation is more critical with respect to nutrients such 

as phosphorus, since large amounts are discharged by sewage and agriculture. Especially in 

the confluence zones and tributary backwaters, in which lake-like conditions can evolve due 

to locally extremely high water residence times, frequent algal blooms are a serious threat 

for water quality. Exemplarily, this was shown for the situation of the Wushan Lake at the 

confluence zone of the Daning River and the Yangtze River.  

Based on the modeling results of this study, circulation and mixing in the Wushan Lake will 

be reduced significantly with increase of the Daning River inflow and will disappear at a 

Daning River discharge beyond 1000 m3/s On the average the Wushan Lake can be 

subdivided into three zones, characterized by hydrodynamic transport and mixing: (i) the 

large circulation zone directly and permanently driven by the Yangtze, (ii) the Daning River 

inflow zone depending on peak and duration of discharge, and (iii) the two near bank dead 

water zones mainly resulting from the contour of the shoreline. The results of the 

TELEMAC2D tracer modelling enable to interpret and underline the MINIBAT measurements. 

The modelled tracer field (TP) in the Wushan Lake shows strong correlation with the 

interpolated surface Chlorophyll-α distribution of the MINIBAT measured data. Modelling of 

particles transport provides further insight of the algae movement in the Wushan Lake. The 

MINIBAT measurements and geostatistical interpolations carried out for this location very 

well were reproduced by the numerical modeling with TELEMAC2D. Both approaches 
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pointed to a sewage plant discharge pipe as important source for nutrients. A simulation for 

a changed location of the discharge of the sewage showed that there are possibilities to 

mitigate the situation (Figure V-40). 

The environmental importance of backwater effluent into the tributaries could also be 

shown for the Xiangxi River in very detail, where the inflow of Yangtze water was driven by 

temperature and density differences and happened at intermediate depths. Since the 

Yangtze often contains higher loads of particulate matter and pollutants as the single 

tributaries, this effect has the potential to contribute to a decline the environmental 

conditions of the tributaries. 

Impacts of the Three Gorges Reservoir on the hydrodynamics of the Yangtze also occur 

downstream of the dam due to discharge regulation at the dam and sedimentation of 

particles in the reservoir. However, hydrodynamic processes downstream of the dam are still 

influenced by the local conditions. The particle load of the Yangtze decreased between Yidu 

and Wuhan along the Yangtze run, most probably due to a Lake system between both cities 

acting as sediment traps. Ratios of stable isotopes of oxygen and hydrogen successfully were 

used to differentiate between various water bodies and to indicate the possible sources of 

tap water. The potential of this approach for further studies on the origin, residence times 

and hydrodynamic processes such as mixing of different water bodies is obvious.  

 

Figure V-40 TELEMAC2D model (left) and simulation (right) for the distribution of sewage plant discharge. The model shows the existing 

situation in which the high discharge of the Yangtze is pressing the sewage discharge into the Wushan Lake. The simulation depicts the 

situation in case of pipeline discharging the sewage in the middle of the Yangtze with the result that almost no sewage discharge 

reaches the Wushan Lake and can contribute by its nutrients to algal growth. 
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Additionally, the operation of the 

MINIBAT was tested at 

conditions of shallow waters, 

which were successfully carried 

out at the Lake Taihu near Wuxi 

city. This Lake is also connected 

to the Yangtze River near 

Shanghai and is an important 

drinking water source. Besides 

several other advancements 

worked out for the MINIBAT 

system within this project 

regarding prevention of rolling over, interferences of electrical subsystems or the 

optimization of the sampling system, it became obvious that the shallow depths of only 2m 

in the Lake Taihu pose new challenges for the MINIBAT application. There, it is necessary to 

adapt the size of the wings and the steering precision to prevent accidents during the 

MINIBAT monitoring work. Here, the MINIBAT was also used for a whole day long as probe 

to monitor the algae activity during one day (Figure V-41). 

Finally, it can be stated that this project successfully integrated monitoring and modeling 

approaches and demonstrated the applicability of the towed under water multi sensor 

system MINIBAT in various water bodies of the Yangtze and its connected tributaries and 

lakes downstream and upstream of the Three Gorges Dam. The flexibility of the MINIBAT 

system to be used on different kinds of vessels makes it an eminent contribution to the 

surveillance needs of the Yangtze system. However, further studies and investigations are 

needed to understand the algal blooms and backwater effects in the Yangtze in more detail. 

Furthermore, the economic development and intensive agriculture in the region of the 

Yangtze River require a permanent monitoring of the affected water bodies to ensure the 

availability of basic data for the development of water quality control concepts and 

technologies. For this purpose, the concept of this project provides an urgently needed 

fundament. 
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Figure VI-1: Virtual Organisms: left: Structure of device; right: lay-flat PE tubing enclosing a thin film of natural-like trioleine 
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Virtual Organisms (VO) are artificially designed to simulate a specific biological compartment 

such as for example the fat as a part of the lipidome of an organism. BIOVIRTOUS-project 

employs VO reflecting this fatty compartment because especially PBT are accumulating to a 

large extend in fatty tissues as an important part of the long lasting storage compartment of 

persisting and highly persistent compounds (PBT) of real organism’s exposome. VO consists 

of lay-flat PE tubing enclosing a thin film of natural-like trioleine, a high molecular weight 

(FW. 885) natural lipid which can develop a biofilm during exposure. Therefore stable 

isotope labelled Performance Reference Compounds (PRC) are added into the VO-triolein to 

compensate environmental conditions at different sampling locations such as turbitity, 

temperature, biofouling etc. during exposure. PRC losses are then used to calculate the 

water volume sampled by the VO and thus to calculate the ambient water concentrations of 

the PBT. Seven VO are placed in stainless steel containers, which are usually deployed in 

water 2-4 weeks. 

1 Chemical and Effect Oriented Exposomics: 

Three Gorges Reservoir (TGR) 

Exposomic studies of the rapidly changing environment of the Three Gorges Reservoir (TGR) 

after its impounding is elaborated as a novel field of human and environmental research. 

Molecular exposomics is focused on the measure of all exposures to molecules and 

especially PBT-like compounds are of emerging interest due to their lifetime existence in the 

environment and humans.  

Especially PBT have properties to estimate exposure to them more accurately. POP once 

marketed are expected to remain in the environment and biota for a long time and might 

peak even years after their use in the following generations of individuals (Figure VI-3) 

 

Figure VI-2: Stainless steel containers for virtual organisms 
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Theoretical considerations in general and particular for the TGR are deduced and presented 

using quantitative approaches for this research field  

Since exposomics is strongly time-dependent a theory is presented to link extension of 

exposure, time and related effects. Similarity to the first law of thermodynamics is outlined.  

On top of this the integrated use of biomarkers is presented employing chemical analysis for 

biomarkers of exposure and effects, biomarkers in vivo, in vitro approaches and the link 

between chemical mixtures and the onset of disease and lethality. Besides real organisms 

also virtual organisms are favored to act as well defined sub-compartments such as fat of 

biota and with respect to time of exposure. 

Exposomics is the perspective of risk evaluation and chronic exposures in the running 

century. It needs novel theories, approaches and integrated action between medical and 

environmental disciplines. The existing knowledge about molecular stressors has to be 

assembled and put into a context especially with respect to time resp. lifetime exposure of 

humans but also eco-toxicological findings by using highly conserved phylogenetic 

mechanisms to enable links between human and risks of environmental biota. The TGR is a 

good example not only to employ bio-monitoring of real but also virtual organisms due to 

the lack of established ecotopes in this changing environment so far. 

Progress in understanding long-term risks requires a proper theory as well as novel tools 

such as virtual organisms. On top, multidisciplinary approaches and the utilization of existing 

knowledge about the exposure of the environment and humans have to be merged and 

directed into mutual concepts.  

 

Figure VI-3: Abundance of PBT in human individuals at different generations in relation to their market share and their occurrence in the 

environment. 
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Effect-oriented and chemical analysis must be designed time-oriented to determine lifetime 

exposures of mankind and nature. Perspectively, a first attempt about exposomic theory and 

concepts is proposed and has to be developed experimentally further enclosing virtual 

besides of real organisms and compartments. Environmental and human exposomics have to 

be considered as a unified global issue in order to effectively utilize their mutual existing 

knowledge most effectively.  

If biomarkers are considered in exposomics, an integrated approach is required to combine 

information about endogenous and exogenous abundance of chemicals and their relation to 

biomarkers of effect. Figure VI-4 shows an example how chemical exposure information can 

be combined with in-vitro and in-vivo data as well as the in-silico (risk model) approach by 

translation chemical information of mixtures into values to be comparable with effect 

information. In practice that means that for instance a fish liver should be analysed for 

chemical agonists relevant for the in-vitro and in-vivo endpoints determined in the fish and 

by fish cell lines or other phylogenetically related cell lines eg. from rat mice or humans. 

Finally those information must be related to the age and surface to volume ratio of 

organisms or its period of exposure since it is known that for many persistent compounds of 

emerging concern (PCEC) the exposure is indeed integrated in time and, thus, must be 

assessed before this background in relation to effect, resp. disease. 

 

Figure VI-4:  Potential holistic experimental and theoretical approaches to characterize environmental exposomes by means of chemical 

analysis, biomarkers of exposure, bioassay, and risk/effect modeling of tentative mixtures including translational comparisons between 

species and chemicals.  
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Recently exposomics has been structured as bottom-up or top down, which stands for 

measuring the exogenous environmental pressure and in case of molecular exposomics 

determining or modeling the chemical abundance in air, water, food etc. Top down 

molecular exposomics then is understood as endogenous exposure characterization by 

measuring chemicals in blood or other internal tissues and liquids. In the latter case non-

invasive techniques are favorable to assess also ethically sensitive or protected species. For 

mammals, the investigation of hair has been found useful and received increasing attention 

because such a matrix is capable to reflect both top-down and bottom up exposomics. For 

improving the field of exposomics, the following demands have been stated recently and are 

extended here to environmental aspects: 

 Developing a common language in a sense to develop a unifying concept for 

exposure. Since exposomics was targeting mankind, the language must also 

reflect the demands of ecoepidemiologists, ecotoxicologists and 

environmental researchers as well. 

 Developing the exposome through biomarkers. However, for a biocenosis or 

biogeosystem imagination of biomarkers must arrive beyond the systematic 

of biomarkers in humans. In a biogeosystem also the presence or absence, 

resp. abundance of a species is probably biomarking the status of the system. 

 Incorporation of exposure biomarkers into population studies, where a classic 

design integrates internal exposure data with external and genetic data also 

in a context of a suffering environment. 

 Utilizing existing research studies such as running cohort studies, specimen 

banks and environmental monitoring programs. First approaches to link data 

from German environmental and human specimen bank have been executed 

finding some time delayed pattern between PCB in spruce needles and 

human blood  

 Analysing the tremendous amount of data, harmonizing investigators by an 

international initiative and to translate the data into useful policy impacting 

the disease or well-being of a biogeosystem. 

 Identification and production of less toxic chemical structures as an element 

of socialized prevention before we have understood and applied 

individualized therapeutics or measures. The efforts should include data 

generation, technology development, and data dissemination. 

Three Gorges Dam (TGD) closure may result in even more drastic environmental alterations 

such as changes in the whole ecosystem structure and functioning. After the construction of 

TGD, the width of Yangtze River becomes wider and the depth becomes deeper and the 

biocenosis of the TGR started its succession. The water flow slows down significantly. Due to 

this dramatic changes and dynamics exposomics based only on species is currently difficult 

for this successive ecosystem. Therefore, other attempts have been executed to characterize 

the exposome of the TGA-biogeosystem. 
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Virtual Organisms (VO) are artificially designed to simulate a specific biological compartment 

such as for example the fat as a part of the lipidome of an organism. BIOVIRTOUS-project 

employs VO reflecting this fatty compartment because especially POP are accumulating to a 

large extend in fatty tissues as an important part of the long lasting storage compartment of 

persisting and highly persistent compounds of real organism’s exposome. VO are normally 

representing a time period of 1-4 weeks ‘living’ at the sampling site. Thus VO provide a more 

averaged information about the POP in TGR in a bottom-up as well as top down approach 

because environmental and body concentrations can be deduced from the VOs. In this 

context VOs are very suitable for exposomic studies because time of exposure is well 

defined. In addition, the fate and accumulation of molecules targeted at particular persistent 

organic pollutants (POP) can be further reliably modeled in the food chain due to the existing 

knowledge about them; and since their properties are well known and their persistence 

allows also long-term estimations of effects based on approaches such as toxodose. The VO 

are exposed in TGR from Chongqing 600 km downstream to the dam attempting to 

characterize the impact of POP content in the main inflowing rivers during the season of 

depleting water levels typically in spring.  

First results of POP concentrations back-calculated to water concentrations showed obvious 

regional variations of PAH, PCB and OCP levels in the reservoir and are compared to other 

matrices as well as effect oriented investigations such as Ah-receptor and ER-receptor 

agonists or antagonists. The comparison of chemical-oriented and effect-oriented analyses 

revealed large differences between known and unknown compounds, which caused EROD 

activity and ER-antagonits of sample extracts. Unknown compounds in TGR are suspected to 

be responsible for the high anti-estrogenic and EROD-activity in extracts of suspended 

particles. 

To complement the exposome of TGA at the current conditions, the second matrix sediment 

has been selected.  

In general, molecular exposomics demands crosstalk between different exposomes 

encompassing virtual organisms and real organisms up to human level. Due to the 

complexity exposomics also requires crosstalk between different disciplines covering 

environmental, biological, toxicological, systemic, medical disciplines etc. 

Further time related approaches such as toxodose are necessary to quantify persisting and 

transient exposures up to lifetime exposomics within biological webs. 

In this respect also the development and employment of VOs are of increasing importance 

as a surrogate of real organisms. In particular the dynamic situation in the TGR required such 

technique because the biocenosis is in a changing condition, which makes it difficult to use 

established real organisms for biomonitoring. Finally, time related approaches between VOs, 

biomonitors, and abiotic matrices seem promising to reveal more clear pictures between the 

abundance of persisting chemicals and their molecular effects resp. risk for ecosystems and 

humans. 
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Full paper: Schramm, K.-W., Wang, J., Bi, Y.*, Temoka, C., Pfister, G., Henkelmann, B., 

Scherb, H.: Chemical- and effect-oriented exposomics: Three Gorges Reservoir (TGR). 

Environ. Sci. Pollut. Res. 20, 7057-7062 (2013) 

2 Field data of related performance reference 

compounds in virtual organisms accurately monitor 

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons in aqueous media 

Performance Reference Compounds (PRC) spiked into Virtual Organism (VO) has been used 

to assess an analyte’s in situ VO-water exchange kinetics. It is still a particular challenge to 

measure dissipation rate of highly hydrophobic PRCs in VO and only vanishingly small 

amounts of native lipophilic PAH should be available for uptake because of sorption to 

particulates and dissolved organic carbon. In this present work the evaluation of PAH-PRC- 

was established regardless certain environmental conditions (biofouling, pH, temperature) 

and the exchange kinetic was measured to enable the calculation of in situ sampling rates of 

chemicals using PRC with moderate and high hydrophobicity. Sixteen labeled 13C EPA-PAH 

compounds were chosen as PRC with log KOW values ranging from 3.38 to 6.63. PRC 

Compounds with KOW<105 were generally useful at up to 30 days with ke,PRC values ranging 

0.03 to 0.19 day-1.  

Evaluation of the sixteen PRC release reveals a good performance of seven compounds, for 

which logKow values ranged from 3.38 (Naphthalene-13C6) to 4.84 (Fluoranthen-13C6) for 

exposure time from 7 days to 30 days. Relation between the concentration and time was 

described by a log-linear empirical function where the slope is referred to as the PRC 

elimination rate constant (ke,PRC) (Figure VI-5). Probably, due to its high fugacity, ke,PRC of 

Naphtalene-13C6 was the highest with 0.19 day-1 and the lowest had Fluoranthen 13C6 with 

0.03 day-1. Using Eq1, Naphthalene-13C6 and Acenaphtylen-13C6 had already attained 

equilibrium with ke,PRC t >1 for an exposure time of 30 days while Acenaphthen-13C6, 

Fluoren-13C6, Phenanthren-13C6, Anthracen-13C6 and Fluoranthen 13C6 were still in the 

linear stage with ke,PRC t <1 (Huckins et al, 2006). Sampling rate Rs for those compounds 

increased linearly with logKow. The other compounds with high Kow (logKow range 5.18 to 

6.63) did not perform enough for this short period of deployments as their ke,PRC were lower 

than 0.01. Low ke,PRC does not mean that there was not isotropic exchange between high 

hydrophobic PRC compounds and their native analogues. Uncertainty of retained PRC 

compounds is now used to estimate maximal ke,PRC of high hydrophobic compounds. 
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Highly hydrophobic PRC exhibit too low 

dissipation rates constant even after 30d. 

Measured values of sampling rate Rs show a 

linear increase of lower hydrophobic 

compounds with logKow < 4.84 following by 

the upper limit for compounds with log Kow 

≥ 5.18. This deviation opposed other 

approaches where Rs slightly decline with 

increasing Kow presenting then a possible 

and substantial overestimation of pollutant 

concentrations. 

Full paper is in preparation 

Temporal variation and spatial distribution 

of PAH in water of Three Gorges Reservoir 

during the complete impoundment period 

Bioavailable concentrations of polycyclic 

aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) were investigated in water of Three Gorges Reservoir (TGR) 

using virtual organisms during the period of completely impounding water.  The sampling 

sites spanned the whole reservoir from the upstream Chongqing to the great dam Maoping, 

covering more than 600 km long distance.. The sampling sites were MP (Maoping), GJB 

(Guojiaba), BD1 (Badong), BD2 (Badong), DN1 (Wushan), DN2 (Wushan), FJ (Fengjie), 

XJ1(Yunyang), XJ2(Yunyang), WZ (Wanzhou), CS (Changshou), CQ (Chongqing) (Figure VI-6).  

∑PAH concentrations in water of TGR in the period of completely impounding water were 

15-381 ng L-1. ∑PAH concentrations increased from town or counties to big industrialized 

cities in TGR, indicating urbanization effects on PAH pollution in the water. Tributaries in TGR 

have a certain contribution of PAH pollution to the main stream of Yangtze river and their 

pollution could not be neglected.  

The results of PAH showed obvious spacial distribution in TGR that modest to dramatic 

increases in ∑PAH concentrations were seen in water of TGR from down stream to upstream 

during the five time monitoring periods in the three years (Table VI-1). The concentrations of 

the total PAH in less urbanized Hubei area were characterized as homogenous relative to 

most heavily populated cities in Chongqing area ranged from 16 to 42 ng L-1 in the three 

years, whereas ∑PAH increased obviously from WZ and showed the highest levels to 354 and 

381 ng L-1 in CS and CQ. The total PAH concentrations increased obviously from town or 

counties to big industrialized cities, suggesting that PAH in water reflect the urbanization 

effects. CQ and CS may be a major PAH source to the downstream reservoir. 

 

 

Figure VI-5: Exposure time of compounds in the log Kow range 3 to 

5 as a function of PRC dissipation ln (N/N0) with N0 the amount 

present at t=0 and N the amount present at t. Connected data 

points represent measurements within 4 different studies during 

periods ranging from 7 to 30 days. 
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The composition of 16 priority PAH (grouped by the ring number in compounds) was at 

similar percentages for 5- and 6-ring compounds in TGR from upstream to downstream. 

Whereas, the 3-ring and 4-ring PAH portions were considerably higher in water from big city 

CQ and CS than from town or counties in Hubei area. 

The first time of impounding water in TGR to reach water level of 135 m was in June 2003. 

After flood season of 2006, the water level reached to 156 m and during this primary 

operation period, the lowest water level was 135 m. Until 2008 the engineering construction 

of the Three Gorges project was near to completion. In November 2008, the reservoir 

started to retain water to water level of 172.8 m. In October 2009 started the second time of 

storing water in the reservoir and to rise the water level to 171.4 m. In October 2010 started 

the third time of water storage in the reservoir and for the first time the water level rised to 

the designed height of 175 m. From now on, the Three Gorges project goes into its normal 

operation period with water level fluctuations from 145 to 175 m. Our sampling campaign in 

May 2008 was exactly in the period of primary operation period. The second sampling 

campaign in May 2009 was just after the first time of storing water to 172.8 m. And the third 

sampling campaign in May 2011 was after the first time of water storage to the designed 

height of 175 m. There were obvious temporal variations of PAH concentration in TGR for 

the five times monitoring in the three years. Similar variation was observed in 2009 that 

∑PAH of 2009-2 was generally higher than 2009-1 and the water flow was lower than 2009-

1. 2008-2 and 2009-1 had similar water flow, ∑PAH in these two periods were also similar. 

 

Figure VI-6: Scheme of sampling sites. The sampling sites are MP (Maoping) ), GJB (Guojiaba), BD1 (Badong), BD2 (Badong), DN1 

(Wushan), DN2 (Wushan), FJ (Fengjie), XJ1 (Yunyang), XJ2 (Yunyang), WZ (Wanzhou), CS (Changshou), CQ (Chongqing) 
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High flow volume of water dilutes pollutant concentration in 2008 and 2009. However, 

exception was in 2011 because ∑PAH were lower compared to the other two years whereas 

water flow volume was also much lower.  

The wastewater treatment capacity is improved every year because the number of urban 

sewage treatment plant in TGR is increased from 56 in 2008 to 71 in 2010. Until April 2011, 

there are 155 wastewater treatment plants running in TGR and treatment ability reaches to 

25 million tons/day. Therefore, the large scale of construction of wastewater treatment 

plant and management measures for reducing wastewater discharge and saving energy in 

TGR could have contributed to the decrease of pollution in 2011. 

The ∑PAH in MP was 23, 11.6, 16.9, 6.4 and 1.9 ng L-1 higher than in GJB respectively in the 

five times monitoring period (Table VI-1), indicating Xiangxi river (XX) had PAH pollution 

input to the main stream of Yangtze river. The results show that the contribution of ∑PAH 

from Xiangxi river in 2011 were very low compared to 2008 and 2009. The reason for the 

decrease of PAH in Xiangxi river may also be the result of the comprehensive treatment and 

management for the river. ∑PAH in BD1 were 2.3 ng L-1 higher than in BD2 in 2008, 3.1 and 

6.3 ng L-1 higher in 2009 and 1.7 ng L-1 higher in 2011 (Table VI-1), indicating Shenlongxi river 

(SL) also had PAH pollution input to the main stream but its contribution was lower than XX 

river. In 2011, 4 sampling sites were added to monitor PAH contribution of the tributaries 

Daning river (DN) and Xiaojiang river (XJ). After the two tributaries, ∑PAH in the main stream 

increased 4.3 ng L-1 and 0.8 ng L-1 respectively (Table VI-1). Among the 4 monitored 

tributaries in 2011, XJ contributed lowest PAH of 0.8 ng L-1 to the main stream and DN 

contributed highest PAH of 4.3 ng L-1 among the four rivers. The annual average flow of the 

four tributaries are XX 65 m3 s-1, SL 20 m3 s-1, DN 106 m3 s-1, and XJ 127 m3 s-1, respectively. 

Table VI-1: ∑PAH concentrations for the 16 individual PAH (ng L-1) in water from dam to upstream of TGR in 2008, 2009 and 2011 

Note: “-“ indicates no data available because no sampling in these sites 

 2008-1 
May 4-11 

2008-2 
May 11-Jun 4 

2009-1 
Apr 29-May 13 

2009-2 
May 13-Jun 7 

2011 
Apr 24-May 19 

MP (Maoping) 42 33 39  23  19  

GJB (Guojiaba) 19 21 22  17  18  

BD1 (Badong) 19 16 34  28  22  

BD2 (Badong) 17 - 32  22  20  

DN1 (Wushan) - - - - 32  

DN2 (Wushan) - - - - 28  

FJ (Fengjie) - - - - 34  

XJ1 (Yunyang) - - - - 37  

XJ2 (Yunyang) - - - - 36  

WZ (Wanzhou) 15 26 58  46  43  

CS (Changshou) 354 103 91  294  80  

CQ (Chongqing) 166 - 129  381  159  
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Compared with the flow of the main stream Yangtze, their inputs are small and the discharge 

at the two sites of each tributary is approximately equal. Therefore, percentages of 

increased total PAH concentrations in the main stream after the four tributaries were 10.9%, 

8.4%, 15.3% and 2.2% in 2011 for XX, SL, DN and XJ respectively. Pollution from tributaries 

could not be neglected.  

Ratios of PAH with similar molecular weights have been used as indices for source 

apportionment. If anthracene/ anthracene+ phenanthrene (ANT/(ANT+PHE)) < 0.1 and 

benz[a]anthracene/ benz[a]anthracene+ chrysene (BaA/(BaA+CHR)) < 0.2, a petrogenic 

source is suggested; for a pyrogenic source, ANT/(ANT+PHE) would be > 0.1 and 

BaA/(BaA+CHR) > 0.35. Fluoranthene/ fluoranthene+ pyrene (FLUO/(FLUO+PYR)) < 0.4 are 

for a petrogenic source, between 0.4 and 0.5 for liquid fossil fuel (vehicle and crude oil) 

combustion; Indeno[1,2,3-c,d]pyrene/ indeno[1,2,3-c,d]pyrene+ benzo[g,h,i]perylene 

(INP/(INP+BghiP)) < 0.2 are possibly for a petrogenic source, between 0.2 and 0.5 for liquid 

fossil fuel (vehicle and crude oil) combustion. The ANT/(ANT+PHE) in TGR was higher than 

0.1 except CQ. The BaA/(BaA+CHR) was smaller than 0.2 except CQ and CS in 2008 and 2009. 

In 2011 the ratio of most sites was higher than 0.2. The source was neither pure petrogenic 

nor pure pyrogenic, thus should be their mixture. The sources had obviously changed in 

2011 since the ratio of BaA/(BaA+CHR) were much higher than 2008 and 2009. But the cause 

of the change in sources in 2011 is unknown. It may be related with the newly running 

express highway for moving around the dam and further study needed to clarify it. 

FLUO/(FLUO+PYR) was less than 0.4 except CQ and CS, indicating PAH in the downstream of 

TGR was characterized as petrogenic source. The ratio in CS was between 0.4 and 0.5 and CQ 

was higher than 0.5, indicating that the source in CS was mainly from liquid fossil fuel 

(vehicle and crude oil) combustion and in CQ was characteristics of coal, grass or wood 

combustion. Ratio of INP/(INP+BghiP) in 2008 was between 0.2 and 0.5 and 83% of the ratio 

in 2011 was between 0.2 and 0.5, indicating that the possible source was liquid fossil fuel 

(vehicle and crude oil). 

But 75% of the ratio in 2009 was higher than 0.5 and suggests combustion of biomass and 

coal. During the monitoring period in 2009 rainfall was higher than the other two years, 

indicating rainfall causing higher impact of pollutants scavenging from air masses originating 

from urban cities. 

Downstream and upstream TGR have different PAH sources. Chongqing and Changshou are 

big cities in the upstream area of TGR. Local discharge, ship activities and air pollution may 

have been the main source of PAH. In the downstream area especially Hubei area of TGR, 

the main source of PAH may be ship activities and oil spillage. 

PAHs in TGR were investigated employing VO during the drawdown season late April and 

early June of the completely impounding water years in TGR. The successful application of 

virtual organisms in TGR provides an efficient method for monitoring and surveillance trace 

pollutants in TGR. The results of the study showed clear distribution pattern of PAH in 
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different areas of TGR and the variation in different water impounding year and the 

pollution status is dynamically related with anthropogenic activities, suggesting PAH could 

be used as marker compound or indicator in the network monitoring system to surveil and 

trace the industrial pollution status in TGR. 

The total PAH concentrations increased from town or counties to big industrialized cities, 

indicating urbanization effects on PAH pollution in water. Different composition of 16 

priority PAH in cities and towns in TGR suggests different pollution sources from 

industrialized cities to rural area. Decrease of PAH concentration was observed after 175 m 

water impounding in TGR. Several reasons contribute to this decrease. Comprehensive 

treatment and management measures like construction of wastewater treatment plants and 

phasing out old and non standard ships resulted largely to reduce wastewater discharge. The 

dry weather in 2011 may caused less impact of pollutants into the water of TGR from 

atmosphere. Sedimentation is another important reason for decreasing pollution in water 

after 175 m water impounding because of the increase of water volume and slow down of 

water velocity.  

Our study only reflects PAH pollution in TGR in drawdown period of a year during which 

normally water quality is the best compared to other seasons (dry season from November to 

April, flood season from June to August, and impoundment from September to October). 

Monitoring should be considered in other periods of the TGR operation cycle.  

Obvious decrease of PAH concentration was observed after 175 m water impounding in 

2011 in TGR. Several factors may account for this decrease, including execution of 

comprehensive treatment and management measures in TGR, less rainfall in 2011 and 

sedimentation effect caused by the dam. Passive sampling method has been successfully 

applied in the investigation of trace PAH in water of TGR and proved to be a useful and 

efficient tool for the management and sustainable development of the big reservoir. The 

results of the study provide valuable information about PAH pollution in the whole reservoir 

including some tributaries and the pollution status is dynamically related with human 

activities. Therefore, PAH could be used as marker compound or indicator in the network 

monitoring system to survey and trace the pollution status in TGR. 

Full paper: Wang, J., Henkelmann, B., Bi, Y.*, Zhu, K.*, Pfister, G., Hu, W.*, Temoka, C., Westrich, B.*, 

Schramm, K.-W.: Temporal variation and spatial distribution of PAH in water of Three Gorges 

Reservoir during the complete impoundment period. Environ. Sci. Pollut. Res. 20, 7071-7079 (2013) 

3  PAH distribution and mass fluxes in the 
Three Gorges Reservoir after impoundment of the 
Three Gorges Dam 

Mass fluxes of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) were calculated for the Three Gorges 

Reservoir (TGR) in China, based on concentration and discharge data from the Yangtze River. 

Virtual Organisms (VO) have been applied during four campaigns in 2008, 2009 (twice) and 
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2011 at sampling sites distributed from Chongqing to Maoping. The total PAH mass fluxes 

ranged from 110 to 2,160 mgs-1.  

Highest loads were determined 

at Chongqing with a decreasing 

trend towards Maoping in all 

four sampling campaigns. PAH 

remediation capacity of the TGR 

was found to be high as the 

mass flux reduced by more than 

half from upstream to 

downstream. Responsible 

processes are thought to be 

adsorption of PAH to suspended 

particles, dilution and 

degradation. Furthermore, the 

dependence of PAH 

concentration upon water 

depth was investigated at 

Maoping in front of the Three Gorges Dam. Although considerable differences could be 

revealed, there was no trend observable. Sampling of water with self-packed filter cartridges 

confirmed more homogenous PAH depth distribution. Moreover, PAH content of suspended 

particles was estimated from water concentrations gathered by VO based on a water-

particle separation model and subsequently compared to PAH concentration measured in 

water and in filter cartridges.  

It could be shown that the 

modeled data predicts the 

concentration caused by 

particle-bound PAHs to be 

about 6 times lower than PAHs 

dissolved in water.  

Besides, the model estimates 

the proportions of 5- and 6-

ring PAHs being higher than in 

water phase. 

Full paper: Deyerling, D., 

Wang, J., Hu, W.*, 

Westrich, B.*, Peng, C.*, 

Bi, Y.*, Henkelmann, B., 

Schramm, K.-W.: PAH 

 

Figure VI-7: Total PAH mass flux from Yangtze river in mg/s determined with 

concentration data from 2008, 2009 and 2011 

 

Figure VI-8: Total PAH mass flux from Yangtze river in mg/s determined with 

concentration data from 2008, 2009 and 2011 
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distribution and mass fluxes in the Three Gorges Reservoir after impoundment of the Three 

Gorges Dam. Sci. Total Environ., DOI: 10.1016/j.scitotenv.2014.03.076 (2014) 

4 Depth profile of selected pharmaceutical 

traces and polar pesticides at Maoping 

Active water sampling on self-packed sampling cartridges was carried out in September 2013 

at Maoping in front of the Three Gorges Dam. For the analysis, a new analytical method was 

developed including high volume enrichment of the analytes (approx. 300 L) as well as a 

suitable laboratory cleanup and measurement via LC-HRMS.  

Extended Abstract: LC-MS in der Umweltanalytik, Leipzig, 16-18.6.2014 

5 Contamination status of dioxins in sediment 

cores from the Three  Gorges Dam area, China 

In order to screen dioxin pollution in sediment of Three Gorges Dam (TGD) area, three 

sediment cores were obtained from two sites in 2010~2011; each core was divided into 

different samples with every 10 cm depth. Sediment dating determined by radiometry 

 

Figure VI-9:  Water concentrations in different water depths of the Yangtze River at Maoping (China); the graph illustrates the amount of 

analyte found in master and backup cartridges as well as the total analyte concentrations  Figure VI-9 presents first results of the water 

samples taken in September 2013 at Maoping in front of the Three Gorges Dam. Furthermore, Sulfamathoxazole and Naproxene could 

not be found in any of the samples and are therefore omitted in the plot. Obviously, the compounds seem to have a comparable 

distribution in the water body. Highest values were determined for the herbicide Atrazine which was detected within a ng L-1 range. The 

concentrations indicated were in the lower pg L-1 range. The results support the general expectation that water concentrations within 

the reservoir tend to be very low due to dilution. 
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(137Cs, 210Pb) and concentrations of dioxins were analyzed by high-resolution gas chro- 

matography/mass spectrometry. The results indicated: Sediment dating showed no 

significant difference among all the samples from the same core and the two locations 

(ANOVA, p > 0.05). The total amount of polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins (PCDD)/Fs in all 

sample ranged from 30.7 to 371 pg/g dry weight (d.w.), with the mean value of 66.2 pg/g 

d.w. PCDDs occupied 60.33~85.22 % of dioxins in each sample, and PCDFs contributed to a 

very small extend. There was no significant difference in the dioxin concentration between 

2010 and 2011 and in the two locations (t test, p > 0.05), but the vertical distribution of 

dioxins showed significant different in different depths.  

There was no significant difference of dioxins concentration between GJB and MP (t test, p > 

0.05), and there was no marked difference in the three sediment cores (ANOVA, p >0.05). 

OCDD was the main congener and occupied 94.08~99.08 % of PCDDs. 

The concentrations of total PCDD/Fs from MP in 2010 and 2011 were 76.2 and 71.3 pg/g 

d.w., respectively. The vertical distribution of dioxins in the two sediment core was shown in 

Figure VI-9.  

Sample A4 showed significant different from other samples. Results of PCA test indicated 

that in core of MP in 2010, A3, A4, A7, and A8 could not be clustered into other samples. The 

higher concentration of OCDF in A3, the higher concentrations of OCDD and 1,2,3,4,5,7,8-

HpCDD in A4, the higher concentration of OCDD in A7, and the higher concentration of 

2,3,7,8-TCDF in A8 made the four samples significantly differed from  others  samples  in the 

same core. In the core of GJB in 2010, the higher concentrations of 2,3,7,8-TCDD and OCDD 

in A1 and the higher concentration of OCDD in A2 made the two samples markedly differed 

from other four samples. In the core of MP in 2011, the higher concentrations of 

1,2,3,4,6,7,8-HpCDD, OCDD, and OCDF in A7 made it markedly differed from other samples. 

It could be 

concluded that 

concentrations 

of dioxins in 

different 

depths showed 

evident 

difference, 

which meant 

the spatial 

heterogeneous 

of the 

concentration 

of dioxins in the 

sediment core.  

 

Figure VI-10: The concentration of PCDDs and PCDFs in GJB core and MP core 
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Toxic equivalent (TEQ) (WHO 2005, Humans) of samples ranged from 0.15 to 1.60 pg/g d.w.; 

the mean was 0.41 pg/g d.w. No significant difference was found in TEQ between 2010 and 

2011(t test, p > 0.05). It could be concluded that the distribution of dioxins showed the 

spatial heterogeneity which resulted from the strong mixing and sediment deposition 

characteristics. Dioxin concentration in sediment cores was low with very low environmental 

risk potential. Dioxins at the two sites nearby the dam had the same origin, and exogenous 

input was the main source. It is the first report on the dioxins concentrations in sediment 

cores in the TGD area. 

Full paper: Chen, L.*, Bi, Y.H.*, Zhu, K.X.*, Hu, Z.Y.*, Zhao, W.*, Henkelmann, B., Bernhöft, S., 

Temoka, C., Schramm, K.-W.: Contamination status of dioxins in sediment cores from the 

Three Gorges Dam area, China. Environ. Sci. Pollut. Res. 20, 4268-4277 (2013)  

 

Figure VI-11:  The vertical distribution of dioxins and TEQ value (WHO 2005) in the sediment core MP in 2010 and 2011 
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6 Aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) inducers and 

estrogen receptor (ER) activities in surface sediments 

of Three Gorges Reservoir, China evaluated with in 

vitro cell bioassays 

Two types of biological tests were employed for monitoring the toxicological profile of 

sediment cores in the Three Gorges Reservoir (TGR), China. In the present study, sediments 

collected in June 2010 from TGR were analyzed for estrogen receptor (ER)- and Aryl 

hydrocarbon receptor (AhR)- mediated activities. The estrogenic activity was assessed using 

a rapid yeast estrogen bioassay (YES), based on the expression of a green fluorescent 

reporter protein (Figure VI-12).  

Weak anti-estrogenic activity was detected in sediments from an area close to the dam of 

the reservoir and weak estrogenic activities ranging from 0.3 to 1 ng E2 EQ g-1 dry weight 

sediment (dw) were detected in sediments from the Wanzhou to Guojiaba areas. In the 

upstream area Wanzhou and Wushan, sediments demonstrated additive effects in co-

administration of 1 nM E2 in the yeast test system, while sediments from the downstream 

Badong and Guojiaba area showed estrogenic activities which seemed to be more than 

additive (synergistic activity). There was an increasing tendency in estrogenic activity from 

 

Figure VI-12: Estrogenic activities in sediment extracts from GJB and BD in co-administration of 1 nM Estradiol (E2) yeast bioassay 

system were presented with relative fluorescence induction. The relative fluorescence inductions of some of the dilution levels which 

had been shown estrogenic potency without the addition of E2 were also presented. 1 nM E2 and 2 nM E2 co-cultured with carrier 

solvent only were used as relevant controls.  
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upstream of TGR to downstream, whilst this tendency terminated and converted into anti-

estrogenic activity in the area close to the dam.  

The AhR activity was detected employing rat hepatoma cell line (H4IIE). EROD activities were 

found homogenously distributed in sediments in TGR ranging from 200 to 311 pg TCDD EQ g-

1 dw for total AhR agonists and from 45 to 76 pg TCDD EQ g-1 dw for more persistent AhR 

agonists (Figure VI-13). The known AhR agonists PAH, PCB and PCDD/F only explained up to 

8% of the more persistent AhR agonist activity in the samples, which suggests that 

unidentified AhR-active compounds represented a great proportion of the TCDD-EQ in 

sediments from TGR.  

TEQbio values of the samples extracts were obtained by comparing EROD activities to TCDD 

concentration-response curve and are presented in Figure VI-14. All samples also induced 

obvious EROD activities after 72 h exposure, although the EROD induction and TEQbio levels 

of 72 h incubation were lower than those of 24 h. The TEQbio levels of VO sample extracts 

after 24 h of incubation (TEQbio_24h) ranged from 90.5 to 652.2 pg TCDD g-1 lipid and after 72 

h of incubation (TEQbio_72h) ranged from 14.0 to 177.3 pg TCDD g-1 lipid. Both TEQbio-24h and 

TEQbio-72h showed in general an increasing trend from downstream TGR to upstream, and 

both values in 2011 were relatively higher than those in 2008 but lower than 2009. 

Virtual organisms (VO) deployed at five to eight sites in the Three Gorges Reservoir (TGR), 

China for five periods in 2008, 2009 and 2011 were used to determine the water exposure of 

aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) agonists (Figure VI-14).  

 

Figure VI-13: EROD results after 24 and 72 hours incubation (pg TCDD-EQ g-1 dw, mean ±SD) with extracts of sediments from TGR 
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The results show that the extracts of VO could induce AhR activity significantly, whereas the 

chemically derived 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) equivalent (TEQcal) accounted 

for <11% of the observed  AhR responses (TEQbio) (Table VI-2). Unidentified AhR-active 

compounds represented a greater proportion of the TCDD equivalent in VO from TGR. High 

TEQbio value in diluted extract and low TEQbio in concentrated extract of the same sample 

was observed suggesting potential non-additive effects in the mixture. The levels of AhR 

agonists in VOs from upstream TGR were in general higher than those from downstream 

reservoir (Figure VI-14), indicating urbanization effect on AhR agonist pollution. The 

temporal variation showed levels of AhR agonists in 2009 and 2011 were higher than those 

in 2008, and the potential non-additive effects in the area close to the dam were also 

obviously higher in 2009 and 2011 than in 2008, indicating big changes in the composition of 

pollutants in the area after water level reached a maximum of 175 m. 

Although the aqueous concentration of AhR agonists of 0.8-4.8 pg TCDD L-1 in TGR was not 

alarming, the tendency of accumulating high concentration of AhR agonists in VO lipid and 

existence of possible synergism or antagonism in the water may exhibit a potential hazard to 

local biota being exposed to AhR agonists. 

 

 

Figure VI-14:: Bioassay-derived TEQs in VOs from TGR determined in five periods. Bars represent the mean ±SD of triplicate analysis. 

TEQbio was obtained by comparing the EROD activities of samples to the TCDD concentration-response curves.  
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The findings of estrogenic potential and dioxin-like activity in TGR sediments provide 

possible weight-of-evidence of potential ecotoxicological causes for the declines in fish 

populations which have been observed during the past decades in TGR.  

Full papers 

Wang, J., Bovee, T.F.H.*, Bi, Y.*, Bernhöft, S., Schramm, K.-W.: Aryl hydrocarbon Receptor 

(AhR) inducers and Estrogen Receptor (ER) activities in surface sediments of Three Gorges 

Reservoir, China evaluated with in vitro cell bioassays. Environ. Sci. Pollut. Res. 21, 3145-

3155 (2014) 

Wang, J., Bernhöft, S, Pfister, G., Schramm, K.-W.: Water exposure assessment of aryl 

hydrocarbon receptor agonists in Three Gorges Reservoir, China using SPMD-based virtual 

organisms. Sci. Tot. Environ. in press (2014) 

7 Conclusive Summary 

The development and employment of Virtual Organisms (VO) to characterize the status of 

the water quality in the Three Gorges Reservoir (TGR) revealed important data about 

 The spatial and seasonal water quality based on chemical analysis which increases 

from Chongqing to the dam for many persisting organic pollutants (POP) 

Table VI-2: Chemical-derive TEQs based on concentrations of PAH and PCB (pg TCDD g-1 lipid) 

 

Sampling 
time 

MP GJB BD1 BD2 FJ WZ CS CQ 

TEQPAH 2008_7d 0.920 0.781 1.315 1.142 - 1.147 1.800 - 

2008_24d 0.791 1.825 1.610 - - 3.923 3.598 - 

2009_14d 0.346 0.703 0.980 1.121 - 1.316 1.211 2.347 

2009_25d 0.668 0.935 1.213 1.299 - 1.829 3.920 6.403 

2011_25d 0.608 0.488 1.121 1.089 1.936 1.988 2.591 12.510 

TEQPCB 2008_7d 0.009 0.007 0.007 0.007 - 0.007 0.007 - 

2008_24d 0.018 0.010 0.025 - - 0.022 0.010 - 

TEQcal 

 

2008_7d 0.929 0.787 1.322 1.148 - 1.153 1.807 - 

2008_24d 0.809 1.835 1.635 - - 3.945 3.608 - 

Note: The TEQPCBs were calculated by multiplying the measured concentrations by the corresponding TEF 

proposed by the World Health Organization (Van den Berg et al., 2006). The TEQPAHs were calculated by 

multiplying the measured concentrations by the corresponding REPs (relative potencies) proposed by 

references Villeneuve et al. (2002) and Nakata et al. (2003). TEQcal is the sum of TEQPAH and TEQPCB. The symbol 

“-” indicates no data available because sampling was not done in these sites. 
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 The spatial and seasonal water quality based on bioassay analysis for AhR interaction 

and estrogens which increases from Chongqing to the dam for many POP 

 The seasonal mass transport across the dam during low water regime 

 The homogeneity of the pollution in the cross-sectiona area in front of the dam to 

verify the feasibility of mass transport calculations 

 The contribution to the pollution of the reservoir for the most important tributaries 

during low water regime 

Many reasons were discussed for the pollution, among them the ship traffic, increasing 

urbanization and development as well as the instrial city of Chongqing as a main source of 

pollution. On the other hand the reservoir has been shown to exhibit substantial losses of 

pollution (up to 80 % from Chongqing to the dam) after being substantially contaminated at 

Chongqing. These losses can be attributed to ecological services based on degradative 

processes (biotic and abiotic) and volatilization of chemicals from the water phase.  

The investigation of sediment cores from the reservoir and selected tributaries wittness their 

homogeneity and young age. Their low contamination status with respect to pollutants and 

their young age with respect to sedimentation pinpoint to their recent formation which is 

mainly based on low contaminated eroded material.  

All in all, the Biovirtous project generated first data about the status of PBT and estrogenicity 

of the whole reservoir as a basis for further follow-up investigations and risk assessments. 

The VO will also help to estimate the potential contamination status of future fish 

populations of the food market based on TGR. Due to the high reproduceability of the VO 

their future utilization in other projects or by authorities is feasible. The VO performance 

allows the seasonal cost-effective investigation of PBT in TGR in a short time along the whole 

stretch of the huge reservoir. In addition the VO results can be compared to other Chinese 

reservoirs of societal interest such as the Danjiangkou-Reservoir connected to the Yangtze 

and surving Beijing as a drinking water reservoir (Wang et al. 2014). 

Wang, J., Song, G., Li, A., Henkelmann, B., Pfister, G., Tong, A.Z., Schramm, K.-W.: Combined 

chemical and toxicological long-term monitoring for AhR agonists with SPMD-based virtual 

organisms in drinking water Danjiangkou Reservoir, China. Chemosphere 108, 306-313 

(2014) 

8 Summary 

Project BIOVIRTUOUS developed and utilized Virtual Organisms (VO) to characterize the 

status of water quality in the Three Gorges Reservoir (TGR). TGR exhibit substantial losses of 

pollution (up to 80 % from Chongqing to the dam) after being contaminated at Chongqing. 

These losses can be attributed to ecological services based on degradative processes and 

volatilization of chemicals from the water phase.  
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The contribution to the pollution of the reservoir for the most important tributaries during 

low water regime could be evaluated as a basis of environmental management. 

Homogeneity investigations of the pollution in the cross-sectiona area in front of the dam 

allowed the verification of total mass transport calculations of pollutants. 

The investigation of sediment cores from the reservoir and selected tributaries wittness their 

homogeneity and young age. Their low contamination status with respect to pollutants and 

their young age with respect to sedimentation pinpoint to their recent formation which is 

mainly based on low contaminated eroded material. All in all the BIOVIRTUOUS generated 

first data about the status of persistent bioaccumulative toxins (PBT) and estrogenicity of the 

whole reservoir as a basis for further follow-up investigations and risk assessments. VO were 

very effective to estimate the potential contamination status due to their high 

reproduceability and allowed seasonal cost-effective investigation of PBT in TGR in a short 

time along the whole stretch of the huge reservoir. 
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1 Problem definition and structure of the 

MICROTOX project 

It was broadly considered badly necessary to conduct a comprehensive technology 

assessment addressing the impact of the building of the Three Gorges Dam (TGD) and of the 

impounded reservoir (TGR). The reported research project aimed at an integrated 

assessment of the TGR impacts on ecology, ecotoxicology and environmental behaviour of 

organic pollutants. More specifically, the fate of relevant model pollutants (here: a 

commonly used rice herbicide) was investigated, relating the altered fluctuation regimen 

with observable degradation patterns. Furthermore, the bioaccumulation of parent and 

metabolized substances was assessed in a realistic simulation environment. The ecotoxicity 

of sediments and waters of the TGR was described by using a comprehensive test battery on 

the biological organisation level from cell to organism. Three self-contained work packages 

resulted: 

 Fate and behaviour of environmental pollutants 

 Bioaccumulation and magnification in aquatic food webs 

 Ecotoxicity of sediments and analysis of biomarkers of toxic stress 

Finally, the results were used for a merged monitoring strategy to prevent the environment 

from excess exposure and effects of xenobiotics. 

The Three Gorges Reservoir occupies an area of more than 1000 km² over a length of 663 km 

from the Chinese provinces Sandouping over Chongqing to Hubei. This project is considered 

to have substantial impacts on the environment in China. The construction of the dam began 

in the year 1993 and was finished in 2006. The impounding of the reservoir has begun 

already in the year 2003. Formerly urban and industrial areas were flooded and more than 1 

million people had to be resettled. In spite of the great economic benefit for the whole 

region regarding shipping, flood control and electrical power generation concerns were 

formulated in China and worldwide on the drastic sociological, ecological and 

ecotoxicological impacts as a consequence of the building of the very large dam (Wu et al. 

2004). 

The flooding of large agricultural and industrial areas after the impounding of the dam and 

the runoff from adjacent areas (agriculture, aquaculture, households, industry) inevitably 

lead to the release of high amounts of organic and inorganic pollutants and nutrients (Yang 

et al. 2010, Henderson et al. 2007, Moeckel et al. 2008). Thus, the input of contaminants 

directly into the reservoir or via tributary side reaches of the Yangtze River has to be largely 

reduced. We aimed in a first step at analysing the status-quo of the chemical concentrations 

and their ecotoxicological impact. The contamination level of the feeder rivers is much  
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higher than in European Rivers, consisting of numerous problematic substances, such as 

heavy metals, persistent organic pollutants (POPs), pesticides, endocrine disruptors and 

others (Xue et al. 2008, Fu et al. 2003). Soluble pollutants adsorb to detritus particles and 

disappear from the water column (sink), but are possibly remobilised (secondary source). 

This process is the main reason of the non-satisfying state of European water bodies 

according to the water framework directive (Netzband 2007, Malaj et al 2014). The 

significant reduction of the flow velocity of the TGR waters leads to the sedimentation of 

large amounts of suspended sediments (about 1.2 kg/m³). 

Following the eutrophication sediments or even the water body could become anoxic. 

Therefore, particle-bound pollutants could reach an anoxic environment, which could 

develop through microbial biofilms at the surface of particles. Solubility, degradation rates, 

degradation pathways and finally bioaccumulation and ecotoxicological processes could be 

altered. The possible fate and behaviour of a pollutant in the reservoir is illustrated by Figure 

VII-1.  

Profound knowledge about the behaviour of pollutants in the reservoir, the fate and the 

effects on organism that live there are not only important prerequisites for an hazard 

assessment of the reservoir ecosystem, but are also of great importance for the people living 

there, who interact directly via drinking water use and fishery with the ecosystem TGR. Such 

data that are analysed in an integrative concept are so far lacking. 

 

Figure VII-1: Fate and behaviour of organic pollutants in the reservoir: 1) Biotic and abiotic degradation. 2) Sorption on organic and 

inorganic particles. 3) Distribution between water and sediment. High concentrations of nutrients increase microbial activity, 

stimulating the degradation of pollutants, reducing the bioavailability through encapsulation within biofilms. 
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MICROTOX is a sub-project within a 

joint project that aims at the 

investigation of the situation at the 

newly created ‘Three-Gorges-

Reservoir-ecosystem` to enable for a 

sustainable management of the 

impacted area. The aims of the 

project comprise the investigation of 

the transformation, 

bioaccumulation and ecotoxicity of 

organic micropollutants. Since the 

dam was primarily built for reasons 

of power generation (CO2-neutral 

182000 MW) and flood control (20 billion € property damage caused by the flood event in 

1994), it could be seen as a contribution to fight the consequences of climate change. 

Specific goals of the reported project are the description of the fate of model pollutants and 

the assessment of the potential bioaccumulation and ecotoxicity in the TGR-area. An 

overview of the three modules of the project is given in Figure VII-2 and Table VII-1. 

The results of the three modules have been finally amalgamated to an integrative 

monitoring strategy. 

 

Figure VII-2: The sub-project ‘MICROTOX’ within the joint Yangtze-Hydro joint 

projects is divided in three synergistic modules. The modules exchange 

information and share scenarios of contamination. 

Table VII-1: The organizational structure of the MICROTOX project. 

Work package Personnel involved 

Project coordination and 

management 
Björn Scholz-Starke, Andreas Schäffer, 

Martina Roß-Nickoll, Henner Hollert 

I 

Fate and behaviour of environmental 

pollutants 

Ye Yuan, Peng Zhang, Stephan Heister, 

Michael Hennig, Burkhard Schmidt, Andreas 

Schäffer 

II 

Bioaccumulation and magnification in 

aquatic food webs 

Björn Scholz-Starke, Richard Ottermanns, 

Ursula Rings, Katrin Strauch, Martina Roß-

Nickoll 

III 

Ecotoxicity of sediments and analysis 

of biomarkers of toxic stress 

Tilman Floehr, Hongxia Xiao, Josef Koch, 

Armin Zoschke, Sarah Könemann, Yan Yan, 

Oliver Thelen, Henner Hollert 
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2 Prerequisites of project execution 

The project required intense cooperation with Chinese partners, in particular during 

sampling campaigns and for data exchange. The project management prepared since 

approximately ten years by concluding cooperation agreements and in field trips with 

Chinese experts for an effective project execution. The experiments and sampling campaigns 

have already been planned in personal talks with our Chinese project partners from Tongji 

University, Shanghai, and Chongqing University. Dr. Lingling Wu, Tongji University, 

investigated sediment samples with bioanalytical methods at our Institute for about two 

years. 

The Institute for Environmental Research has many years of experience in national and 

international basic and applied joint research projects investigating the fate and effects of 

organic micropollutants in water, soils and sediments. Most of the methodologies had been 

available in advance of the reported project and it was expected that a time-consuming 

phase of establishing the methods could be skipped. In particular, the development of 

combined cell-based, in vitro biotest-batteries is focused by our institute, in order to 

describe the potential ecotoxicological effects of particle bound contamination (e.g. Ahlf et 

al. 2002, Keiter et al. 2009). To broaden the assessment of toxic effects of organic 

micropollutants, the group of Prof. Hollert developed further ‘weight of evidence’-methods 

as a combination of bioassays, chemical analysis and in-situ inventories of e.g. 

histopathology of fish organs or macrozoobenthos communities. The approach is well 

published as the TRIAD-approach and its further development (Chapman & Hollert 2006). 

The behaviour and degradation of environmental chemicals has been investigated at the 

Institute with special emphasis on the analysis of bound residues. Our methodologies can 

show how natural processes contribute to a remobilisation of chemicals. It has been found 

that pollutants bound to organo-clay minerals are protected from microbial degradation and 

have therefore been stable for very long periods. Furthermore, we developed methods to 

decrease the amount of pollutants in contaminated soil and sediments (‘phytoremediation’). 

The Institute of Environmental Research is well known for its ecological modelling 

approaches of the effects of plant protection products across Europe. There have been 

increasing demands and awareness of regulatory bodies to model processes that cause 

effects on individuals, populations and ecosystems. Toxicokinetic-toxicodynamic models 

calculate effects based on internal concentrations of chemicals (Preuss et al. 2008, 2009). At 

the ecosystem level, trophic interactions between species trigger the extrapolation of effects 

from the laboratory and the field, for which successful approaches have been developed in 

the past decades (Hommen et al. 1992, Hommen & Ratte 1997). 

Despite great efforts to establish good cooperation between Chinese and German 

institutional partners, it was difficult to obtain e.g. necessary data for the calibration of the 

ecological modelling part. Meetings, exchange of opinions and demands, even the signing of 
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‘Memoranda of understanding’ did not lead to data exchange. It was recommended by the 

responsible persons of the Changjiang Water Resources Protection Institute to move to 

another region, because the TGR is a politically sensitive area. 

3 Planning and execution of the project 

The BMBF has granted with the allocation decision from 17th August 2010 project funding for 

the period from 1st August 2010 to 31st July 2013 (36 months). By granting a cost-neutral 

extension to twelve additional months, the project duration has been extended until 31st July 

2014.  

The subproject MICROTOX is made by a composite of the three modules ‘Fate’ (3 work 

packages), ‘Bioaccumulation’ (7 work packages) and ‘Ecotoxicology’ (8 work packages). All 

actions carried out in frame of the project, which are reported here, have led in 

consequence to solutions or solution approaches of the previously formulated hypotheses of 

scientific and practical problems. With only a few unforeseen developments adjustment to 

the original project plan have become necessary, which led to the development of 

alternative research strategies. 

The module ‘bioaccumulation’ waived the originally planned laboratory experiments to 

contaminant uptake in living fish. In the AQUATOX model data for calibration of the 

pollutant uptake and accumulation of in the Three Gorges Reservoir present fish species 

were sufficiently (in this case: trophic guilds) available. Considerable effort was conducted to 

closely cooperate with institutions that are entrusted by the Chinese government with the 

monitoring of the ecological situation in the Three Gorges Reservoir. Therefore, interviews 

with the staff of the ‘Institute of Hydroecology’ and the ‘Changjiang Water Protection 

Institute’ in Wuhan have taken place. While the latter institution referred to the political 

sensitivity of the study area and thus rejected cooperation, the exchange of data on 

organism densities and nutrient status of the Three Gorges Reservoir has been agreed with 

the Institute of Hydroecology. Unfortunately, the contact itself was not answered even after 

the examination of a ‘memorandum of understanding’. Thus, the work on the simulation 

models had to be continued with pure literature data. 

The ‘Fate’ module has been extended for an additional sociological study to investigate the 

usage of pesticides in an area of concern by interviews with farmers, pesticide shop owners 

and retailers. 

The ‘Ecotoxicology’ module has also been extended by a more detailed investigation of in 

situ markers in the model fish species Pelteobagrus vachellii. Based on the results of the 

analysis of water and sediment the histology of liver and kidney was given priority towards 

vitellogenin analysis. Also, the content of PAH metabolites in fish bile was included in the 

monitoring programme due to the occurrence of PAHs as priority pollutants in the Yangtze 

River, based on the literature review, as well as sediment and water analysis. After dialogue 
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with the Chinese partners instead of a superficial investigation of 15 sampling sites the focus 

was given to four sites with major tributaries in regular distance along the reservoir 

(Chongqing, Fengdu, Yunyang, Wushan) in addition to one area of particular interest 

(Kaixian) in the Yangtze River watershed and a reference site (Pengxi River Wetland Nature 

Reserve). Per each site along the reservoir at three spots sediment has been sampled in 

order to understand the impact of the local tributaries on the Yangtze River, as the literature 

research had revealed a serious contamination of several side rivers along the mainstream. 

The investigation of water samples was initiated by a close cooperation with the WATERUSE 

project, who sampled water at the same areas in the same time period. A data exchange 

between MICROTOX and WATERUSE has been realized. The Chinese local authorities denied 

the installation of suspended particulate matter traps, thus suspended particulate matter 

could not be included in the monitoring programme. Instead of the bacteria contact assay 

with Arthrobacter globiformis a microbial community analysis of the sediment samples has 

been performed in cooperation with Prof. Xiaowei Zhang, State Key Laboratory of Pollution 

Control and Research Reuse, Nanjing University. The output of the novel community analysis 

approach was considered more beneficial with additional interconnections between the 

endpoints from the other bioassays. Furthermore, a second PhD student (M.Sc. Hongxia 

Xiao) was integrated in the module to work on the effect directed analysis of key pollutants 

and to continue the research based on the results and insights of the current investigations. 

4 State of the art – methodologies and scientific 

literature 

4.1 European Water Framework Directive – A Model for 
Chinese River basins 

The European Water Framework Directive (EWFD) aims at a good ecological and chemical 

state of all European River basins until the year 2015 by reducing emissions and immissions 

from point and non-point sources (Förstner 2002, Hollert et al. 2007a). The conceptual 

approaches (monitoring strategies, regulatory frameworks) that have been applied in the EU 

are suitable to be transferred to other situations, in particular in China (Hollert et al. 2007b). 

Regardless the intense measures that were set in practice in Europe in the last decades and 

that meliorated the water quality significantly, the striven good ecological state could not be 

reached. Sediments are not only potential sinks of water-soluble chemicals. Remobilization 

processes during e.g. flood events lead to recurring pollution of the water bodies. Thus at 

present time, the investigation of sediments has been intensified (Hollert et al. 2009).  
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4.2 Sediments reflect past and recent contamination of 
surface waters 

Especially by the European network SedNet and by initiatives of the SETAC North America 

(Wenning & Ingersoll 2002), sediments were focused by scientists and the public in recent 

years. There is clear evidence from literature that contaminated sediments affect the 

biocoenoses of invertebrates and cause adverse effects in fish (Chen & White 2004, White et 

al. 1998). Since the water quality has been significantly meliorated by technical measures in 

the past years, the era of non-regulated industrialization left highly contaminated sediments 

for the next decades (SedNet 2004). Sediment-bound pollutants are remobilized by 

bioturbation (Power & Chapman 1992), flood events (Hollert et al. 2000) or dumping of 

sediments (Koethe 2003). In particular, flood events can cause the release of highly 

contaminated sediments that are dumped in areas where drinking water is gathered from. 

Sediment assessment is of major importance in developing and newly-industrialized 

countries all over the world, because of the well-documented adverse effects of 

contaminated sediments on fish populations. Contamination can enter the human food 

chains and influence the drinking water resources if bound to particles in the water phase. 

4.3 Detection of Organic micropollutants in 
environmental samples 

Nowadays, very low limits and high specificity of detection of organic pollutants can be 

realized. In the past, in particular lipophilic substances were detectable by direct coupling of 

gas chromatography and mass spectroscopy while polar substances had to be derivatized 

first. The LC-MS-MS technology allows for direct detection of polar and non-polar substance 

without previous treatments. Consequently, substances in soils are detectable even after 

many years of aging and in very low concentrations (Jablonowski et al. 2008). An estimation 

of the bioavailability of pollutants and specific analyses are possible by extracting the pore 

water of soils and sediments after equilibration via solid phase microextraction fibres (SPME) 

(Styrishave 2008). An additional option of quantitative analytics of pollutants refers to 

radiolabeling of substances; the total balance of degradation and distribution over different 

media can be followed. The described methodology enables for a comprehensive 

assessment of the exposure to pollutants in experimental designs. 

4.4 Bioaccumulation in aquatic food webs 
The scientific field of the (computerized) modelling of ecotoxicological effects and processes 

is currently developing towards an important tool in science to gain insights into underlying 

mechanisms. It is considered relevant for scientists, regulators and the industry (see e.g. 

Preuss et al. 2009, Grimm et al. 2009). New toxicokinetic-toxicodynamic approaches in effect 

modelling combine the uptake, accumulation and elimination with observed effects in 

laboratory ecotoxicological experiments. Internal concentrations within the aquatic 
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organisms determine the effects on each individual (Preuss et al. 2009). On ecosystem level, 

interspecific trophic interactions are focused by recent researchers (Strauss & Ratte 2002, 

Jankowski 2005). An important step towards a relevant and realistic assessment of field-

effects based on the bioaccumulation of xenobiotic substances and the resulting 

bioconcentrations is a proper extrapolation from the laboratory to the field, which can be 

done by well-validated computer models (Hommen et al. 1993, Hommen & Ratte 1997). 

Complex ecological and ecotoxicological models integrate information on all aspects of the 

processes that occur in an ecosystem and lead to the bioaccumulation of substances in 

aquatic organisms and finally cause toxic effects (Park et al. 2008). 

5 Cooperation 

Generally, the common topic ‘interactions between toxicants, water and sediment’ of the 

five sub-projects within the joint Yangtze-Hydro project offered a variety of opportunities to 

data and knowledge exchange. In this chapter, we sketch briefly our cooperative activities 

with our German and Chinese partners from science, government and industry.  

Joint workshops in Germany and China, as well as frequent project meetings (from the level 

of project managers to processor level) served the intense exchange of experiences in a 

challenging scientific environment. 

5.1 Project meetings and workshops 

 ‚Yangtzientists‘ PhD Meetings 

– Interconnection within Yangtze Hydro & Geo Network between PhD candidates 

2012 January 26-27 - TZW Karlsruhe  (Hydro) 

2012 September 5-6 -IWW Biebesheim (Hydro) 

2013 June 13-14 - University Kiel (Hydro & Geo) 

2013 October 21-22 - RWTH Aachen (Hydro & Geo) 

 Yangtze Hydro Network Meetings 

- Interconnection within Yangtze Hydro Network 

2010 September 100 - IWW Mülheim a.d. Ruhr 

 

Figure VII-3: Five independent but cooperating sub-projects participate in the joint Yangtze Hydro-project. 
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2010 November 30 - KIT Karlsruhe 

2011 March 10 - TZW Karlsruhe 

2011 May 9-10 - University Gießen 

2011 August 02 - IWW Mülheim a.d. Ruhr (WATERUSE & MICROTOX) 

2013 November 12 - RWTH Aachen 

 Sino-German Workshops 

– Interconnection between German and Chinese scientific institutions 

2011 March 27 – April 2 – Tongji University, Shanghai, China ‘Workshop on 

Interactions in the Water System – in the Frame of the Sino German Yangtze Project’ 

2011 November 28-29 – RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, Germany ‘Processes 

in the Yangtze River System-Experiences and Perspectives’ 

2012 September 21-23 – Tongji University, Shanghai, China ‘Processes in the 

Yangtze River System - 10th Anniversary of Sino-German Cooperation’ 

5.2 Sampling campaigns 
Telephone and Skype-conferences were used to prepare for the three sampling campaigns 

and experimental work in China. The sampling was planned and conducted together with 

the German partners from the WATERUSE project as well as with people from the MINIBAT 

and the TRANSMIC project. The Chinese groups of Prof. Dr. Lingling Wu (Tongji University, 

Shanghai), Dr. Junli Hou (East China Sea Fisheries Research Institute) and of Prof. Dr. 

Xingzhong Yuan (Chongqing University, College of Resources and Environmental Science) 

were absolutely essential in identifying the sampling sites, in contacting the local authorities 

and in shipping and providing materials. We met several high-ranked local authorities for 

getting the permission to enter the political and militarily sensitive areas of the Three Gorges 

Reservoir area. 
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Table VII-2: Cooperation partners that made the sampling campaigns possible. 

Organization Contact E-Mail 

Chongqing University 
College of Resource and Environmental science 
No. 174 Shazhengjie 
400030 Shapingba, Chongqing 

Prof. Dr. Xingzhong 
Yuan  
MSc Li Bo 
MSc Yuyuan Wu 

xzyuan63@yahoo.com.cn 

Tongji University  
Institute of Environmental Science and Engineering  
1239 Siping Road 
200092 Shanghai 

Assistant Prof. Dr. 
Lingling Wu 

Wulleco@hotmail.com 

East China Sea Fisheries Research Institute, 
Chinese Academy of Fishery Sciences ECSFRI, CAF 
Laboratory of Biology and Germplasm Resources in 
Aquacuture  
300 Jungong Road  
200090 Shanghai 

Prof. Dr. Junli Hou Junlihou01@gmail.com 

IWW Rhenish-Westfalian Institute for Water 
Research 
Institute for Water Ressources Management 
Justus-von-Liebig-Straße 10 
D-64584 Biebesheim am Rhein 
Moritzstr. 26 
D-45476 Muelheim an der Ruhr 

Dipl.-Ing. Anja Wolf 
Dr. Axel Bergmann 

a.wolf@iww-online.de 
a.bergmann@iww-online.de 

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) Institute of 
Mineralogy and Geochemistry (IMG) 
Adenauerring 20b 
76131 Karlsruhe, Germany 

Dipl.-Geoecol. 
Andreas Holbach 
Dr. Stefan Norra 

andreas.holbach@kit.edu 
stefan.norra@kit.edu 

Water Technology Center (TZW) Environmental 
Biotechnology 
Karlsruher Straße 84 
76139 Karlsruhe, Germany 

M.Sc. Irene 
Kranzioch 
Dr. Andreas Tiehm 

Irene.Kranzioch@tzw.de 
thiem@tzw.de 

 

mailto:xzyuan63@yahoo.com.cn
mailto:Irene.Kranzioch@tzw.de
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5.3 Joint Publications 
A number of publications have been published or prepared to be published soon as 

collaborative actions within the joint Hydro projects. 

Table VII-3: Joint publications within the joint Yangtze Hydro-projects. 

Author Year Title Source 

Bergmann A, Bi Y, Chen L, Floehr T, 
Henkelmann B, Holbach A, Hollert H, Hu 
W, Kranzioch I, Klumpp E, Küppers S, 
Norra S, Ottermanns R, Pfister G, Roß-
Nickoll M, Schäffer A, Schleicher N, 
Schmidt B, Scholz-Starke B, Schramm 
KW, Subklew G, Tiehm A, Temoka C, 
Wang J, Westrich B, Wilken RD, Wolf A, 
Xiang X, Yuan Y 

2011 The Yangtze-Hydro Project: a 
Chinese - German 
environmental program. 

Environmental Science 
and Pollution Research 
19: 1341-1344 

Holbach A, Floehr T, Kranzioch I, Wolf A 2013 Dilution of pollution? 
Processes affecting the water 
quality in the river-style Three 
Gorges Reservoir. 

Environmental Science 
and Pollution Research. 
DOI 10.1007/s11356-012-
1252-y 

Scholz-Starke B, Ottermanns R, Rings U, 
Floehr T, Hollert H, Hou J, Li B, Wu Ll, 
Yuan X, Strauch K, Wei H, Norra S, 
Holbach A, Westrich B, Schäffer A, Roß-
Nickoll M 

2013 An integrated approach to 
model the biomagnification of 
organic pollutants in aquatic 
food webs of the Yangtze 
Three Gorges Reservoir 
ecosystem using adapted 
pollution scenarios. 

Environmental Science & 
Pollution Research 
20:7009-7026. DOI 
10.1007/s11356-013-
1504-5. 

Floehr T, Xiao H, Scholz-Starke B, Wu L, 
Hou J, Yin D, Zhang X, Ji R, Yuan X, Roß-
Nickoll M, Schäffer A, Hollert H 

2013 Solution by dilution? - A 
literature review on the 
ecotoxicological status of the 
Yangtze River region. 

Environmental Science 
and Pollution Research 
20: 6934-6971. DOI 
10.1007/s11356-013-
1666-1. 

Floehr et al. 2014 A glimpse in the black box – 

Mutagenic effects of 

sediments and genotoxic 

impacts on fish of the Yangtze 

Three Gorges Reservoir, China 

In preparation 

Yuan Y, Zhang P, Schmidt B, Schäffer A 2014 A Metabolic study of 14C-

radiolabeled 3,4-

Dichloroaniline in a water-

sediment system 

Submitted for publication 

(Chemosphere) 
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6 Fate and degradation of organic model 

pollutants 

6.1 Introduction 
Rice is the third consumed cereal product in the world. In 2012/13, 466 million tons of rice 

was worldwide consumed (International Grains Council 2013). In order to get better harvest, 

pesticides are widely used in modern rice cultivation. In 2006 and 2007, approximately 5.2 

billion pounds of pesticides were used worldwide; of which herbicides comprise 40%, 

followed by insecticides (17%) and fungicides (10%) (Grube et al 2011). Such huge 

consumptions have resulted in a series of environmental problems. The parent organic 

compounds or the corresponding transformation products remain either in the soil or 

ultimately enter into the aquatic sediment, and may subsequently accumulate in food 

chains. Regarding the toxicological potential of these pesticide residues and their 

corresponding metabolites remaining in environmental compartments, the fate of these 

xenobiotics in the environment has been intensively studied. 

Xenobiotics enter the environment either by deliberate actions such as releases during 

production and usage of pesticides, waste disposal, or accidently by chemical spills, storage 

facility leakage, atmospheric deposition (Northcott & Jones 2000). Soils / sediments are 

important environmental sink sites for xenobiotics; they therefore play an essential role in 

the fate and behaviour of xenobiotics released to the environment. Several different and 

often simultaneous fate processes are involved while xenobiotics are reaching terrestrial 

soils and aquatic sediments, i.e., physical transport losses such as volatilization, leaching of 

parent compounds and metabolites; chemical reactions such as photolysis, hydrolysis, 

oxidation; biological degradation, and portioning such as bioaccumulation and binding to 

matrices (Northcott & Jones 2000).  

In fact, a considerable number of xenobiotics and/or their metabolites remain in soils/ 

sediments in the form of so called ‘residues’. These residues include labile and non-

extractable residues (NER). NER affect the long-term partitioning, bioavailability and toxicity 

of xenobiotics in soil and sediment (Kästner et al. 2014). Therefore, the mechanisms of 

bound residues formation and the related binding processes have been paid great attention 

to. According to a definition from Fuhr et al (1998), ‘Bound residues represent compounds in 

soil, plant, or animal which persist in the matrix in the form of the parent substance or its 

metabolite(s) after extractions. The extraction method must not substantially change the 

compounds themselves or the structure of the matrix’. In fact, the use of various organic 

solvents and different types of extraction procedures has direct influences both on the 

fraction of extractable residues and ‘non-extractable residues’ (Gevao et al. 2000). In order 

to remove some confusions about NER, Weller et al (1998) proposed a set of definitions: 

covalently bound residues that are covalently bound to the substrate; soluble covalently 
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bound residues that are extracted along with the matrix by a specific extraction procedure, 

(e.g. humic fractions); adsorbed residues which are bound to the matrix by reversible non-

covalent interactions and entrapped residues which are retained within the matrix by steric 

effects. According to a recent definition (Kästner et al. 2014) also microbial derived biogenic 

residues such as amino acids and phospholipids may form NER as part of the previously 

xenobiotic parent substance. In our studies, the definition is also applied on the premise of 

extraction methods (solvent shaking extraction with methanol and Soxhlet-Extraction). The 

proportion remaining in the matrix after a series of extraction procedures is defined as ‘non-

extractable residues’. 

Since Propanil, as well as other structurally related pesticides form 3,4-dichloroaniline (DCA) 

as primary and main degradation product, we conducted fate studies both on DCA and 

Propanil in water sediment systems. 

6.2 Material and methods 

 Sediment/soil and water samples 6.2.1

(i) DCA study 

The study site is located in a hamlet of the city of Vercelli in Northern Italy (51 ° 01'N, 11 ° 

41'E). Sediments and water samples were collected from rice growing areas in May 2012.The 

sediments were stored with a sealed container under a layer of native water at 4°C in the 

dark after transportation to Germany, water samples were also stored at 4 °C. 

(ii) Propanil study 

Non-agricultured (NA) soil and agricultured rice soil (RS) were sampled in June 2012 from 

Baijiaxi River, a secondary tributary of the Yangtze River near Kaixian County, Chongqing, 

China. For NA soil, five shallow samples (3-5 cm) were taken near by the non-agriculture 

estuary of Baijiaxi River and Pengxi River at different water levels (168-173 m). RS was 

sampled from 6 rice fields located at different water levels (166-171 m). Each rice field was 

sampled 5 times at a shallow level. The soil samples were mixed thoroughly. River water was 

sampled near the Pengxi River and stored in plastic buckets. All samples were cooled at 4°C 

and transported to Germany. 

 Preparation of the test system 6.2.2

Natural sediments contain a lot of impurities, such as leaves, stones, etc. Therefore, the wet 

sediments and soils were sieved before use. Fractions < 2mm were used in this study, others 

were discarded; the native water samples were also filtered. 100 mL of the sieved sediment 

sample was put into a 500 mL flask; 300 ml water sample was then added, and then the flask 

was closed with aluminium foil. Before applications, the apparatus was placed on a rotary 

shaker (50 rpm) for two weeks at 20 °C in the dark in order to equilibrate. During this 

period, matter and energy exchange achieved gradually stability between water phase, 

sediment phase and gas phase. 
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Sediment that was temporarily flooded by water and dry before water addition - in order to 

simulate the flooding situation – is termed ‘soiliment’ in the following. 

All incubation experiments were performed in triplicate. After application, the flasks were 

closed with an absorption device containing soda lime (15 g) for trapping 14CO2 released 

during incubation. All samples were incubated under the same conditions as described for 

the equilibrium period. Incubation periods were 4h, 2 days, 7 days, 15 days, 28 days and 56 

days for DCA water-sediment system study and 4h, 2 days, 7 days, 17 days, 35 days, 50 days, 

63 days and 92 days for the Propanil study. In the latter study flooding events were 

simulated between 30 days and 60 days. 

 Usage of 14C-labeled substances 6.2.3

Radiolabeled compounds provide a sensitive possibility to trace and balance the fate of 

contaminants in environmental chemistry studies. By means of measuring radioactivity as 

well as combining with chromatographic separation techniques, the studied substance and 

its metabolites can be sensitively detected on both qualitative and quantitative aspects. In 

our studies 14C labelled Propanil and DCA were used. In order to obtain more stable chemical 

properties, the 12C atoms of benzene ring were substituted by 14C atom in a statistical 

manner (uniformly ring-14C-labeled). 

 Scope of the study 6.2.4

The fate of Propanil and 3,4-DCA in a laboratory water-sediment system were studied in 

order to: 

 Evaluate the total recovered radioactivity.  

 Evaluate the partitioning of the radioactivity in different phase (water phase, 

sediment phase and mineralization) with time  

 Evaluate the sediment-associated radioactivity, in terms of the extractable 

fractions and non-extractable residues. 

 Determine Propanil/DCA derived metabolites with thin layer chromatography 

(TLC), high performance liquid phase chromatography (HPLC), Gas 

chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS). 

 Examine how microbial activity changed in sediments during the incubation 

period and the relationship between mineralization and microbial activity by 

DMSO-Test. 

 Determine the sites of sorption of radioactivity in NER fractions by means of a 

particle fractionation procedure. 

In summary, by using chemical and analytical methods, useful information on the 

metabolism of Propanil and DCA and their converted products could be obtained. This will 

help to deepen the understanding of their impact on the aquatic environment. 
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6.3 Results and discussions 

 3,4-DCA water-sediment study 6.3.1

(i) Mass Balance 

On the whole, after application of DCA, the radioactivity remaining in the water phase 

reduced rapidly; conversely, a rapid partitioning of radioactivity to the sediment phase was 

observed. Regarding the sediment phase, the extractable radioactivity increased at the 

beginning and decreased gradually after 7 d; the formation of NER showed a continuous 

increase with time. Mineralization to CO2 increased linearly after 7 d. Results obtained from 

this study clearly indicated that DCA was ultimately converted to NER and CO2. 

To sum up, the partitioning results of radioactivity observed in this experiment agreed with 

literature using the same test system (Heim et al. 1994). Due to a low water solubility (580 

mg/L) and log KOW (= 2.7), after 56 days, only 1.3% of applied radioactivity was found in the 

water phase; the extractable radioactivity decreased to 7.6%; conversely, non-extractable 

residues increased to 53.2%. DCA or its metabolites were rapidly adsorbed or bound on the 

sediment matrix. 

 

Figure VII-4: Distributions of radioactivity among the respective phases. Percentages refer to total radioactivity applied in the water-

sediment system. (a): Total recovered radioactivity and partitioning of radioactivity among 14CO2, water, and sediment phase; 

(b):partitioning of the sediment-associated radioactivity; (c): partitioning of the radioactivity among the extractable residues. 
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(ii) Fractionation of non-extractable residues 

Soil organic matter is an important 

constituent of soil regarding the fate of 

xenobiotics. Humus substances (HS) play a 

key role in the adsorption processes of 

xenobiotics to soils and the formation of 

NER. Therefore, in this study the NER 

associated with the sediment was further 

separated into non-humic substances (NH) 

which included salts, cations, other organic 

substances (such as carbohydrates, fats and 

amino acids) as well as other inorganic 

substances, humic acids (HA), fulvic acids 

(FA) and humin (HU), to obtain information 

of NER in the sub-fractions of SOM. Figure 

VII-5 shows the distributions of 14C-NER in individual humic sub-fractions and NH. 

Percentages refer to radioactivity of non-extractable residues. 

(iii) Mineralization and microbial activity 

Most of soil microorganisms (prokaryotes, eukaryotes, aerobes and anaerobes) are able to 

reduce dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to dimethyl sulphide (DMS). Therefore the amount of the 

DMS produced could be used to determine microbial activity in soil (Alef et al. 1989). In this 

study, this method is adapted to describe the potential correlation between the microbial 

activity in sediments and the amount of mineralized radioactivity over the whole incubation 

period. 

 

Figure VII-5: Distributions of non-extractable residues among sub-

fractions of sediment organic matter. Percentages refer to 

radioactivity of non-extractable residues (= NER amounted to 53.3% 

of the originally applied radioactivity after 56 days). 

 

Figure VII-6: a): Microbial activity of sediment samples determined using reduction of dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) to dimethylsulfide 

(DMS); b): mineralization of the 14C-labeled DCA in sediment. Mineralization rate (ng DCA-equivalents/day) as ratios of cumulated 

mineralized amounts and incubation periods 
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Figure VII-6 shows the results of 

mineralization of the 14C-labeled DCA as 

cumulative amounts in sediments and the 

rates of mineralization (mineralized DCA-

equivalents per day) described as ratios of 

the cumulative mineralization amounts and 

the incubation times. 

(iv) Analysis of the extracts 

(a) Thin layer chromatography results 

Several metabolites were detected by using 

different analytical techniques described 

below. DCA formed dichloroacetanilide, 

DCAA (an activated conjugating 

intermediate due to acetylation of DCA. 

DCAA could be detected in the soils and 

culture to which DCA or herbicides such as 

Propanil, diuron were applied (Tixier et al 

2000) and tetrachlorazobenzene, TCAB 

(TCAB has a log KOW of 5.53 to 6.69 and the 

solubility in water is calculated to be 1 µg/L 

(NTP 2009). Therefore, TCAB migrated 

quickly into the sediment phase, rather than 

remaining in the water for an extended 

period, both of potential toxic concern, 

however at low concentrations, since the 

main fate of DCA was formation of NER. 

The TLC results of three different extracts 

(ethylacetate extracts of the water phase, 

methanol- and Soxhlet extracts of the 

sediment phase) are presented in Table 

VII-4. 

(b) High-performance liquid 

chromatography 

The HPLC analysis results of the samples 

(ethylacetate-, methanol- and Soxhlet 

extracts) are described in this chapter, 

which can be compared with the TLC 

results. The metabolites were identified by 

 

Figure VII-7: Trends of DCA and its metabolites in the ethylacetate 

extracts of the water phase with time (TLC analysis). Percentages 

refer to total radioactivity applied in the water-sediment system. 

 

Figure VII-8: Trends of DCA and its metabolites in the methanol 

extracts of the sediment phase with time. Percentages refer to total 

radioactivity applied in the water-sediment system. 

 

Figure VII-9: Trends of DCA and its metabolites in the Soxhlet 

extracts of the sediment phase with time. Percentages refer to total 

radioactivity applied in the water-sediment system. 
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comparing the retention times of corresponding non-labelled standards which were 

detected with UV detector (254 nm). 

(c) Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry 

 Propanil study with flooding simulations 6.3.2

(i) Balance of radioactivity 

The results of the fate of the radioactivity in different compartments (NER in sediment, 

water phase, and mineralization) are illustrated in Figure VII-12 and Figure VII-11. 

 

Figure VII-10: HPLC results of ethylacetate extracts of the water phase. a) UV chromatogram of the non-labelled standard (254 nm); b) 

radio-chromatogram of sample (the second parallel: p2) at 4h; c): sample (p2) at 7days; d): sample (p2) at 15 days; e): sample (p2) at 56 

days. M1: unknown metabolite 1; M2: unknown metabolite 2. 

Table VII-4: Confirmation of TCAB formation in ethylacetate extracts of the water phase and Soxhlet extracts of the sediment phase by 

GC-MS. FSM: full scan mode; SIM: selected ion monitoring (ions: 320, 173, 145); LOD: limit of detection. 

  Water ethylacetate extracts Sediment Soxhlet extracts 

 LOD  

(μg mL-1) 

4h 2d 7d 15d 28d 56d 4h 2d 7d 15d 28d 56d 

FSM 1 d. d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. d d D d d n.d. 

SIM 0.01 d. d. d. n.d. n.d. n.d. d d D d d d. 

d.: detected in samples; n.d.: not detected in samples. 
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For non-agricultured soil (NA) (Figure VII-12) the recovered radioactivity is from 85.7 % (17 

d) to 100.7 % (2 d). Losses can be explained by minor losses during the workup procedure. 

The extractable radioactivity (ER) in NA decreased within the 92 d (88.9 % ± 1.7 % at 4 h to 

11.4 % ± 0.9 % at 92 d). Hence, an increase of NER was observed until day 35 (7.0 % ± 0.5 % 

at 4 h to 80.1 % ± 0.6 % at 35 d), whereas NER decreased slightly to 71.0 % ± 2.8 % (92 d), 

obviously influenced by the water phase. Except at 4 h, less radioactivity was extracted with 

MeOH than with the Soxhlet-apparatus (MeOH: 1.5 % ± 0.2 % and Soxhlet: 10.0 % ± 0.7 % at 

92 d), therefore Soxhlet was the more relevant method to extract exhaustively. Weak 

mineralization to 14CO2 occurred within the experiment (3.8 % ± 0.3 % at 92 d). During the 

flooding period, a small amount of radioactivity passed into the water phase obviously due 

to remobilization of sediment adsorbed residues. 

As for rice soil, extractable radioactivity from soiliment reduced with time (75.7% at 4h to 

22.4% at 92d), NER increased (15.2% to 59.3%), mineralisation was low (max.1.4% at 92d). 

During flooding period (30d – 60d), small amounts of Propanil and DCA were detected (1%-

4%) in the water phase which indicated release/interchange between water and sediment. 

 

Figure VII-11: Balance of radioactivity for rice soil in the course of 92 

d. All measuring points are triplicates. 

 

Figure VII-12: Balance of radioactivity for non-agricultured soil (NA) 

in the course of 92 d. All measuring points are triplicates. 
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(i) Mineralisation and microbial activity measurement (DMSO-Test) 

In the first dry period of non-agricultured 

soil (NA), a faster mineralization to14CO2 was 

observed, compared to the wet period (2.1 

% ± 0.1 % at 30 d and 2.8 % ± 0.0 % at 60 d). 

In the second dry period, Propanil and 

potentially its metabolites were mineralized 

stronger than in the wet period before, but 

more slowly compared to the first dry 

period (3.8 % ± 0.3 % at 92 d). This data 

might relate to a more difficult access to O2 

for microbes in the submerged soil, 

resulting in a slower mineralization. In the entire experiment of NA soil the microbial activity 

of the control groups was lower than in the applied approaches. At the beginning of the 

experiment the control group showed a strong increase of the microbial activity. In the 

course of the first two periods the microbial activity declined strongly (809 ng DMS * g-1 * h-1 

at 35 d and 610 ng DMS * g-1 * h-1 at 50 d), whereas in the second dry period a slight rise of 

the microbial activity was observed (777 ng DMS * g-1 * h-1 at 92 d). Until day 92, the DMSO 

turnover rate stayed between794 ng ± 31ngDMS * g-1 * h-1 (63 d) and 1142 ng ± 25 ng DMS 

* g-1 * h-1 (7 d). 

Figure VII-14 shows the data of microbial activity determined in rice soil. Similarly to the NA 

soil, the microbial activity of the rice soil control groups was also lower than in the applied 

approaches. The microbial activity in soiliment and the amount of mineralized radioactivity 

 

Figure VII-13: Distributions of non-extractable residues among sub-

fractions of sediment organic matter, non-agricultured soil (NA). 

Percentages refer to radioactivity of non-extractable residues. 

 

Figure VII-14: Microbial activity determined using reduction of dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) to dimethylsulfide (DMS) from rice soil (top) 

and non-agricultural soil (NA) (bottom). 
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are clearly correlated. 

(ii) Fractionation of the humic substances 

Soil organic matter is an important constituent of soil regarding to the fate of xenobiotics. In 

order to characterize further NER of Propanil in sediment, humic matter was fractionated as 

described above for DCA in non-humic substances (NHS), humic acids (HA), fulvic acids (FA) 

and humin (HU). Figure VII-13 and Figure VII-15 show the distributions of 14C-NER in 

individual humic sub-fractions and NHS. Percentages refer to radioactivity of non-extractable 

residues. 

In NA soil (Figure 14), within the entire experiment the order of the fractions’ percentages of 

total bound residues was: HA>HU>FA>NHS, whereas for RS soil (Figure 15), NER related HA 

and FA take up relative similar portions while most of the radioactivity stayed in HU 

fractions, which indicated different results 

due to different types of soils. 

(iii) Analysis of the extracts with 
Radio-TLC, Radio-HPLC and GC-MS 

The results of TLC analysis of the extracts 

were similar to the HPLC results. Analysis of 

the metabolites was conducted by co-

chromatography with the reference 

substances Propanil, DCA and TCAB. The Rf-

values (Radio-TLC) were for Propanil 0.55-

0.63, for DCA 0.66 to 0.79 and for TCAB 

0.89 to 0.95. Retention times (Radio-HPLC) 

were for Propanil 21.1 min, DCA 19.7 min, 

the cis-form of TCAB 28.7 min and for the 

trans-form of TCAB 39.2 min. 

In the methanol pre-extracts of NA (Figure 

VII-16) a fast decrease of the Propanil 

concentration was observed (50.1 % ± 

2.7%at 4 h to 0.3 % ± 0.1%at 92 d). The 

metabolite DCA appeared in the MeOH-

extracts at day 2 (8.1% ± 0.5%) and 

decreased rapidly until day 92 (0.6 % ± 

0.1%). Except in one parallel on day 7 (0.3 

%, n=1), no TCAB could be extracted with 

MeOH. After 4 h incubation only Propanil 

was detected in the Soxhlet-extracts. The 

amount of Propanil decreased until day 35 (1.3 % ± 0.3 %). After a slight increase of Propanil 

after the wet period, it decreased until day 92 to 1.1 % ± 0.1 %. The amount of DCA in the 

 

Figure VII-15: Distributions of non-extractable residues among sub-

fractions of sediment organic matter, rice soil (RS). Percentages 

refer to radioactivity of non-extractable resi

dues. 
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Soxhlet-extracts followed a similar trend. During and after the wet period the amount of 

DCA rose until day 92 (4.4 % ± 1.5 %). Except after 4 h and after 2d TCAB could be detected 

in some parallels with Radio-HPLC, but most on day 92 with 2.0 % of the applied radioactivity 

(n=2); this shows that TCAB might be extracted better with an exhaustive extraction method. 

Due to the small amount of radioactivity in the water phase extracts, it was difficult to 

detect substances; only in some parallels DCA could be identified with at most 1.7 % ± 0.1 % 

(60 d) of applied radioactivity. From the previous experiments the strong affinity DCA to 

sediment is obvious. 

Measurements using GC-MS were 

conducted with full scan mode (FSM) and 

selected ion monitoring (SIM). The retention 

time of TCAB was 23.25 min. As tested with 

the reference substance (TCAB) ions with 

m/z = 320, 173 and 145 (base peak) were 

characteristic of TCAB; the relative intensity 

of the signals was about 30%, 40% and 

100%, respectively. The molecular ion (m/z = 

320) with the highest abundance is 

[C12H6N2
35Cl3

37Cl]•+. The fragments (m/z = 

173 and 145) with the highest abundance 

are [C6H3N2
35Cl2]•+and [C6H3N2]•+, 

respectively. For NA soil, TCAB seems to be 

formed; however Soxhlet-extracts had to be 

thoroughly cleaned up before analysis. All 

MS of the measured extracts didn’t show 

the definite signals identified from TCAB 

standard, i.e., we only have some indication 

that TCAB was present in the samples. With 

FSM, there is an indication for the formation 

 

 

Figure VII-16: HPLC results of the MeOH and Soxhlet extracts of 

non-agricultured soil (NA) 

 

 

 

Figure VII-17: Representative GC/MS chromatogram and mass 

spectra of 4 h sediment methanol pre-extract by SIM (RS). 
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of TCAB on day 2, 7 and 17; however using 

the selected ion monitoring mode (SIM) 

TCAB was found on every measuring day 

except that after 4 h incubation. The 

sample after 7 d produced the highest peak 

at this retention time in both modes, so it 

was concentrated and measured again in 

FSM. MS and the retention time of extract 

and standard were comparable to each 

other, so TCAB was detected clearly in the 

Soxhlet sample after 7 d. Figure VII-16 

shows the HPLC results of distribution of 

radioactivity in the soiliment extracts and 

water phase extracts with time. 

Percentages refer to total radioactivity 

applied in the water-soiliment system. As 

time goes by, Propanil degraded to its 

second metabolites 3,4-DCA. Further 

metabolite TACB were also detected in 

many rice soil samples by GC-MS (SIM) 

(Figure VII-17). 

6.4 Conclusion 

 3,4-DCA study 6.4.1

The present study on mechanisms of DCA 

degradation in rice cultivation is of 

importance to assess the environmental 

risk of DCA in the Three Gorges Reservoir 

Region. DCA is a central toxic metabolite of 

Propanil and other pesticides and 

represents a priority pollutant. After 

application of DCA to water sediment test system, DCA (Figure VII-19) showed a relatively 

high initial loss due to volatilization (F) and binding to sediment and suspended particulates 

in the water column (C) which resulted in the disappearance of the radioactive regarding to 

the mass balance. During the incubation period, DCA was rapidly converted to mainly NER 

and was mineralized to CO2 (E). DCA and its two metabolites (A&B) demonstrated a high 

adsorption affinity to the sediment. In addition, the effect of DCA-derived residues on the 

microbial diversity should be further examined with molecular biological methods. The 

binding mechanisms and the structures of DCA-derived residues to humic substance should 

also be studied, because it may relate the potential bioaccessibility of the NER for the 

microorganisms and higher levels species. In terms of environmental risk assessment of 

 

 

 

Figure VII-18: HPLC results of distribution of radioactivity in the 

soiliment extracts and water phase extracts with time (RS). 

Percentages refer to total radioactivity applied in the water-

soiliment system. 
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sediment bound xenobiotics the remobilization potential of such residues, e.g., by flooding 

events and the potential bioavailability of particle bound residues for organisms should be 

studied. 

 Propanil study 6.4.2

The studies of the rice herbicide Propanil with flooding situation is a lab scope simulation of 

the realistic fluctuation zone situation in the TGR area. For the rice paddy soil study with 

radiolabelled Propanil, extractable radioactivity from soiliment reduced with time (79.0% at 

4 h to 23.7% at 92d) while NER increased (15.8% to 62.6%) with an overall low mineralization 

rate (max.1.4% after 92d). During flooding period (30d – 60 d), small amounts of Propanil 

and DCA were detected (1%-4%) in water which indicates a partial release from the 

sediment into the water. Further metabolites of Propanil - via the formation of 3,4-DCA - 

were DCAA and TACB which were detected in many samples by GC-MS (SIM mode). The 

potential toxicity of DCAA and TCAB should be investigated. Due to the high amounts of NER 

formed, more information on the binding mechanism and the structures of these residues is 

needed; corresponding experiments are currently in progress. 

Propanil is widely used in rice cultures in Asian countries. We showed that critical substances 

are formed by its degradation: besides the well-known DCA the two follow-up products 

DCAA and TCAB were present in the sediments for which very limited data on fate and 

ecotoxicity are available. 

 

Figure VII-19: Degradation pathway of 3,4–dichloroaniline in the present study. 
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7 Bioaccumulation and -magnification in 

aquatic food webs of the Three Gorges Reservoir area 

7.1 Introduction and research question 
The sub-project ‘bioaccumulation’ aimed at a deeper understanding of the processes that 

determine the bioaccumulation of organic pollutants, mainly pesticides, within aquatic food 

chains under the newly developing conditions of the huge water body of the TGR, including 

and focusing on the tributary rivers. For this purpose, we quantified the internal 

concentrations of chosen model pollutants in ecologically and economically important fish 

species, under the influence of pollution scenarios representative for worst-case situations 

at the TGR. We analysed different agricultural land use patterns and nutrient loads under 

the fluctuating water level regime caused by the mode of operation of the dam. The concept 

of this integrated modelling procedure required input data from various scientific disciplines 

such as ecotoxicology, environmental analysis, ecology and hydrology.  

The following milestones were planned and successfully reached during the project 

duration: First, a work-in-progress-version of a bioaccumulation model was drafted, 

published as a conceptual, integrative model (Scholz-Starke & Ottermanns et al. 2013). 

Second, the calibration of the finally complex ecosystem model (realised in the AQUATOX 

simulation environment) took place and the verification of expected organism densities and 

environmental parameters was conducted. Finally, the bioaccumulation of model pollutants 

in aquatic food webs in several different exemplified exposure scenarios was predicted. 

7.2 Conceptual approach 
In the following, the definition and development of conceptual approach is described in 

detail because of the very complex processes and manifold interactions between biotic and 

abiotic components of the TGR-ecosystem section that has been simulated. 

Our studies followed an integrated modelling approach to gain a comprehensive overview 

on factors and mechanisms that trigger the bioaccumulation of organic pollutants in the TGR 

system. Integrated Environmental Modelling (IEM, Argent 2004) is of increasing importance 

in environmental management, decision-making and risk assessment. This interdisciplinary 

approach allows for a gainful aggregation of knowledge and data from different disciplines 

and the handling of the complexity of environmental systems (Jopp et al. 2011). It is based 

on the idea of an integrated assessment (Hisschemöller et al. 2001). To account for the 

complexity of the TGR-situation concerning hydrological, biological and ecotoxicological 

factors, we combined and coupled several specialized modules to focus on TGR-specific 

environmental and ecological conditions (Figure VII-20). The AQUATOX model suite (Park et 

al. 2008) was used as an interconnected modelling framework. It linked the eight modules 

EXM, FWM, HDM, SDM, BAM, ETM and RAM of our approach seamlessly. The modules were 
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implemented either as integrated sub-models within the AQUATOX modelling environment 

or as external models. Adequate input values were provided by literature data, expert 

knowledge or available empirical data (e.g. in the case of FWM). In some cases, e.g. for 

HDM, results of external models have been used. Thereby, this modular approach fulfils the 

requirements for an aquatic environmental risk assessment, as evaluated by Echeverría et al. 

(2003) for AQUATOX. 

• Exposition module (EXM) 

The exposition module estimates environmental concentrations of xenobiotics under 

different pollution scenarios specifically for the TGR-region. Here we rely on the standard 

assumptions from the EU environmental risk assessment (ERA) which is based on realistic 

worst-case scenarios. Spatial aspects of exposition are considered by the distribution of 

relevant model substances. In particular, the rice herbicide Propanil, which is a widely used 

crop protection substance in Asia (Labrada 2003) and its main metabolites 3,4-

dichloroaniline (3,4-DCA) and 3,4,3´,4´-tetrachloro-azo-benzene (TCAB) were modelled by 

the hydrodynamic module (HDM). Estimated concentrations of these model substances are 

handed over to the chemical fate module of AQUATOX. 

• Food web module (FWM) 

The food web module describes the composition, interactions and dynamics of the 

communities of aquatic organisms in the TGR. This module is integrated within the 

AQUATOX environment. AQUATOX provides validated surrogate simulations with all biotic 

and abiotic properties. These simulations are subsequently modified to regionalize the 

standard site (river scenarios) or are compiled from the scratch (reservoir scenarios) if 

necessary.  

• Hydrodynamic module (HDM) 

The hydrodynamic module is used to generate flow conditions of the given water bodies 

according to the normal operation mode of the Three Gorges Dam (TGD). The module 

describes changes in water volume, flow velocity, discharge and inflow rates delivered by 

the external 1-D model HEC-RAS (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 2001). These flow conditions 

are provided to the AQUATOX environment as time series data in the water volume module. 

• Site-Descriptor module (SDM) 

The site descriptor module provides the site-specific environmental conditions, such as 

water temperatures, nutrients and radiation energy. These variables have been measured in 

the field, taken from literature or provided by external models. They are used as fixed site-

specific state variables for the internal module in AQUATOX. 

• Bioaccumulation module (BAM) 

The bioaccumulation module describes the adsorption of the model pollutants (e.g. TCAB) to 

detritus particles by chemical characteristics. An adsorption coefficient can be modelled via 

adsorption isotherms (Foo and Hameed 2010). In case of substances with unknown chemical 

properties, the adsorption characteristics have been estimated by external QSAR-based 
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chemical properties estimation software (CHEMPROP, Schüürmann et al. 1997). In case of 

algae as transporting particles, the accumulation of model substances within the algae is 

modelled via uptake factors in the AQUATOX environment and exported as bioconcentration 

factors (BCFs). Based on the loading of pollutants on the surfaces of detritus particles or 

concentrations within the algae, BAM models the accumulation of these substances in the 

higher aquatic surrogate species of the TGR-food web (esp. fish) also via uptake factors. 

• Ecotoxicological module (ETM) 

Based on the estimated internal pollutant concentrations provided by BAM, ecotoxicological 

effects of the model substances are estimated in ETM using literature data on toxic effects 

to aquatic organisms, sediment toxicity information generated in the MICROTOX project and 

interpolation by inter-species correlation estimates (Web-ICE) within AQUATOX (Raimondo 

et al. 2010). Due to the outstanding importance of fish as human food resource in the TGR-

region, the adaptation of the food webs focuses on carps that pose the main target species 

for our environmental risk assessment. 

• Risk assessment module (RAM) 

We assess the risk for the environment by comparing the effects of different doses of 

pollutants that are predicted by the AQUATOX model on the level of individuals, populations 

and aquatic communities. For the estimate of risks to humans, we compare the internal 

pollutant concentrations of important food source fishes with acceptable daily intake rates 

(ADI). 

7.3 Criteria for model selection 
The whole complexity and the basic mechanism of the unique hydrological, biological and 

ecotoxicological situation of the TGR can best be reflected by an ecological model for 

environmental risk assessment, as shown by the reviews cited in Lei et al. (2008). 

Existing bioaccumulation models were searched by means of the internet-based literature 

engine ‘google scholar’ (http://scholar.google.de/). The keywords were ‘bioaccumulation 

model‘, ‚fish‘, ‚aquatic‘, ‚organic‘. As a result, 6 models were identified. Those were ‘FISH’, 

 

Figure VII-20: Conceptual ‘Integrative modelling’ approach. 
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‘FOODWEB’, ‘KABAM’, ‘BAF-QSAR’, ‘AQUAWEB’ and ‘ACC-HUMAN’. On the other hand, a 

report of the US Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) evaluated the most complex 

bioaccumulation models ECOFATE, RAMAS ECOTOXOCOLOGY, BASS, TRIM.FATE und 

AQUATOX (Imhoff et al. 2004). The following summarizes the results of the query for 

bioaccumulation models. The criteria were chosen to define a ‘best-fit-all-in-one-model’ and 

had been adapted to practicability reasoning. 

In sum, 11 

bioaccumulation 

models were found 

(Table VII-5) and 

compared by seven 

the criteria for the 

usability in the 

context of the 

MICROTOX project 

(Table VII-6). As can 

be seen from Table 

VII-7, the only model 

that fulfilled all the 

criteria was the 

AQUATOX model 

(Park et al. 2008), 

which was used in the 

project from then on. 

We decided to use an 

AQUATOX-based 

simulation model that 

has been adapted to 

the local conditions at 

the TGR to predict the 

fate of pollutants, 

such as pesticides or 

nutrients, and to 

describe the potential accumulation within the food webs of the reservoir. The AQUATOX 

model has been developed for the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for the 

purpose of environmental risk assessment (Park and Clough 2010). It is a general, 

mechanistic model that can be used to predict the fate, behaviour and effects of various 

stressors such as toxic chemicals, nutrients or environmental variables in an environmental 

risk assessment context for aquatic ecosystems (Park et al. 2008). Lei et al. (2008) described 

a successful example of an adaptation of the AQUATOX simulation environment to the 

situation of a Chinese river. In our study already existing simulations are adapted to the 

Table VII-5: List of the models compared for theirs use in the MICROTOX project for the evaluation of 

bioaccumulation and biomagnification in the TGR ecosystem. Modified after Strauch 2012. 

 

Table VII-6: Criteria for model evaluation. Modified after Strauch 2012. 
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specific requirements of the 

recent study by detailed 

knowledge on the structure of 

the river and the reservoir’s 

species communities. We 

describe the consecutive 

adaptation steps that were 

necessary to change the pre-

defined simulations of AQUATOX 

to ‘Yangtze specific’ conditions 

(‘regionalization’). A scenario-

based procedure is preferred 

over the best possible 

representation of real sites because an understanding of the underlying processes that 

determine the effects and the bioaccumulation of pollutants is desired. The definition of 

scenarios included the status of agricultural and industrial pollution, the hydrology, the 

mode of operation of the TGD and further aspects. Our research is focused on the influence 

of high concentrations of nutrients on food web structures. Two different types of 

simulations, ‘reservoir’ and ‘river’, have been adapted in AQUATOX based on the ‘Cheney 

reservoir’ data that is characterized by lake species (USGS 2008) and the predefined ‘Rum 

River’ scenario (Park et al. 2005) characterized by flowing water specialists, respectively. 

7.4 Model calibration 
The AQUATOX simulation environment allows for the representation of very simple ‘beaker 

situations’ as well as very complex realistic ecosystem situations. As we decided to make our 

simulations representative for a tributary stretch longer than 40 km, a huge amount of 

information had to be queried and compiled. In the following chapters, the sources of 

information, the rationales and decisions taken during the calibration processes and the 

parameter values used are described in particular detail.  

 Characteristics of water bodies - Site descriptor and 7.4.1
Hydrodynamic modules 

The water bodies from the upper reaches at Dachang Lake down to the Wushan Bay had to 

be represented with sufficient accuracy in the simulation environment. The geometry of the 

sites as well as the physico-chemical parameters used for the calibration of the model are 

described in the following. 

(i) Physico-chemical parameters, remineralisation and climate 

The nutrient contents and loadings were based on and adapted to the measurements of the 

MINIBAT sampling campaigns. The measurements of the MINIBAT project for the Daning - 

Wushan region have been published by Holbach et al. (2012). The dynamics of organic 

Table VII-7: Summary of model evaluation. Criteria code: + = All requirements of the 

fulfilling the respective criterion were met. - =Requirements were not met. +/- = 

Several aspects were met. * =Criterion could not be validated. Numerical code for 

the models : 1 = ACC-HUMAN, 2 = FISH, 3 = FOODWEB, 4 = KABAM, 5 = BAF-QSAR, 6 = 

AQUAWEB, 7 = ECOFATE, 8 = RAMAS ECOTOXICOLOGY, 9 = BASS, 10 = TRIM.FATE, 11 

= AQUATOX. Modified after Strauch 2012. 
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matter were not influenced by daily loadings or other external resources but up to 

partitioning processes of the internal biomass that was build and transformed. All variable 

values are summarized in Table VII-8. The rates of remineralisation were set to the default 

remineralisation record of the AQUATOX model suite (refer to Park & Clough 2010).  

Zhang et al. (2010) revealed statistically significant differences between dry, flood and 

normal seasons (this was before the complete impounding of the TGR) in their long-time 

measurement series of TP, TN and Chlorophyll-a in the Daning River at three sampling sites 

from the bridge before the confluence with the Wushan Lake up to the middle of Dachang 

lake from the years 2004 to 2007. Values of TN ranged between 0.62 and 1.35 mg/L, TP from 

0.005 to 0.06 mg/L and Chlorophyll-a from 1 to 24 mg/L). In our studies, we took this 

publication as a reference for a comparison if the simulation results met the range of 

‘desired output values’ (model verification). 

A monthly time-series of epilimnic water temperatures was introduced to the AQUATOX 

program, which was deduced by linear regression of long-term climate data of the City of 

Wushan versus surface water temperatures measured by the MINIBAT project (personal 

communication Andreas Holbach 2013). 

(ii) Morphometry of and linkages between the water bodies 

Generally, reservoirs and rivers in AQUATOX are extreme elliptic sinusoids (Neumann 1959). 

This is only if bathymetry equations are active. We assume that the cuboid system has 

vertical walls and thus a constant area as a function of depth. Consequently, water depth 

can be calculated using the coefficient of volume and surface area. 

Table VII-8: Initial values and und loadings of physico-chemical parameters for the base simulation of the model region at Daning River. 
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To model the hydrodynamic situation in our model region the dimensions of the water 

bodies of ten segments were taken from the model of the NUMOS project within the joint 

Yangtze project and linked in the AQUATOX environment. Areas and lengths have been 

measured by means of QGIS (Quantum GIS Development Team 2013). 

The distance between Dachang Lake and Wushan Lake was divided into 123 cutlines, 

between which the flow velocities, water volume changes, discharges and water depths 

were recorded and converted into values for the 10 segments used in the AQUATOX 

simulation environment. The 10 segments were defined according to the sequence of broad, 

open and steep, narrow river sections. 

Feedback links in AQUATOX allow the water to flow downstream as well as upstream. This is 

an important model capability as a backflow of water from the Yangtze to the tributary 

rivers is a common event in the TGR system, especially since the dam has been placed into 

operation. In theory, this could happen even at the same time but here we calibrated the 

flows against the modelled net flow per time step (obtained by the HEC-RAS model, U.S. 

Army Corps of Engineers 2001). 

Figure VII-21 illustrates the structure of linked segments in our model. The geometry of the 

water bodies was largely simplified to cuboids. 

For the ease of applying toxic substances, small tributaries were introduced that were linked 

only to the exposed segments. They contained a constant volume of 1000 m³ of water, a 

length of 1 km and very clear water (no detrital components, extinction coefficients were set 

to zero). These segments discharged each day 1000 m³ of water via a (one-directional) 

cascade link into the adjacent segment. The time-series of application events was provided 

in the toxicity section of AQUATOX as described by chapter VII7.4.3. 

(i) Flow conditions and water volume changes 

The HEC-RAS model was calibrated to the boundary conditions defined by a water level 

time-series at the level of the city of Wuxi (upstream the Dachang Lake, not influenced by 

the dynamics and outside of the fluctuation zone of the TGR) and by the time-series at the 

level of the City of Wushan downstream before the confluence of the Daning River with the 

Yangtze River, which is strongly influenced by the water fluctuation zone. For calibration of 

Table VII-9: Dimensions of ten stream and reservoir segments of the model region at Daning River. 
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the AQUATOX simulations, we used data of one year from 1st of January 2012 and the 31st of 

December 2012 (Figure VII-22). This year was in each of the simulation exercises the first 

year of simulation and the dynamic pattern of water volume changes was fixed and repeated 

deterministically each year of the simulation. 

 

Figure VII-21: Overview over the linked segments in the model region and theirs dimensions true to scale. Arrows represent the normal 

flow direction of the water downstream. 

 

Figure VII-22: Boundary conditions for the hydrodynamic modelling by means of the one-dimensional model HEC-RAS. 
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Since simulations ran for longer periods of time than the calibrated time series, the slight 

lacks in the balance of water volume changes amplified with the duration of the simulation 

runs. A situation that was negligible in a one year study became very relevant in a 40-year 

simulation run. For this reason, gaps in the balance were counterbalanced by adding or 

subtracting a small amount of water at each time-step. The resulting patterns resemble very 

much the situation at the Wushan Lake with huge water fluctuations and the upstream 

sections with less dynamic water level changes (refer to Figure VII-22, Figure VII-23). 

 Definition of pollution scenarios in the model region at 7.4.2
Daning River 

The main scenarios of pollution have been derived in an incremental procedure. Firstly, a 

study area near Wushan city has been chosen because of its exemplary pattern of landscape 

features and pollution sources (Figure VII-24). Secondly, the hydrodynamic situation in the 

designated study area has been estimated by simulating the yearly patterns of flow 

conditions and water volumes of Daning River sections. Thirdly, based on the patterns of 

 

Figure VII-23: Changes in water volumes of the AQUATOX simulation at the model region ‘Daning River’. 
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agricultural practice and land use, segments with high and low pesticide loads have been 

determined. The assumptions and predictions of a standard environmental risk assessment 

are used to define maximum loads of pesticides according to expectable application 

procedures and additional massive overuse. The study area is marked by a ‘unique’ 

hydrodynamic situation at the mouth of the Daning River where a huge whirlpool with high-

residence time of Wushan Lake water is located. The segment definition procedure in the 

MICROTOX project includes that ‘reservoir’ and ‘river’ segments are linked. Feedback links 

are incorporated in case the hydrodynamic model predicts a backflow of water to upstream 

or the respective segment is directly connected to stagnant waters. The supposed ‘area-of-

exposition’ is marked by rice cultures on terraces. Hence, intense nutrient and pesticide use 

can be expected. The main branch of the Yangtze River is assumed to contribute minor 

pollution loads and is hence a ‘diluting agent’. Segments have been defined and their 

characteristics of the area studied have been implemented into the simulation environment 

of AQUATOX. 

(i) Definition of exposed segments 

It was assumed that not all of the river and reservoir segments 1-10 had the same 

probability of being exposed to plant protection products, especially to the designated 

model substance Propanil. In order to define segments that receive high, medium, or zero 

application rates of the herbicide Propanil, the land-use of the adjacent areas was analysed. 

The analysis was based on the global land use map cover ‘Globcover’ of the European Space 

Agency (Leroy et al. 2006). All land-use types of a 300 m buffer zone around the 10 

previously segments were analysed for its percentage area coverage of the total buffered 

fluctuation zone (GIS representation gives Figure VII-24). It was assumed that the category 

‘irrigated cropland’ was most likely to consist of rice cultures and thus received relatively 

high amounts of herbicides, in this case represented by Propanil (exposure class ‘red’). 

Further three categories of ‘croplands’ were found (‘mosaic vegetation/croplands’, ‘rain fed 

croplands’, ‘mosaic croplands/vegetation’) and considered to receive medium amounts of 

pesticides, i.e. herbicides due to their mosaic character if more than 30 % of the total area 

were covered by agricultural land (exposure class ‘yellow’). Six of the land-use categories 

around the simulated reservoirs and river segments in the model region ‘Daning area’ were 

different combinations of shrub land, forests, grassland or artificial areas and were not used 

as indicators of pesticide use, the adjacent segment were set to zero exposure (exposure 

class ‘green’, for the detailed results and land-cover percentages see Table VII-10). 

GIS analysis of the land use in the adjacent areas to the water body of the TGR shows likely 

hotspots of pesticide use. Irrigated croplands were considered to be mainly rice paddies in 

the region and applied with the herbicide Propanil. 
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Figure VII-24: Land-use in a 300 m-buffer fluctuation zone around 10 river and reservoir segments. 
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(ii) Exposure patterns 

The model substance 

was added to each of 

the relevant segments 

in a time-series via 

small ‘creek 

tributaries of 1000 m³ 

constant volume and 

1000 m³ loaded 

inflow. The question 

of how much of the 

substance reaches the 

respective water 

bodies was deduced 

from the regulatory 

risk assessment of 

Propanil as rule-of-

thumb values applied 

as worst-case PECini of 

220 µg/L, and 

correspondingly to 

the proposed degradation scheme below (Figure VII-25) 10 % of parent 3,4-DCA (22 µg/L), 

and finally out of that 5 % TCAB (0.5% of parent equals 1.1 µg/L) for the medium exposed 

segments. For the highly exposed segments 3 and 5, the basic loadings were assumed 10-

fold higher than for medium exposed segments. This exposure regime was used for two two-

week periods per year, because there was evidence that in this sub-tropical region two 

growing periods per year could be possible (in the lower reaches even three harvests have 

been reported (Encyclopaedia Britannica 2014). The application and consecutively run-off to 

the water bodies took place in spring from first to 14th of April and in autumn from first to 

14th of September. It was assumed that the mode of application in Chinese rice cultures is 

similar to the intended uses undelaying the re-inclusion application in Europe that was 

finally not granted indeed (Ministry of Health Italy 2006). As for the demonstration of a ‘safe 

use’ in the standard risk assessment of Propanil, the substance should be applied twice a 

year in a 15 day interval to drained paddy fields at maximum rates of 4000 g a.s./ha to 

control the pest species Echinochloa crus-galli. 

There was no information available on degradation rates of TCAB under the conditions of 

real aquatic environments. In AQUATOX, the degradation of TCAB was set 0.025/d, which is 

10-fold slower than for Propanil. 

Table VII-10: Analysis of land-use cover in a 300m buffer zone around the segments of the model 

region ‘Daning River’. Red: Segments surrounded by irrigated croplands with high probability of 

Propanil exposure; yellow: medium exposed segments surrounded by ‘other croplands’; green: zero 

exposed segments, no or few agricultural uses. 
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The segments are connected by 

feed-back and feed-forward 

links to adjacent segments 

according to requirements of 

the AQUATOX simulation 

environment, i.e. the linkages 

between two well-mixed 

segments may be uni- or 

bidirectional (Park & Clough 

2010). Hence, a dynamic 

stratification of water layers 

does not apply. For the 

relatively fast flowing tributary 

streams, stratification was not 

to be expected anyway. In a simulation, nutrients, biota and other state variables ‘pass’ from 

segment to segment through active migration, passive drift, diffusion, or bed-load. 

(iii) Chemical properties of Propanil, 3,4-DCA and TCAB 

The chemical properties of the parent substance Propanil, its primary metabolite 3,4-

Dichloroaniline (DCA) and the secondary metabolite 3,3’,4,4’-Tetrachloroazobenzene (TCAB) 

have been compiled from literature data (Table VII-11). 

 

  

 

Figure VII-25: Proposed degradation scheme of Propanil. 

 

Figure VII-26: Upper and lower tributary of the model region in the bioaccumulation module. Low water level situation (approx. 150 m) 

at Dachang lake (left) and Wushan Bay (right). 
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Table VII-11: Chemical properties of the model substances Propanil, DCA and TCAB. 
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 Toxic action of Propanil and its bioaccumulative metabolite 7.4.3
TCAB - Ecotoxicity module 

The realistic representation of the effects of the model substances Propanil and TCAB 

required the model to include toxicity data for the feeding guilds included in our model (see 

below). Therefore, the literature was searched for standard toxicity data that could be used 

for the multi-guild groups ‘mussels’, ‘fish’, ‘zooplankters’, ‘macrophytes’ and ‘algae’. Because 

the suspected bioaccumulative and toxic metabolite TCAB has been scarcely investigated, a 

QSAR model had to be applied (UFZ 2012) and some rude assumptions on the toxicity of the 

compound had to be made (an overview gives Table VII-12). 

 Accumulation of Propanil within aquatic food webs - 7.4.4
Biomagnification/bioaccumulation module 

(i) Toxicant bioconcentration and bioaccumulation in plants and animals 

For the purposes of the research project at hand, the standard equations of AQUATOX were 

used to model toxicant uptake and egestion to/from plants and animals. For algae and 

macrophytes as well as for invertebrates and fish, bioconcentration factors (partitioning 

between organism and water) were calculated mainly depending on the Octanol-Water-

coefficient of the respective compound and the lipid content of the organism. Time to reach 

equilibrium between the exposing phases and the organisms is taken into account, if 

necessary non-equilibrium kinetics is applied (Park & Clough 2010). The uptake rate K1 for 

animals depends on both uptake via water phase and by feeding, thus the bioconcentration 

factor (BCF) becomes a bioaccumulation factor (BAF) accounting for food chain effects.  

(ii) Biotransformation and Biodegradation of Propanil and TCAB 

Most of the information on degradation of Propanil was gained by the EFSAs draft 

assessment report (DAR). 3,4-DCA and TCAB are just by- or intermediate products of 

Table VII-12: Plant and animal toxicity data for the herbicidal parent model substance Propanil and its secondary metabolite TCAB. 
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pesticide production and there is no need for a comprehensive assessment because they are 

considered not to have pesticidal effects. Basic knowledge on the microbial degradation as 

half times under aerobic and anaerobic conditions as well as photolysis rates were necessary 

for the calibration of the model (see Ministry of Health Italy 2006). 

 Hydrolytic processes were considered irrelevant at pH between 7-8 as 

observed at the Daning River. Therefore, Propanil (and arbitrarily TCAB also) 

catalysed and uncatalysed hydrolysis constants have been set to zero. 

 The rate of anaerobic microbial degradation was unknown and therefore set 

to zero. 

 The maximum rates of aerobic microbial degradation in water have been 

calculated with DT50 = 2 days equals 0.25/d (taken from DAR Propanil, 

Ministry of Health Italy 2006). 

 The photolysis rate was estimated from an environmental DT50 by direct 
photolysis at the water surface indicated. It was reported 52.1 days (Ministry 
of Health Italy 2006), rate was calculated with 50%/52.1 days = 0.01/d. 

 Biotic components of TGR ecosystems - Food web module 7.4.5

(i) Trophic guilds and interactions 

For the AQUATOX simulation environment, 14 trophic guilds were defined based on 

literature research on the most common and representative species in the TGR-region. The 

physiological characteristics of the species were based on standard species implemented in 

the internal AQUATOX databases and slightly modified to better meet the traits of sub-

tropical plankton and fish species (Rings 2013). The food web structure is shown in Figure 

VII-27, trophic interactions between the guilds can be found in Table VII-13. 

Primary producers were considered to contain stream and lake specialists; in particular the 

macrophytes prefer stagnant waters for the slower reproductions rates and lacking 

resistance to washout from a segment or the whole system. Many disappointing trials to 

include the macrophyte Lemna spec. into the system were quit when one of the developers 

of AQUATOX Jonathan Clough (warrenpinnacles.com) reported that Lemna couldn’t grow 

appropriately at the moment. Instead Myriophyllum has been newly added.  

Primary consumers (chironomids, bosminae, copepodae, daphnids, mussels) feed on labile 

and refractory particulate detritus, diatoms, green algae and bluegreen algae (Rings 2013). 

Fish species were categorised according to their main feeding preferences and further 

denoted as ‘feeding guilds’ (Table VII-13). 

 The Black Carp stands for a visual predator and was therefore assigned a ‘game fish’. It 
exclusively feeds on zooplankton. 
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 The Silver Carp stands for an omnivorous fish, thus it feeds on sedimentary detritus and 

on both phyto- and zooplankton. 

 The Catfish represents a species that is highly exposed to pollutants via the sediment and 

feeds on mussels, daphnids and detritus. 

 The Bighead Carp feeds on phytoplankton only and is therefore strongly linked to 

primary production. 

 The Grass Carp feeds nearly exclusively on macrophytes, here represented by 
Myriophyllum. 

 

 

Figure VII-27: Interaction food webs 
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(ii) Initial densities, organism loadings and desired biomass 

It was expected that the initial conditions of the AQUATOX simulation converged to an 

equilibrium of realistic densities of organisms after sufficient time. On a long term, a stable 

system would be established. Additional loadings of organisms (and nutrients as well) per 

time-step maintained the populations in case of nearly complete extinction (refuge), which 

could occur due to very high flow rates and dilution factors, and after adding toxic 

substances.  

At the beginning of the levelling phase of 5 years (compare the following chapter 7.5.1(ii)), 

primary producers were initially added with densities of 100 mg/L, zooplankters were 

introduced with densities of 10 mg/L. Fish were added in abundances of 10 g dry weight/m2 

(differences between lake and stream segments lists Table VII-14). At each of the next time-

steps, populations were increased by ten percent of the initial density of the respective 

taxon to balance losses for all implemented reasons (differentiated mortalities, washout). 

Table VII-13: Trophic interactions between guilds. Feeding preferences in percent of total energy budget of the respective organism, 

normalized to 100%. 

 

Table VII-14: Initial densities and daily loadings in lake segments (right) and stream segments (left). 
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Averaged over a simulation year, we aimed at realistic densities of organisms. Literature on 

Chinese rivers and lakes as well as experiences from temperate regions served as 

benchmarks for plausibility checks.  

 Chlorophyll-a contents at the Daning River in the period just before the impoundment of 

TGR 2004-2007 were varied with the season between 1 und 23 mg Chlorophyll-a/L 

(Zhang et al. 2010). 

 Copepods, in particular the species Mesocyclops leuckarti implemented in our 

simulations occurred in the main river area of the TGD in densities of 0.046, 0.372, 0.062, 

0.006 individuals/L (Yao et al. 2008). 

(iii) Migration of fish from segment to segment 

A portion of 10 % of the populations of all 5 fish species were set to actively migrate once a 

year to the connected upstream and downstream segments. All other state variables 

(nutrients, pollutants, plankton organisms, and detritus) were subjected to passive drift in 

stream direction (wash-in and wash-out mechanisms). 

7.5 Results and interpretation of simulation studies 
Simulation studies after calibration of the model were conducted mainly for two reasons: 

Firstly, after calibrating numerous variables to the conditions at the model region at the 

Daning River, it had to be tested if the model output is stable over time and plausible (model 

verification). Long-term runs give information about the stability and the optimum 

compromise between the equilibration and run-time of the program. Secondly, the impact 

of very high dosages of nutrients (via loadings from upstream) was investigated because the 

 

Figure VII-28: Flow chart of the data analysis of the simulation output 
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problem of algal blooms after the impounding of the TGD was identified as one of the most 

urging by the Chinese people, dealing with the assessment of TGR impacts on the 

environment and with drinking water supply. The flow chart of Figure VII-28 divides the two 

main parts of the simulation studies to ‘characterisation of the simulation environment’ and 

‘impact of nutrients and toxicants on the TGR ecosystem’. 

 Characteristics of the simulation environment 7.5.1

(i) Fixed and alternating yearly patterns 

The hydrodynamic situation, i.e. water volume and flow velocity changes over time. It 

alternates according to a fixed yearly pattern as described by section VII7.4.1(i) that is being 

repeated each year of simulation time. Organism densities vary over time depending on the 

changing environmental conditions originating from the initial densities that were chosen 

following the rationales described by section VII7.4.5. 

(ii) Stability of the simulation environment and time to equilibration 

The simulation was considered to 

be nearly equilibrated if the 

densities of a trophic guild were 

not changing over orders of 

magnitude between the 

simulation years and if there was 

no directed trend to higher or 

lower abundances over longer 

periods of time. The concrete 

criteria after which period the 

system was considered 

sufficiently stable were chosen by 

means of expert judgement and 

pragmatism, and are explained 

and discussed in the following 

section. 

The stability of the simulation 

environment was evaluated after 

a 60-year simulation run. The 

system showed stable populations 

for most of the species guilds for 

many simulation years after an 

initial period of equilibration. The 

system needed approximately five 

years to reach sufficient 

equilibrium, as shown by the 

 

Figure VII-29: 60-year simulation run for phytoplankton, namely green algae 

(primary producers). Vertical dashed line marks designated the end of the levelling 

period. From then on, it was decided to analyse and show the results of simulation 

runs. 
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vertical dashed line in example of Figure VII-29 for algae. Some feedings guilds needed up to 

25 years for no significant changes to occur in the seasonal patterns. For fish, it could take 

up to 30 years to show completely stable patterns. Fish show significantly longer generation 

times than plants and life spans of about four years, so their population responded much 

slower (Figure VII-30). It was decided to run the simulations for 25 years, to assure a 

minimum stability of all populations and for taking into account that computing time should 

not last longer than the real-time. 

(iii) Plausibility of organism densities 

There was only few data available that was published in English language, fitted more or less 

the region that was investigated (Daning River representing South Chinese rivers and lakes) 

and that delivered organism densities that could be converted to AQUATOX units. Because 

simulations started with ‘free-flying’ organisms densities framed by the resources available, 

the mean and equilibrium densities should be plausible, allowing for further refinement. 

Desired densities of algae, invertebrates and fish could only be estimated from the literature 

or oral communication and is discussed in the following by means of some examples. 

Algae  Chlorophyll-a 

In our simulations, total phytoplankton Chlorophyll-a concentrations varied between 0.03 

and 22.08 µg/L, maximum values were between 0.38 and 76.77 µg/L. According to values 

that usually occur in temperate mesotrophic pond systems (unpublished data from aquatic 

mesocosm studies) obtained densities appear low but plausible Zhang et al. (2010) reported 

 

Figure VII-30: 60-year simulation run for fish, namely Grass Carps. 
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concentrations between 1 and 23 mg Chl-a/L, which we suspected to be an error due to 

decimal transposing. 

Copepods 

Yao et al. 2008, chapter VII7.4.5(ii)) found up to 0.372 individuals of 

Mesocyclops leuckarti /L. Assuming that an individual copepod has a biomass of 6e-04 g=6e-

01 mg wet weight a wet to dry conversion factor of 5 was applied as a default in the model, 

and the average density of 5.4e-03 mg dry weight/L was measured in segment 01 in the five-

year reference period, Individuals/L = 5.4-03 mg*5/(6e-01 mg) = 4.5e-02 Individuals per Litre 

(Calculation: Ind=wet*5/dry=5.4e-03*5/6*e-01=4.5e-02=0.045 Ind/L). Further assuming, 

that Yao et al. had to expect lower densities in the Yangtze main stream than we had to 

expect in the Wushan Lake, the densities of invertebrates in our simulations were 

considered quite plausible. 

Fish 

Mean densities of the five fish species guilds in the ‘densely populated’ segment 01 for a 

considered equilibrated 5-year period (year 9-14 after simulation start) are shown in Table 

VII-16. The densities per square meter are quite low. 1 g dry weight/m² was added at each 

time step resulting in a loading of e.g. 18 % per time step for the grass carp, offsetting the 

losses due to low oxygen supply that occurred from time to time. 

The common carps and catfish were observed to increase after the TGD was built (Yi et al. 

2010), many other species extinct. There is not much information on the natural density of 

fish in reservoir ecosystems. The annual reports on the ecological monitoring of TGR gives 

catches of fish in tons per year and total reservoir area, e.g. 3329 t in 2009, of this 119 t was 

Table VII-15: Chlorophyll-a concentrations of 9 lake and river segments at the Daning River model region. Values have been averaged 

over a 5-year simulation period after equilibration of the system. 

 

Table VII-16: Mean densities of five fish guilds in the simulation exercises (standard run, segment 01, five year period 9-14). 
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Yellow Catfish (MEP 2010). The reservoir covers finally an area of 1082 km², which would 

mean that about 3 g fish biomass per square meter has been removed by fishing. In artificial 

ponds the yearly stocking with juvenile grass carp of 800 g wet weight is between 150 and 

500 individuals/ha. This would equal 800 g wet weight / wet-to-dry conversion factor of 5 = 

160 g dry weight / 10000 m² = 0.016 g/m². This is at least in the range of the densities 

simulated and consequently the simulation results are considered plausible. 

(iv) Sensitivity analysis of the model 

The main question for sensitivity analysis was how varying nutrient loads and water 

concentrations of toxic model substances influence the resulting water concentrations of the 

respective nutrients and the densities of all feeding guilds in the system. For this purpose, 

control and perturbed simulations with different sets of response variables investigated 

have been run. We concentrated on the last segment 01, the Wushan Lake, because most 

parameter values concentrate in this segment due to the given main mass flow direction. 

Each of the seven variable values that were considered most relevant for the equilibrium 

state of the system, which were the average epilimnic temperature, average light intensity, 

CO2 load, mean depth, NO3 load, and total soluble P load, were varied by 33 % increase or 

decrease. Forty-two variables that describe the nutritional and detrimental status and the 

densities of the different feeding guilds were chosen as the model output. The simulation 

was run for 15 years and parameter values were averaged over the last 365 days. 

The analysis shows that variation of the phosphorous loads caused changes in the P-content 

in the water column in the same direction, as expected. Other variables than P-loading were 

not affecting the P-concentration in the water phase, which is a plausible and intentional 

finding (see Figure VII-31 above). Also plausible is the observed relative change of green 

algae biomass. Since the P-content is very high, the growth of algae is not limited by this 

nutrient and cannot be further stimulated by higher loadings of P. If the loadings are 

reduced though, then competition for this resource could lead to better growth of green 

compared to e.g. bluegreen algae (see Figure VII-31 below). A decreased water depth causes 

a larger photic zone and thus promotes growth. 
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 Shifts of food web structure due to varying amounts of 7.5.2

growth limiting nutrients 

(i) - Rationales of the analysis 

The use of fertilizers in the Three Gorges region increased greatly in the last decade (Sun et 

al. 2013). In order to analyse different patterns of nutrient loads, nitrogen (as nitrate, 

diversifying into the relevant nitrogen species via nitrification and denitrification processes) 

and phosphate as well as a combined pollution by nitrate and phosphorous was simulated. 

 

Figure VII-31: Sensitivity analysis of a 33 % change of the parameter values as they affect the measurement endpoints (here exemplified: 

biomass of green algae and the water concentration of total soluble phosphate). 
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It was assumed that at least one of these essential nutrients would be the limiting factor for 

the growth of the primary producers, such as green and blue-green algae, as well as diatoms 

and macrophytes (as implemented in the AQUATOX model by Park & Clough 2010 or 

compiled in standard ecology textbooks, e.g. Lampert & Sommer 1999). It was expected 

from basic ecological and physiological reasoning that due to several processes of nutrient 

consumption the patterns for both the effects of N- and P-variation would be evident for 

water concentrations and guild densities. For the primary producers direct effects were 

assumed, whereas the succeeding trophic levels were expected to show indirect effects 

depending on varying nutrient supply. 

In China nowadays, the excessive use of water and fertilizers in rice cultures very often leads 

to ineffective conversion into biomass and further surface runoff from rice paddies into the 

adjacent water bodies can occur (Liang et al. 2013). 

In our simulations the daily loads were varied with factors of 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 50-fold for 

nitrogen, for phosphorous and the combination of nitrogen and phosphorous, compared to 

the base-run (0.3 mg P/L, 5 mg N/L daily loads from feeder (mainly upstream) segments). I.e. 

the total amount of nutrients that enter the water bodies strongly depend on the size and 

transport capacity of the upstream segments. Here, concentrations of ammonia and 

phosphorous, as well as the densities of one guild of primary producers (green algae), 

primary consumers (daphnids), a plant feeding fish (grass carp) and a predatory fish (black 

carps) are shown in the following. 

(ii) Results & Discussion 

(a) Water concentrations of nutrients 

Ammonia and total phosphorous concentrations in the water column did not show clear 

dose-dependent differences as an effect of N-variation (Figure VII-32, Figure VII-33). 

However, clear dose-dependent differences in phosphate water concentrations were 

detected after P-variation. The results of the combined concordant variation of N and P 

loads per time step of the simulation did not show any emergent effects that were not 

explainable as from the variation (i.e. concentration) of one nutritional component alone. 

The patterns of water concentrations of the nutrients could be partially explained by the 

basic physiological characteristics of the phytoplankton organisms implemented in the 

model. As the output of the AQUATOX model showed, diatom algae were predominantly 

limited by the phosphorous concentration during a simulation year. On the other hand, 

green algae (Figure VII-34) have been limited rather by the nitrogen (ammonia) 

concentration in the water phase (output variable ‘fraction limited by…’ in AQUATOX). In 

late October, there was a drop in phosphorous concentrations due to a peak in diatom 

biomass during that time. 

(b) Patterns of guild`s densities 
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As a consequence of the differences in concentrations of total phosphate, densities of green 

algae varied dose-related in the lake segment 01 as well as in the example stream segment 

06. The growth of most trophic levels (trophic guilds) highly depended on the phosphorous 

contents whereas the variation in nitrogen contents impacted the densities less. As an 

example, the population dynamics of green algae is shown in Figure VII-34. This finding could 

not completely be explained by the fraction of the total populations that were limited by the 

respective nutrients, because the growth of e.g. green algae and diatoms in the reference 

system (1-fold = normal nutrient loadings per time step of the simulation, all segments 

considered) was predominantly limited by the nitrogen concentrations (approx. 80% and 

50% fraction limited on average over all segments, respectively) and not by phosphorous 

concentrations (approx. 30% fraction limited for both groups). For blue-green algae, the 

limitation was similar with 70% nitrogen limitation and about 40% phosphorous limitation. 

This is because the system is severely P-oversaturated. 

Blue-greens usually have a competition advantage in N-limitation or O2 deficiency situations. 

This fact is represented in this model by the calibrated physiology in which the blue-greens 

have a P-half saturation rate of 0.03 mg/L and N-half saturation rate of 0.4 mg/L, whereas 

greens need 0.05 mg/L and 0.006 mg/L N-half saturation for half-saturation of growth rates. 

The interpretation of the mere nutrient limitation was not sufficient to explain the complete 

picture of the population dynamics that depended on the nutrient variation. The patterns of 

primary producers densities over a representative year (here: year 15 after simulation start) 

emerged partially from complex interactions within the model that could not be ascribed to 

simple monocausal reasons.  

The invertebrates e.g. daphnids that feed on the primary producers follow roughly the 

patterns predetermined by the phytoplankton organisms and thus reveal a relation to the 

nutrient contents in the water column as well. Since the daphnids as abstracted as a guild 

feeding on green, blue-green and diatom algae and detritus to the same amounts, the 

resulting pattern is influenced by complex biotic and abiotic factors. Following data analyses 

could dissect the single factors that influence the densities of organisms in more details 

because the AQUATOX simulation environment delivers a vast compilation of variables and 

formation or reduction rates. 

For the herbivorous grass carp and the predatory black carp the simulation showed that 

densities depended on nutrient concentrations. Grass carps did not occur in stream 

segments (Figure VII-36 and Figure VII-37). For that reason a minimum number of individuals 

occurred in segment 06, most likely only supplied by migration of 1% of the upstream 

population from segment 07 and downstream migration from 05 but no stable population 

could be maintained. 
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Figure VII-32: Ammonia concentrations after variation of phosphorous, nitrate and both phosphorous and nitrate loads from 0.5 to 50 

fold of 0.3 mg P/L constant loading from upstream segments. 
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Figure VII-33: Phosphate concentrations after variation of phosphorous, nitrate and both phosphorous and nitrate loads from 0.5 to 50 

fold of 5 mg Nitrate/L for segments 1 and 6. 
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Figure VII-34: Average densities of green algae (as biomass in mg/L) per month 10 years after start of the simulations. 
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Figure VII-35: Average densities of daphnids (as biomass in mg/L) per month 10 years after start of the simulations. 
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Figure VII-36: Average densities of grass carps (as biomass in g/m²) per month 10 years after start of the simulations. 
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Summing up the analysis of the impact of different nutrient loads on the trophic guilds 

included in the AQUATOX simulation, it can be concluded that the system reaches a new 

level of trophic status only by adding huge amounts of nutrients. Due to high flow rates 

resulting in high dilution rates of nutrients the system is well buffered towards a massive 

 

Figure VII-37: Average densities of black carps (as biomass in g/m²) per month 10 years after start of the simulations. 
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introduction of nutrients. A significant increase of agricultural activity in the upstream areas 

of the Daning River could have minor impact on the communities of the aquatic organisms. 

However, the longer the free-flowing section, the less turbulent the water towards stagnant 

conditions and the longer the residence time of the water is, the more defined is the impact 

of nutrients in the TGD ecosystem. It has been shown by other authors that large scale algal 

blooms under the hydrodynamic preconditions of a relatively fast flowing tributary river of 

the Yangtze River like the Jialing River in the City of Chongqing are expected to be rarely 

occurring (Long et al. 2011). Zeng et al. (2007) found no correlation between phytoplankton 

densities and nutrient concentrations in the TGR water. In temperate European lakes, 

maxima of diatom algae usually occur in spring, followed by a period of dominance of green 

algae in summer and in late summer the possibility of blue-green algae blooms is given 

(Schaumburg 1992). In the simulated ecosystem at the Daning River under sub-tropical 

conditions, the peaks of the guilds of diatoms, green and blue-green algae occurred in the 

rainy season between mid of July to End of September. Zeng et al. (2006) found also the 

highest densities of algae in the rainy season, they sampled in August. In April, during the dry 

season, densities were relatively lower. They concluded from their results that the decreased 

flow velocity led to the occurrence of algal blooms rather than a higher nutritional status.  

A trophic classification of stagnant waters, for example of large flooded gravel pits in the 

‘German system’ (compare LAWA 2003), takes several abiotic and biotic factors into 

account. A rude classification into five classes, oligotrophic, mesotrophic, eutrophic, 

polytrophic and hypertrophic can be achieved by the criteria ‘chlorophyll-a content, Secchi 

depth, total phosphorous (TP) in spring and TP in summer. Fortunately, the AQUATOX 

program provides trophic state indices based on the classification by the US Environmental 

Protection Agency (see Table VII-17, EPA 2000), which is almost the same but includes the 

water concentration of nitrogen instead of distinguishing between spring and summer TP. It 

is assumed applicable to lakes and reservoirs and should be used with care for the stream 

sections of the simulations and is therefore used for section 01 only. The analysis showed 

that the trophic state of the model regions last segment has been eutrophic to hyper-

eutrophic anyway in the reference simulation 1-fold, even before increasing the loadings. 

This was the case for all segments up to the Dachang Lake. In 2009, up to 43 % of the 

primary tributaries of the TGD have been found eutrophic by the Chinese monitoring 

program accompanying the construction of the TGD (MEP 2010). It can be concluded that 

even massive extension of agriculture, which is unlikely because of the morphology of the 

adjacent hills of catchment area, would not cause further deterioration of the trophic state. 

The hypertrophic state of the river system under the influence of TGD could indeed lead to 

mass developments of single algal species in periods of low water level and slow flowing 

water (as indicated by Long et al. 2011 for the Jialing River). The Secchi depth is the only 

measure that indicated an oligotrophic state of the reservoir, which seems to be very 

unlikely. The AQUATOX algorithms calculate the Secchi depth from the overall extinction, 

composed from phytoplankton, water and particulate and dissolved organic matter (POM, 

DOM). In our simulation, very small amounts of organic matter were added. It was up to 
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genesis from biomass and thus staid very small during the whole simulation period. Own 

measurements, admittedly in a period of serious flooding with high particle transport, had 

shown that at least in extreme situations an average Secchi depth of about 40 cm has to be 

expected. Consequently, the Secchi measures have not been considered for further 

interpretation. 

Even loadings (mostly from upstream) of 250 mg nitrate/L (50-fold of normal rate) per 

simulation time-step of one day that resulted in average nitrate concentrations of 35 mg/L 

caused toxic concentrations of nitrate for fish. Only toxicity via ammonia is implemented in 

the model. While nitrogen was added via nitrate loadings, the formation of ammonia was up 

to nitrification processes determined in the remineralisation variables (not further described 

here, refer to the technical Documentation of AQUATOX, Park & Clough 2010). 

Consequently, total ammonia concentrations were well below toxic thresholds. 

 Bioaccumulation of model pollutants within the aquatic 7.5.3
food webs 

(i) Rationales of the analysis 

In the following, it was focused on the suspected bioaccumulative secondary metabolite 

TCAB, but the bioaccumulation behaviour of Propanil has also been modelled. The 

mechanism of downstream transport is assumed to be similar for DCA, Propanil and TCAB; 

however only TCAB should accumulate to toxic internal concentrations. To check that the 

model assumptions of AQUATOX work out, the behaviour of both substances has been 

simulated and the resulting concentrations have been compared. 

Several questions arose from the perspective of an environmental risk assessment that could 

be addressed by simulation studies using the model herbicide Propanil and especially its 

secondary metabolite TCAB.  

Is the accumulative potential of TCAB compared to Propanil reflected by the simulations? A 

large difference was assumed from the differing log KOW-values of the two substances that 

were used to determine the bioaccumulation factors by way of calculation. Propanil is 

Table VII-17: Trophic State Indices (EPA 2000) for the last segment 01 of the model region before the confluence with the Yangtze River. 

The nutrient loadings had been varied systematically to look for dose-related shifts of the trophic level.  
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known to be not accumulative due to log KOW-values and fast degradation in the water 

phase (Ministry of Health of Italy 2006). The primary metabolite 3,4-DCA was taken as a 

reference substance in separate simulations to check for the plausibility of the analyses 

compared to literature data. For Propanil and especially TCAB, no literature data was 

available. 

Are the water concentrations and the internal concentrations within the modelled organisms 

in a realistic range compared to literature data? It was assumed that species-specific 

differences regarding the position along the aquatic food chain and the food source should 

determine the internal concentrations. The ecotoxicologically important metabolite 3,4-DCA 

is known to be bound to the sediment and thus sediment-dwelling or feeding organisms 

(here: catfish) could be exposed to relatively high amounts. Similar assumptions were drawn 

for TCAB from the chemical properties of the substance. 

The simulation ran for 25 years from 2012-2036. Results are shown for the middle period of 

5 yrs. (2020-2024) after levelling of the system (Figure 38). 

(ii) Results & Discussion 

The model substances DCA, Propanil and TCAB were transported very fast to the last 

downstream segment of the model region before the confluence with Yangtze River 

(Wushan Lake, segment 01). The relatively highest water concentrations of nutrients and 

pollutants accumulated in the same place. This was mainly due to the fact that the yearly 

periods of contamination were short and the transport via water flow was mainly directed 

downstream. Focusing on the worst case for the environmental and human risk assessment, 

the results of the simulation exercises where the model substance TCAB was added to the 

water phase are shown for the Wushan Lake segment no. 01. 

(a) Water concentrations Propanil and TCAB 

The highest water concentrations of both Propanil and TCAB were modelled to occur after 

the second application period in mid-September in the downstream Wushan Lake segment 

with 0.01-0.06 µg TCAB/L.  

(b) Internal concentrations TCAB 

All of the modelled organisms (trophic guilds) accumulated TCAB within their tissues. From 

the guilds occurring in the lake segments of the simulations, catfish showed the highest 

mean concentrations of 40 mg/kg within the five year period evaluated (2020-2024). The 

primary producers showed mean concentrations of 300 µg/kg wet weight. Zooplankters and 

other fish like the carps showed internal concentrations between 650 and 22.000 µg/kg wet 

weights. Those very high peak concentrations could be questioned realistic. An earlier 

application of the AQUATOX model showed for the ‘Coralville reservoir’ standard study, that 

a peak concentration of 0.465 µg/L after applying 10 kg of the pesticide Dieldrin in a terrorist 

attack resulted in maximum internal concentration in shad of about 1 mg/kg wet weight 
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(Rashleigh 2007). Dieldrin has, comparable to TCAB, a very high Octanol-Water partition 

coefficient of 5 (TCAB 5.84). The variable values regarding the concentrations in water after 

short-time application and the internal concentrations within the organisms in our 

simulation seem to be plausible for very bioaccumulative chemicals. A considerable amount 

of TCAB was fixed for a certain time in refractory and labile detritus fractions, in particular in 

particulate and sediment fractions. All of the fish guilds feed partly on detritus, and thus an 

additional uptake path is given beyond direct uptake via the water phase or biomagnification 

via other organisms. 

 

 

 

Figure VII-38: Water and internal concentrations of TCAB in species-guilds at segment 01 of the model region at the Daning River. 
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The patterns of water and internal concentrations follow very well the application patterns. 

In autumn, the effect of an application was resulting in much higher water concentrations 

than in spring. This is neither due to differing water volumes in segment 01, nor to differing 

temperatures, which are both very similar in the respective periods.  

(c) Toxic Effects 

TCAB led to 30 % increase of biomass (daphnids) on the one hand, and to complete 

extinction of fish species in periods of very high exposure (e.g. for Grass Carps). Peak 

burdens caused high mortality rates of up to 100% of the populations, which recovered very 

fast from upstream resources and daily loads. 

Altogether it can be seen that TCAB accumulates along the food chains in the TGR 

environment. Nevertheless, no clear food chain effect, no strong biomagnification can be 

deduced from the results for silver carps that have a broad spectrum of food items. 

For the interpretation of the results it is important to know that bioaccumulation within the 

AQUATOX model in large fish is determined by gill uptake and dietary uptake, while the 

elimination from the organisms’ tissues can be expressed as functions of excretion and 

biotransformation processes (Park & Clough 2010). 

7.6 Summary and conclusions module bioaccumulation- 
Outlook to Environmental Risk Assessment 

Model development and adjustment  

The simulation environment provided by the AQUATOX software has been a powerful tool 

and an excellent starting point for the adaptation to the specific situation at a tributary 

reach of the Yangtze River. The estimates of many parameters needed for the adjustment of 

the model could be rather taken from the literature or formulated as generic assumptions. 

The modelling approach proved to be useful to understand some basic principles of such a 

tributary system that was strongly influenced by the TGR water level fluctuations. It was very 

difficult to gain original and long-term monitoring data on the ecology and water chemistry 

of the TGR from Chinese experts, because the region is of great national interest and data 

has been under lock and key. However, the adjustment of the simulation environment led to 

widely plausible results, in terms of orders of magnitude of organism densities and the 

dynamics of the system.  

It can be concluded that our integrated approach can be used for a huge variety of research 

questions in the future, beyond basic questions of stability, sensitivity towards increasing 

nutrients and the potential for bioaccumulation of pesticidal substances along the food 

chains or within the specific food webs. 

Bioaccumulation of model Pesticides 
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As we have shown by the analysis of land-use patterns, an exposure to plant protection 

products, in particular rice herbicides, can be expected for the model region at the 

confluence of Daning and Yangtze rivers. 

The aquatic food web of the TGR-model contains several interconnected trophic levels. 

Together with high the logKOW of the suspect metabolite TCAB a significant biomagnification 

of this secondary metabolite was expected. Basically, this expectation has been confirmed 

by the simulation studies shown and discussed here. In particular, stagnant downstream 

sections of tributaries like the Daning River exhibit comparably high risk of accumulating 

pesticides from upstream sources. We recommend managing the upstream catchment areas 

or more comprehensively the whole catchment area regarding sustainable pesticide use. 

This can be achieved e.g. by the introduction of the principles of Integrated Pest 

Management, that is already applied in a high number of industrialised and developing 

countries. 

The model can now be further adapted and applied to a variety of different compounds and 

exposure patterns. It is planned to integrate some of the most important polychlorinated 

biphenyls that have been found relevant in the water of Yangtze River and in the tissues of 

fish (Ge at al. 2014) often exceeding the recommended concentration levels (Floehr & Xiao 

et al. 2013).  

Nutrients 

Under adverse site conditions, like stagnating flowing-sections, nutrients showed a 

profound, non-linear influence on the model outcome. We demonstrated this influence on 

populations and communities of feeding guilds in virtual dose-response simulation 

experiments. Even high nutrient loads have been shown to result in only slight impacts on 

densities of organisms of all trophic levels. The system seems saturated due to high nutrient 

concentrations, so that e.g. phosphate is not considered the limiting factor for the growth of 

primary producers. It was concluded that the state of the Daning River at the site 

investigated is eutrophic, but the risk for large scale algal blooms affecting the drinking 

water quality even in the Wushan Lake is small because of the high flow velocities and 

discharge rates to the Yangtze River. 

Outlook Risk assessment 

The simulation of the situation at the downstream Daning River allows for the deduction of 

internal concentrations within fish as the main animal protein source of the local population. 

Informed on the maximum residue levels in food items and the maximum daily intake rates 

of the respective model substances Propanil, 3,4-DCA and TCAB, human risk assessment is 

possible in principle using our adjusted AQUATOX model. Nevertheless, at the moment 

further adjustment of model assumptions is necessary before realistic human risk 

assessment can be done. Due to a lack of sufficient data for the environmental risk 

assessment and the toxicology of this active substance and its main metabolite 3,4-DCA, 
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Propanil was not approved for the use in the European Union (European Commission 2011, 

EFSA 2013)) Thus, despite the suitability of our modelling approach, there is substantial lack 

of information to do a proper risk assessment of Propanil at the moment. 

8 Ecotoxicity of sediments and biomarker 

analysis for toxic stress 

8.1 Embedding in overall problem 
Due to a number of factors, the newly created ecosystem of the Three Gorges Reservoir 

faces several challenges, e.g. increasing pollution. As a consequence of the impoundment, 

which was completed in October 2010, 13 cities, 140 towns and over 1,300 villages have 

been submerged in addition to more than 1,600 factories and abandoned mines. They bear 

the potential to release remaining contamination into the reservoir. Beyond, more than a 

1.24 million people had to be resettled and found new homes along the river, concentrating 

on the major cities - like Chongqing with more than 29 million citizens in 2011 - , which also 

due to general urbanization continue to grow. This will trigger an increasing amount of 

wastewater in the urbanized regions along the Yangtze River. The elevation of the water 

level in the TGR region also improved the navigation of large container ships between 

Sandouping and Chongqing, and thus became an essential factor for the economic 

development of this region. Besides the increased traffic, the growing industry will entail 

new and increasing discharge of pollutants. Another factor is that the construction of the 

dam reduced the flow velocity of the river for about one magnitude, changing this section of 

the Yangtze River from river-like to lake-like. This has a serious influence on the dilution of 

the pollutants that enter the water body, and also an impact on the sedimentation rate of 

suspended particles. A large variety of organic pollutants, like PAHs, PCBs and numerous 

pesticides, tend to bind to particulate matter that is suspended in the water and will form 

sediment. The sediment functions as a sink for these contaminants from which they can 

again be remobilized (Brinkmann et al. 2010). The Yangtze River is one of the largest 

sediment carriers in the world. Before the construction of the TGD the annual sediment load 

was 320 Mt/yr (1993-2002) (Mt = 106 tons), measured at Datong, the tidal limit of the 

Yangtze River (Yang et al. 2007). The TGD represents an obstacle for the natural sediment 

transport, but operates sluice gates to flush down the sediment that settles down in front of 

it. However, since the operation of the dam annually 151 Mt of sediment have been trapped 

in the TGR (2003-2005), which accounts for about 64% of the sediment entering the TGR 

from upstream (Yang et al. 2007). Furthermore, periodical changes of about 30 m in water 

level cause flooding events and thereby a relocation of contaminated water, particulate 

matter and sediment onto agriculturally used areas along the reservoirs shore.  
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8.2 Objective (areas of concern, pattern, problematic 
substances) 

Although a large number of studies have been performed along the Yangtze River, the TGR 

section remains a black box, little illuminated only by a couple of studies mainly focusing on 

the chemical analysis of pollutants in the compartments water and sediment (Hollert et al. 

2000, Floehr et al. 2013). Thus, it is reasonable to ask (a) what is the current pollution status 

of this newly created ecosystem, which is a source of food and water for millions of people, 

(b) are there any hotspot areas and (c) how large is the impact of the tributaries on the 

Yangtze mainstream. Furthermore has to be asked (c) in what way is the local fauna, e.g., 

fish species, affected and (c) which would be the responsible priority pollutants? 

8.3 Method 
In order to assess if ecotoxicological effects be related to adverse effects in fish from the 

field, sediment samples and fish were analysed using a weight-of-evidence (WOE) approach 

with several lines of evidence as previously addressed by Chapman & Hollert (2006). The 

sediment and fish samples have been taken at 4 major tributaries (Jialing River – Chongqing, 

Long River – Fengdu, Pengxi River – Yunyang, Daning River - Wushan) in addition to an 

artificial lake in the TGR drainage basin (Hanfeng Lake - Kaixian) and a reference site (Baijiaxi 

River/Pengxi River Wetland Nature Reserve). The sediment has been sampled at each site in 

the Yangtze mainstream upstream (MSUT) and downstream (MSDT) of the tributary as well 

as in the tributary itself. The sediment has been extracted with acetone-hexane (1:1), and 

the extracts have been further analysed.  

Briefly, (i) a comprehensive battery of acute (Growth Inhibition Test with Desmodesmus 

subspicatus, Acute Immobilisation Test with Daphnia magna and the Fish Embryo Toxicity 

Table VII-18: Overview on sampling campaigns in module ‘Ecotoxicology’ 

Period Sampling Area Locations (Figure VII-39) 

16.09. - 30.09.2011 Sediment Chongqing 

Fengdu 

Yunyang 

Wushan 

Kaixian 

CNG Up, CNG Down, JL River 

FEN Up, FEN Down, LN River 

YUN Up, YUN Down, PX River 

WU Up, WU Down, DN River 

HF Lake, BJX River 

26.04. -14.05.2012 Fish Chongqing 

Fengdu 

Yunyang 

Wushan 

Kaixian 

TGR mainstream 

TGR mainstream 

TGR mainstream 

TGR mainstream 

Hanfeng Lake, Baijiaxi River 

23.04. -09.05.2013 Sediment 

& Fish 

Chongqing 

 

Kaixian 

YAN Up, YAN Mid, YAN Down, JIA Up,            

JIA Mid, JIA Down, TGR Up, TGR Down 

HAN A, HAN B, HAN C, HAN D 
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Test with Danio rerio) and mechanism-specific bioassays (EROD Assay, Ames Fluctuation 

Assay and Yeast Estrogen Screen) have been applied to characterize the ecotoxicological 

hazard potential of the sediment in addition to (ii) the analysis of selected organic pollutants 

(PAHs, PCBs, pesticides, flame retardants, etc.) with GC-MS. (iii) Biochemical investigations 

and the micronucleus assay with erythrocytes have been applied at the model fish species 

Pelteobagrus vachellii, a bagrid catfish, representing in situ parameters. 

 

 

Figure VII-39: Overview map of sediment sampling sites at Yangtze River and tributaries (modified satellite pictures by Google Earth). 
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8.4 Ecotoxicological evaluation of sediments at selected 
sites 

During the first sampling campaign, sediment has been taken at major tributaries along the 

Yangtze River in regular distances to evaluate the selected areas in order to (a) identify 

potential hot spot areas and (b) understand the impact of the tributaries on the Yangtze 

River mainstream. 

 Acute Toxicity 8.4.1

(i) Growth Inhibition Test with Desmodesmus subspicatus 

This assay was performed according to OECD guideline 201 (OECD 2011) with sediment 

extracts and aims at the endpoint growth inhibition of the selected test species 

Desmodesmus subspicatus. The results displayed no significant effects. (data not shown). 

(ii) Acute Immobilisation Test with Daphnia magna 

This test was performed according to the guideline OECD 202 (OECD 2004) with sediment 

extracts and aims at the endpoint immobilisation/lethality of the test species Daphnia 

magna. As an additional aim the assay has been modified in order prolong the test duration 

from 48h to 96h, as suggested by Dabrunz et al. (2011) to see if an extended exposure 

reveals significant differences in immobilisation/lethality. The results show that in most 

cases no EC50 could be determined, because the effect of the samples on the daphnia was 

too low. EC50 values could be calculated for the mainstream downstream of Chongqing 

(CNG Down) (47 mg SEQ/ml), Long River (20 mg SEQ/ml), Daning River (19 mg SEQ/ml), 

Hanfeng Lake (209 mg SEQ/ml) and Baijiaxi River (131 mg SEQ/ml) after an exposure for 48 h 

(data not shown). After an exposure for 96 h the impact increased on the same samples, 

displayed by a decreased EC50, CNG Down (7 mg SEQ/ml), Long River (11 mg SEQ/ml), 

Daning River (15 mg SEQ/ml), Hanfeng Lake (12 mg SEQ/ml) and Baijiaxi River (36 mg 

SEQ/ml), and in addition to that Jialing River (120 mg SEQ/ml) (data not shown). Besides the 

identification of the above mentioned effects it was considered reasonable to prolong the 

Acute Immobilisation Test in order to approach the situation in the field reflected by an 

extended exposure time. 

(iii) Fish Embryo Toxicity Test (FET) and Sediment Contact Assay (SCA) with 
Danio rerio 

Both assays aim at the endpoints lethality and sublethal effects in embryos and larvae of the 

test species Danio rerio. Both assays have been performed over duration of 96 h, where the 

fish eggs have been exposed to freeze dried sediment in the SCA, to reveal the bioavailable 

toxicity, and to sediment extracts in the FET, to analyse the maximum toxic potential of the 

sediments. In the SCA all samples showed effects on the fish eggs only in range of the 

negative control (0-10% effect) (data not shown). In the FET lethality could only be detected 

for the samples Long River (EC50 50 mg SEQ/ml) and Hanfeng Lake (EC50 30 mg SEQ/ml). 
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The toxicity of the sediment extracts displayed by the sublethal effects ranged from medium 

to low. The pattern of toxicity was in 3 out 4 sites at the mainstream: upstream > tributary > 

downstream. The tributaries did not seem to add their toxicity to those from upstream. The 

sample with the highest impact was Hanfeng Lake (EC50 9.79 mg SEQ/ml). 

 Mechanism-specific toxicity 8.4.2

(i) AMES Fluctuation Assay with Salmonella typhimurium 

Sediment extracts have been analysed in the AMES Fluctuation Assay, aiming at the 

endpoint mutagenicity, with the bacteria strains Salmonella typhimurium TA98 (frameshift 

mutagen indicator) and TA100 (baseshift mutagen indicator) with and without bioactivating 

liver enzymes (S9-mix). Only the mainstream downstream sample at Yunyang (YUN Down) 

showed a significant effect (NOEC 200 mg SEQ/mL) at strain TA100 with S9-mix, whereas no 

sample displayed a significant effect at the same strain without S9-mix (data not shown). For 

strain TA98 only the mainstream downstream sample at Chongqing (CNG Down) revealed a 

significant effect without S9-mix (NOEC 200 mg SEQ/mL) (data not shown). The most 

samples showed mutagenic impacts with strain TA98 and S9-mix Figure VII-41 indicating the 

presence of promutagenic substances that induce frameshift mutations. The most significant 

samples were JL River, FEN Down, WU Up and WU Down (NOEC 25 mg SEQ/ml), followed by 

CNG Up and YUN Down (NOEC 50 mg SEQ/ml) and CNG Down, LN River, YUN Up and PX 

River (200 mg SEQ/ml). For better comparison with other sites the maximum induction 

factor (IFmax) was calculated, a theoretical value that describes the effect strength. These 

results showed that with exception of the sampling site of Chongqing the upstream 

mainstream samples had a lower mutagenic potential than the downstream samples. The 

mutagenicity of the tributary samples differed in their potential compared to the 

mainstream. Furthermore, the samples Jialing River (IFmax 7.2), Long River (IFmax 3.4), FEN 

Down (IFmax 7.7), YUY Down (IFmax 4.6), Daning River (IFmax 3.9) and WU Down (IFmax 

 

Figure VII-40: EC50 (mg SEQ/ml) values for sublethal effects (A) and lethality (B) of embryos and larvae of Danio rerio after the exposure 

with sediment extracts for 96 h; Sampling campaign September 2011; Legend: SEQ = Sediment Equivalent; ≥ = EC50 ≥ 100 mg SEQ/ml 

(maximum test concentration); CNG = Chongqing, FEN = Fengdu, YUY = Yunyang, WU = Wushan, JL = Jialing, LN = Long, PX = Pengxi, DN = 

Daning, HF = Hanfeng (part of Pengxi River), BJX = Baijiaxi (part of Pengxi River Wetland Nature Reserve). 
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6.34) Hanfeng Lake (IFmax 3.4) displayed a maximum induction factor (IFmax) larger than 

3.3, which indicates a potential threat for fish populations (Keiter et al. 2009). 

(ii) YES Assay with Saccharomyces cerevisiae 

The Yeast Estrogen Screen, aiming at the endpoint endocrine (estrogenic) activity by binding 

the estrogen receptor, with the genetically modified yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae by 

Routledge & Sumpter (1996) was performed with sediment extracts in a modified version 

according to Schultis & Metzger (2004) using Lyticase. For none of the samples a dose-

response curve could be determined, because estrogenic activity was too low and 

cytotoxicity was induced in the upper concentration range. A comparison of the estradiol 

equivalents (EEQs) at a concentration of 25 mg SEQ/ml shows a maximum of 7 ± 2 ng EEQ/L 

in the sample from the Pengxi River (data not shown). The upstream mainstream samples 

had a higher estrogenic potential than the downstream samples. The estrogenicity of the 

tributary samples differed in their potential compared to the mainstream. 

(iii) EROD Assay with RTL-W1 cells 

The Ethoxyresorufin-O-deethylase (EROD) Assay with rainbow trout liver cells (RTL-W1) aims 

at the endpoint dioxin-like activity by the activation of the arylhydrocarbon receptor. The 

results show that the toxicity of the sediment extracts can be classified as low to medium 

according to Keiter et al. (2009). The pattern of toxicity is in 3 out of 4 sites at the 

mainstream similar to the fish egg assay: upstream > tributary > downstream. The most toxic 

samples were the mainstream upstream sample at Yunyang (YUN Up) (BioTEQ EC25 1161 ± 

326 pg TCDD/ g sediment) and Hanfeng Lake (BioTEQ EC25 1063 ± 253 pg TCDD/ g sediment) 

(Figure VII-42). 

  

 

Figure VII-41: (A) No observed effect concentration (NOEC) and (B) maximum induction factors (IFmax) from the exposure of the 

Salmonella typhimurium TA98 strain (+ S9-mix) with sediment extracts; Sampling campaign September 2011; Legend: SEQ = Sediment 

Equivalent; n.d. = not determinable; CNG = Chongqing, FEN = Fengdu, YUY = Yunyang, WU = Wushan, JL = Jialing, LN = Long, PX = Pengxi, 

DN = Daning, HF = Hanfeng (part of Pengxi River), BJX = Baijiaxi (part of Pengxi River Wetland Nature Reserve). 
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 Chemical analysis of organic toxicants in sediments 8.4.3

The sediment extracts have been 

analysed by co-workers of the 

project partner IWW in 

Mühlheim for 54 organic 

contaminants using a gas 

chromatography–mass 

spectrometry (GCMS). The 

analysed compounds were: 16 

Polycyclic Aromatic 

Hydrocarbons (PAHs), 6 

Polychlorinated Biphenyls 

(PCBs), 12 insecticides, 5 

herbicides, 15 other toxic and 

bioaccumulative substances, 

flame retardants and byproducts 

from chemical production. The 

detection limit was 10 ng/g 

sediment. Out of all substances only PAHs could be measured, which ranged in most cases 

from a low (> 400 - 800 ng PAHtotal/g sediment) to moderate (> 800 - 1,600 ng PAHtotal /g 

sediment) content (ICRP 2009). Only the mainstream upstream sample at Chongqing (CNG 

Up) can be classified as highly contaminated (1653 ng/g sediment), whereas the total PAH 

burden of Long River (310 ng PAHtotal/g sediment) and Baijiaxi River (165 ng PAHtotal/g 

sediment) ranged in the maximum objective load (≤ 400 ng/g sediment) (ICRP 2009). 

 

Figure VII-42: BioTEQ 25 (pg TCDD/g sediment) values from the exposure of RTL-W1 cells with sediment extracts; Sampling campaign (A) 

September 2011 and (B) May 2011; Legend: SEQ = Sediment Equivalent; CNG = Chongqing, FEN = Fengdu, YUY = Yunyang, WU = Wushan, 

JL = Jialing, LN = Long, PX = Pengxi, DN = Daning, HF = Hanfeng (part of Pengxi River), BJX = Baijiaxi (part of Pengxi River Wetland Nature 

Reserve). 

 

Figure VII-43: Total PAH content (ng/g sediment) in sediment extracts; Sampling 

campaign September 2011; Legend: Arrows = Threshold values according to ICRP 

(2009); Legend: CNG = Chongqing, FEN = Fengdu, YUY = Yunyang, WU = Wushan, JL = 

Jialing, LN = Long, PX = Pengxi, DN = Daning, HF = Hanfeng (part of Pengxi River), BJX 

= Baijiaxi (part of Pengxi River Wetland Nature Reserve). 
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The samples with the highest total PAH burden were all upstream mainstream samples at 

the sites Chongqing (CNG Up) (1653 ng/g sediment), Fengdu (FEN Up) (1122 ng/g sediment), 

Yunyang (YUN Up) (1121 ng/g sediment) and Wushan (WU Up) (1198 ng/g sediment) as well 

as the downstream mainstream sample at Yunyang (YUN Down) (1563 ng/g sediment). 

The dominating compounds (> 750 ng/g sediment) were fluoranthene, phenanthrene, 

chrysene, pyrene, benzo[b]fluoranthene and benzo[g,h,i]perylene. Whereas 

acenaphthylene, acenaphthene, fluorene, anthracene, benzo[k]fluoranthene and 

dibenz[a,h]anthracene belonged to the substances that could be measured in a lower range 

(< 750 ng/g sediment; > 10 ng/g sediment).  

8.5 Ecotoxicological evaluation of effects on a model fish 
species (Pelteobagrus vachellii) 

In order to supplement the sediment toxicity data gained from the first sampling, in a second 

campaign fish have been taken at the same sites (Table VII-18) and investigated with respect 

to several biomarkers to determine any toxicological impacts on the fish. Based on the 

information of the first and second campaign a third campaign has been initiated to more 

closely examine two identified areas of concern – Chongqing and Kaixian. 

 Micronucleus Assay with erythrocytes of Pelteobagrus 8.5.1
vachellii 

The formation of micronuclei in erythrocytes of the model fish species Pelteobagrus vachellii 

indicates genotoxic effects on the fish. For the sampling campaign May 2012 by comparison 

of the micronucleus frequency between the different sampling sites none of the mainstream 

sites at Chongqing, Fengdu, Yunyang and Wushan showed any significant differences to the 

reference site Baijiaxi River(0,200 ± 0,158 ‰). Only samples from Hanfeng Lake at Kaixian 

(0,400 ± 0,175 ‰) revealed a significant difference (Mann-Whitney-U-Test, p < 0.05). This 

could be confirmed by the sampling campaign in May 2013 where an even stronger 

significant genotoxic impact (Mann-Whitney-U-Test, p < 0.01) was identified in the fish from 

the same lake (1,450 ± 2,040 ‰). In addition, the fish from Chongqing (2,250 ± 2,073 ‰) 

from the same year displayed a highly significant genotoxic influence (Mann-Whitney-U-

Test, p < 0.01) (Figure VII-45). Both indicate a serious impact on the fish in these areas. 

 

Figure VII-44: Model fish species Pelteobagrus vachellii. 
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 Histological alterations in tissues of P. vachellii 8.5.2

Liver and kidney samples from 

fish catched in May 2012 have 

been closely examined for 

histological alterations 

(cooperation with Prof. Helmut 

Segner, University of Berne). 

Regarding the kidney tissues 

particularly the infiltration of 

macrophages and giant cells 

(Chongqing, Fengdu, Wushan), 

the multifocal accumulation of 

macrophages (Yunyang, 

Wushan), the degeneration of 

melano-macrophage aggregates 

(Chongqing), as well as the 

deposition of crystals 

(Chongqing) could be observed. 

However, integrated over the 

whole catch of fish (n = 10) none 

of the mentioned criteria was 

significant in its grade of manifestation compared to the reference site Baijiaxi River (ANOVA 

on ranks; multiple comparison; followed by Dunn’s test; p < 0.05). Still, these criteria can be 

related to inflammation reactions and as response to foreign matters in the tissues, e.g. 

parasites. In Chongqing 30 %, as well as Fengdu 10 % and Wushan 10 % of the catch were 

afflicted by the trematode Isoparochis hypselobagri (Figure VII-46), which settled in the swim 

bladder, on the kidney and digestive tract. The appearance of the trematodes also closely 

correlated with the occurrence of infiltration of macrophages, the degeneration of 

melano-macrophage aggregates and the deposition of crystals in the livers of fish from 

Chongqing. Furthermore, lymphoid tissue around the biliary tract (Fengdu, Yunyang, 

Hanfeng Lake, Baijiaxi River) and its proliferation (Yunyang, Hanfeng Lake, Baijiaxi River), as 

well as the karyopyknosis and degeneration of hepatocytes (Baijiaxi River) could be observed 

in the liver tissues. These primarily account for inflammation reactions. Here also, integrated 

over the whole catch of fish (n = 10) none of the mentioned criteria was significant in its 

grade of manifestation compared to the reference site Baijiaxi River (ANOVA on ranks; 

multiple comparison; followed by Dunn’s test; p < 0.05). Though not significant the observed 

effects can indicate negative environmental impacts, as pollution can suppress the immune 

system of fish, thus increasing the chance for parasites to enter and settle in the host. 

 

Figure VII-45: Micronucleus frequency [‰] in erythrocytes of P. vachellii; Legend: 

CNG = Chongqing, FEN = Fengdu, YUY = Yunyang, WU = Wushan, HF = Kaixian, 

Hanfeng Lake (part of Pengxi River), BJX = Kaixian, Baijiaxi River (part of Pengxi River 

Wetland Nature Reserve); 2012 = Sampling campaign May 2012 (n = 10); 2013 = 

Sampling campaign May 2013 (n = 20); Data were statistically analysed with Mann-

Whitney U test; a = significant difference compared to reference site BJX 2012; b = 

significant difference compared to same site in 2012; * = p < 0.05; ** = p < 0.01; *** = 

p < 0.001. 
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 PAH metabolites in bile of P. vachellii 8.5.3

During the sampling campaign in May 2012 bile fluid was sampled from each fish from all 

sites in order to determine the content of PAH metabolites (cooperation with the Johann 

Heinrich von Thünen Institute in Hamburg, Dr. Ulrike Kammann). Due to the small available 

volumes the samples (n = 10) had to be pooled into three replicates per site. The results 

showed that the concentration of 1-Hydroxypyrene per bile volume were comparable to 

those in German rivers. However, differences between the sampling sites in terms of the bile 

colour could be detected, indicating also a difference in the nutrition conditions (data not 

shown). Whereas the fish from Chongqing, Fengdu, Yunyang and Hanfeng Lake were 

comparable to the reference site Baijiaxi River, the fish from Wushan showed the best 

nutrition status, but also the highest content of PAH metabolites. Meaning, that they were 

either exposed to particularly high concentrations of PAHs or were catched in an extreme 

situation. In comparison, the fish from Baijiaxi and Yunyang displayed the lowest 

contamination with PAHs. 

 Intermodular Experiment 8.5.4

In order to investigate the impact of the model pesticide Propanil and its metabolites on fish 

embryos of Danio rerio under simulated conditions (compare chapter ‘Fate’ VII6) a parallel 

setup was run to the main fate experiment. The aim was to show the effects of bioavailable 

compounds on the fish embryos. Whereas the fate setup was run with radioactive labelled 

Propanil, the ecotoxicology setup was run with unlabelled Propanil under the same 

conditions with three replicates and controls per dedicated sampling timepoint. Meaning, 

after 30 days the spiked soil was also submerged with water and at day 33, 42, 50 and 60 

days per replicate and control 20 fish eggs were placed on the submerged soil and incubated 

for 96 h at 26°C. However, at no sampling timepoints a significant difference to the 

corresponding negative controls could be observed. 

 

Figure VII-46: (A) Model fish species Pelteobagrus vachelli afflicted with (B) trematode Isoparochis hypselobagri displaying the typical 

symptom of intestines covered in dark mucus. 
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 Identification of areas of concern 8.5.5

The Hanfeng Lake at Kaixian as well as the Yangtze and Jialing River at Chongqing could be 

identified as potential areas of concern based on the performed bioassays and biomarker 

studies in the first and second sampling campaign. Both areas resemble regions that rely 

strongly on their corresponding water bodies. 

Therefore, the third sampling campaign has been undertaken to concentrate on these areas 

and to resample sediments in a closer grid to identify potential transitions in toxicity in these 

water bodies. The combined sampling of a higher number of fish should help to put the 

correlation of potential toxic impacts on a broader basis. Whereas the sediment toxicity was 

only in a low to medium level, the genotoxic effects manifested in the erythrocytes of 

Pelteobagrus vachellii from the Hanfeng Lake and the TGR at Chongqing also indicate a 

potential ecological threat. A toxicity reduction evaluation is recommended in these areas. 

Overall only low to medium toxicity could be discovered, which stands in contrast to the 

expectations. However, it is reasonable to assume that this observation is based on the 

strong dilution capacity of the Yangtze River. Its mean water discharge at Yichang 

(13,700 m3/s) (Yang et al. 2007) is more than 6 times greater compared to this of the Rhine 

River (2,200m3/s) (Huisman et al. 2000). But this also implicates that at the same 

contamination levels in both rivers, the 6-fold amount of toxic substances would still enter 

the receiving water body, depending on the hydrological conditions in this case the East 

China Sea. Dilution is not the solution for a pollution problem, because contaminants that 

enter the system at one point do not disappear, they are deposited somewhere else and 

accumulate - especially persistent pollutants, like the here identified main sediment 

contaminants, the PAHs. One may argue that the Three Gorges Dam is a barrier for 

suspended particulate matter and sediment that settles in front of the dam. However, the 

installed sluice gates transport these sediments through the dam and thus influence the 

areas downstream.  

The bioassays aiming at acute toxicity revealed only little impact. Especially the Sediment 

Contact Assay, which demonstrated the impact of the bioavailable fractions on the fish eggs 

and larvae the showed that the animals were not affected when exposed over a short 

exposure period of 96 h.  

Detached from the total level of toxicity, regular patterns could be discovered. In most cases 

(FETeffect, EROD, YES) the upstream mainstream sample showed a higher ecotoxicological 

potential than the downstream samples of the same site, which also correlates with the 

chemical analysis. In addition these potentials increased from the downstream sample of 

one site to the upstream sample of the next major tributary further downstream (e.g., CNG 

Down to FEN Up), indicating an addition of toxicity between those areas. It has also to be 

noted that the tributaries did not add their toxic potential to the upstream potential, which 

should result in a combined potential downstream. However, this was not the case. It is 

suggested that due to the backwater pressure from the mainstream the water of the 
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tributaries takes a long time to be incorporated into the mainstream (Holbach et al. 2013), 

meaning that this hydrological trap influences the sedimentation of the suspended particles, 

which eventually settle down in this conversion zone. 

 Identification of problematic compounds 8.5.6

The chemical analysis identified only PAHs out of 54 possible substances as present in the 

sediment extracts. The total PAH content was in a low to moderate range (maximum 

1653 ng/g sediment; sample CNG Up). The dominating compounds (> 750 ng/g sediment) 

were fluoranthene, phenanthrene, chrysene, pyrene, benzo[b]fluoranthene and 

benzo[g,h,i]perylene. The pattern of total PAH content (Upstream > Downstream) correlates 

with the results from the EROD assay with RTL-W1 cells, with exception of sample YUN 

Down. It has to be considered that besides the Total PAH content also the individual 

induction efficiency of each PAH has an influence on the EROD induction (Bosfeld et al. 

2002). YUN Down possessed a comparably high percentage of chrysene (50 %) which is a 

strong inducer of EROD activity (Bosfeld et al. 2002).  

 Recommendations for pursuing monitoring (evaluation of 8.5.7
the applied concept)  

The applied concept has been proven as a useful method to monitor the TGR region. The 

results demonstrated that it is crucial to integrate the media water, sediment and biota in 

order to get a holistic picture. An evaluation of the area based only on chemical analysis 

resembles not the realistic status. The selection of bioassays was based on the criteria 

feasibility, cost effectiveness and significance. In this context, all assays can be further 

recommended. However, the FET based on the DIN EN ISO 15088 guideline (DIN 2009) and 

the adopted SCA (Hollert et al. 2003) have proven to be particularly efficient tools for acute 

toxicity testing. Especially due to the FETs correlation to the conventional acute fish test 

OECD testing guideline 203 (OECD 1992, Lammer et al 2009). The prolonged testing period 

from 48 h to 96 h was also considered elementary, because the chorion, which still 

surrounds the embryo after 48 h but not anymore after 96 h, seems to function as a specific 

barrier for toxicants (Henn und Braunbeck 2011, Strähle et al. 2012). The AMES Assay, 

depicting mutagenicity, as well as the EROD assay, depicting arylhydrocarbon receptor 

mediated dioxin-like activity, can particularly recommended for further monitoring covering 

mechanism specific effects. Based on our review (Floehr et al. 2013) mutagenicity was of 

prior interest, whereas dioxin-like activity was hardly investigated, which was surprising as 

the identified priority pollutants PAHs interact with the arylhydrocarbon receptor. 

Due to its high ecological relevance further in situ testing is also strongly recommended. The 

model fish species Pelteobagrus vachellii shows several positive criteria: (a) ubiquitous 

distribution along the TGR (b) in sufficient numbers as a (c) bottom feeder and thus close 

interaction with the media sediment and water. Sampling of blood for the micronucleus 

assay with erythrocytes, depicting genotoxicity, is a quick and simple procedure. The 

sampling of bile and subsequent analysis of PAH metabolites in context of the project was 
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not considered efficient due to the small bile volumes in the sampled individuals of the 

model fish species. Whereas the histological investigations delivered interesting results, but 

requested educated staff with long-time experience. Summarizing, a combination of 

chemical analysis, in vitro and in vivo testing, especially supported by in situ investigations is 

considered crucial for an integrative monitoring of the region. 

8.6 Summary of ecotoxicological results 
Summarizing it can be stated that the detected toxicity only ranged from a low to moderate 

level, and is in most cases comparable to the status of German rivers. Two areas of concern 

could be identified: the Hanfeng Lake at Kaixian and the Jialing-Yangtze River system at 

Chongqing. Significant genotoxic effects in erythrocytes of Pelteobagrus vachellii could be 

detected in both areas. A toxicity reduction evaluation is highly recommended in both 

regions. Among 54 investigated substances - PAHs, PCBs, pesticides, other toxic and 

bioaccumulative substances, flame retardants and by-products from chemical production - 

only PAHs could be identified above a detection limit of 10 ng/L. Furthermore, by 

comparison of the individual toxicities of the sampling sites it seemed that the tributaries did 

not add their toxicity to the corresponding upstream samples of the Yangtze mainstream, 

resulting in a combined toxicity downstream. A reason could be that the backwater pressure 

of the mainstream is so high that the flow velocity of the tributaries is reduced to a 

minimum in the conversion zone, resulting in a sedimentation of the suspended particulate 

matter carried by the tributary, creating a ‘hydrological trap’ (Holbach et al. 2013). It could 

also be observed that the toxicity of the downstream samples of one sampling site increased 

to the next site further downstream, indicating an input of toxicants between these areas. 

Although the overall toxicity was at a low to moderate level the overall magnitude of the 

water system has to be taken into account. The mean water discharge at Yichang 

(13,700 m3/s) (Yang et al. 2007) is more than 6 times greater compared to this of the Rhine 

River (2,200m3/s) (Huisman et al. 2000). But this also implicates that at the same 

contamination levels in both rivers, the 6-fold amount of toxic substances would still enter 

the receiving water body. Dilution is not the solution for a pollution problem, because 

contaminants that enter the system at one point do not disappear, they are deposited 

somewhere else and accumulate - especially persistent pollutants, like the here identified 

main sediment contaminants, the PAHs. One may argue that the Three Gorges Dam is a 

barrier for suspended particulate matter and sediment that settles in front of the dam. 

However, the installed sluice gates transport these sediments through the dam and thus 

influence the areas downstream. 
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9 Overall conclusion - Summary of results of the 

MICROTOX research project 

9.1 Basic hypotheses and objectives 
The main objective of the MICROTOX project has been to generate ideas on the impact of 

the construction and the operation of the Three Gorges Dam on the processes of 

transformation, bioaccumulation and –magnification as well as on the toxicity of organic 

micropollutants in sediments, soils and waters on the best possible scientific basis. It was 

presumed that the long periods of flooding would lead to remobilisation processes and thus 

to a higher pollution of the main streams and its tributaries compared to the situation 

before the dam was fully operating. In the fate part of the MICROTOX project, it was 

investigated whether the metabolism of common pesticidal compounds would lead to toxic 

metabolites and how environmental conditions (fluctuating water levels) would influence 

the fate of pesticides. The objective of the ecotoxicological part of the MICROTOX project 

was to assess (i) possible links between molecular/biochemical responses and ecologically 

relevant effects, and (ii) if ecotoxicological effects might be related to adverse effects in fish 

from the field. Sediment samples and fish were collected at different locations in the Three 

Gorges Reservoir as well as its catchment area and analysed using a weight-of-evidence 

(WOE) approach with several lines of evidence. Both, sediment and fish samples have been 

taken at major cities as well as feeder rivers and their estuaries along the Yangtze Three 

Gorges Reservoir in order to characterize the state of contamination and the potential risk 

for human and wildlife. The monitoring strategy should help to observe the water body’s 

quality and to serve as a basis to initiate if necessary counteractive measures. 

The sub-project ‘bioaccumulation’ aimed at a deeper understanding of the processes that 

determine the bioaccumulation of organic pollutants, mainly pesticides, within aquatic food 

chains focusing on the tributary rivers. For this purpose, we simulated quantitatively the 

internal concentrations of chosen model pollutants in ecologically and economically 

important fish species, under the influence of pollution scenarios representative for worst-

case situations at the TGR, using the ecosystem model ‘AQUATOX’. We analysed different 

agricultural land use patterns and nutrient loads under the fluctuating water level regime 

caused by the mode of operation of the dam. The concept of this integrated modelling 

procedure required input data from various scientific disciplines such as ecotoxicology, 

environmental analysis, ecology and hydrology. 

9.2 Interconnections and mutual benefits between the 
three parts of the MICROTOX project 

In the run-up, many interconnecting aspects between the three parts of the MICROTOX 

project were identified. It turned out to be very difficult to fulfil the specific requirements of 
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e.g. the model calibration by data that was collected for different purposes. However, the 

combination of experimental work, monitoring and simulations, which also means a 

combination of retrospective and prospective angles, allowed for deeper insights in the 

mechanisms of ecotoxicity than the single modules ever could. 

 

Experiments using sediment extracts delivered acute and mechanism-specific toxicity 

measures that were well-suited for comparative assessments but had a qualitative, black-

box character. 

In follow-up experiments (PhD thesis Hongxia Xiao, MSc Thesis of Yan Yan) with the model 

substances Propanil and its metabolites 3,4-DCA and TCAB standard toxicity values have 

been acquired (results not subject of this report) that could be used for the calibration of 

particularly the AQUATOX model for the widely undescribed metabolite TCAB. The 

methodology for testing the ecotoxicological impact of parent and metabolized pesticidal 

compounds has been developed by the MICROTOX project and is ready to use in the future. 

In order to avoid the black box character of testing sediment eluates, it was planned to 

conduct a handover experiment from the water-sediment-systems spiked with Propanil from 

the fate module to a fish egg assay in the Ecotox module (see chapter 8). 

 

Figure VII-47: Interactions and interfaces of data exchange between the three project modules ‘fate of model substances’, modelling of 

bioaccumulation’ and ‘ecotoxicity of sediments and biomarkers’ of the MICROTOX project. 
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 Calibrated ecosystem model available 
The simulation environment provided by the AQUATOX software has been a powerful tool 

and an excellent starting point for the adaptation to the specific situation at a tributary 

reach of the Yangtze River. The estimates of many parameters needed for the adjustment of 

the model could be rather taken from the literature or formulated as generic assumptions. 

The modelling approach proved to be useful to understand some basic principles of such a 

tributary system that was strongly influenced by the TGR water level fluctuations. It was very 

difficult to gain original and long-term monitoring data on the ecology and water chemistry 

of the TGR from Chinese experts, because the region is of great national interest and data 

has been under lock and key. However, the adjustment of the simulation environment led to 

widely plausible results, in terms of orders of magnitude of organism densities and the 

dynamics of the system. 

 Relevance of the model substance 
The relevance of the model substance chosen in this project was high. At the time of the 

start of the project, it was intensely used in China and the re-evaluation process for the 

inclusion in annex I of the European pesticide legislation was running. Nowadays, Propanil is 

still used in China, although in some regions other pesticides have been introduced as 

substitutes. As we assumed, in the risk assessment of the European Union the active 

substance turned out to be problematic in the meantime and was not granted for use in 

European rice cultures (European Commission 2011, EFSA 2011, 2013). In particular, no 

sufficient data on the degradation in soils and water-sediment-systems, furthermore, data 

on consumer toxicity of metabolites were available and there was a high risk to birds, 

mammals, aquatic organisms and non-target arthropods. 

 Identification of most relevant pollutants 
For the TGR-region, it can be concluded from a thorough literature survey within the 

MICROTOX project (Floehr & Xiao et al. 2013) and from measurements of RWTH Aachen 

University and our cooperation partners within the Joint Hydro-projects, that PAHs can be 

identified as priority pollutants at TGR. Most of the measurements that point to PAHs come 

from water and sediment samples, for fish tissues this finding was not confirmed.  

Out of 54 investigated organic substances only PAHs could be detected in the sediments. 

PCBs, herbicides, insecticides, flame retardants, by-products from chemical production and 

other toxic and bioaccumulative substances were below the detection limit of 10 ng/g 

sediment. Among the PAHs Fluoranthene, Phenanthrene, Chrysene, Pyrene, 

Benzo[b]fluoranthene und Benzo[g,h,i]perylene were the dominant substances. The total 

PAH content was low to moderate. The comparison of the total PAH content of each 

sampling site displayed the following order: MSUT > MSDT > tributary. The samples from the 

Hanfeng Lake at Kaixian showed the highest total PAH content (827 ng/g sediment). 
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Biotests elucidate the biological effectiveness of the complex environmental samples; 

however, the substances responsible for the effects are remaining unclear. One approach to 

identify the substances causing adverse effects in the biotests is the effect-directed analysis 

(EDA). As an additional line of evidence MSc Hongxia Xiao (CSC stipendium until end of the 

year 2015) is using EDA with open column and HPLC fractionation to identify the toxic 

substances. Up to now several moderate polar PAHs have been identified to cause the 

majority of the AhR-mediated (=Dioxin-like) activities. However, for mutagenicity and 

endocrine effects also more polar fractions are of relevance. In ongoing follow-up 

investigations the polar fractions are characterized by Hongxia Xiao using a more 

sophisticated Effect-directed fractionation approach for polar compounds (co-operation with 

the Helmholtz-Zentrum for Environmental Research, Leipzig, Dr. Brack). 

9.4 Identification of effects  

 Effect assessment of sediment (in vitro and in vivo) 9.4.1

The sediments induced a moderate to strong mutagenicity in the Ames Fluctuation Assay. 

The Yangtze mainstream downstream the tributary (MSDT) revealed higher activity than the 

Yangtze mainstream upstream the tributary (MSUT). Furthermore, the samples Jialing River, 

Long River, FEN Down, YUY Down, Daning River, WU Down and Hanfeng Lake displayed a 

maximum induction factor larger than 3.3, which indicates a potential threat for fish 

populations (Keiter et al. 2009). The sediments caused a low to moderate dioxin-like activity 

in the EROD assay as well as low to moderate sublethal effects in the Fish Embryo Toxicity 

Test. Here the MSUT revealed higher activity than the MSDT. The tributaries did not seem to 

add their activity to the MSUT activity. Overall the samples from the Hanfeng Lake at Kaixian 

appeared to be most active. 

 Adverse effects in aquatic organisms (in situ studies) / 9.4.2
areas of concern 

The Hanfeng Lake at Kaixian as well as the Yangtze and Jialing River at Chongqing could be 

identified as potential areas of concern based on the performed bioassays and biomarker 

studies. Both areas resemble a region that relies on their corresponding water bodies. The 

genotoxic effects manifested in the erythrocytes of P. vachellii from the Hanfeng Lake also 

indicate a potential ecological threat. A toxicity reduction evaluation is recommended. 

9.5 Characterisation of the environmental risks 
The toxic metabolite 3,4-DCA is rapidly formed when Propanil is degraded in water sediment 

systems. 3,4-DCA as a priority pollutant is also formed by several other pesticides with 

related substructures. The fate of DCA is subsequently dominated by formation of non-

extractable residues (NER). Low amounts of potentially toxic follow-up metabolites of DCA 

were formed, most important tetrachloroazobenzene (TCAB). The toxicity of this potentially 

mutagenic substance will be studied in separate experiments. TCAB is also formed in low 
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amounts by degradation of Propanil (< 5% of the applied Propanil amount). TCAB has – like 

DCA – a high affinity to sorb to the sediment, but itself shows a low tendency to form NER, 

i.e., it is easily extracted from sediments by organic-aqueous solvent mixtures. Studies with 

fluctuating water regimes – incubation of Propanil in ‘dry’ sediment, followed by submersion 

with a water phase – showed that part of the residues (Propanil and DCA) were remobilized 

from the sediment to the water phase. 

In summary, Propanil as widely used herbicide in rice cultures in Asian countries forms 

critical metabolites: besides the well-known DCA the follow-up product TCAB is present in 

the sediments for which very limited data on fate and ecotoxicity are available. 

The simulation of the situation at the downstream Daning River allows for the deduction of 

internal concentrations within fish as the main animal protein source of the local population. 

Informed on the maximum residue levels in food items and the maximum daily intake rates 

of the respective model substances Propanil, 3,4-DCA and TCAB, human risk assessment is 

possible in principle using our adjusted AQUATOX model. Nevertheless, at the moment 

further adjustment of model assumptions is necessary before realistic human risk 

assessment can be done. Due to a lack of sufficient data for the environmental risk 

assessment and the toxicology of this active substance and its main metabolite 3,4-DCA, 

Propanil was not approved for the use in the European Union (European Commission 2011, 

EFSA 2013) Thus, despite the suitability of our modelling approach, there is substantial lack 

of information to do a proper risk assessment of Propanil at the moment. 

In contrast to the expectations only little evidence of serious pollution could be detected. 

The general activity of the sediment samples as well as their PAH burden was low to 

moderate, with exception of their mutagenic potential. However, the genotoxic impact on 

the model fish species P. vachellii, which has a frequent contact with sediment, was 

significant at the artificial Hanfeng Lake and Chongqing (only second sampling campaign) 

compared to the reference site. Both indicate a serious impact on the fish in these areas. A 

toxicity reduction evaluation of the Hanfeng Lake area is highly recommended. 

The moderate to low toxicity levels can most likely be explained by strong dilution due to a 

high mass transport of water and sediment in the Yangtze River. To summarize, it can be 

stated that dilution reduces the ecotoxicological risk in the Yangtze River, but does not 

eliminate it. Keeping in mind an approximately 14 times greater water discharge compared 

to the major European River Rhine, the absolute pollution mass transfer of the Yangtze River 

may be of severe concern for the environmental quality of its estuary and the East China Sea 

(Floehr & Xiao et al. 2012, Liu et al 2014). 

9.6 Impact of TGD on the environment in the region 
It´s in the nature of retrospective monitoring, that more the current or immediately past 

status quo of a system than its future state is described. It was considered necessary for a 

proper description of the impact of the TGD that the monitoring would start earlier in 
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advance the start of the normal operation mode of the dam. Due to the highly dynamic 

situation, even in terms of sediment transport and allocation, it was difficult to grasp the 

rushing changes directly after impounding compared. The situation before the impounding 

was most probably no more reflected at all by the sediment cores that could be taken during 

the MICROTOX project. Despite considerable efforts to get monitoring data of cooperating 

Chinese institutions, it was not possible because of the politically sensitive TGD-area. 

Under adverse site conditions, like stagnating flowing-sections, nutrients showed a 

profound, non-linear influence on the model outcome. We demonstrated this influence on 

populations and communities of feeding guilds in virtual dose-response simulation 

experiments. Even high nutrient loads have been shown to result in only slight impacts on 

densities of organisms of all trophic levels. The system seems saturated due to high nutrient 

concentrations, so that e.g. phosphate is not considered the limiting factor for the growth of 

primary producers. It was concluded that the state of the Daning River at the site 

investigated is eutrophic, but the risk for large scale algal blooms affecting the drinking 

water quality even in the Wushan Lake is small because of the high flow velocities and 

discharge rates to the Yangtze River. 

 Integrative monitoring strategy 
An integrative monitoring combines the methodologies and measurements of in-situ 

biomarkers in relevant organisms (here: catfish), laboratory toxicity experiments with 

sediment extracts and the chemical analysis of water, sediment and organism samples, 

preferably in an effect directed analysis approach. In fact, we propose a combination of an 

extended TRIAD approach complemented by ecosystem modelling exercises to better 

understand the mechanisms of transport and metabolism in an upscaled sense to identify a 

couple of priority pollutants of genuine relevance. For example, the ranking between the 

sampling sites regarding the environmental risks as indicated by the biomarker experiments 

did not match completely conclusions suggested by the ecotoxicological risk indicators. 

Obviously, the migrating fish were exposed to highly contaminated sediments somewhere 

else than in immediate vicinity of the sampling sites. 

As we have shown by the analysis of land-use patterns, an exposure to plant protection 

products, in particular rice herbicides, can be expected for the model region at the 

confluence of Daning and Yangtze rivers. 

The aquatic food web of the TGR-model contains several interconnected trophic levels. 

Together with the high log KOW of the suspect metabolite TCAB, a significant 

biomagnification of this secondary metabolite was expected. Basically, this expectation has 

been confirmed by the simulation studies shown and discussed here. In particular, stagnant 

downstream sections of tributaries like the Daning River exhibit comparably high risk of 

accumulating pesticides from upstream sources. We recommend managing the upstream 

catchment areas or more comprehensively the whole catchment area regarding sustainable 

pesticide use. This can be achieved e.g. by the introduction of the principles of Integrated 
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Pest Management (IPM) that is already applied by a high number of industrialised and 

developing countries. 

The model can now be further adapted and applied to a variety of different compounds and 

exposure patterns. It is planned to integrate some of the most important polychlorinated 

biphenyls that have been found relevant in the water of Yangtze River and in the tissues of 

fish (Ge at al. 2014) often exceeding the acceptable concentration levels (Floehr & Xiao et al. 

2013). 

9.8 Outlook to future applications and utilization of the 
findings of the MICROTOX project 

Discharge of industrial and urban wastewaters, along with the application of fertilizers, 

pesticides, and herbicides in farming, have negative impacts on the water quality. These 

impacts include release of heavy metals and persistent organic pollutants as PAHs, together 

with re-mobilization of polluted sediments. Due to its pollution, the Yangtze River was rated 

by the World Wildlife Fund as being amongst the top 10 rivers at risk in the world. 

The increasing worldwide contamination of freshwater systems with thousands of industrial 

and natural chemical compounds is one of the key environmental problems of the twenty-

first century and global challenges. Considering this alarming situation, which are addressed 

in the Yangtze cooperation projects and workshops, the following lessons can be learned: (a) 

to understand the complex environment of the Three Gorges Reservoir and to develop 

research strategies a long standing and sustainable cooperation is needed; (b) basic research 

is needed for the development of conceptual strategies and technical solutions considering 

the multidimensional environmental problems in this region; (c) joint forces supported by bi- 

and multilateral, international research programs are needed; (d) research programs to 

support fundamental research are often too short-lived to derive reliable results and 

sustainable solutions. (e) For this reason, it is necessary that basic and applied research 

sponsors combine their forces and create specific calls in the funding bodies that address 

basic and applied research in environmental sciences. 

We can conclude that our integrated approach can be used for a huge variety of research 

questions in the future, beyond basic questions of stability, sensitivity towards increasing 

nutrients and the potential for bioaccumulation of pesticidal substances along the food 

chains or within the specific food webs. 

A further development of the research questions addressed in the project at hand towards 

more applied approaches has already been started and deals with the testing of native, 

flood-tolerant and pollutant degrading plants. Also, the toxicity and bioavailability of the 

detected follow-up metabolite TCAB needs to be investigated. 

It is planned to implement a toxicodynamic-toxicokinetic sub-module into the AQUATOX 

model. For this purpose, fat contents of a very relevant fish species (catfish) will be delivered 
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by our project partners that will put us into the position to calibrate the TK-TD model by 

using this and further information on this species. 

10 Publications (project results) 

Here, we list the contributions of the projects participants to national and international 

conferences (poster and oral presentations) and in peer-reviewed journals (accepted, under 

review, in preparation). 

Prof. Dr. Henner Hollert as a guest editor was responsible for the publication of a special 

issue of the high-ranked Environmental Science & Pollution Research (ESPR). 
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1 Preliminary remarks  

Under the project entitled "Sustainable management of newly created ecosystems in China 

along the Yangtze River," from April 2008 to March 2012 the International Bureau of the 

German Federal Ministry for Education and Research promoted Chinese / German 

workshops in China and Germany.  

2 Year 2009: Stays of Chinese Scientists in 

Germany  

Both due to scheduling difficulties at the two partner networks as well as to additional 

events within the framework of the German-Chinese Year of Science and Education the 

originally planned working meetings for the year 2009 could only partially be organized in 

the intended way. In March 2009, during a one-week stay of seven scientists from 

Chongqing University in Germany, the analysis for pollutant binding to suspended solids and 

sediment as topic of investigation at Jülich and at Chongqing, was discussed and 

optimization measures were debated. From this perspective, the results obtained were 

discussed and further steps were fixed. For the scientists exchange it was agreed that Ms. 

LIANG Yan would start their work in Jülich in autumn 2009 (financed by CSC on the Chinese 

side) and that Dr XU Xiaoyi during the year 2010 would come for a longer research period in 

Germany. The stay in Jülich was complemented by a visit to the local scientific and technical 

equipment at the Institute of Environmental Research, as well as a visit to the Institute for 

Hygiene and Environmental Medicine of RWTH Aachen University and the University 

Hospital Aachen. The stay in Germany was finished by a presentation of the German 

cooperation partner "Water Technology Centre" in Karlsruhe with a detailed discussion of 

the mutual work issues. 

3 Year 2010: German Scientists stay in China  

In preparation of a joint Chinese / German workshop in China in spring 2011 with the aims to 

coordinate the cooperation and to foster practical project implementation discussions with 

Chinese partners were held in China from November 11 to 20, 2010. 

• Standing Office of the State Council Three Gorges Project Construction Committee 

(TGPCC)  

At that time TGPCC was the organization, which on the Chinese side was responsible for 

the overall coordination of the Yangtze project. On the occasion of a presentation of the 

ten individual German projects funded by BMBF the currently issues arising for practical 

cooperation between Chinese and German partners were discussed. During that 

meeting the German side was informed that TGPCC had transferred the coordination of 
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activities on the Chinese side to one of the formal science partners, but continued to be 

involved in all activities.  

3.1 Chinese Research Academy of Environmental 
Sciences (CRAES)  

As fulfilling in the ministerial order research; monitoring; and coordination tasks and as 

reporting directly to the Ministry of Environment, CRAES takes under Chinas 

environmental research institutions a leading role. CRAES operates a monitoring station 

in the Yangtze River; a vessel for sampling campaigns is available. With CRAES common 

sampling activities were agreed.  

3.2 Chongqing University (CQU)  
Investigations by CQU were carried out both on the Yangtze River itself as well as on 

Xiao Jiang. Behind Jialing and Wujiang that river is the third largest tributary of the 

Yangtze. Coming from northern direction Xiaojiang River flows downstream of Wanzhou 

into the Yangtze. The river Xiaojiang is about 80 km long and covers a catchment area of 

approximately 5,170 km2. As its catchment area is representative of the geological 

conditions of large parts of the region, that river was selected for the research activities. 

In addition, its shores are particularly strongly affected due to the flow cross-sectional 

profile through the water fluctuation zone. This is the case especially for the city of Kai 

Xian. There some 50 % of approximately 500,000 inhabitants had to be resettled. 

Specifically research on the topics "water fluctuation zone (WFZ)", "wastewater 

treatment" (in rural areas) and sampling of water, sediment and biomass started at 

Wanzhou. The eutrophication problem is very evident in the Xiaojiang and was first 

observed on this scale in the year 2007. Also, a reinforced algal blooming can now be 

observed. While in former times the flow rate in the Xiaojiang was up to 3 m/s, it is now 

at 0.1 – 0.2 m/s. Similarly, the situation has changed at the Yangtze (reduction of flow 

rate from 2 - 3 m/s to 0.5 – 1.0 m/s). 

In Chongqing the load of the Yangtze by arsenic of natural mineral origin was firstly pointed 

out. The entry is made evident by a creek. The information was later confirmed by the CAS 

Institute of Hydrobiology in Wuhan and by Nanjing University without providing any more 

detailed quantitative information. 

3.3 Yangtze Water Resources Protection Institute 
(YWRPI) 

With YWRPI the topic "Data / Data transfer" was intensively discussed, as the Chinese 

side deems the Three Gorges project both under political aspects and under regard of 

the water provision framework plan as extremely sensitive. For joint project activities 

corresponding agreements between the German partners and YWRPI should have been 

signed. Basically YWRPI was willing to do so and promised to discuss it with the superior 
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authority. At the end these internal discussions have not led to a formalized 

cooperation. Also, sampling and measurement campaigns with a ship rented by YWRPI 

could not be realized.  

3.4 CAS-Institute of Hydroecology (IHE) 
The research activities of IHE focus in particular on the ecological research on the 

subject kairomones, fish, algae blooming, biota, etc. There is a strong link with the 

ecologically oriented working groups in the Yangtze project. 

3.5 Tongji University Shanghai 
Into the discussion at Tongji University were also involved scientists of Nanjing 

University and Zhejiang University (Hangzhou). The data sensitivity and the 

concentrations of pollutants in the Yangtze River Basin, set the main topics. The Chinese 

partner recommended not only to rely on the contaminants concentrations, but also to 

focus on processes, such as studies on degradation behavior, or sampling techniques. It 

was also discussed to acquire a MiniBAT (project topic KIT). 

4 Year 2011 

4.1 Year 2011: Workshop at Tongji University Shanghai 
During the three-days-workshop “Interactions in the Water System” within the frame of the 

Sino-German Yangtze-Project from 27 to 29 March 2011 at Tongji University, which 

immediately followed the discussions of the German partners FZJ, IWW and TZW in Wuhan, 

Yichang, and Chongqing, the results achieved so far were reconciled with each other and at 

the same time the final preparations for subsequent sampling were agreed. A total of 24 

scientists from all German project partners was involved in the workshop. The workshop was 

followed by sampling campaigns (Wushan: Rivers Daning and Yangtze; Kaixian: Rivers 

Xiaojiang and Puli; Chongqing: Rivers Jialing and Yangtze), headed by CRAES under 

participation of the German partner institutions FZJ, KIT and TZW. The results of these 

water-sampling have been included into the regular reports of the project partners to the 

BMBF.  

4.2 Year 2011: Workshop in RWTH Aachen University 
From 28 to 29 November 2011, Research Centre Jülich and RWTH Aachen University 

organized the Sino-German Workshop: Processes in the Yangtze River system, Experiences 

and Perspectives in Aachen. More than eighty participants exchanged their views on the 

further research results and the consequences for the future. In thirteen lectures and eleven 

posters with joint German and Chinese authorship the results and the progress of each 

project were reported. The close links between the projects and the work in the project 

network Yangtze GEO (Land Use Change - Soil Erosion - Mass Movements - Diffuse Matter 
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Inputs) was given by two lectures. In sixteen presentations and two posters the Chinese 

partners reported their work in the Yangtze River Basin, showing the breadth of their 

research. While the Germans are mainly engaged in the reservoir area and the tributaries of 

the Yangtze upstream of the dam, the Chinese researchers reported mostly from the lower 

reaches of the Yangtze. Five exhibitors from the industry took the chance to present their 

products portfolio. 

The German side, entirely in collaboration with Chinese colleagues, focused on the themes 

contaminant degradation (Tiehm, TZW Karlsruhe), modeling of the lower storage area 

(Westrich, Stuttgart), virtual organisms as adsorbents for organic substances (Schramm, TU 

Munich), sorption of sediments (Klumpp, Jülich), degradation of xenobiotics (Küppers, 

Jülich), influences of cities (Reid, KIT), sampling with the MiniBAT, which is a towed 

submarine sampling device (Holbach, KIT), measurement of micropollutants in water (Wolf, 

IWW Mülheim / Biebesheim) behavior of model compounds in the Yangtze (Scholz-Starke, 

RWTH), dynamic behavior of reference compounds (Temoka, TU Munich), and modeling of 

contaminant transport (Wei, Stuttgart). 

The Chinese side presented their research results as follows: antibiotics and resistant 

bacteria in the Yangtze (YIN, Tongji University), cyclic processes and warning monitors for 

typical pollutants in the dam (CHEN, Institute of Hydroecology, Wuhan), eutrophication and 

control in Taihu Lake (YANG, Nanjing University), nonylphenol removal of phenolic humus 

monomers (Jl, Nanjing University), bioaccumulation and biotransformation of 

Polybromdiphenyl-ethers in common carp (GAO, Nanjing University), methods of ecological 

assessment of early warning systems with Irow (WANG, CRAES Beijing), influence of 

transition metal ions on the formation of disinfection by-products in the chlorination of 

drinking water (ZHU, Tongji University), a strategic plan for water quality control of the 

reservoir (SU, CRAES Beijing), behavior of urban waste water in the dam area (CHENG, Tongji 

University) adsorption and degradation of atrazine in soil water fluctuation zone of the 

reservoir area-shore (MA, Tongji University), microhabitat and population structure of 

Leptobotia tchangi (LI, Tongji University), degradation products of organic chlorine 

compound in sediment and water from the Dianshan lake in the Yangtze Delta (QIU, Tongji 

University).  

The lecture and discussion program was rounded off by technical visits to the partners 

RWTH Aachen University, Forschungszentrum Jülich, IWW Mülheim and TZW Karlsruhe.  

5 Year 2012 

In the beginning of year 2012, five scientists from Zhejiang University Hangzhou paid a visit 

to WTZ Karlsruhe and Forschungszentrum Jülich. This special issue of analytics and new 

bilateral project work was discussed. 
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1 Introduction 

During planning of the Yangtze project network it was the idea to determine the status of the 

pollution of the Yangtze by heavy metals and chemicals as well as to determine the fate of 

the pollutants to assess the quality of the Yangtze-water. Finally the idea would have been to 

evaluate the changes caused by the construction of the dam. This means that besides the 

initially planned analysis of elements and organic contaminants contained in the river also a 

part of the study was the investigation of the metabolism of relevant organic contaminants. 

In the original proposal of 2005 was therefore we planned to take water and sediment 

samples from the Yangtze to determine the quantities of pollutants or/concentrations and to 

determine the composition of the contaminants. Caused by changing conditions that were 

the change of the financing structure, which means that Jülich did not receive funding for the 

project contribution and due to the fact that project started in 2010, the original approach 

was discarded.  

At the time of the project start it was already known that the large absolute amounts of 

water of the Yangtze lead to a significant dilution of pollutants and it has therefore to be 

assumed that a moderate pollution concentration analogous to rivers in Europe is found in 

the Yangtze River. 

Since also no financial resources for the implementation of the project were available we had 

to skip the costly sampling and transport of samples. Instead of this together with Chinese 

partners funding at the Chinese Scholarship Council for exchange visits of graduate students 

in Jülich was successfully raised and here mechanistic studies for the degradation of 

pollutants were then performed with existing equipment.  

Specifically, studies on degradation of chemicals under oxidative and reductive conditions 

were conducted with Mrs. CHEN Lei (from October 2010 to September 2011); by Ms. XIANG 

Xin-Yi (from July 2011 to Dec. 2011) the transfer of the degradation mechanisms was 

examined to photocatalytic degradation and finally Ms. ZHU Linyan (since November 2012), 

tries to extend the process chain to the degradation of chemicals form laboratory 

degradation to toxicological evaluation of the degradation products together with the group 

of Prof. Henner Hollert at RWTH Aachen. 

Within the project a laboratory scale process has been developed which allows evaluating 

the fate of pollutants in the environment under oxidative or reductive conditions in 

significantly reduced time. It is expected to extend the process also to toxicological 

evaluation within the next year and it is expected that this platform than can be used for risk 

assessment of chemicals in the environment. The resulting knowledge platform can now be 

incorporated into future projects. The results are presented in scientific publications in detail 

(see list of publications). 
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2 Materials and methods 

The coupling of an electrochemical cell (EC) with mass spectrometry (MS) has been known 

for predicting the oxidative metabolism of pharmaceutical agents in the literature. The 

reductive metabolism was not investigated until now. Moreover, no information on the 

comparability of EC-MS studies and the behavior of chemicals in the real environment was 

available. During this project, the well-known methodology has been applied to the 

prediction of metabolites of chemicals in the environment.  

The basic assumption was that chemicals are metabolized in the environment in the first 

step, either by oxidation, by reduction or hydrolysis. With this assumption, then the 

oxidation and reduction as possible metabolic pathways can by evaluated by the EC-MS 

approach that has been successfully transferred from the research in biological systems. 

3 Results and Discussion 

It was shown that the direct coupling of electrochemistry with mass spectrometry (EC-MS) 

can be used to mimic the oxidative metabolism in nature [1] as already shown for biological 

systems before. For the first test of the approach, the oxidative degradation of Sulfadiazine, 

an antibiotic from livestock, has been elected and has been tested in a commercial EC-MS 

system as the first model substance. The reason for the choice of Sulfadiazine as a first test 

case was the relatively large number of metabolites that have been elucidated by extraction 

from environmental systems, which could be used for the "proof of concept" approach.  

 

Figure IX-1 Schematic of the experimental set-up of the applied EC-MS-System. 
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The coupling of the electrochemical cell to a commercial triple quadrupole mass 

spectrometer was carried out in complete analogy to the published work. First, a screening is 

carried out for oxidizability or reducibility. The screening of the decomposition of a known 

substance leads to additional masses that are obtained in the mass spectrum. Screening is 

practically performed so that a constant current rate increases (for example, 5 mV per 

second) in the electrochemical cell is generated, while keeping the flow through the cell 

constant and using the mass spectrometer to monitor all masses between 50 and 400 

Dalton.  

The intensities of the masses in dependence of the voltage can be used for the next step of 

the process. Here the voltage at which the intensity of the mass is particularly high is kept 

constant and the mass range of observation in the mass spectrometer is focused on the 

mass of interest. The structural elucidation of the newly obtained oxidative or reductive 

degradation products obtained was then carried out using the "highest" resolution FT-ICR 

mass spectrometer performing MS / MS experiments. 

 

 

Figure IX-2 Mass Spectrum Of Sulfadiazine A) With EC-Cell Switched Off; B) With EC-Cell Switched On. 
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Figure IX-3: Signal intensity versus voltage for selected masses. The black curve shows the decrease of the starting material, whereas the 

coloured traces show the masses of the degradation products. 

 

Figure IX-4: From MS/MS-Investigations at the FT-ICR-MS on one hand the molecular formula of the intermediate products is received 

on the other hand the mass differences can be identified by a molecular group, which allows the estimation of the structure of the 

degradation product as the starting materials structure is known an literature can be used to determine degradation mechanism. 
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In environmental systems like in dams besides the known oxidative conditions there are also 

reductive conditions, which might lead to reductive metabolites. The used EC-MS-system in 

principle can be operated in a reductive mode, but it had to be evaluated that using the 

reductive mode of the instrument makes sense for environmental systems. Therefore it had 

to be verified whether the model system is also suitable for the modelling of reductive 

metabolism. The reductive degradation occurs in the environment, for example, in reservoirs 

in deeper water layers and is therefore also relevant for the description of the changes on 

the Yangtze River. It could be demonstrated by way of example that the methodology can be 

extended to the reductive metabolism [2]. The comparison of known metabolites and the 

metabolites found by us shows a match of >80% in analogy to the studies of metabolites of 

oxidative degradation. This could be shown by the examples sulfadiazine and 

methabenzthiazurone under oxidative conditions and for ethidimurone under reductive 

conditions by comparison with literature data on these substances. In a few cases, reference 

substances are commercially available. In these cases, the confirmation of the degradation 

product may be performed by direct comparison measurement. 

In some cases, the reaction mechanism of the oxidative and reductive degradation was fully 

understood. To study the fate of pollutants also the formation of chemical bonds with 

dissolved organic matter or other carbon matter in the environment has to be investigated. 

This is especially relevant for highly sediment-water bodies such as the Yangtze River. As the 

classical approaches are quite ineffective the question was, if it is possible to use the EC-MS 

 

Figure IX-5:  Example for the elucidation of the degradation mechanism of chemicals in the EC-MS system for oxidative and reductive 

conditions. 
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system to establish a model system for the evaluation of possible bindings of the chemicals 

brought into the environment or their oxidation or reduction products. Therefore we 

selected model compounds and investigated the chemical reactions under oxidative or 

reductive conditions with this model compounds. The reaction of metabolites with model 

substances for organic carbon could be shown. The first interim results of this bottom-up 

approach, confirm findings of the typical top-down experiments in which always the 

extractable fraction was investigated. It was shown that relatively few reactive sites form 

chemical bonds, and these bonds are formed in many cases only under drastic conditions 

[2]. As a model substance for the organic carbon catechol, phthalic acid, reduced glutathione 

and histidine were chosen. The derivation of substances from a model of the organic carbon 

is shown in the following figure: 

The EC system itself can supply the cyclic voltammogram for the reactions. As can be clearly 

seen from Figure IX-7, it is therefore easily possible to determine the reaction-potential for 

the individual components of the oxidation of catechol and sulfadiazine and thus set the 

optimum voltage for the elucidation of the reaction by MS / MS. 

 

Figure IX-6: model of organic matter and the derived model substances.  
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For the elucidation of reaction products, two different set-ups are needed. Whereas some 

substances under oxidative conditions lead to reactive intermediates, which can react with 

the relevant model substance for example for dissolved organic matter the mixture of the 

two compounds is directly pumped through the electrochemical cell by a syringe pump. This 

is, for example, been carried out with catechol and the examined xenobiotics. In some cases 

where it is expected that the oxidation or reduction leads to active species which react with 

the organic carbon as a quencher the model substance for the organic carbon is added with 

a second syringe pump via a T-piece behind the EC cell and then the mixture is transferred, 

to the MS. The results are published in detail [2]. 

An interesting selected result is given be the reaction of the 4-ring aromatics with catechol 

under oxidative conditions. From the aromatics chrysene, tetracene and benz [a] anthracene 

tested only the showed branched benz [a] anthracene shows sufficient reactivity under 

oxidative conditions. The product of the oxygen oxidation then showed a reaction with 

catechol as given in detail in the following figure. 

 

 

Figure IX-7: Cyclo-voltammogram of the reaction of catechol with sulfadiazine.  
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This result supports the experiences that have been observed in the extraction of aromatic 

hydrocarbons in recent years. Here, it has been shown that a high degree that the PAH's are 

only adsorbed and can be extracted by suitable extraction methods also from aged samples 

almost completely. 

The coupling of EC-MS for model compounds was then transferred to other substances. The 

work on the structure elucidation of model reactions for the organic carbon shows an 

explanation for the relative rare detection of chemical bonds of organic carbon [2]. For the 

process of sedimentation in the Yangtze dam this would be an indication that most of the 

organic pollutants can be released, especially after the mobilization of the sediment during 

the flushing of the dam. Measurements of samples on both sides of the dam are planned in 

the context of future projects, here especially the sampling of sediments and the extraction 

of organic pollutants could be of interest.  

The collaboration with Ms. Chen has been continued during her post-doc time. One result 

was obtained by in depth analytics on the formation of bindings under drastic conditions [4]. 

A possibility of the EC-system in the existing configuration is to produce OH radicals, and 

therefore to perform the so-called electro-Fentons reaction, which can then be used directly 

coupled with mass spectrometry for the investigation of the reaction mechanisms under 

these drastic conditions. The electro-Fenton-process in the model system can be used to 

explain natural degradation processes, but can also be used in the context of optimization of 

processes in advanced oxidation for water or wastewater treatment. As PCB´s are an 

 

Figure IX-8:  model reaction as a possible binding reaction of 4-ring-aromatics with organic matter. 
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environmental problem a part of Chen Lei´s project is the examination of the degradation of 

PCBs 31 (2,4 ',5-trichlorobiphenyl), which she studied as a model substance for PCBs. The 

products of degradation of PCB 31 were able to be elucidated and bonds were found to γ-l-

glutamyl-l-cysteinyl-glycine. This indicates that in oxidative cleaning of PCB containing waste 

water or sewage in the presence of organic carbon bonds could arise that could lead to the 

water that conserves structural elements of the PCBs in the dissolved carbon [4]. 

Furthermore also data on the predictability of the persistence of chemicals in the 

environment was collected. First results it do not fully explain the oxidative and reductive 

environmental behavior from the chemical structure. Anyway the approach seems to be 

promising and further work in this field should be performed in depth in other projects. 

In cooperation with colleagues from Hangzhou in the context of the cooperation along the 

Yangtze river a publication is created with Jülich as a co-author [3]. It has been shown in the 

region of the inflow to the Tai Hu that the nutrient input into the lake mainly originates from 

diffuse sources. This prior information had been expected, however, provides a basis for 

further work in cooperation with Tongji University in the field of drinking water treatment 

from the Tai Hu. 

The findings of the last phase of the project are currently stronger a preparation of other 

projects outside of the Yangtze dam. A continuation of the work to understand the 

processes in the area of the dam appears useful and necessary as soon as a funding 

possibility can be found. 

4 Conclusions 

The coupling of the electrochemical cell to mass spectrometry as a model system to 

understand environmental processes is now being used by many research groups. Both 

analytical approaches as also preparative techniques where the EC-system is used as a 

method for the generation of metabolites are applied. With our expertise in this field we can 

support mechanistic understanding in joint projects with other groups to contribute to the 

understanding of mechanisms in water systems and/or support optimization processes in 

water treatment. 
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X General conclusion and outlook 

This Yangtze-HYDRO project is now finished. The results are summerized in this report. 

Generally, the common topic ‘interactions between toxicants, water and sediment’ of the 

five sub- and two special-projects within the joint Yangtze-HYDRO project offered a variety 

of opportunities to joint research, to data and knowledge exchange. In this chapter, we 

sketch briefly our cooperative activities with our German and Chinese partners from science, 

government and industry.   

 Publications, Scientific Qualification 

More than 60 publications are specified in this report, which were compiled in the context of 

the project. In addition also about 30 scientific qualification works such as masters, diploma 

and PhD theses were performed and came to an end.  

Joint workshops in Germany and China, as well as frequent project meetings (from the level 

of project managers to processor level) served the intense exchange of experiences in a 

challenging scientific environment. 

 ‚Yangtze Scientists‘ PhD Meetings, Yangtze - HYDRO – YANGTZE- GEO 

– Interconnection within Yangtze Hydro & Geo Network between PhD candidates 

2012 January 26-27 - TZW Karlsruhe  (Hydro) 

2012 September 5-6 - IWW Biebesheim (Hydro) 

2013 June 13-14 - University Kiel (Hydro & Geo) 

2013 October 21-22 - RWTH Aachen (Hydro & Geo) 

The cooperation with Chinese Scientists in this project can be shown not only in joint 

publications, but also in the three workshops in China and Germany during the project. 

 Sino-German Workshops 

– Interconnection between German and Chinese scientific institutions 

1.) 2011 March 27 – April 2 – Tongji University, Shanghai, China ‘Workshop on 

Interactions in the Water System – in the Frame of the Sino German Yangtze Project’ 

2.) 2011 November 28-29 – RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, Germany ‘Processes 

in the Yangtze River System-Experiences and Perspectives’ 

3.) 2012 September 21-23 – Tongji University, Shanghai, China ‘Processes in the 

Yangtze River System - 10th Anniversary of Sino-German Cooperation’ 

The scientific connections to China are established. Invitations are going in the meantime 

bidirectional. German water and environmental science are well established and became a 

model for Chinese scientific education.  

1 Support of MOST, BMBF, Projektträger Karlsruhe 
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(PTKA-WTE) 

We have to thank our supporters, especially MOST and the cooperating universities in China 

mentioned in this report, the BMBF-staff in Germany, especially PTKA-WTE team in 

Karlsruhe, namely Dr. Rüdiger Furrer, and all organizations working with us. We hope to stay 

also in further co-operation with our Chinese partners to continue research. 

2 A Glance into the Future 

How will the cooperation with China and the internal cooperation continue? 

The co-operation with the Chinese scientific groups of researchers has been very well 

developed. The exchange of knowledge In the meantime is well established; invitations from 

China reach us, in order to use our common expert's assessment. The Chinese environment 

and water problems seem the same as we had in Europe in the middle of last century; these 

problems are on the way to be solved as it did Europe.  

Further projects in the water and ecology sector are in preparation, whereby the BMBF in 

Germany and the appropriate organizations in China hopfully continue to co-operate.  

One example is the Taihu Lake, which is up to now both used as water discharge body and 

drinking water reservoir. That must be changed to reach a good drinking water quality and 

supply in the area. 

The available report shows however that co-operation between the two different cultures 

was successful and has a future. 
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